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Foreword

The Second International Conference on Intelligent Systems and Applications (INTELLI 2013),
held between April 21st-26th, 2013 in Venice, Italy, was an inaugural event on advances towards
fundamental, as well as practical and experimental aspects of intelligent and applications.

The information surrounding us is not only overwhelming but also subject to limitations of
systems and applications, including specialized devices. The diversity of systems and the spectrum of
situations make it almost impossible for an end-user to handle the complexity of the challenges.
Embedding intelligence in systems and applications seems to be a reasonable way to move some
complex tasks form user duty. However, this approach requires fundamental changes in designing the
systems and applications, in designing their interfaces and requires using specific cognitive and
collaborative mechanisms. Intelligence became a key paradigm and its specific use takes various forms
according to the technology or the domain a system or an application belongs to.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the INTELLI 2013 Technical
Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference
program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors
who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to INTELLI 2013. We truly believe that,
thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.

Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the INTELLI 2013 organizing committee
for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a success.

We hope that INTELLI 2013 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the field of intelligent
systems and applications.

We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open.
We also hope the attendees enjoyed the charm of Venice, Italy.

INTELLI Advisory Committee:

Pascal Lorenz, University of Haute Alsace, France
Petre Dini, Concordia University, Canada / China Space Agency Center, China
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a technique to find the 

exact KNN image objects to a given query object in high 

dimensional space.  The proposed technique clusters the 

images using a self-organizing map algorithm and then it 

projects these clusters into points in a linear space based on 

their distances from a selected reference point.  The projected 

points in a linear space are then organized in a simple, compact 

and yet fast index structure, called array-index. Unlike most 

indexes that support KNN search, the array-index requires a 

storage space that is linear in the number of projected points.  

The experiments show that the proposed technique is more 

efficient and robust to dimensionality as compared to other 

well known techniques due to its simplicity and compactness. 

Keywords-KNN search; image search; efficient indexing; 

dimensionality reduction; image clustering.  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Content-based retrieval of similar objects in a high 
dimensional feature space is important to many database 
applications. That is if an application is managing a database 
of N objects, given a query object q, the application should 
be able to return the K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) objects in 
the database that are most similar to q.  Finding KNN objects 
is one of the most expensive, but essential, operations in 
high-dimensional database applications. 

In large databases, given a query q, finding the KNN 
answer set by a linear scan method is prohibitively 
expensive, particularly, if the database objects are high 
dimensional.  Even with the existing indexing structures the 
response time of finding KNN answer set is equal to, or 
higher than, that of a linear scan due to a well-known 
phenomenon called curse of dimensionality [6][22].   
Therefore, there is an essential need for efficient KNN search 
techniques.  In this paper, we propose a technique that speeds 
up the KNN search of high-dimensional objects as compared 
to well-known methods, such as the R*-tree [3], SR-tree [14] 
and linear scan 

Our approach is based on clustering the multi-

dimensional objects (e.g., image data) using a self-

organizing map (SOM) algorithm and then projecting the 

clusters into a linear (1-dimensional) distance space in 

which the projected clusters are ordered based on their 

similarity to a chosen reference point, R.  These projected 

points in the linear space are inserted into the array-

index [1]. Since the points in the arrary index are sorted, 

search for similar points to a given query can be achieved by 

a binary search whose complexity is O(logNc ), where NC is 

the number of indexed points.  The search for KNN images 

start at the most similar cluster, called wining cluster (WC), 

to a given query and then proceeds to the left and right of 

the WC.  The search continues till checking new clusters do 

not result in any new KNN images on both sides.  This 

method retrieves exact KNN answer images to a given 

query image. More details of this technique can be found 

in [23]. 

Due to the small size of the index, our method requires 

a storage space that is linear in the number of generated 

clusters. As shown by the experiments, the proposed 

technique requires a search time that is much lower than that 

of the well known indexing structures R*-tree, SR-tree and 

linear scan, especially at high dimensions, which are 

bottlenecks for most KNN search algorithms.     

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 

presents the related work.  Section 3 discusses data 

clustering and the KNN search algorithm.  The experiments 

are discussed in Section 4.  Finally, we conclude the paper 

in Section 6. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Most works on finding the exact, or approximate, KNN 

points in a database to a given query point  have provided 

good solutions for the low-dimensionality case, but for the 

high-dimensionality case there have been very little progress. 

To project high-dimensional objects to a lower dimensional 

space, some indexing structures such as the grid-file [18], 

K-D-tree [4] or LSD-tree [12] partition the data space into 

disjoint regions regardless of data clusters.  On the other 

hand, data partitioning approaches like R*-tree[3], SR-

tree [14] or X-tree [7] divide the data space according to the 

distribution of points in these data partition trees.  Both the 

space and data partitioning approaches aim at speeding up 

the KNN search by pruning the irrelevant partitions to the 

given query. Generally, these approaches work well at low 

dimensions, but their performance degrades as the 

dimensionality increases [8].   

To reduce the effect of high-dimensionality on KNN 

search, some methods apply “dimensionality reduction”

1Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.     ISBN:  978-1-61208-269-1
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techniques on the data and then insert the data into the 

indexing trees.  The QBIC system [11] of IBM uses a 

bounding method to map the high-dimensional color 

histograms of images into points in a 3-dimensional space.  

Faloutsos et. al [9] used the Discrete Fourier Transform 

(DFT) to map subsequences of a time series into points in a 

6-dimensional space.     

Space-filling curve methods like the Z-order 

curve [20] or Hilbert curve [10] map the d-dimensional 

points into a one-dimensional space, i.e., d
  R1.  

Generally, space-filling curve methods are suitable for 

approximate KNN search, but not exact KNN search. A 

filter based approach such as the VA-file [22] divides the 

data space into 2
b
 rectangular cells, where b denotes a user 

specified number of bits.  The VA-file is an array of these 

compact approximations of points.  
In summary, the current KNN search approaches, which 

are classified above, work well in low-dimensional spaces; 
however, their performance degrades in high-dimensional 
spaces.  In high-dimensional spaces, there has not been a 
satisfying solution for the KNN search problem.  Towards 
finding a satisfying solution, the proposed technique 
improves performance of the KNN search by clustering the 
image data and then projecting those clusters into points in a 
linear space.  From these projected points, a simple index is 
built that supports efficient KNN search for images. 

III. EFFICIENT KNN SEARCH 

A. Image Representation 

We use a wavelet transform to decompose an image into 
several frequency bands and then compute a feature vector 
from the coefficients of the low frequency band.  
Particularly, we use the Haar wavelets because it is the 
fastest to compute and simplest to implement as compared to 
the other wavelet bases.  The significant features of the 
image are concentrated in the low frequency band, thus 
allowing the image coefficients to be truncated, keeping only 
a few coefficients that sufficiently represent the image.  
Moreover, such truncation process improves discrimination 
power because the process of matching feature vectors is 
focused on the significant features of images. 

B. SOM-based Clustering 

SOM is an unsupervised neural network that maps high-

dimensional input data 
n
 onto a usually two-dimensional 

output space while preserving the similarities between the 
data items [16]. The SOM consists of nodes (neurons) 
arranged in a two-dimensional grid. 

Clustering qualities of the self-organizing maps (SOM) 

are comparable to other clustering methods, and additionally 

SOMs offer better representation of clustered data [19]. The 

SOMs are well known for their superiority in clusters' 

visualization of very large and high dimensional image 

databases due to the SOM property of preserving the 

clusters' structure within the data as well as inter-cluster 

similarity [13].  Due to this property, we chose to cluster the 

feature vectors of images by a SOM.   

C. KNN Search Method 

The proposed technique indexes the clusters of images 
rather than the images themselves.  After clustering the 
images using the SOM method, the array-index [1] is 
constructed by the following steps:   

(i) Select a reference point (R): For the image database 
that is used in our experiments, we found that selecting a 
center cluster as a reference cluster leads to a slightly faster 
search time than other selection schemes. 

(ii) Compute the distance D(R, mi) between R and each 
cluster’srepresentativecodebook vector, mi :   

(iii) Project the cluster points into a linear space (array-
index) based on the computed distances : The SOM clusters 
are projected into a linear space by inserting the computed 
distances D(R,mi) into the array-index.  Along with each 
distance, a pointer to the best-matching-list of the 
corresponding cluster is set.  The best-matching-list of 
cluster Ci is a list of the points that are associated with Ci and 
sorted according to their Euclidean distances from mi.  
Hence, the array-index contains a list of clusters sorted based 
on their distances D(R, mi) and each cluster contains a 
pointer to a list of points sorted based on their distances D(pj, 
mi).  Also, for every Ci, we compute its radius ri that reflect 
the size of Ci.  The constructed array-index is very small in 
size since it only contains three fields (distance, pointer, and 
radius) for every generated cluster.  Therefore, all, or most, 
of the array-index can be put in main memory; thus, 
eliminating, or minimizing, (depending on the number of 
clusters and size of main memory) the disk operations during 
the search. 

D. KNN Search: Flow Control 

The proposed KNN search algorithm starts by finding the 
WC, which is a cluster with the most similar codebook 
vector to q, by computing D(R, q) and projecting this 
distance on the array-index. The WC will be the left or right 
cluster to D(R, q), whichever closer to q, and in case of tie 
either choice will do.  Then, as shown in Fig. 1, the 
algorithm continues the search for similar clusters on both 
the left and right directions of WC.  During the KNN search 
we employ 4 conditions to control the flow and speed up the 
search process [1]: 

 Cluster Pruning Condition to prune dissimilar clusters. 

 Cluster Ending Condition to end the search as soon as 
all KNN points are retrieved and further checking of 
new clusters does not result in new KNN answer 
points. 

 Point Pruning Condition to prune dissimilar points 
(images) in the currently visited cluster. 

 Point Ending Condition to end the search for candidate 
points in the currently visited cluster if further checking 
will not result in new KNN candidate points. 
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Figure 1. Searching to the left and right of the winner cluster (WC) 

 

E. KNNSearch Algorithm 

To find the exact KNN points to a given q,  the 

KNNsearch algorithm first finds the WC, which is a cluster 

whose mi is the most similar to q, within the array-index.  

Then, the visitCluster() function is called to visit the found 

WC and update KNN_list with the points associated with the 

WC.  Lptr and Rptr are pointers used to traverse the array-

index toward the left and the right of WC, respectively. Thus, 

after finding WC, the algorithm initializes Lptr and Rptr to 

point to WC.   

    The traverseLeft() and traverseRight() functions traverse 

to the left and right of WC, respectively, till one or both 

traversal paths are ended.  If both traversal directions (left 

and right) are ended, the search stops and then the 

KNNsearch algorithm returns the KNN_list, which contains 

the exact KNN points to the given q.  Otherwise, if both 

traversal direction (left and right) are not ended, the 

distances DL(q, mLptr) and DR(q, mRptr) are computed and the 

visitCluster() function is called to update the KNN_list with 

either the left, or right, current clusters (the one with the 

smaller distance from q), then the traversal in the opposite 

direction is blocked temporarily, so that the next iteration of 

the algorithm fetches the next partition in the direction of 

the closer cluster (the one with the smaller distance).  When 

the left traversal is ended and the search is advancing only 

in the right direction, the KNN_Search algorithm updates 

the KNN_list with the next qualifying cluster on the right 

direction.  Similarly, when the right traversal is ended and 

the search is advancing only in the left direction, the 

KNN_Search algorithm updates the KNN_list with the next 

qualifying cluster on the left direction.  Finally, when the 

search stops, the KNN_list is returned with the exact KNN 

answer points. 

 
The array-index speeds up the KNN search as follows: 

i) Finding the WC takes log2 Nc distance comparisons 

since the proposed technique uses a binary search as 

compared to a brute force method, which requires NC 

distance comparisons. 

ii) In the KNN search, the left and right traversal is ended 

as soon as the exact KNN answer points have been 

retrieved by the ending condition without the need to 

traverse the whole array-index. Thus, normally, only a 

small portion of the database is traversed to find the 

exact KNN answer points. 

iii) Since the points associated with a cluster are sorted by 

their distances from the mi, the ending condition ends 

the search at a certain point p beyond which there will 

be no KNN candidates.  

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

We performed our experiments on collected images from 
publicly available image databases: H

2
 Soft image databases 

and Stanford University database lab. The size of the 
collected image database is 80,000 artificial and natural 
images that span the following categories: landscapes, 
animals, buildings, people, plants, CG, etc.  Where 50% of 
the images (40000 images) are used for training the SOM 
and the other 50% is used for testing.  The image size is 
fixed at 128x128 pixels.  Although the experiments are 
conducted on image vectors, the proposed algorithm can be 
applied on any high-dimensional vectors. 

We extracted the color feature of each image using the 

Haar wavelets.  The color space used in this paper is the 

YIQ since it exploits certain characteristics of the human 

eye, where Y represents the luminance information and I 

and Q represent the chrominance information [2][17].  The 

YIQ color feature for each image is represented by a d-

dimensional vector.  To demonstrate the efficiency of our 

KNN search algorithm, we generated 3 databases with 

different dimensionalities: 3, 12, and 48 dimensions by 

applying a 7-level, 6-level, and 5-level decomposition, 

respectively, of the Haar wavelet transform on the image 

data. To show the feasibility of our technique and its 

tolerance to high dimensions, we chose the 3, 12 and 48 

dimensions since they represent a low, medium and high 

dimensionality, respectively, of the feature space. 
From each database (3, 12, and 48 dimensions), we 

generated different data sets 1000, 5000, 10000, 20000, 
30000, 40000 vectors in both the training and test databases.  
Each of these data sets was clustered by a SOM.  The 
different dimensions were generated via applying Haar 
wavelets on the images. 

To analyze the effect of dimensionality on the KNN 

search time, we measured the KNN search time of data sets 

of different sizes and different dimensionalities, as shown in 

Fig. 2.  First, we randomly selected 10 query images from 

the database and issued a query to retrieve the KNN answer 

images (where K=1 and K=50) for each query image from 

each of the different data sets and different dimensionalities.  

The KNN search times shown in Fig. 2.left and Fig. 2.right 

are the average results of 10 queries.  It is clear that the 

KNN search time increases as the dimensionality increases.  

That is because the volumes of clusters increase as the 

dimensionality increases causing a greater degree of overlap 

between clusters; thus, more clusters are visited during the 

search.  Moreover, the KNN search time increases as the 

value of K increases.  That is obvious because larger values 

of K lead to more clusters' visits; thus, larger percentage of 

the database is accessed to answer a query.    

To prove the above reasoning, we measured the 

percentage of the non-empty clusters (associated with one or 

more images) accessed to retrieve the KNN images to each 

of the randomly selected queries at different 

R

WC q
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dimensionalities and different values of K (see Fig. 3).   

Clearly, as the dimensionality increases and/or the value of 

K increases a bigger percentage of the database is accessed 

(more clusters are visited). 
According to [15][22] and as verified by our experiments 

(see Fig. 4), most KNN search algorithms are outperformed 

by a linear scan method especially at high dimensions ( 12 
dimensions) of real (non-uniformly distributed) databases, 
such as image databases.  We compared the proposed 
technique with other well known methods (R*-tree, SR-tree 

and linear scan), which serve as a stick yard to evaluate the 
proposed technique, in terms of KNN search time versus the 
number of dimensions. The KNN search of the R*-tree and 
SR-tree methods is implemented based on the algorithm 
presented in [21].  Fig. 4 shows the comparison between the 
four methods for K=1 and K=50 using a test database of 
40000 images.  Notice that the scale of the y-axis of Fig. 10 
is logarithmic. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Average KNN time versus database size when (left) K=1 and (right) K=50. 

 

 
Figure 3. The percentage of the accessed database (visited nodes) versus database size when (left) K=1 and (right) K=50. 

 

 
Figure 4. Comparison between the array-index, a linear scan, R*-tree and SR-tree methods in terms of KNN search time versus number of dimensions: (left) 

for K=1 and (right) for K=50. 

 
 

Obviously, the proposed technique outperforms the R*-

tree, SR-tree and linear scan methods at all dimensions and 

all variations of the value of K.  At low dimensions and low 

values of K (dimensions = 3 and K = 1), the R*-tree and SR-

tree generate their least disk operations; thus, they 

outperform the linear scan method.  However, as the 

dimensionality increases and/or the value of K increases the 
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disk operations of the R*-tree and SR-tree methods increase 

and hence they are outperformed by a linear scan.  Due to 

the simple and compact structure of the array-index used by 

our technique, it generates no disk operations and thus it 

results in a significant performance gain over the R*-tree 

and SR-tree methods.  Also, the proposed technique 

outperforms the linear scan method, on the average of the 

value of K, by 81% at 3 dimensions, 77% at 12 dimensions 

and 70% at 48 dimensions.  Notice that the KNN search 

time of the linear scan methods increases linearly with the 

number of dimensions and the KNN search time of the R*-

tree and SR-tree increase exponentially with the number of 

dimensions.  On the other hand, the proposed technique 

shows more robustness to the number of dimensions since 

the KNN search time only increases slightly as the 

dimensionality increases.   
 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

We presented a simple and efficient technique to retrieve 
exact KNN points for a given query.  The proposed 
technique is based on clustering the data and then indexing 
the clusters' representative vectors instead of the data points 
themselves; thus, reducing the size the index structure.   
Although, in this paper, we used an image database and a 
SOM algorithm as examples of a multi-dimensional data and 
a clustering technique, respectively, the technique can be 
adapted to any multi-dimensional data and any clustering 
method.  Even though the paper only presents the KNN 
search algorithm, the range search can be easily 

implemented.  Given q a range query , the search algorithm 
first finds the WC, next it retrieves all clusters that overlap 
with this range on both sides of the WC as a candidate set.  
Finally, the candidate set is refined by retrieving only the 

points pi that satisfy the range condition |D(q, pi)|≤.  The 
projection of clusters into a linear space and the compactness 
of the index are the main reasons behind the fast KNN search 
time as compared to other known methods.  The experiments 
show that the proposed technique is faster and more robust to 
dimensionality as compared to other well known techniques 
due to its simplicity and compactness. 
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Abstract—Text annotation is used to mark up text using 

highlights, comments, footnotes, tags, and links. Manual 

annotation is a human intensive process and is not feasible for a 

large corpus of text. Classification is a technique that may be 

used to automate the annotation process. This paper develops a 

Classification-based Text Annotation Workbench (CLAW), an 

annotation assistance tool that incorporates automated 

classification to reduce the difficulty of manual annotation. 

There are several technical challenges posed by the practical 

nature of the text corpus and the annotation methodology. The 

text corpus, is large and consists of numerous reports, lessons 

learnt and best practices. Complexity is introduced due to the 

size of the documents, the variety of formats and the range of 

subject matter. The annotation taxonomy is extensive and 

unstructured and may be applied to the text body without 

constraints. Consequently, the search space for the label(s) 

become prohibitively large and it becomes necessary to adopt 

strategies that reduce the complexity of the classification 

process. We introduce a simplification technique to reduce the 

large classification search space. We improve precision by 

supplementing these predictive algorithms with similarity based 

measures and evaluate CLAW for performance using both 

prediction-based metrics and ranking-based metrics. It is shown 

that CLAW performs better than a competing algorithm on all 

evaluation metrics.   

Keywords-Text Annotation, Multi-label Classification, Bayes 

Theorem, Annotation Workbench.  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Text annotation is the practice of marking up text using 
highlights, comments, footnotes, tags, and links. This may 
include notes written for a reader's private purposes, as well as 
shared annotations written for the purposes of collaborative 
writing, editing, commentary, social sharing, and learning. 
Annotation of these documents is the first step in the 
automation of the processing of such documents with 
applications such as identification of socio-cultural constructs, 
and improved methods of query and retrieval. 

Manual annotation is a human intensive process and is 

not feasible for a large corpus of text. Classification is a 

technique, well-researched in data mining and machine 

learning that may be used to automate the annotation process.  

Classification separates data into distinct classes 

characterized by some distinguishing features and rules relate 

class labels to these features. Automated classification has 

been used in a variety of domains including textual data such 

as e-mails, web pages, news articles; audio; images and 

video; medical data; or even annotated genes (Read, 2010). 

Each example is associated with an attribute vector, which 

represents data from its domain. Labels represent concepts 

from the problem domain such as subject categories, 

descriptive tags, genres, gene functions, and other forms of 

annotation. The training set is readily available in practical 

scenarios, usually in the form of human-annotation by a 

domain expert.  A supervised classifier trains its model on 

these examples and continues the labeling task thereafter 

automatically. Single-label classification is the task of 

associating each example with a single class label. Classes 

may also overlap, in which case, the same data may belong to 

all of the many classes that overlap. In such instances, it 

becomes necessary to collect the details or features of all the 

classes that the data belongs to in order to perform a 

complete classification that is also accurate.  When each 

example may be associated with multiple labels 

simultaneously, this is known as multi-label classification. In 

this paper, the terms class, label and tag are used 

interchangeably.  

This paper presents the Classification-Based Text 

Annotation Workbench (CLAW), an annotation assistance 

tool that reduces the difficulty of the annotation process. The 

area of application for the tool is a large corpus (~1G) 

supplied by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers with the 

objective of annotating the text using a classification 

taxonomy provided.  The purpose of the annotation is to 

introduce common terminology in order to facilitate an 

understanding of the dominant themes within the corpus.  

The corpus consists of numerous reports, lessons learned, and 

best practices drawn from peace keeping and nation building 

operations. There are several technical challenges posed by 

this application domain.  The document set is complex with 

respect to size, variety of formats and range of subject matter.  

The subject matter in these documents is extensive and 

includes reports on social and cultural institutions, physical 

infrastructure, education, agriculture, etc. The annotation 

taxonomy is large and unstructured with the flexibility of 

labels being applied orthogonally.  Furthermore the 

annotation is required at the phrase level.  Consequently, the 

search space for the label(s) is large and it becomes necessary 
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to adopt strategies that reduce the complexity of the 

classification process.  The work reported in this paper is the 

development of a practical solution to this problem.  We 

investigate the applicability of the Naïve Bayes classification 

technique to the corpus and compare to a more complex text 

classification technique, the MLkNN.  It is found that the 

Naïve Bayes provides sufficient accuracy for automating the 

classification process for the target taxonomy, and text 

corpus. This evaluation is used to justify the incorporation of 

the algorithm into the automation workbench, CLAW.   

The paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews 

published literature on text processing and multi-label 

classification in text. Section III describes the approach to the 

problem and the architecture of CLAW. Section IV describes 

the results and compares them with a benchmark algorithm. 

Section V concludes this paper and points to directions of 

future research. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In document classification a large number of attributes are 

used to characterize the document.  The attributes of the 

examples to be classified are the words in the text phrases, 

and the number of different words can be quite large. 

McCallum and Nigam [8] clarify the two different first order 

probabilistic generative models that are used for text 

classification, both of which make the Naïve Bayes 

assumption. The first model is a multi-variate Bernoulli 

model, which is a Bayesian network with no dependencies 

between words and binary features.  The second model is the 

multinomial model, which specifies that a document is 

represented by the set of word occurrences in the document. 

The probability of a document is a product of the probability 

of each of the words that occur.   

Lauser et al. [6] propose an approach to automatically 

subject index full-text documents with multiple labels based 

on binary Support Vector Machines (SVMs). The authors 

incorporate multilingual background knowledge in the form 

of thesauri and ontologies in their text document 

representation. Godbole et al [2] present methods for 

enhancing and adapting discriminative classifiers for multi-

labeled predictions. Their approach exploits the relationship 

between classes, by combining text features and the features 

indicating relationship between classes. They also propose 

enhancements to the margin of SVMs for building better 

models in the event of overlapping classes.  In [3] the authors 

evaluate the preprocessing combination of feature reduction, 

feature subset selection, and term weighting is best suited to 

yield a document representation that optimizes the SVM 

classification of particular datasets. Ikonomakis et al. [4] 

describe the text classification process using the vector 

representation of documents, feature selection, and provide 

definitions of evaluation metrics.   
 Tsoumakas and Katakis [13] give a good introduction to 

multi-label classification using methods such as algorithm 
adaptation and problem transformation. The different 
techniques are compared and evaluated using metrics, after 

they are applied to classify some benchmarked data sets.  
Zhang et al. [17] present a multi-label lazy learning approach 
named MLkNN, which is derived from the traditional k-
Nearest Neighbor (kNN) algorithm. Using experiments on 
three different multi-label learning problems, i.e., yeast gene 
functional analysis, natural scene classification and automatic 
web page categorization, the authors show that MLkNN 
achieves better performance when compared to some well-
established multi-label learning algorithms.  

Younes et al. [15] describe an adaptation of MLkNN that 
takes into account dependencies between labels (DMLkNN). 
The authors use a Bayesian version of kNN. Experiments on 
simulated and benchmarked datasets show the efficiency of 
this approach compared to other existing approaches.   
Tsoumakas et al. [11] describe a new enhancement on   the 
multi-label algorithm called label powerset (LP) that 
considers each distinct combination of labels that exist in the 
training set as a different class value in a single-label 
classification task. 

Previous work in work benches for text annotation 
includes the Koivunen [5] system.  This work describes 
Annotea, a semantic web-based project. Metadata is generated 
in the form of objects such as web annotations, reply threads, 
bookmarks, topics etc.  Users can easily create RDF metadata 
that may be queried, merged and mixed with other metadata.  
In Zeni et al. [16], a software tool (Biblio) is described for 
automatically generating a list of references and an annotated 
bibliography, given a collection of published research articles.  
Finlayson [1] describes the Story Workbench, a software tool 
that facilitates semantic annotation of text documents. The 
tool uses Natural Language Processing tools to make a best 
guess as to the annotation, presenting that guess to the human 
annotator for approval, correction, or elaboration. This is a 
semi-automatic process.  Annotation is generalized into a 
“tagging” procedure with parts-of-speech tags as well as 
general tags for “tooltips” or “infotips” in a GUI. 

The problem that we address in this research is unique to 
the domain in several respects- the need to annotate at an 
atomic level, i.e., the noun phrase and verb phrase level; the 
unstructured labeling taxonomy supplied to annotate text; and 
finally, the need to find a practical solution to automating a 
supplied corpus and taxonomy.  The taxonomy gives rise to a 
very large labeling search space, which makes accurate 
classification of text difficult. The algorithms discussed 
previously are developed for a much smaller set of 
classifications, and are applicable at a grosser level than that 
required here (paragraph or document).  The software tools in 
general with the exception of Annotea are not geared towards 
the annotation process.    

III. APPROACH 

The first phase of the process is to input previously 

classified text phrases to the Stanford Parts Of Speech (POS) 

Tagger [9]. The Text Preprocessor component performs pre-

processing on POS Tagged data.  Pre-processing includes 

steps such as the filtering of records that do not contain either 

noun phrases or verb phrases, and retaining only those 

features (words) that have appropriate parts-of-speech tags  
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Figure 1. Process Flow Diagram for CLAW 

 

for noun phrases and verb phrases. This component produces 

as output a delimited ASCII text file for next phase of 

lemmatizing. The lemmatizer uses WordNet® [14] database 

to extract synonyms or lemmas of input phrases to build an 

expanded input set for the next stage of classification. The 

Java API for WordNet Searching (JAWS, 2012) interface to 

WordNet is utilized in the lemmatizer. The lemmatized 

phrases are input into the Naïve Bayes classifier.  

Unclassified phrases are passed into a WordNet Lookup 

component to extract synonyms and returned to the Naïve 

Bayes Classifier for another attempt at classification.  The 

lexicon is stored in a SQLite database [10] that stores the 

data.  The process flow diagram for CLAW  is shown in 

Figure 1. 

Naïve Bayes is a standard algorithm for learning to 

classify text. Naïve Bayes classifiers are faster than other 

algorithms discussed in literature such as SVMs, since they 

learn a probabilistic generative model in just one pass of the 

training data even though they may sacrifice some 

classification accuracy. Bayes' Theorem finds the probability 

of an event occurring given the probability of another event 

that has already occurred. If B represents the dependent event 

and A represents the prior event, Bayes' theorem is stated as 

follows. 

Prob (B given A) = Prob (A and B)/Prob (A)    

i.e., the probability of classification, B, given a phrase A, is 

the probability of A classified as B in the training data, 

divided by the probability of A occurring in the training data. 

The Training data consists of text phrases classified 

/annotated by human annotator, which is input into the 

CLAW system as discussed previously.  

The labels or tags for this domain are verb phrase tags 

(task, state, role, and other) and noun phrase tags. Noun 

phrase tags are further subdivided into Level 1 (L1), and 

Level 2 (L2) tags shown in TABLE 1 and TABLE2 

respectively. L2
(i) 

denotes the i
th

 most frequent L2 tag. 
As previously noted, we have a very large search space of 

labels, which could be used to tag noun phrases,  since the L1  

TABLE 1. LEVEL 1 TAGS 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
and L2 tags may be orthogonally applied multiple number of 
times (depending on the context that we are annotating), with 
the only condition that every NP has at least one L1 tag.  In 
the case of the verb phrases the process is simpler since there 
are only four possible tags to be applied.  A simplification 
strategy is used to reduce the search space in the case of noun 
phrases. We calculate the frequency count of the labels to 
isolate and replace L1 labels with the most frequent ten 
classes and L2 labels in a particular instance with L2

 (i)
 where 

i=1..4, in the data set (if present in that string) to create 
particular models to be learnt by the Bayesian classifier.  This 
selection strategy transforms the multi-label learning problem 
to a single label learning problem.  Thus, based on frequency 
counts of labels, different models are learnt by the Naïve 
Bayes classifier. The instances that correspond to the top ten 
Level 1 Tags alone are also tested separately, and a model 
corresponding to L1 tags is learnt.   
 

There is only one learning model for Verb Phrases (VP) test 

data since there are only four possible VP tags. Rare classes 

with percentage frequency less than 1% in the data set are 

matched using simple string matching. In the final step the 

individually predicted labels are composed together.  This 

approach avoids the need to learn a combinatorial number of 

classes directly by simplifying the problem, however 

restoring the complexity of the labeling by composition in the 

final step. 

IV. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS 

Prediction-based metrics and Ranking-based metrics are 

standard measures used to evaluate performance of text 

classification. Ranking based metrics (TABLE 3) evaluate 

the label ranking quality depending on the ranking or scoring 

function. Hamming Loss is used as the basis for Ranking 

Function in our classification. Lower Hamming Loss implies 
 
 
 

L1 Tags  

entity/agents 

entity/events 

entity/info 

entity/institutions 

entity/materials 

entity/organizations 

entity/physical_behaviors 

entity/physical_infrastructures 

entity/places 

entity/services 

entity/social_behaviors 

entity/social_infrastructures 

entity/technical_capabilities 

entity/time 

POS 
Tagger Preprocessing 

Lemmatizer 

Classifier 

Unclassified  
Phrases 

Classified  
Phrases 

Lexicon WordNet 
Lookup 
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TABLE 2. LEVEL 2 TAGS 
 

L2 Tags 

administrative 

agreement 

agriculture 

authority 

civilian 

communication 

conditions 

conflicting 

contractor 

criminal 

definition 

dislocated 

economy 

education 

environment 

extremism 

food 

 

global 

governance 

health 

Illicit 

indigenous 

labor 

language 

liaison 

licit 

local_governance 

military 

negotiation 

oversight 

perspective 

pets 

political 

 

private  

psychological 

public 

public opinion 

purpose 

relationships 

relief 

religion 

requirements 

return 

routine 

security 

social 

transition 

transportation 

utilities 

 

 

 
TABLE 3. DEFINITIONS OF RANKING-BASED 

METRICS 

 
Hamming Loss = # of misclassified records in Test 

Data/(# of records of Test Data* Size of Label Set) 

Subset Accuracy = (No. of Exact Matched records with 

True Predicted Classes)/(No. of Test Records)  

Average Precision: Average fraction of labels ranked 

above a particular label (Best value is 1) 

Coverage: Average # of steps needed to move down the 

ranked label list in order to cover all the labels assigned to a 

test instance. Smaller value of this metric is desirable.  

One-Error: Calculates how many times the top-ranked 

label i.e., the label with highest ranking score, is not in the 

set of labels for the appropriate instance. Smaller value of 

this metric is desirable. 

Ranking loss: Average fraction of label pairs that are 

reversely ordered i.e., number of times irrelevant labels are 

ranked higher than relevant labels for an instance.  This 

does not happen in our case. Smaller value of this metric is 

desirable. 

 

higher rank for a label. The most relevant label has highest 

rank of 1.  

The MULAN [12] package has implemented the MLkNN 

(Multi-label lazy learning k-NN) and provides a good 

comparison metric for the approach taken in this paper.  The 

software generates classification metrics automatically when 

supplied with train-test data. 

TABLE 4.  RANKING METRICS FOR NOUN AND VERB 

PHRASES. 

 
Classification 

Algorithm 

Ranking 

Metrics 

L1 Tags 

only for 

Noun 

Phrases 

Verb 

Phrase 

Tags 

only 

  
N

aï
v

e 
B

ay
es

 

Hamming 

Loss 

0.03 0.05 

Subset 

Accuracy 

0.7 0.8 

Average 

Precision 

0.78 0.5 

Coverage 2 1 

One Error 0.0023 0.005 

Ranking 

Loss 

0 0 

   

M
U

L
A

N
 M

L
k

N
N

 

Hamming 

Loss 
0.1 0.25 

Subset 

Accuracy 
< 0.01 < 0.01 

Avg. 

Precision 
0.53 0.5454 

Coverage 2.1336 1.255 

One Error 0.6889 0.76 

Ranking 

Loss 
0.2371 0.4183 

 
 

For the experiments we used a training set of approximately 

1000 classified phrases, with 200 phrases as the test set.  In 

the first part of the experiments, we consider L1 Noun Phrase 

(NP) tags alone and in a separate experiment Verb Phrases 

alone.  The results of this experiment are shown in TABLE 4.  
From TABLE 4 it may be seen that, while the MLkNN 

has marginally better Average Precision for Verb Phase test 
data, all other evaluation metrics are considerably better for 
the Naïve Bayes classifier used in this work.  TABLE 5 
establishes this for a series of L1L2(i) models tested.  It should 
be noted that these conclusions are specific to the annotation 
taxonomy and the domain of application used here. 

A. Integrating the Learning Component into CLAW 

The learning component described in the previous section 
is integrated into the software tool, to develop the 
Classification-based Text Annotation Workbench (CLAW).  
CLAW uses the learning component, and the corpus database 
to provide hints for annotation to the user.  SQLite is chosen 
as the database for the work bench because of its light weight 
footprint.  The workbench is developed using the .NET 
framework, with the learning components constructed as Java 
services.   
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TABLE 5.  RANKING METRICS FOR L1L2
(I)

 MODELS 

 

 Ranking 

Metrics 

L1L2
(1)

 L1L2
(2)

 L1L2
(3)

 L1L2
(4)

 

N
aï

v
e 

B
ay

es
 

Hamming 

Loss 

0.026 0.027 0.0236 0.05 

Subset 

Accuracy 

0.59 0.65 0.72 0.55 

Average 

Precision 

0.91 0.92 0.75 0.89 

Coverage 4 3 3 2 

One Error 0.0043 0.0055 0.0024 0 

Ranking 

Loss 

0 0 0 0 

M
U

L
A

N
 M

L
k

N
N

 

Hamming 

Loss 

0.0625 0.0769 0.1 0.1111 

Subset 

Accuracy 

< 0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 

Average 

Precision 

0.4448 0.4863 0.4883 0.5208 

Coverage 4.2735 3.1209 2.4633 2.2038 

One Error 0.6795 0.7005 0.7267 0.6943 

Ranking 

Loss 

0.2849 0.2601 0.2737 0.2755 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This work approached the problem of text annotation in two 

phases.  In the first phase we annotated the text manually 

based on a taxonomy provided, and in the second phase we 

used the annotations to develop algorithms to perform 

automated annotation.  There were several challenges to 

developing the automated annotation component- the text 

corpus is wide ranging encompassing a broad range of topics; 

the taxonomy is unstructured and large; and finally the 

annotations may be applied combinatorially.  We introduced 

a multi-modal approach that reduces the combinatorial nature 

of the problem, making the automation feasible.  The 

resulting model was validated against a benchmark algorithm 

for text classification.  Finally, we integrated the approach 

into a novel system, Classification-based Text Annotation 

Workbench (CLAW) that facilitates both manual annotation 

and incorporates supervised annotation (based on automated 

classification) to reduce the complexity of annotating text.  

CLAW provides a flexible environment with the ability to 

change the taxonomy depending on the domain of 

application.   The CLAW tool also has the capability to 

ensure a consistent basis to annotation, since it generates 

annotations based on the deterministic learning component.   

Processing times within the tool are fairly reasonable, but this 

could change as the repository gets larger.   

While the CLAW tool provides a good infrastructure for 

annotation of text, there are several possible enhancements to 

the tool that can improve the quality and repeatability of the 

annotation process. 

 Automated generation of learning models.  The 

quality of the automated annotations provided by 

CLAW depends on the learning model used (refer 

the CLAW user guide).  While the learning model is 

generated manually, the corpus database could 

provide a mechanism for the automated creation of 

models.  Multiple models may be created and used 

within CLAW.  The use of multiple models would 

improve the recall of the classification process.  A 

further possibility might be the application of active 

learning into this component.  

 Qualitative evaluation of model outputs.  In the 

current version of CLAW every model output is 

treated identically.  A quantitative approach that 

evaluates each model independently, and ranks the 

outputs could provide the user with greater 

confidence in the results.  This would also help the 

user select annotation suggestions based on 

quantitative measures. 

 Traceability of CLAW suggestions.  In the current 

version of CLAW, the annotation suggestions are 

provided to the user, however there is no mechanism 

that informs the user as to how the suggestion was 

being made.  Providing traceability of the model 

outputs would improve confidence in the system. 
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Abstract—In this paper, we study probabilistic and rough
set approaches to missing attribute values. Probabilistic ap-
proaches are based on imputation, a missing attribute value is
replaced either by the most probable known attribute value or
by the most probable attribute value restricted to a concept.
In this paper, in a rough set approach to missing attribute
values we consider two interpretations of such value: lost
and “do not care”. Additionally, we apply three definitions
of approximations (singleton, subset and concept) and use an
additional parameter called α. Our main objective was to
compare probabilistic and rough set approaches to missing
attribute values for incomplete data sets with many missing
attribute values. We conducted experiments on six incomplete
data sets with as many missing attribute values as possible.
In these data sets an additional incremental replacement of
known values by missing attribute values resulted with the
entire records filled with only missing attribute values. Rough
set approaches were better for five data sets, for one data set
probabilistic approach was more successful.

Keywords-Data mining; probabilistic approaches to missing
attribute values; rough set theory; probabilistic approxima-
tions; parameterized approximations

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we compare two methods handling missing
attribute values based on probability theory with a rough
set approach to missing attribute values represented by two
interpretations of missing attribute values (lost and “do not
care”), three definitions of approximations (singleton, subset
and concept) and on a parameter called α.

In probabilistic methods for missing attribute values, the
most frequently used in data mining practice, in our first
method called Most Common Value for Symbolic Attributes
and Average Value for Numerical Attributes (MCV-AV), for
symbolic attributes a missing attribute value was replaced
by the most probable known attribute value (the most
frequent). For numerical attributes, a missing attribute value
was replaced by the average of known attribute values. In
the second probabilistic method, called Concept Most Com-
mon Value for Symbolic Attributes and Concept Average
Values for Numerical Attributes (CMCV-CAV), for symbolic
attributes a missing attribute value was replaced by the most
common value restricted to the concept that contains the
missing attribute value. A concept is the set of all cases

(records) with the same decision value (labeled the same
way by an expert). Thus, for symbolic attributes a missing
attribute value was replaced by a known attribute value with
the largest conditional probability given the concept to which
the case belongs. For numerical attributes, a missing attribute
value was replaced the average of known attribute values
restricted to the corresponding concept.

Using a rough set approach to missing attribute values,
we may distinguish two interpretations of missing attribute
values: lost and “do not care”. The former interpretation
means that an attribute value was originally given, however,
currently we have no access to it (e.g., the value was
forgotten or erased). For data sets with lost values we try to
induce the rule set from known data. The latter interpretation
represents, e.g., a refusal to answer a question. For example,
patients suspected of having flu may refuse to tell the
value of the attribute Eye color since they may consider
it irrelevant. For data mining from data sets affected by
such missing attribute values we replace a “do not care”
condition by all possible attribute values.

An idea of lower and upper approximations is a basic
idea of rough set theory [1], [2]. For incomplete data sets
there exist many definitions of approximations. In this paper,
we use three types of approximations: singleton, subset
and concept [3]. A probabilistic (or parameterized) approx-
imation, associated with a probability (parameter) α, is a
generalization of lower and upper approximations. For very
small α, the probabilistic approximation becomes the upper
approximation. For α = 1, the probabilistic approximation
is a lower approximation [4]. Probabilistic approximations
for complete data sets were studied for years, the idea was
introduced in [5] and further developed in [6]–[15]. Such
approximations were explored from a theoretical view point.
The first paper on experimental validation of such approx-
imations, for complete data sets, was [16]. For incomplete
data sets probabilistic approximations were generalized in
[4]. Results of experiments on probabilistic approximations
for incomplete data sets were presented in [16]–[21]. In all
of these papers, rough set approaches to mining incomplete
data were not compared with any other approaches to
missing attribute values.
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TABLE I. An incomplete decision table

Attributes Decision

Case Temperature Headache Cough Flu

1 high ? no yes
2 normal no yes yes
3 ? yes no yes
4 high no yes yes
5 high ? yes yes
6 very-high no no yes
7 * no * no

The main objective of this paper was to compare (experi-
mentally) probabilistic and rough set approaches to missing
attribute values for incomplete data sets with many missing
attribute values. Our main result is that a rough set approach
to missing attribute values was successful on five out of six
data sets since it provides smaller error rates, a result of
ten-fold cross validation. Our data sets had as many missing
attribute values as possible. With an additional incremental
replacement of known values by missing attribute values, the
entire records were filled with only missing attribute values.

Section II describes the formal foundation of characteristic
sets that form the basis of the probabilistic approximations
we explore in Section III. Furthermore, we consider the
problem of definability and its relationship to probabilistic
approximations in Section IV. The results of our experiments
are analyzed in Section V and further examined in the
conclusion of this paper.

II. CHARACTERISTIC SETS

We assume that the input data sets are presented in the
form of a decision table. An example of a decision table
is shown in Table I (a similar table was presented in [22]).
Rows of the decision table represent cases, while columns
are labeled by variables. The set of all cases is denoted by
U . In Table I, U = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. Some variables
are called attributes while one selected variable is called a
decision and is denoted by d. The set of all attributes will
be denoted by A. In Table I, A = {Temperature, Headache,
Cough} and d = Flu.

An important tool to analyze data sets is a block of an
attribute-value pair. Let (a, v) be an attribute-value pair. For
complete decision tables, i.e., decision tables in which every
attribute value is specified, a block of (a, v), denoted by
[(a, v)], is the set of all cases x for which a(x) = v, where
a(x) denotes the value of the attribute a for the case x. For
incomplete decision tables the definition of a block of an
attribute-value pair is modified.

• If for an attribute a there exists a case x such that
a(x) = ?, i.e., the corresponding value is lost, then the

case x should not be included in any blocks [(a, v)] for
all values v of attribute a,

• If for an attribute a there exists a case x such that the
corresponding value is a “do not care” condition, i.e.,
a(x) = ∗, then the case x should be included in blocks
[(a, v)] for all specified values v of attribute a.

A special block of a decision-value pair is called a
concept. In Table I, [(Flu, yes)] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}.
Additionally, for Table I

[(Temperature, normal)] = {2, 7},
[(Temperature, high)] = {1, 4, 5, 7},
[(Temperature, very-high)] = {6, 7},
[(Headache, no)] = {2, 4, 6, 7},
[(Headache, yes)] = {3},
[(Cough, no)] = {1, 3, 6, 7},
[(Cough, yes)] = {2, 4, 5, 7}.

For a case x ∈ U the characteristic set KB(x) is defined
as the intersection of the sets K(x, a), for all a ∈ B, where
the set K(x, a) is defined in the following way:
• If a(x) is specified, then K(x, a) is the block

[(a, a(x))] of attribute a and its value a(x),

• If a(x) =? or a(x) = ∗ then the set K(x, a) = U.

Characteristic set KB(x) may be interpreted as the set of
cases that are indistinguishable from x using all attributes
from B and using a given interpretation of missing attribute
values. Thus, KA(x) is the set of all cases that cannot be
distinguished from x using all attributes.

For Table I and B = A,

KA(1) = {1, 4, 5, 7} ∩ U ∩ {1, 3, 6, 7} = {1, 7},
KA(2) = {2, 7} ∩ {2, 4, 6, 7} ∩ {2, 4, 5, 7} = {2, 7},
KA(3) = U ∩ {3} ∩ {1, 3, 6, 7} = {3},
KA(4) = {1, 4, 5, 7} ∩ {2, 4, 6, 7} ∩ {2, 4, 5, 7} = {4, 7},
KA(5) = {1, 4, 5, 7} ∩ U ∩ {2, 4, 5, 7} = {4, 5, 7},
KA(6) = {6, 7} ∩ {2, 4, 6, 7} ∩ {1, 3, 6, 7} = {6, 7}, and
KA(7) = U ∩ {2, 4, 6, 7} ∩ U = {2, 4, 6, 7}.

The characteristic relation R(B) is a relation on U defined
for x, y ∈ U as follows

(x, y) ∈ R(B) if and only if y ∈ KB(x).
The characteristic relation is reflexive but—in general—it

does not need to be symmetric or transitive. In our example,
R(A) = {(1, 1), (1, 7), (2, 2), (2, 7), (3, 3), (4, 4), (4, 7),
(5, 4), (5, 5), (5, 7), (6, 6), (6, 7), (7, 2), (7, 4), (7, 6), (7,
7)}. For Table I the relation R(A) is neither symmetric nor
transitive. A relation R(A) that is an equivalence relation is
called an indiscernibility relation [1], [2].

III. PROBABILISTIC APPROXIMATIONS

The singleton probabilistic approximation of X with the
threshold α, 0 < α ≤ 1, denoted by apprsingletonα (X), is
defined as follows
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{x | x ∈ U, Pr(X|KB(x)) ≥ α}, (1)

where Pr(X|KB(x)) =
|X∩KB(x)|
|KB(x)| is the conditional prob-

ability of X given KB(x).

A subset probabilistic approximation of the set X with
the threshold α, 0 < α ≤ 1, denoted by apprsubsetα (X), is
defined as follows

∪{KB(x) | x ∈ U, Pr(X|KB(x)) ≥ α}. (2)

A concept probabilistic approximation of the set X with
the threshold α, 0 < α ≤ 1, denoted by apprconceptα (X), is
defined as follows

∪{KB(x) | x ∈ X, Pr(X|KB(x)) ≥ α}. (3)

For Table I, all distinct probabilistic approximations (sin-
gleton, subset and concept) for [(Flu, yes)] are

apprsingleton0.5 ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) = U,

apprsingleton0.667 ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) = {3, 5, 7},

apprsingleton0.75 ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) = {3, 7},

apprsingleton1 ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) = {3},

apprsubset0.5 ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) = U,

apprsubset0.667 ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) = {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7},

apprsubset0.75 ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) = {2, 3, 4, 6, 7},

apprsubset1 ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) = {3},

apprconcept0.5 ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) = U,

apprconcept0.667 ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) = {3, 4, 5, 7},

apprconcept0.75 ({1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}) = {3},

As follows from our example, all three probabilistic
approximations, in general, are distinct, even for the same
value of the parameter α. If a characteristic relation R(B)
is an equivalence relation, all three types of probabilistic
approximation: singleton, subset and concept are reduced
to the same probabilistic approximation. Additionally, if α
is small but greater than 0 (in our experiments such α was
equal to 0.001), a probabilistic approximation is called upper
[4]. For α = 1, a probabilistic approximation is called lower
[4].

TABLE II. Data sets used for experiments

Data set Number of Percentage of

cases attributes concepts missing attribute values

Breast cancer 277 9 2 44.81
Echocardiogram 74 7 2 40.15
Hepatitis 155 19 2 60.27
Image segmentation 210 19 7 69.85
Lymphography 148 18 4 69.89
Wine recognition 178 13 3 64.65
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Figure 1. Results of experiments with Breast cancer data set

IV. DEFINABILITY

Let B be a subset of the set A of all attributes. For
incomplete decision tables, a union of some intersections
of attribute-value pair blocks, where such attributes are
members of B and are distinct, will be called B-locally
definable sets. A union of characteristic sets KB(x), where
x ∈ X ⊆ U will be called a B-globally definable set. Any
set X that is B-globally definable is B-locally definable, the
converse is not true [4].

Singleton probabilistic approximations—in general—are
not even locally definable. For example, the singleton prob-
abilistic approximation of [(Flu, yes)] with the threshold α
= 0.667, i.e., the set {3, 5, 7}, is not A-locally definable.
Indeed, in all attribute blocks which contain the case 5 (there
are two such blocks, [(Temperature, high)] and [(Cough,
yes)], 5 is in the same block with cases 4 and 7. Thus,
any definable case containing 5 must contain cases 4 and 7.
The set {3, 5, 7} does not contain case 4.

On the other hand, both subset and concept probabilistic
approximations are A-globally definable. Obviously, if a set
is not B-locally definable then it cannot be expressed by
rule sets using attributes from B.
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Figure 2. Results of experiments with Echocardiogram data
set
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Figure 3. Results of experiments with Hepatitis data set

V. EXPERIMENTS

For our experiments we used six real-life data sets that are
available on the University of California at Irvine Machine
learning Repository, see Table II. For every data set a set of
templates was created. Templates were formed by replac-
ing incrementally (with 5% increment) existing specified
attribute values by lost values. Thus, we started each series
of experiments with no lost values, then we added 5% of
lost values, then we added additional 5% of lost values,
etc., until at least one entire row of the data sets was full
of lost values. Then three attempts were made to change
configuration of new lost values and either a new data set
with extra 5% of lost values were created or the process was
terminated. Additionally, the same formed templates were
edited for further experiments by replacing question marks,
representing lost values by “*”s, representing “do not care”
conditions.
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Figure 4. Results of experiments with Image segmentation
data set
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Figure 5. Results of experiments with Lymphography data
set

For any data set there was some maximum for the
percentage of missing attribute values. For example, for the
Breast cancer data set, it was 44.81%.

For rule induction we used the Modified Learning from
Examples Module version 2 (MLEM2) rule induction algo-
rithm, a component of the Learning from Examples based
on Rough Sets (LERS) data mining system [23], [24].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A comparison of two probabilistic approaches to missing
attribute values is presented on Table III. This table shows
that for incomplete data with many missing attribute values,
the MCV-AV method is better for four data sets (Echocardio-
gram, Hepatitis, Lymphography and Wine recognition) while
the CMCV-CAV method is better for two data sets (Breast
cancer and Image segmentation).
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Figure 6. Results of experiments with Wine recognition data
set

TABLE III. Error rate for MCV-AV and CMCV-CAV

Data set Error rate in percent

MCV-AV CMCV-CAV

Breast cancer 30.69 29.96
Echocardiogram 22.97 27.03
Hepatitis 19.35 21.29
Image segmentation 72.86 64.76
Lymphography 41.22 47.97
Wine recognition 31.46 44.38

Similarly, Figures 1–6 show that for four data sets (Breast
cancer, Hepatitis, Image segmentation and Lymphography
the best rough set approach is based on concept approxi-
mations. For remaining two data sets (Echocardiogram and
Wine recognition the best rough set approach is based on
singleton approximations. For all six data sets the smallest
error rate is always associated with missing attribute values
interpreted as lost. Note that with the exception of the

TABLE IV. Error rate for the better of MCV-AV and
CMCV-CAV and the best rough set approach

Data set Error rate in percent
better of best rough

MCV-AV and CMCV-CAV set approach

Breast cancer 29.96 27.08
Echocardiogram 22.97 27.03
Hepatitis 19.35 17.42
Image segmentation 64.76 63.81
Lymphography 41.22 37.84
Wine recognition 31.46 26.97

Echocardiogram data set (where the best value is associated
with any alpha, between 0.001 and 1), for remaining five
data sets the smallest error rate occurs always for some
alpha larger than 0.001 and smaller than 1. Moreover, for the
parameter α close to one, error rate associated with “do not
care” conditions is close to 100% due to small probabilistic
approximations, as exemplified by Breast cancer, Image
segmentation and Wine recognition data sets.

Finally, a comparison of the best of the two probabilis-
tic approaches to missing attribute values (MCV-AV and
CMCV-CAV) is presented in Table IV. This table shows
the best results accomplished using rough set theory with
three parameters: kind of approximation (singleton, subset
and concept), two interpretations of missing attribute values
(lost and “do not care” condition) and α (0.001, 0.1, 0.2,...,
1). The better results for five of the data sets is the rough
set approach, while for only one data set (Echocardiogram)
the better approach is achieved by the MCV-AV method.
However, statistically, the superiority of a rough set approach
is insignificant. Clearly, more experiments are needed to
compare probabilistic and rough set approaches to missing
attribute values.

Theoretically, we should not use singleton probabilistic
approximations for data mining, see Section IV. Neverthe-
less, our experiments show that—in practice—singleton ap-
proximations are worth considering, since rule sets induced
from such approximations classify unknown cases using the
sophisticated LERS classification system [23], [24].
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Abstract—This paper presents experimental results of 

cluster analysis using self-organising neural networks for 

identifying failing banks.  The paper first describes major 

reasons and likelihoods of bank failures. Then it 

demonstrates an application of a self-organising neural 

network and presents results of the study.  Findings of the 

paper demonstrate that a self-organising neural network is 

a powerful tool for identifying potentially failing banks.  

Finally, the paper discusses some of the limitations of cluster 

analysis related to understanding of the exact meaning of 

each cluster. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In 2008, a series of bank failures triggered a financial 

crisis.  By any historical standard, this crisis was the 

worst since the Great Depression of the 1930s.  The 

immediate cause of the crisis was the bursting of the 

United States housing bubble.  This, in turn, caused the 

values of securities tied to real estate pricing to nose-dive, 

damaging financial institutions worldwide.  Bank 

insolvencies and lack of credits reduced the investor 

confidence and, as a result, the stock market plummeted.  

In 2009, the global economy contracted by 1.1%, while in 

advanced countries, the contraction reached 3.4%. After 

intervention by central banks and governments of an 

unprecedented scale, the global economy began to 

recover.  However, the global financial system remains at 

risk. 

The danger of cascading failures of major banks 

would be reduced significantly if we could identify banks 

with potential problems before they face solvency and 

liquidity crises.  There are many reasons for bank 

failures.  These include high risk-taking, interest rate 

volatility, poor management practices, inadequate 

accounting standards, and increased competition from 

non-depository institutions.  Since the crisis, bank 

regulators have been increasingly concerned with 

reducing the size of deposit insurance liabilities.  It has 

even been suggested that the best regulatory policy is to 

close banks before they become undercapitalised.  

Therefore, identifying potentially failing banks as early as 

possible is essential for avoiding another major financial 

crisis. 

Over the last thirty years many tools have been 

developed to identify problem banks.  While early models 

mostly relied on statistical techniques [1], [4], [6], most 

recent developments are based on fuzzy logic and neural 

networks [2], [7], [9].  Most of these models use a 

dichotomous classification – bankruptcy versus non-

bankruptcy.  In real world, however, banks are ranked in 

terms of their likelihood of bankruptcy.  What regulators 

really need is an early warning system that can “flag” 

potentially failing banks.  Once such banks are identified, 

different preventive programs tailored to each bank’s 

specific needs can be put in place, thereby avoiding a 

major banking failure. 

In this paper, we “flag” potentially failing banks using 

cluster analysis. First, we introduce bank rating system 

used in the U.S., select 100 banks and obtain their 

financial data. Then, we use a self-organising map with a 

5-by-5 array of 25 neurons in the Kohonen layer to 

cluster the selected banks. We demonstrate how to 

determine the number of clusters in a multidimensional 

data set. Finally, we analyse the results and discuss 

challenges related to applications of self-organising maps 

to real life problems. 

 

II. CLUSTER ANALYSIS 

Cluster analysis is an exploratory data analysis 

technique that divides different objects into groups, called 

clusters, in such a way that the degree of association 

between two objects is maximised if they belong to the 

same cluster and minimised otherwise. 

The term “cluster analysis” was first introduced over 

70 years ago by Robert Tryon [8].  Since then, cluster 

analysis has been successfully applied in many fields 

including medicine, archeology, astronomy, etc.  In 

clustering, there are no predefined classes – objects are 

grouped together only on the basis of their similarity.  For 

this reason, clustering is often referred to as unsupervised 

classification.  There is no distinction between 
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independent and dependent variables, and when clusters 

are found the user needs to interpret their meaning. 

We can identify three major methods used in cluster 

analysis.  These are based on statistics, fuzzy logic and 

neural networks.  In this case study, we will apply a self-

organising neural network. 

In this paper, we “flag” potentially failing banks are 

identified using cluster analysis. 

III. BANK RATING SYSTEM 

Our goal is to cluster banks using their financial data.  

The data can be obtained from annual reports of the 

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC).  The 

FDIC is an independent agency created by the Congress 

of the United States. It insures deposits, examines and 

supervises financial institutions, and manages 

receiverships.  To assess the overall financial state of a 

bank, regulators use the CAMELS (Capital adequacy, 

Asset, Management, Earnings, Liquidity, and Sensitivity 

to market risk) rating system.  The CAMELS ratings have 

been applied to 8,500 banks in the U.S.  It was also used 

by the United States government in selecting banks for 

the capitalisation program of 2008. 

For our case study, we select 100 banks and obtain 

their financial data from the FDIC annual report for the 

last year.  We adapt the following five ratings based on 

the CAMELS system: 

1. NITA – Net Income divided by Total Assets.  NITA 

represents return on assets.  Failing banks have very 

low or even negative values of NITA. 

2. NLLAA – Net Loan Losses divided by Adjusted 

Assets.  Adjusted assets are calculated by subtracting 

the total loans from the total assets.  Failing banks 

usually have higher NLLAA values than healthy 

banks. 

3. NPLTA – Non-Performing Loans divided by Total 

Assets.  Non-performing loans consist of loans that 

have past their due dates by 90 days and non-accrual 

loans.  Failing banks usually have higher values of 

NPLTA than healthy banks. 

4. NLLTL – Net Loan Losses divided by Total Loans.  

Failing banks have higher loan losses as they often 

make loans to high-risk borrowers.  Thus, failing 

banks usually have higher values of NLLTL than 

healthy banks. 

5. NLLPLLNI – Sum of Net Loan Losses and Provision 

for Loan Losses divided by Net Income.  The higher 

the NLLPLLNI value, the poorer the bank 

performance. 

Preliminary investigations of the statistical data can 

reveal that a number of banks may experience some 

financial difficulties.  Clustering should help us to 

identify groups of banks with similar problems. 

 

IV. SELF-ORGANISING MAP 

Fig. 1 shows a self-organising map (SOM) with a 5-

by-5 array of 25 neurons in the Kohonen layer.  Note that 

neurons in the Kohonen layer are arranged in a hexagonal 

pattern. 

The input data are normalised to be between 0 and 1.  

The network is trained for 10,000 iterations with a 

learning rate of 0.1.  After training is complete, the SOM 

forms a semantic map where similar input vectors are 

mapped close together while dissimilar apart.  In other 

words, similar input vectors tend to excite either the same 

neuron or neurons closely located to each other in the 

Kohonen layer.  This SOM property can be visualised 

using the weight distance matrix, also known as the U-

matrix. 
 

 

 

Figure 1. The SOM structure. 

Fig. 2 shows the U-matrix and the SOM sample hit 

plot for the bank financial data.  In the U-matrix, the 

hexagons represent the neurons in the Kohonen layer.  

The colours in the regions between neighbouring neurons 

indicate the distances between them – the darker the 

colour the greater the distance.  The SOM sample hit plot 

reveals how many input vectors are attracted by each 

neuron of the Kohonen layer. 
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Figure 2. The 5-by 5 SOM after training: (a) the U-matrix; (b) the 

sample hit plot. 
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Typically, a SOM identifies fewer clusters than the 

number of neurons in the Kohonen layer, and thus several 

input vectors attracted by close neighbouring neurons 

may, in fact, represent the same cluster.  For instance, in 

Fig. 2(a), we can observe that distances between neurons 

3 – 8, 7 – 8, 7 – 12, 7 – 13, 8 – 9, 8 – 13, 8 – 14, 9 – 14, 

11 – 12, 12 – 13, 12 – 16, 12 – 17, 13 – 14, 13 – 17, 13 – 

18, 14 – 19, 16 – 17, 17 – 18, 17 – 22, 17 – 23, 18 – 19, 

18 – 23, 21 – 22 and 22 – 23 are relatively short (the 

colours in the regions between neighbouring neurons are 

lighter, so the distances are shorter).  Thus, we can 

reasonably assume that neurons 3, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 

16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22 and 23 form a single cluster.  At the 

same time, we should also notice that the distance 

between neurons 3 and 7 is much greater than the 

distances between neurons 3 and 8, and 7 and 8.  

Therefore, it might be useful to examine what makes the 

input vectors associated with neuron 3 so different from 

these attracted by neuron 7.  Table I shows results of 

clustering. Interpreting the meaning of each cluster is 

often a difficult task.  Unlike classification where the 

number of classes is decided beforehand, in SOM-based 

clustering the number of clusters is unknown, and 

assigning a label or interpretation to each cluster requires 

some prior knowledge and domain expertise. 

For a start, we need a way to compare different 

clusters. As we discussed in Case Study 6, the centre of a 

cluster often reveals features that separate one cluster 

from another. Therefore, determining the average 

member of a cluster should enable us to interpret the 

meaning of the entire cluster. In Table I, the last column 

“Financial profile of the cluster” contains mean, median 

and standard deviation (STD) values of the CAMELS 

ratings utilised in this study.  Using these values an 

expert can identify groups of banks that exhibit similar 

patterns of behaviour or experience similar problems. 

Let us begin out analysis by identifying problem 

banks with negative returns on their assets.  As can be 

seen in Table I, three clusters, E, F and G, have negative 

values of NITA.  For example, banks included in Cluster 

E have mean net losses of 0.06% of their total assets.  On 

the other hand, healthy banks usually report a positive 

return on their assets.  Thus, banks included in Cluster A, 

which has the highest value of NITA, could be 

considered healthy. 

 
 

TABLE I.  CLUSTERING RESULTS OF THE 5-BY-5 SOM 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Cluster Size 
Neuron 
number 

Financial profile of the cluster 

NLLTL NLLPLLNI 

A 4   1    6 

B 1   2 

C 75   3    7    8    9 
11  12  13  14 
16  17  18  19 
21  22  23 

D 3   4 

E 13   5  10  15 

F 1 20 

G 1 24 

H 2 25 

Mean Median STD Mean Median STD 

Cluster Size 
Neuron 
number 

Financial profile of the cluster 

NITA NLLAA NPLTA 

A  0.0369 4   1    6 

B  0.0121 1   2 

C  0.0101 75   3    7    8    9 
11  12  13  14 
16  17  18  19 
21  22  23 

D  0.0066 3   4 

E -0.0006 13   5  10  15 

F -0.0092 1 20 

G -0.0060 1 24 

H  0.0014 2 25 

Mean Median 

 0.0369 

 0.0121 

 0.0094 

 0.0041 

-0.0010 

-0.0092 

 
-0.0060 

 
 0.0015 

 0.0043 

 0 

 0.0097 

 0.0064 

 0.0044 

 0 

 0 

 0.0019 
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-0.1340 
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 0 

 0.1646 
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 0 

 0 
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STD 

 0.0125 

 0.0323 

 0.0153 

 0.0190 

 0.0205 

 0.0215 

 0.0198 

 0.0164 

Mean Median 

 0.0100 

 0.0323 

 0.0144 

 0.0185 

 0.0166 

 0.0215 

 0.0198 

 0.0164 

0.0055 

 0 

0.0102 

 0.0058 

 0.0144 

 0 

 0 

 0.0029 

STD 

 0.0050 

 0.0006 

 0.0143 

 0.0133 

 0.0388 

 0.0055 

 0.0662 

 0.0740 

 0.0057 

 0.0006 

 0.0121 

 0.0145 

 0.0376 

 0.0055 

 0.0662 

 0.0740 

 0.0036 

 0 

 0.0093 

 0.0068 

 0.0108 

 0 

 0 

 0.0052 

 0.2839 

 1.1522 

 0.8399 

 0.1894 

 8.0965 

 9.4091 

 0.3612 

10.9785 

 0.2839 

 1.1522 

 
 0.6973 
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 0.3612 

10.9785 

 0.0164 

 0 

 0.7252 

 0.1617 

 3.9200 

 0 

 0 
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Regarding the NLLAA rating, Cluster D has the 

highest mean value, followed by Cluster E.  Note that 

although banks in Cluster E are problem banks, their 

NLLAA values are at least 12 times lower than these of 

Cluster D (a 3.63% mean against 44.48%).  This could be 

a clear indication that the three banks associated with 

Cluster D experience severe difficulties with their loans 

(even though they still have a positive return on their 

assets).  Banks in Clusters A, B and C show negative 

NLLAA values, which is normal for healthy banks. 

The value of NPLTA is highest for Cluster B, 

followed by the problem banks in Clusters E, F and G.  

This may indicate that the bank in Cluster B (Cluster B is 

a solitary cluster) experiences difficulties in recovering its 

loans.  In fact, the situation with this particular bank 

could be even worse than with the problem banks 

associated with Clusters E, F and G. 

Finally, the values of NLLTL and NLLPLLNI are 

highest for the two banks in Cluster H, followed by the 

problem banks.  Because higher values of NLLTL 

indicate higher loan losses, we may find that banks in 

Cluster H are involved in providing loans to high-risk 

borrowers.  High risk-taking also contributed to the poor 

performance of these banks, reflected by the high 

NLLPLLNI values. 

An important part of cluster analysis is to identify 

outliers, objects that do not naturally fall into any larger 

cluster.  As can be seen in Table I, there are three banks 

that are viewed as solitary clusters – Cluster B, Cluster F 

and Cluster G.  These banks are outliers, and each of 

them has a unique financial profile.  While conventional 

clustering algorithms, such as K-means clustering, do not 

handle outliers well, a SOM can easily identify them. 

It is difficult, however, to determine the number of 

clusters in a multidimensional data set.  In fact, when a 

clustering algorithm attempts to create larger clusters, 

outliers are often forced into these clusters.  This may 

result not only in poorer clustering but, even worse, in 

failing to distinguish unique objects. 

As an example, let us cluster the same set of banks 

using a 2-by-2 SOM.  The SOM is trained for 1,000 

iterations.  Fig. 3 shows the U-matrix and the SOM 

sample hit plot.  Obviously, now we have only four 

clusters.  Further investigation reveals that based on their 

average values, banks associated with neurons 1, 2 and 3 

can be classified as healthy, while 13 banks attracted by 

neuron 4 as failing.  Two failing banks and two banks 

with unusually high values of NLLPLLNI, previously 

identified by the 5-by-5 SOM, are now absorbed by the 

“healthy” cluster. 

 
 

3 4 

1 2 

(a) (b) 

32 13 

30 25 

 

Figure 3. The 2-by 2 SOM after training: (a) the U-matrix; (b) the 

sample hit plot. 

V. SOM TESTING 

In order to test a neural network, including a SOM, 

we need a test set.  From the FDIC Annual Report we can 

obtain a list of failed banks, and collect appropriate 

financial statement data.  Several studies of bank failures 

suggest that failed banks could be detected between six 

and 12 months before the call date, and in some cases as 

early as four years before a bank fails [2], [5].  Although 

solvency and liquidity are the most important predictors 

of failure close to the call date, asset quality, earnings and 

management practices become increasingly significant as 

the time before failure increases.  To test the SOM 

performance, we select 10 banks that failed last year, and 

collect their one-year-prior financial statement data.  

Table II contains mean, median and standard deviation 

(STD) values of their CAMELS ratings.  Now we can 

apply 10 input vectors to see the SOM response. 

As expected, in the 2-by-2 SOM, all 10 input vectors 

are attracted by neuron 4.  In the 5-by-5 SOM, the 

situation is more complicated.  Six input vectors are 

attracted by neuron 5, two by neuron 10, one by neuron 

20 and two by neuron 24.  Thus, in both cases, failing 

banks are clustered correctly. 

Finally, a word of caution.  Although a SOM is a 

powerful clustering tool, the exact meaning of each 

cluster is not always clear, and a domain expert is usually 

needed to interpret the results.  Also a SOM is a neural 

network, and any neural network is only as good as the 

data that goes into it.  In this case study, we have used 

only five financial variables.  However, to identify 

problem banks well in advance of their failure, we might 

need many more variables that hold additional 

information about bank performance (researchers in the 

industry use up 29 financial variables based on the 

CAMELS rating system). 

A good example of challenges associated with 

clustering is given in [3].  A large bank decided to 

increase its market share in home equity loans.  It 

gathered data on 5,000 customers who had home equity 

loans and 5,000 customers who did not have them.  The 

data included appraised value of a house, amount of 

credit available, amount of credit granted, customer age, 

marital status, number of children and household income.  

The data was then used to train a SOM.  It identified five 

clusters.  One of the clusters was particularly interesting.  

It contained customers who took home equity loans.  

These customers were in their forties, married with 

children in their late teens.  The bank assumed that they 

were taking loans to pay college tuition fees for their 

children.  Thus, the bank organised a marketing campaign 

to offer home equity loans as a means to pay for college 

education.  However, results of the campaign were 

disappointing. 

Further investigation revealed that the problem was in 

the interpretation of the clusters identified by the SOM.  

Consequently, the bank decided to include more 

information about its customers such as type of accounts, 

deposit system, credit card system, etc.  After retraining 

the SOM, it was discovered that customers who took 

home  equity  loans  in  addition  to  being  in  their  forties  
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TABLE II. FINANCIAL PROFILE OF THE FAILING BANKS 
 

 NITA NLLAA NPLTA NLLTL NLLPLLNI 

-0.0625 

Mean Median 

-0.0616  0.0085 

STD 

 0.0642 

Mean Median 

0.0610  0.0234 

STD 

 0.0261 

Mean Median 

 0.0273  0.0065 

STD 

 0.0341 

Mean Median 

 0.0339  0.0092 

STD 

 7.3467 

Mean Median 

 6.9641  3.8461 

STD 

 
 

 

with college-age children often also had business 

accounts.  So, the bank concluded that when children left 

home to go to college, parents took out home equity loans 

to start new businesses.  The bank organised a new 

marketing campaign targeting this group of potential 

customers, and this time the campaign was successful. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

A very large number of bank failures in 2008 

triggered a financial crisis.  Although unprecedented 

intervention of central banks and governments helped 

economies to recover, the global financial systems 

remains at risk.  As a result, identifying failing banks as 

early as possible is essential.  This paper has clearly 

demonstrated a great potential of a self-organising neural 

network as a tool for performing this task. The results 

show that self-organising maps can successfully carry out 

bank clustering tasks and identify banks that require 

immediate attention from the regulatory bodies. 
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Abstract— A spatial ontology adds to the components of a 

domain ontology spatial relations and spatial aspects of its 
concepts. Spatial relations are of two types: the metric 
relations and topological relations, expressing a link of 
interconnection between two spatial concepts. In this paper, we 
propose a formal modeling of topological relations of a spatial 
ontology. This formal model is called "meta-OntologicalOnto" 
which is a set of rules written in description logic. The "meta-
OntologicalOnto" is used as a reference during the 
construction of the spatial ontology. The field of application of 
our work is the road domain whose ultimate goal is to obtain a 
road ontology named "OntoRoad". 

Keywords- Spatial Ontology; topological relations; road 
domain; formal rules; meta-OntologicalOnto; OntoRoad. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

A geographical object is an object modeling a real-world 
phenomenon. It is described by semantic data and geometric 
data. The building of spatial ontologies should allow 
modeling of all properties of spatial objects to meet users' 
needs. This makes the problem of constructing spatial 
ontologies more complex than those of other domain 
ontologies. 

The most known definition of ontology [1] is: ontology is 
a specification of a conceptualization of a knowledge 
domain. This definition shows that domain ontology must 
have a formal aspect. Spatial domain ontology consists of 
concepts with a spatial aspect and spatial relations. Spatial 
aspect of a concept means its graphic shape: Point, Line or 
Polygon. Spatial relations are of two types: the metric 
relations expressing a value of distance or proximity between 
two objects, as beside, near, etc.... between two objects, and 
topological relations expressing a link of interconnection 
between two spatial objects. Topological relations are 
characterized by the property to be preserved under 
topological transformations and describe whether features 
intersect or not, how they intersect, and concepts of overlap, 
neighborhood and inside. They are important for numerous 
practical applications that involve spatial query, spatial 
analysis and spatial reasoning. Referring to the ontology 
definition, it is essential to use formal methods to identify 
and define topological relations in spatial ontologies.  

The formalization of spatial relations is an active research 
field and numerous works deal with the recognition of 
pertinent topological relations. The core models in this 
domain are the Calculus Based Model (CBM) [2], the 9-
Intersections Model (9IM) [3] and the Region Connection 
Calculus (RCC) [4]. All these approaches satisfy the 

requirements that they provide a sound and complete set of 
topological relations between two spatial objects. 

In N-intersection models, a mathematical model, called 
Four-Intersection Model (4IM) [5] that classifies topological 
relations based on the content of the four intersections 
between the boundaries and interiors of the two simple 
geometric features, was derived. A number of variants of this 
model were derived, including Dimension Extended Method 
(DEM) [2] that takes the dimension of the intersection 
components into account, Nine-Intersection Model (9-IM) 
[3] that categorizes binary topological relations based on the 
comparison of nine intersections between the interiors, 
boundaries and exteriors of the two features and finally 
Dimensionally Extended Nine-Intersection model (DE-9IM) 
[6] that introduces the dimension of the intersections into 
9IM.  

The binary topological relation between two objects (A 
and B) in [5], is based upon the intersection of A’s interior 
(A°), boundary (ǝA), and exterior (A‾) with B’s interior (B°), 
boundary (ǝB), and exterior (B‾). The nine intersections 
between the six object parts describe a topological relation 
that can be concisely represented by a 3-3 matrix, called the 
9-intersection model. 

 (1) 

By considering the values empty (Ø) and non empty 
(¬Ø), one can distinguish between 29=512 binary topological 
relations. Only a small subset of them can be realized when 
the objects of concern are embedded [7] [19]. There is a set 
which provides a mutually exclusive and complete coverage 
of topological relations between two regions (Fig. 1), termed 
{Disjoint, Meet, Overlap, equal, Contains, Inside, Covers 
and coveredBy} [8].  

 
Figure 1.  The eight topological relations between two spatial regions and 

their corresponding 9-intersection matrices [2]. 
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The RCC8 model [4] is composed of 8 Jointly 
Exhaustive and Pairwise Disjoint (JEPD) base topological 
relations between two spatial regions A and B. These 
relations are based on the binary primitive C(A,B), which 
means A is connected to B. In the RCC8 context, C(A,B) is 
interpreted as being true when the closure of A and B share a 
point, where A and B are viewed as sets of points. The only 
requirement for the relation C is that it is reflexive and 
symmetric. Using C(A,B) a large number of relations can be 
defined [4]. The set of eight relations {DC, EC, PO, EQ, 
TPP, NTPP, TPPi, NTPPi} constitutes the set of the RCC8 
relations (see Table 1). They are invariant with respect to 
geometric transformations. It is possible to add more 
expressiveness to the RCC relations by introducing 
additional primitives. In [4], 23 relations are defined by 
adding the convex hull as another primitive. This extension 
allows distinguishing different types of “inside” a region. In 
the context of [4], a region is said to be inside another one 
when it is connected to its convex hull, but the regions do not 
overlap.  

TABLE I.  : SOME OF THE RELATIONS DEFINED BY C(A,B). 

 
 
The CBM [2] offers a small set of topological relations 

with high expressiveness:{ Touch, In, Cross, Overlap, 
Disjoint} and three boundary operators, which are proved to 
be mutually exclusive and complete. The capability of CBM 
is equivalent to DE-9IM [6].  

Through the analysis of literature, it can be found that the 
numbers of topological relations differentiated by these 
models can only indicate the capacities of the models but 
nothing about a complete spectrum of all possible 
topological relations. For example, there should be infinite 
number of topological relations for a line and a region. To 
overcome the deficiency of these general models, efforts 
have also been made to develop dedicated models to specific 
types of features, e.g., line-line relations [9, 10], region-
region relations [11, 12] and Line-region relations [13]. 

The field of our works is the road domain; we are 
therefore interested in topological relations supposed being 
relevant in this domain. This paper presents the topological 
relations considered by our approach of building spatial 
ontologies and formally defines these relations. 

 
In the first part of this paper, we present an approach 

of building spatial ontologies which defines a process of 
building adding a new step of spatialization [18] to the 
process of building domain ontologies [14]. In the 
second part of this paper, we present the formal definitions 
of topological relations written in descriptive logic. We 

end this paper with a conclusion and future works we intend 
to achieve. 

II. APPROACH OF BUILDING  A SPATIAL 

ONTOLOGY  

Several studies have been carried on methods for building 
ontologies [21]. We propose an approach for building spatial 
ontologies that defines a process of building with 
two application phases: meta-modeling phase and modeling 
phase. The first phase of meta-modeling defines, for each 
step, a meta-model that will serve as a 
reference then during the second phase of modeling of the 
process. The proposed process is based on the steps of 
the building process of domain ontology [14] and adds an 
intermediate step of definition and explanation of spatial 
relations within geographic applications. To this 
end, our approach is based on the following four steps: 
conceptualization, Spatialization, ontologization and Operati
onalization. (Fig. 2) presents the process of building  
spatial ontologies. 

 

 
Figure 2.   Process of building spatial ontologies. 

The first phase of meta-modeling is to define, for every 
step of ontology construction, a meta-model that will serve 
as reference in the subsequent phase. The conceptualization 
step is to identify a body in the knowledge domain 
and to clarify the conceptual nature (concepts, relations, 
properties and relations of concepts, rules, constraints, etc.) 
of extracted knowledge from the corpus. The use of object-
oriented paradigm for the conceptualization of the 
geographical world has been widely discussed in the 
literature [17]. It consists of definition of geographical 
object, their attributes and their relations. We 
proceeded to study the nature of knowledge may exist 
in a spatial ontology and we considered that it is important 
that a spatial ontology consists of a set of 
concepts characterized by their names and relations between 
concepts. Relations are those supported by the Unified 
Modeling Language (UML) [23] namely association, 
aggregation, composition and generalization. 

The spatialization step is to give tow points: a spatial 
dimension to the concepts of ontology and to clarify 
the spatial relations between them. The spatial aspect of a 
concept is reflected in the graphic form of this concept: Line, 
Point or Polygon. Then we classify the ontology 
concepts according to their graphic shapes. A Point 

Conceptualisation

Spatialisation

Ontologisation

Opérationnalisation

phases

Etapes du processus

Méta-modélisation Modélisation

Meta-conceptualOnto

Meta-topologicalOnto

Meta-spatialOnto
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OntologicalOnto
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is characterized by a name, an abscissa and an ordinate. A 
Line is characterized by a name, two points: an initial section 
(is) and an end section (es), a direction, a lenght and a 
height. A Polygon is characterized by a name and at least 
three points which form its extremities. Spatial relations are 
of two types: metric relations and topological relations. 
Metric relations fall into two classes: distance relations that 
express a value of distance and unit of measure; 
and proximity relations that express an approximate 
distance between two spatial objects. We characterize 
a topological relation between two spatial concepts by the 
graphic form of the intersection of these two concepts. To 
represent these relations we use the formalism of connection 
to express that two geographical entities share a geographical 
space. Each topological relation is modeled graphically in 
[15] to show the graphic shape of the intersection of two 
spatial objects. (Table 2) lists all topological relations 
supported supported by our approach. 

TABLE II.  SUPPORTED TOPOLOGICAL RELATIONS. 

 
These relations are represented as a graph called "Meta-

topologicalOnto" (Fig. 3). In this meta-model, classes 
represent the graphic shapes of one concept including: Point, 
Line or Polygon; and relations represent the topological 
relations considered in our ontology. After considering the 
spatial relations of our ontology we proceeded to define the 
spatial meta-model "meta-SpatialOnto" which extends the 
conceptual model [16] with spatial relations.  

 
Figure 3.  Topological meta-model of a spatial ontology: “Meta-

topologicalOnto”. 

The third step of the process of building a spatial 
ontology is the ontologization step. It consist to model in a 
formal language the domain properties, the objective is to 
obtain a model in which almost all the ambiguities inherent 
in natural language are lifted. Finally, the operationalization 
is to make operational or functional ontology. First, must 
select the ontology language and the tool to build the 
ontology. 

The modelling phase depends on the domain of the 
ontology and consists to define, for each step of the process 
of building, a model containing the concepts and relations of 
the domain. The result of this phase is a model of a spatial 
ontology instantiable depending on the user data. We chose 
the road domain as field of application of our work. The 
result ontology is called “OntoRoad”.  

 We focus in this paper on the metamodeling phase of the 
ontologization step of process of building a spatial ontology, 
especially we focus on topological relations of spatial 
ontology. Next section will present the formal definitions of 
supported topological relations. 

III.  FORMAL DEFINITIONS OF TOPOLOGICAL RELATIONS 

Various studies have formally defines topological 
relations between spatial objects [19] [20] [22]. However, 
new needs of expressing these relations otherwise have 
arisen, including the need to express the type of the graph 
entity resulting of the intersection of the objects involved 
in the topological relation. 

We define usage rules and we formally written 
topological relations of the ontology using the descriptive 
logic, the set of these rules and these formal definitions is 
called a formal meta-model of a spatial ontology "meta-
OntologicalOnto". 

We define the graphical shapes of a spacial 
object namely: Point, Line and Polygon as 
structures of objects. Thus we write: 

Rule 1: a Point is characterized by a name of string and 
an x and y coordinates of integer: 

Point: �name:x ∶ Stringentiery: entier�   

           (1) 

Rule 2: A Line is characterized by a name of string, by 
the properties ds: start of section and fs: end of section of 
Point, a height of integer and a direction that takes a value of 
the Direction Set which is defined by:  

Direction = {East, Weast, North, South, North-
East, North-Weast, South-East, South-Weast} 

 Line:
��
� ����:��∶ ��� !"#$ !�%�:� ��&� $!∶ #$ !�' ��&� $!(� "�:              )!��"�� *+

,
                  (2) 

 

     Graphic Form  
Topological 

 relation  

Point
/Poin
t  

Point
/Line  

Point/ 
Polygon  

Line/ 
Line  

Line/ 
Polygon  

Polygon/
Polygon  

Equality  x   x  x 
Extremity   x     
Inclusion   x x  x x  x  
Connection    x   x  x  
Jonction     x   
Joint     x   
Meet     x x   
Adjacency     x x   
Superposition     x   
Partial-Recovery       x 
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Rule 3: A Polygon is characterized by a name of string 
and five extremities of Point: e1, e2, e3, e4 and e5. 

polygon:
�/
�
/�

namee1 ∶e2 ∶e3 ∶e4 ∶e5 ∶

StringPointPointPointPointPoint */
+
/,

   (3) 

 
To define the formal definitions of spatial relations we 

consider: C1, C2: two spatial concepts; P1, P2: two variables 
of Point; G1, G2: two variables of Polygon; L1, L2: two 
variables of Line. We also consider the sets: E1and E2, 
where E1= {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5} representing the extremities 
of G1 and E2 = {e’1, e’2, e’3, e’4, e’5} representing the 
extremities of G2. 

 
Rule 4: Equality (C1, C2) is a relation which 

holds between two spatial concepts C1 and C2 if and only if 
the intersection of C1 and C2 is equal to the concept 
itself. Then, we write: 

Equality8C1, C2; ⇔ 8C1 ∩ C2 = 8C1 ∨ C2;; ∧
AC1, C2: Point ∧ C1. name = C2. name ∧C1. x = C2. x ∧ C1. y = C2. y C ∨
DC1, C2: Ligne ∧ C1. name = C2. name ∧C1. ds = C2. ds ∧ C1. fs = C2. fs H ∨

DC1, C2: Polygone ∧ C1. name = C2. name ∧C1. E1 = C2. E2 H       

(4)                 

Equality(C1, C2) is transitive : 

Equality8C1, C2; ∧ Equality8C2, C3 ⇒ Equality8C1, C3; 

(5) 
Equality(C1, C2) is symmetric: 

Equality8C1, C2; ⇔ Equality8C2, C1;        (6) 

Rule 5: Extremity(P1, L1) is a relation which 
holds between two concepts P1 and L1 of respective graphic 
shapes Point and Line, if and only if the intersection of 
P1 and L1 is equal to P1 and P1 is one extremity of 
L1. Then, we write: 

Extremity8P1, L1; ⇔ L1 ∩ P1 =P1 ∧ 8Equality8L1. ds, P1; ∨ Equality8L1. fs, P1;)      (7) 

Extremity(P1, L1) is not transitive. 
Extremity(P1, L1) is not symmetric.  

Rule 6: Inclusion (P1, L1) is a relation which 
holds between two spatial concepts P1 and L1of respective 
graphic shapes Point and Line if and only if the 
intersection of P1 and L1 is equal to P1 and the function 
Linear(P1, L1.ds, L1.fs) is satisfied. 
Linear( ) is a mathematical function which checks that three 
points are linear. This function is defined as follows: 

considering P1, P2 and P3 three points with respective 
coordinates (x, y), (x ', y') and (x'', y''); 

 

JKLMNO8P1, P2, P3; ⇔ 8Q − Q′′; ∗ 8T′ − T′′; − 8Q ′ − Q′′; ∗8T − T ′′; = 0                      (8) 

Then, we write: 

VLWXYZK[L8P1, J1; ⇔ P1 ∩ J1 =P1 ∧ JKLMNO8P1, J1. \Z, J1. ]Z;       (9) 

Inclusion(P1, L1) isn’t transitive. 
Inclusion(P1, L1) is not symmetric.  

 
Rule 7: Connection(P1, G1) is a relation which holds 

between two spatial concepts P1 and G1 of respective 
graphic shapes point and Polygon if and only if the 
intersection of P1 and G1 is equal to P1 and P1 belongs to 
the extremities of G1. Then, we write: 

 

^[LLMQK[L8P1, _1; ⟺ 8P1 ∩ _1 = P1; ∧ P1 ∈ _1. b 

(10) 
Connection(P1, G1) isn’t transitive. 
Connection(P1, G1) isn’t symmetric.  

Rule 8: Inclusion(P1, G1)  is a relation which holds 
between two spatial concepts P1 and G1 of respective 
graphic shapes point and Polygon if and only if the 
intersection of P1 and G1 is equal to P1 and the relation 
Inclusion (P1, Rect(G1) ) is true. 

In order to check if a point belongs to a polygon G1, we 
use the concept of the minimum bounding rectangle which is 
defined as the smallest rectangle containing the geometry of 
an object. The sides of the rectangle can be oriented parallel 
to the x axis and the y axis, we obtain the minimum 
bounding rectangle x, y. The bounding polygon of G1is 
named Rect(G1) defined by [Xmin, Xmax, Ymin, Ymax] 
Then we write: 

Inclusion8P1, G1; ⇔ P1 ∩ G1 = P1 ∧ 8Xmin <P1. Q < Xmax;     ∧         8Ymin < P1. T < Ymax;            (11) 

Inclusion(P1, G1) is not transitive. 
Inclusion(P1, G1) is not symmetric.  

 
Rule 9: Inclusion (L1, L2) is a relation which holds 

between two spatial concepts L1 and L2 of line graphic 
shapes is verified if and only if the intersection of L1 and L2 
is equal to L1; and the extremities of L1 admit an Inclusion 
() relation with L2. Then, we write: 

VLWXYZK[L8J1, J2; ⟺8J1 ∩ J2 = J1; ∧ VLWXYZK[L8J1. \Z, J2;  ∧VLWXYZK[L8J1. ]Z, J2;            (12) 

Inclusion(L1, L2) is transitive. 
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VLWXYZK[L(J1, J2) ∧ VLWXYZK[L(J2, J3) ⇒VLWXYZK[L(J1, J3)        (13) 

Inclusion(L1, L2) is not symmetric. 
 
Rule 10: Joint(L1, L2) is a relation which holds between 

two spatial concepts L1 and L2 of Line graphic shapes is 
satisfied if and only if the intersection of L1 and L2 is equal 
to a point P1 which is the extremity of both L1 and L2. Then, 
we write: 

i[KLj(J1, J2) ⟺(J1 ∩ J2 = P1) ∧ bQjOMkKjT(P1, J1) ∧bQjOMkKjT(P1, J2)        (14) 

Joint(L1, L2) isn’t transitive. 
Joint(L1, L2) is symmetric : 

i[KLj(J1, J2) ⟺ i[KLj(J2, J1)        (15) 

Rule 11: Junction (L1, L2) is a relation which holds between 
two spatial concepts L1 and L2 of line graphic shapes is 
verified if and only if the intersection of L1 and L2 is equal 
to a point P1which is neither an extremity of L1 nor of L2. 
Then, we write: 

iYLWjK[L(J1, J2) ⇔(J1 ∩ J2 = P1) ∧ VLWXYZK[L(P1, J1) ∧VLWXYZK[L(P1, J2) ∧ ¬bQjOMkKjT(P1, J1) ∧¬bQjOMkKjT(P1, J2)    
          (16) 

Junction(L1, L2) isn’t transitive. 
Junction(L1, L2) is symmetric : 

iYLWjK[L(J1, J2) ⇔ iYLWjK[L(J2, J1)      (17) 

Rule 12: Meet(L1, L2) is a relation which holds between 
two spatial concepts L1 and L2 of Line graphic shapes is 
satisfied if and only if the intersection of L1 and L2 is equal 
to a point which is equal to one extremity of L1. Then, we 
write: 

Meet8L1, L2; ⇔8L1 ∩ L2 = P1; ∧ Extremity8P1, L1;  ∧ Inclusion8P1, L2;
           (18) 

Meet(L1, L2) isn’t transitive. 
Meet(L1, L2) isn’t symmetric. 

Rule 13: Adjacency (L1, L2) is a relation which holds 
between two spatial concepts L1 and L2 of line graphic 
shapes is verified if and only if the intersection of L1 and L2 
is equal to a line L3 and the L3 extremities are equal to L1 or 
L2 extremities. Then, we write: 

Adjacency8L1, L2; ⇔ L1 ∩ L2 =L3 ∧  pL3. ds, L3. fsq ≡ 8pL1. ds, L1. fsq ∨ pL2. ds, L2. fsq;
          (19) 

Adjacency (L1, L2) isn’t transitive. Adjacency (L1, L2) is symmetric: 

Adjacency8L1, L2; ⇔ Adjacency8L2, L1;   (20) 

Rule 14:  Superposition (L1, L2) is a relation which holds 
between two spatial concepts L1 and L2 of line graphic 
shapes is verified if and only if L1 has a height different to 
zero and L1 extremities belong to L2. Then, we write: 

Superposition8L1, L2; ⇔ 8L1. height ≠ 0 ∧Inclusion8l1. ds, L2; ∧ Inclusion8L1. fs, L2;       (21) 

Superposition(L1, L2) isn’t transitive. 
Superposition(L1, L2) isn’t symmetric. 
 
Rule 15: Inclusion (L1, G1) is a relation which holds 

between two spatial concepts L1 and G1 of respective 
graphic shapes line and polygon is satisfied if and only if the 
intersection of L1 and G1 is equal to L1 and L1 extremities 
admit Inclusion( ) relation with G1. Then, we write: 

Inclusion8L1, G1; ⇔ L1 ∩ G1 =L1 ∧ Inclusion8L1. ds, G1; ∧Inclusion8L1. fs, G1;                                                                (22) 

Inclusion(L1, G1) is not transitive. 
Inclusion(L1, G1) is not symmetric. 
 
Rule 16: Meet(L1, G1) is a relation which holds between 

two spatial concepts L1 and G1 of respective graphic shapes 
Line and polygon is satisfied if and only if the intersection of 
L1 and G1 is equal to a point which is one of the extremities 
of L1 and the other extremity of L1 does not admit 
Inclusion( ) relation with G1. Then, we write: 

Meet8L1, G1; ⇔ L1 ∩ G1 = P1 ∧ u8L1. ds = P1 ∧¬Inclusion8L1. fs, G1;v  ∨uL1. fs = P1 ∧ ¬Inclusion8L1. ds, G1;v     (23) 

Meet (L1, G1) is not transitive. 
Meet (L1, G1) is not symmetric. 
     
Rule 17: Adjacency (L1, G1) is a relation which holds 

between two spatial concepts L1 and G1 of respective 
graphic shapes line and polygon is satisfied if and only if the 
intersection of L1 and G1 is equal to a line L2 which 
extremities belong to G1 extremities and the extremities of 
L1 do not admit Inclusion( ) relation with G1. Then, we 
write: 

Adjacency8L1, G1; ⇔ L1 ∩ G1 = L2 ∧ ∃pe1, e2q⊂ E1 ∧ pL2. ds, L2. fsq= pe1, e2q ∧ ¬Inclusion8L1. ds, G1;  ∧ ¬Inclusion8L1. fs, G1;  
(24) 

Adjacency (L1, G1) is not transitive. 
Adjacency (L1, G1) is not symmetric. 
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Rule 18: Connection(L1, G1) is a relation which holds 

between two spatial concepts L1 and G1 of respective 
graphic shapes line and polygon is satisfied, if and only if the 
intersection of L1 and G1 is equal to a line L2 and at least 
one of the extremities of L1 doesn’t admit Inclusion() 
relation with G1. Then, we write: 

Connection8L1, G1; ⇔ L1 ∩ G1= L2 ∧ Inclusion8L2. ds, G1;∧ Inclusion8L2. fs, G1; ∧ ∃P: Point 8P∈ pL1. ds, L1. fsq ∧ ¬ Inclusion8P, G1;; 

                                                                                      (25) 
Connection(L1, G1) is not transitive. 
Connection(L1,G1) is not symmetric. 
 
Rule 19: Inclusion (G1, G2) is a relation which holds 

between two spatial concepts G1 and G2 of polygon graphic 
shapes if and only if the intersection of the two concepts G1 
and G2 is equal to G1 and all the extremities of G1 admit an 
Inclusion( ) relation with G2. Then, we write: 

Inclusion8G1, G2; ⇔ G1 ∩ G2 = G1 ∧ ∀ e ∈E1  Inclusion8e, G2;         (26) 

Inclusion(G1,G2) is transitive : 

Inclusion8G1, G2;  ∧ Inclusion8G2, G3; ⇒Inclusion8G1, G3;        (27) 

Inclusion(G1,G2) is not symmetric. 
 
Rule 20: Connection(G1, G2) is a relation which holds 

between two spatial concepts of polygon graphic shapes if 
and only if the intersection of G1 and G2 is equal to a point 
belonging to the extremities of both G1 and G2, the other 
extremities of G1 do not belong to G2 and other extremities 
of G2 do not belong to G1. Then, we write: 

Connection8G1, G2; ⇔ G1 ∩ G2 = P1 ∧ 8P1 ∈ G1. E ∧P1 ∈ G2. E; ∧ u∀e ∈ E1 − P1, ¬Inclusion8e, G1;v ∧u∀e ∈ E2 − P1, ¬Inclusion8e, G2;v   
              (28) 

Connection (G1, G2) is not transitive. 
Connection (G1, G2) is symmetric: 

Connection8G1, G2; ⇔ Connection8G2, G1;      (29) 

Rule 21: Adjacency (G1, G2) is a topological relation 
which is satisfied between two spatial concepts G1 and G2 
of polygon graphic shapes if and only if the intersection of 
G1 and G2 is equal to a line L1 and the extremities of L1 
belong to the extremities of both G1 and G2. Then, we write: 

Adjacency8G1, G2; ⇔ G1 ∩ G2 = L1 ∧ ∃ pe1, e2q ⊂E1, pe1, e2q ⊂ E2 ∧ pL1. ds, L1. fsq = pe1, e2q     (30) 

Adjacency(G1,G2) is not transitive. 
Adjacency(G1,G2) is symmetric: 

Adjacency8G1, G2; ⇔ Adjacency8G2, G1;     (31) 

 
Rule 22: Partial-Recovery(G1, G2) is a topological 

relation which holds between two spatial concepts G1 and 
G2 of polygon graphic shapes if and only if the intersection 
of G1 and G2 is equal to a polygon G3 and there is at least 
one extremity e1 of G1 admitting Inclusion() relation with 
G2 and there is at least one extremity e'1 of G2 admitting an 
Inclusion() relation with G1 and {e1, e'1} ⊂ E3 (Extremities 
of G3). Then, we write: 

PNOjKNX − zMW[{MOT8_1, _2; ⇔ G1 ∩ G2 = G3 ∧ ∃ e1 ∈E1, e 1 ∈ E2, pe1, e’1q ⊂  E3, Inclusion8e1, G2; ∧Inclusion8e 1, G1;   (32)  

Partial-Recovery (G1,G2) isn’t transitive. 
Partial-Recovery (G1,G2) is symmetric: 

PNOjKNX − zMW[{MOT8_1, _2; ⇔ PNOjKNX −zMW[{MOT8_2, _1;         (33) 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 In this paper, we presented an approach of building 
spatial ontologies, which defines a process of building 
realised in two phases: the meta-modelling phase and the 
modelling phase. Then, we detailed, the meta-modeling 
phase of the ontologization step of the process of building a 
spatial ontology. The result of this step is an ontological 
meta-model "meta-OntologicalOnto" representing the formal 
definitions of topological relations of the ontology using 
description logic. In future work, we will define the 
modeling phase of the building process of a spatial ontology. 
This phase depends on the field of study and refers to the 
meta-modeling phase to define the models of the ontology. 
Our approach is applied to the road domain to give as a result 
a road ontology named “OntoRoad” which will be 
instantiated with data from several geographic areas of Sfax 
city in Tunisia in purposes of geo-localization. 
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Abstract—Sustainable and Agile manufacturing is expected of
future generation manufacturing systems. The goal is to create
scalable, reconfigurable and adaptable manufacturing systems
which are able to produce a range of products without new
investments into new manufacturing equipment. This requires a
new approach with a combination of high performance software
and intelligent systems. Other case studies have used hybrid and
intelligent systems in software before. However, they were mainly
used to improve the logistic processes and are not commonly used
within the hardware control loop. This paper introduces a case
study on flexible and hybrid software architecture, which uses
prototype manufacturing machines called equiplets. These systems
should be applicable for the industry and are able to dynamically
adapt to changes in the product as well as changes in the
manufacturing systems. This is done by creating self-configurable
machines which use intelligent control software, based on agent
technology and computer vision. The requirements and resulting
technologies are discussed using simple reasoning and analysis,
leading to a basic design of a software control system, which is
based on a hybrid distributed control system.

Keywords—Sustainable Manufacturing; Agile Manufacturing;
Agent Technology; Hybrid Systems; Multi Agent Systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sustainability and flexibility are growing more important
by the day. A changing economy, technological progress and
a decline of world resources fuel these needs. At the same
time, consumer expectations are rising. A new phone is bought
almost every year and of course preferably in the color and
coating of your choice. To make this possible there is a
need for more flexibility in manufacturing and a shorter time
to market. The term used for this fast and flexible type of
production is Agile Manufacturing [7]. Agile Manufacturing
calls for automated flexible production which is still cost-
effective. To achieve this, a change is required from original
Dedicated Manufacturing Systems (DMS), i.e., classic produc-
tion lines [1]. Sustainability is another important consideration
in addition to agility. Not only should the products be more
sustainable for the new generation of manufacturing systems,
but the manufacturing systems themselves are required to be
sustainable as well. This is achieved by developing machines
which can build generations of different product families on
small to medium scale rather than just one product. This will
require a new and more flexible approach for manufacturing,
hence it is necessary to create manufacturing systems that can
be reconfigured for the latest demand. To be able to produce
small to medium quantities and still be cost-effective, these

machines should be scalable [5]. Reconfiguration should also
be possible on every layer: from adding or removing entire
systems for scalability towards changing a specific module
or device on a single production machine to give it new
capabilities. Hardware should be either changed by hand or
by another machine; the software and necessary variables
should automatically configure itself. This flexibility through
reconfiguration is an important step towards sustainable and
agile manufacturing [1]. However, the main problem is that
while the flexibility of such systems increases its possibilities,
it also increases the complexity of the software. For this reason
there is a need to limit dependency between software systems.
This requires an analysis of current platforms and architectures
to move towards a new approach of the software which controls
flexible manufacturing systems.

This research project focuses on a case study on flexible
manufacturing systems for sustainable and agile manufacturing
purposes [2]. A manufacturing machine is introduced that is
not only modular from a hardware point of view, but also
from a software perspective. This system should have some
intelligence to be able to recognize its own environment. It
needs to identify and configure the modules and capabilities
automatically, or with limited support from a mechanic rather
than an expert or engineer.

In this research project all systems and products have a
virtual counterpart. These counterparts should be autonomous
entities [8]. This led to a research project on an architecture
that makes use of agent technology. The word agent comes
from the Latin word agere, meaning: to act. Software agents
are autonomous entities [3] with their own goals and the ability
to communicate with other agents. Agent technology provides
a way to deal with a dynamic, unpredictable environment and
it enforces a system design with distributed control. There are
many types of agents, for example a Belief Desire Intention
(BDI) agent, see Fig. 1. A BDI agent has its background in
the philosophies of Dennett [14] and Bratman [13]. The BDI
agent uses its sensors to build a set of beliefs, its desires
consist of goals, which lead to an intention of the agent, which
characterizes the desire the agent has selected to work on.
The BDI agent is also equipped with a set of plans and it
will deliberately choose a plan to achieve its goals. Agents
in manufacturing systems and products have been proposed
before in several other research projects, like Ellis (recycle
of rare earth elements) [16] and Kovacs (agent technology
in car-recycling) [17]. Also Paolucci and Sacile [18] give
an extensive overview of related work. Agents are used in
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Figure 1. BDI-agent.

these systems for various reasons: scheduling, replacing human
operators and control support. However, our research focuses
on a production paradigm where every physical entity has a
virtual agent counterpart, where all systems are distributed,
and where the agents are essential for all processes: from
scheduling and product logging towards direct control to the
machine and module layer.

At the HU University of Applied Sciences Utrecht, the
project HUniversal production was started to look at the
current level of technology and use this to research and
develop new modular and self-configuring machines, which are
called equiplets [2]. Equiplets are meant to be low cost and
have multi-purpose properties, offering generic services to any
product which requires a production step that falls within its
capabilities. An equiplet can be configured with a variety of
modules necessary for manufacturing purposes, e.g., pick and
place modules, grippers, (3D) printers, etc.

Fig. 2 shows three schematics of prototype equiplets with
several modules. The particular equiplet on the left has a pick
and place module (based on a delta robot), in the middle a
gripper module is added to pick and place parts. On the right
a camera module is added to get the location parameters of
the objects it interacts with. While the hardware is changed
manually or by another equiplet, software agents are used to
automatically start the appropriate control software entities and
set up the variables for the correct configuration of the system.
This is what we call ’automatic reconfiguration’.

To deal with several equiplets, Grid Manufacturing [2] is
introduced to show that production is not done anymore by
production lines, but by flexible grids, which provide services
to virtual products called product agents [8]. A grid is a set
of equiplets. There are several agents on the grid layer. Hence
the software of this manufacturing paradigm is based on a
Multi Agent System (MAS). MAS consists of several inter-
acting autonomous agents that should cooperate, coordinate
and negotiate to achieve their goals. In a multi-agent system
several abstract concepts are specified, for instance what the
role, permission, responsibility and possible interactions are
between each agent. In the concept of grid manufacturing
these specifications are set for all entities. The product agent
is a virtual (software) representative of the real product, which
holds the requirements and knowledge that is needed to build
it. There are also equiplet agents that represent the equiplets.
The equiplet agents will interact with the product agents and
other entities in the environment. The grid provides a flexible
setup with a range of equiplets which uses modular tooling
and hardware so that a large range of services can be provided

Figure 2. This particular equiplet has (from left to right) a pick and place
module (based on a delta robot), a gripper module to pick and place parts
and finally a camera module to get the location parameters of the objects it
interacts with.

to the products. This makes it possible to create a range of
different products on a single grid. Products can be produced
dynamically using this concept. Intelligent agents also ease
the processes on the grid layer; coordinating and configuring
modules when necessary and providing the cognitive abilities
that are necessary for the communication between equiplets
and the products.

The paper shows the problems involved in the software
of agile manufacturing systems and gives an example of how
such a system could function. Next it states what is required to
create such a flexible architecture for reconfigurable systems.
The requirements, feasible for future use in industry, are
discussed and matched. Also, a software hierarchy and basic
architecture is presented that can be developed using these
technologies. Finally, the conclusion states the potential for the
combination of these technologies and discusses future work
based on the analysis in this paper.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

The goal of HUniversal production is to create a grid of
manufacturing machines which is fully flexible, meaning it
can create any product at any scale which falls within the
sum of capabilities that are determined by the parameters and
configurations of all equiplets in the grid. These capabilities
can change at any time, since the grid is designed as such that
it can be reconfigured at runtime. Equiplets can manually be
added or removed with limited interference to other systems.
As a result, software systems have to act autonomously, since
they are unaware of all the systems and their capabilities in
the environment. Giving them all the information of every
system in the grid would make the software too complex
and inflexible. This implies that a distributed control system
is required, which uses autonomous software entities, where
every entity can have unknown abilities. Since these systems
still need to interact, it is required that they communicate in a
more abstract manner. This way each system can interpret the
abstract communication according to its knowledge. In such a
system it is not possible to program beforehand which methods
to call. To achieve cooperation, there is a need for dynamic
behavior.

Fig. 3 shows an example of a simplified functional design
of the architecture that is currently under development [9]. The
example shows one product within a grid and two modular
manufacturing systems (equiplets). Since these equiplets are
configured with several modules they have to acquire the right
information to be able to function. In Fig. 3, six steps are
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Figure 3. Simplified example of how a product communicates with equiplets in a grid where equiplets offer services within certain parameters.

presented when a product requires a pick and place action.
In this example, equiplet Y is just added within the grid and
has been configured with two modules. Equiplet Y has just
been reconfigured with these modules and is therefore not
yet aware of all its capabilities. Because the environment is
completely flexible, it is possible that new equiplets, products
or modules, and therefore new functionality and production
steps, can be added at any time in a running system. This
makes it necessary for the equiplets to inquire at the central
database whether they are able to perform this specific action.
To ”know” the capabilities of the equiplet we look towards
the research of Järvenpää [6] who has developed a rule-
based matching system for requirements and capabilities in
production systems. Equiplet Z already has done several pick
and place actions. Since it has not been reconfigured it can
immediately answer to product X that its demands fall within
the possibilities.

The largest problems that need to be overcome are the high
software complexity which is a result of the flexible automation
and the different requirements of the software on different
levels within the software architecture. While the direct control
of the hardware requires high performance, stability and real-
time capabilities, the flexible agents require cognitive abilities,
which are inherently slow and not real-time. These cognitive
abilities are necessary for automatically reconfiguring the
systems. The agents have to load the necessary software and

setup the correct variables that it needs to function. Hence
the modules and machines have to be able to recognize their
capabilities, necessary parameters for their configuration, and
dependencies. This requires an entirely new hybrid architec-
ture, whereof the requirements and the hierarchy design are
presented in this paper. The scope will be limited to the
decisions on the requirements and necessary specifications of
the technologies that are required to develop a proof of concept
system using the current equiplet prototypes. The problem
description brings us to the main research questions which
are important at this phase:

• What are the requirements for the software architec-
ture of an equiplet, using agents and MAS?

• Which technologies are available at this time that
could be used in a proof of concept system and fit
the requirements?

• What architecture can be used for industrial applica-
tions which works within a dynamic environment?

III. REQUIREMENTS AND MATCHING TECHNOLOGIES

The system is meant to become applicable in industry. The
system is also reconfigurable and should work in a dynamic,
non-deterministic environment. Hence, the logistics, i.e.,
where are the product parts that are necessary and the parts
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it interacts with, should be dynamic as well. The equiplet
has to be able to find the component and important objects
within the environment to interact with on a visual level.
Since systems, objects and therefore functionality can be
added at any moment in runtime, the system needs to have
distributed control, where dependencies between systems
have to be kept to a minimum [10]. It is unlikely that the
dependencies between different systems and modules can be
nil. Take for example a system that transports the product
between equiplets. If such a system is in an error state, this
will directly influence the equiplets it is connected to. It is
important to decouple the depending systems as much as
possible. This is done by using a data driven system. The
different systems, e.g., ’higher’ logistic systems and ’lower’
control systems, are decoupled by data that can be influenced
from both sides. This way an error in one autonomous
system will not block another, also the performance of several
systems will only be influenced by interdependent systems.
Finally it is important that the abstraction of the system is as
high as possible, for the hardware, as well as the software,
interfaces and communication between systems.

Summarizing the requirements:

• Since the configuration and the logistics are flexible,
every equiplet system should be visually aware of
objects it needs to interact with within its working
environment.

• There should be a minimum amount of dependencies
between systems, since not all systems are aware of
each other’s existence, hence distributed control is
necessary.

• To further decouple systems and be able to change
and update information, the system should have some
properties of a data driven software design. This way,
it is easier to add new functionality for new products
without directly interfering with the running systems.
Required data for new actions could be requested from
the database when necessary.

• There should be a high level of abstraction for the
communication between the software entities them-
selves and the hardware. By using a higher abstraction
level, communication can be made less specific which
makes the system more flexible. Systems can use their
own beliefs to interpret the messages they receive
and act according to their own design goals and
capabilities.

• Manufacturing machines interact within the
environment. While most objects (products and
modules) in the environment have an agent as virtual
representative, there are also (very) simple hardware
devices and software objects that only have to be
used and as such are not depicted as a (software)
entity. These objects in the environment should also
be as abstract as possible such that all entities can
interact with them when necessary.

This brings us to some specific requirements that are set to
be the basis of an architecture that will be researched and

developed in the next phases:

• Hardware systems should be able to communicate as
abstract as possible with the higher order intelligent
agents in the software. Therefore there is the need for
a hardware abstraction layer where modules can be
added in runtime.

• An adaptive system is required based on computer
vision that can interpret the environment in which
the manufacturing machine operates to distinguish
production parts and their position.

• A higher level abstract architecture is necessary that
can communicate with other unknown entities in the
system and can deal with a dynamic and changing
environment.

To apply all these requirements and to limit the scope of the
research, we have decided to use the following technologies:

1) ROS - Robot Operating System is a software frame-
work and provide tools and libraries. ROS can be
used as an abstraction layer for the hardware in
modular machines and robots. ROS utilizes the C++
program language and can be used directly to control
hardware systems in real-time.

2) MAS - Multi Agent Systems [4] are the most likely
option for the higher layer systems. Since a dynamic
environment is used with many reconfigurable mod-
ules, it is important to decouple dependencies and
lower the overall complexity by defining specific en-
tities that each have their own responsibilities. Agents
can act independently and have flexible behavior.
Especially the Java Agent DEvelopment framework
(JADE) seems of interest because of its low learning
curve (based on the Java programming language), ne-
gotiation abilities, and its ability to migrate, terminate
and add agents in runtime [15], the Jade platform
has been in development since 2001 and has matured
enough to be thrustworthy for industrial application.

3) OpenCV - Open Computer Vision is included with
ROS, as such it is logical to choose for the OpenCV
library that is integrated in this system. The computer
vision is used to identify and localize parts within
the working space of the equiplet and is used for
other logistic processes necessary for configuration
and calibration of the systems, e.g., identification of
a new gripper.

4) Environment Programming - As mentioned in the
requirements, the MAS system needs to interact
with parts of the environment that might not be di-
rectly part of the MAS. Ricci introduced environment
programming that considers the environment as an
explicit part of the MAS and clearly distinguishes
responsibilities between the agents and the environ-
ments. [11]. In Environment Programming there are
agents and artifacts. Artifacts are non-autonomous,
function-oriented entities that operate as a first level
abstraction of usable objects in the environment.

IV. DISCUSSION

The requirements and matching technologies provide the
possibility to start the design of an architecture for control
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Figure 4. An example of the software hierarchy showing a single product
and equiplet with several modules and the ROS, MAS and Linux layers.

of all systems within the equiplet and grid layer. To be able
to create a system based on industrial specifications, it is
necessary to combine these systems, hence to create a hybrid
system [12]. The hybrid system is based on an architecture
where the real-time capabilities with the physical abilities and
cognitive abilities are split in two. In practice this means that
real time capabilities like the direct control of sensors and
actuators are managed by ROS, which runs on the Linux
operating system and is especially tailored to interface with
modular hardware. Cognitive abilities, like reasoning, are to
determine if an equiplet has the capability to perform a new
action on request by a product. This is handled by the MAS
platform based on the JADE platform. The equiplets and
grids have a modular design and are configurable in real-
time, hence the system should be able to change the software
when necessary. Both MAS and ROS platforms have these
capabilities. Several MAS platforms are able to start new agent
entities at runtime. ROS also works with entities that can
interface with each other and it calls these software entities
nodes. Nodes can be launched and stopped in runtime, but
do not have the autonomous and cognitive capabilities like an
agent. In other words, they are less intelligent.

In Fig. 4 the hierarchy is shown. On the MAS layer
there is social interaction using the abstract communication

Figure 5. A QR code is used to identify items and modules in the
environment, this particular QR code leads to a demonstration of an older
prototype showing its flexible adaptation to the environment.

on the equiplet and product layers between several entities.
Note that there can be any number of equiplet and product
agents and every entity represents a physical counterpart. The
knowledge that is required by the data driven environment is
stored on Blackboards, which can also be used to decouple
the data from the agents that needs to be shared amongst
the agents. On a lower layer ROS also uses (autonomous)
entities. However, these are called nodes. Nodes are usually
programmed on the ROS platform using the program language
C++. While they are autonomous entities, they do not offer the
abstract level of communication that is common among agents.
However, ROS is designed to be used for Robot or Industrial
Machine applications and does provide better performance and
a more rigid and stable platform that is required for industrial
applications. Also ROS provides a large amount of libraries,
making it easier to develop new functionality. Therefore ROS
provides a more robust method of the essential control of
hardware systems. Finally at the lowest layer of the hierarchy
there is the firmware layer, where devices are shown that are
connected to the control system using an Industrial bus.

A. Reconfiguration

As determined, MAS and ROS can be configured with new
software in runtime. However, how does any system know that
it has been reconfigured? In other words, what is the trigger
to start or update a node with the necessary software to use it?
For this a system is designed that uses QR codes to ”scan”
items. Every module or device has its own QR code, see
Fig. 5, which uniquely identifies this module. This way the
machine can be configured just by scanning a configuration
QR code and a specific QR code that belongs to the new
module that is being added or removed. When the Computer
Vision system detects a reconfiguration code it will inform
the ROS control system, which will in turn message the MAS
system to find the appropriate software, either on the cognitive
(MAS) or physical (ROS) layer. While Computer Vision is
used to trigger changes in the hardware it is also used to
provide other parameters. The environment is monitored by
the system, providing information of the working field and
objects within sight. By communicating with product agents
and other equiplets also objects and systems are identified.
This way the physical configuration of systems can also be
determined automatically. If necessary, QR codes are also used
to help with the identification. The QR codes can be identified
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accurately without the usual margin of error that is common
in computer vision applications.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The analysis shows that a proof of concept of a combina-
tion of ROS (using C++), MAS (using Java) and Computer
Vision has potential for an industrial environment. Problems
like stability and performance of the agent platforms are
minimized by using the hybrid system with a combination of
JADE and ROS. The more stable and performant ROS is used
for critical systems that should be running at all times and
MAS provides the cognitive abilities that are necessary in a
dynamic distributed system. The hierarchy of these systems
also lowers the overall complexity, because of the decoupling
of systems and the distributed (autonomous) architecture. The
distributed nature of the systems lowers the complexity of
the software and makes it possible to address problems with
a black box approach, focusing on the interfacing behaviour
between the entities. The software auto configuration is made
possible by using the MAS and ROS architecture, that are both
based on autonomous entities, which can be added and con-
figured in runtime. In combination with the computer vision
systems based on OpenCV the parameters of the environment
are used to quickly determine the state of the environment,
identifying objects of interest and making it easy to configure
new hardware systems when necessary.

Currently, due to the analysis in this paper, the research
group has decided to start the development of the software
architecture as presented. The functional design of the software
has been completed and the hardware of several modules is in
its beta phase. Progress has also been made on the hardware,
in Fig. 6 the newest (4th generation) equiplet prototype is
shown. This prototype uses the distributed system as proposed,
including the suggested hybrid architecture using agents and
nodes coupled by blackboards. The programming of various
subprojects are in progress, like research on the lifecycle
of a product [8], which is used to acquire information on
the product for (sustainable) goals like recycling and repairs.
Several other projects are planned for the future, for example
how grid agents can be used for optimalisation, intelligent
behavior within an equiplet and the development of more
hardware and software modules.
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Abstract—Association rule discovery, or association mining, is 

one of the major data mining tasks that has gained much 

interest from researchers and general users. The knowledge 

obtained from association mining can be used to benefit 

business in many aspects such as recommend new products, 

design catalogs, manage sales promotion, and so on. But data 

processing for association rule discovery has expensive 

computing time because the relationships induced from data 

can be tremendously many more than those induced from 

other data mining tasks such as classification. As a 

consequence, most association mining software generally 

create so many rules from the association mining process and 

some of these rules are not beneficial to any users. To solve this 

useless rule mining problem, we propose to incorporate 

Apriori algorithm with constraint function for users to specify 

subset of association rules containing only interesting items. 

Besides specific items, users can also identify length of the 

association rules. Our two Apriori-with-constraint algorithms, 

called Association rule discovery with Constraints In Frequent 

itemset mining (ACIF) and Association rule discovery with 

Constraints After Frequent itemset mining (ACAF), are 

experimentally proven to be able to reduce processing time and 

also pruning a great number of useless rules.  

Keywords-association rules; frequent itemset mining; data 

mining; association analysis;constraint logic programming. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Data mining aims at extracting hidden knowledge from 
data [8]. Knowledge is known to be a valuable asset to most 
organizations as a substantial source to enhance 
understanding of relationships among data instances and 
support better decision making to increase organizational 
competency. Automatic knowledge acquisition can be 
achieved through the availability of the knowledge induction 
component. The induced knowledge can facilitate various 
knowledge-related activities ranging from expert decision 
support, data exploration and explanation, estimation of 
future trends, and prediction of future outcomes based on 
present data. The methodology of knowledge induction is 
known as knowledge discovery in databases, or data mining. 

Data mining methods are broadly defined depending on 
the specific research objective and involve different classes 
of mining tasks including regression, classification, 
clustering, identifying meaningful associations between data 
attributes. The later mining task refers to association mining, 

or market basket analysis [9] in the retail business domain, 
which is the main focus of our research. 

Association mining is a popular method for discovering 
relations between features or variables in large databases 
[11], [12], [15], [20] and then presenting the discovered 
results as a set of if-then rules, such as {milk, bread} => 
{butter} to indicate that if a customer buys milk and bread, 
he or she is more likely to buy butter as well. Association 
rule generation process is composed of two major phases: 
frequent itemset mining and rule generation. Frequent 
itemset mining is to find all items or features that are 
frequently occurred together [13], [22]. It is an important 
phase of association mining because it is a difficult task to 
search all possible itemsets. 

We thus pay attention to the design and implementation 
of frequent itemset discovery by applying the constraint 
concepts in this step. We propose two algorithms: 
Association rule discovery with Constraints In Frequent 
itemset mining (ACIF)  and Association rule discovery with 
Constraints After Frequent itemset mining (ACAF). The first 
algorithm considers constraints during the frequent itemset 
mining phase, whereas the later one applies constraints after 
the frequent itemset mining steps. Constraints in our 
proposed method include items of interest, items to be 
excluded from the mining results, and desired rule length of 
the final association mining. Our implementation is based on 
the ECLiPSe constraint system (www.eclipseclp.org). 

This paper is the extension of our previous work [14] on 
association rule discovery with constraint logic programming 
that was the proposal of extending Apriori [1] with more 
domain-specific constraints. The work presented here 
explains in more details the idea of incorporating domain-
specific constraints both during and after the frequent itemset 
mining stage (ACIF and ACAF algorithms, respectively). 
Applicability of the proposed idea and its implementation 
have also been demonstrated in this paper. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. The problem 
of association rule discovery and main concepts of logic and 
constraint logic programming are reviewed in Section 2. 
Then the design of association mining with constraint 
algorithms is explained in Section 3. The implementation of 
the two algorithms, ACIF and ACAF, together with their 
experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, 
Section 5 concludes the paper with discussion of our future 
research direction. 
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II. PRELIMINARIES 

A. Frequent Patterns and Association Mining 

Frequent patterns are common occurrences such as sets 
of features or items that appear in data frequently. Frequent 
pattern mining focuses on the discovery of relationships or 
correlations between items in a dataset. In frequent itemset 
mining, we are interested in analyzing connections among 
items. A collection of zero or more items is called an itemset. 
The discovery of interesting relationships hidden in large 
datasets is the objective of frequent pattern mining. The 
uncovered relationships can be represented in the form of 
association rules. An association rule is an inference of the 
form X  Y, where X and Y are non-empty disjoint itemsets. 
An itemset is called a frequent itemset if its support, i.e., the 
number of transactions that contain a particular itemset, is 
greater than or equal to user-specified support threshold 
(called MinSup). It is the MinSup constraint that helps 
reducing the computational complexity of frequent itemset 
generation. If the itemset is infrequently occurred, all 
supersets of this itemset are also infrequent and they can be 
pruned to reduce the search space. 

This pruning strategy is called an anti-monotone property 
and has been applied as a basis for searching frequent 
patterns in the well-known algorithm Apriori [1], [2]. The 
algorithms find all frequent itemsets by generating supersets 
of previously found frequent itemsets. This generate-and-test 
method is computational expensive. Han et al [10] proposed 
a different divide-and-conquer approach based on the prefix-
tree structure that consumes less memory space. Toivonen 
[21] employed sampling techniques to deal with frequent 
pattern mining from large databases. Zaki et al [23] tackled 
the problem by means of parallel computation. 

Some researchers [4], [7], [17], [18], [19] consider the 
issue of search space reduction through the concept of 
constraints. Our research is in the same direction as De Raedt 
et al [7]. We consider the problem of mining frequent 
patterns within a setting of constraint logic programming 
using the ECLiPSe constraint system [3]. Constraints can 
play an important role in improving the performance of 
mining algorithm. The problem of constraint-based pattern 
mining can therefore be formulated as the discovery of all 
patterns in a given dataset that satisfy the specified 
constraints. 

B. Constraint Logic Programming 

Constraint logic programming, or CLP, is a declarative 
programming style that combines the features of logic 
programming [16] and constraint propagation to solve 
combinatorial and optimization problems. Common structure 
of a constraint program is consisted of the part to define 
variables and constraints on variables and the part to search 
for a valid value on each variable. This is the style of 
constraint-and-search. The structure of constraint logic 
program is as follows: 

solve(Variables) :- 
          setup_constraints(Variables), 
          search(Variables). 

A constraint logic program to solve inequality A > B, in 
which both variables are integers in the range 1..5 can be 
shown as follows:  

:- lib(ic).  % include library 
solve(R) :- 
       R = [A,B], % define variables 
       R :: 1..5, % define constraint 

       A #> B, % constraint over variables           
             alldifferent([B]), 
             labeling(R). 

The predicate “labeling” is responsible for searching all 
possible values of A and B that comply with the constraints 

A > B and A  B. 
 

III. APRIORI-WITH-CONSTRAINT ALGORITHMS 

Apriori algorithm [1], [2] is a general method that can 
efficiently generate all association rules satisfying minimum 
support and minimum confidence constraints. We argue that 
besides these basic constraints, users should specify their 
item of interest constraint over the method. We thus design 
two algorithms to support the extension of Apriori that takes 
into account user-specified constraints. The first algorithm, 
called Association rule discovery with Constraints In 
Frequent itemset mining (ACIF), applies constraints during 
the phase of frequent itemset mining. The second algorithm 
is called Association rule discovery with Constraints After 
Frequent itemset mining (ACAF) in which constraints are 
considered after all frequent itemsets are generated. The 
design frameworks of both algorithm are presented in Fig. 1. 
Detailed steps of ACIF and ACAF algorithms are shown in 
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively. 

 
(a) The design of ACIF 

 
(b) The design of ACAF 

Figure 1. Design frameworks of Apriori-with-constraint 
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Algorithm ACIF 

//Input : Database D,  

              Constraints: Length, Subset, NotSubset,  

                                   RHS_items, Mincon, Minsup. 

//Output :  Rules. 

 

(1)   L1 = find_ frequent_1itemset(D) 

(2)   for (k =2; Lk-1 ≠ ∅; k++) { 

(3)         Ck  = apriori_gen(Lk-1, Minsup) 

(4)         for each transaction t ∈ D { // scan D for counts 

(5)      C1  = subset(Ck, t)  

(6)               for each candidate c ∈ C1 { c.count++ } 

(7)      C2 = checkcondition(Length, Subset,  

                                                       NotSubset, C1)  

(8)      Lk={c ∈ C2 |  c.count  ≥ Minsup}  

(9)            } 

(10)    } 

(11)  FreqSet =  

(12)  For each l ∈  FreqSet  //  l is frequent-itemset. 

(13)  k = | l |          //  size of frequent itemset  

(14) m = |Hm|        // size of right hand side Items  

(15) For each hm+1 ∈ Hm+1 { 

(16)       If hm+1 = RHS_items  { 

(17)  conf = support(fk) / support(fk – hm+1)  

(18)  If conf  >=  Mincon { 

(19)   Rules = rule(fk – hm+1)  hm+1  

(20)  } Else  

(21)   delete hm+1 from Hm+1  

(22)      } 

(23)  } 

(24)  return  Rules 

Figure 2. Pseudocode of ACIF algorithm 

 

Figure 3. Pseudocode of ACAF algorithm 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. CLP Implementation 

Program and data in the constraint logic programming 
style are both in the same format, that is, a Horn clause. In 
our implementation, declaration of items and transactional 
database are in the list structure within the predicate “data” 
(as shown in Fig. 4). To run the program, user calls the 
predicate “association” and the running result will appear as 
shown in Fig. 5.  

 

Figure 4. Predicate data containing lists of items and transactions 

 

Figure 5. Running result of association rule mining 

 

A program source code of ACAF algorithm that was 

implemented with the constraint logic programming 

language using ECLiPSe constraint system is given as 

follows: 

%  User calls:  association(R,0,2,100)   

:- compile("filename.txt"). % load file. 

:- lib(sd).   

:- lib(ic).   

:- lib(ordset). 
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association(R,LengthI,MinSup,Conf) :-  

 writeln('Please specify member in [[_]] :'),read(Subset), 

 writeln('Please specify member do not need in [[_]] :'), 

read(NotSubset), 

 writeln('Please specify member in [[_]] :'),read(Goal), 

 data(Data),Data=_-_, 

        ( count(I,2,6), fromto(Data, 

S0,S1,R),param(LengthI,Subset,NotSubset,Conf,MinS

up,Goal) do 

               ( S0=A-B,  

                      findCL(A-B-MinSup,R-_-

_,LengthI,Subset,NotSubset,Conf,Goal), 

                      allUnion(I,R,NewItemSet), 

                      S1=NewItemSet-B ),!   ). 

 findCL(ItemSet-Items-MinSup,R-Items-MinSup,LengthI, 

Subset,NotSubset,Conf,Goal) :- 

 (foreach(X,ItemSet), fromto(R,S1,S0,[]), 

param(Items,MinSup) do  

            (supOK(X,Items,MinSup,LenItem) ->  

S1=[X-LenItem|S0], ! ; S1=S0) 

       ), not1Item(R,Re1), 

   findLength(LengthI,Re1,Re), 

   findSubset(Subset,Re,R1), 

   findNotSubset(NotSubset,R1,R2), 

   findRule(R2-Items-Conf,Goal). 

% Check Item set length > 1    

not1Item(R,Re) :- R=[H-_|_],length(H,LenItem), 

    LenItem =1 -> Re = [] ; Re = R . 

% findLength(0,[[a,b]-2,[a,c]-2],R). 

findLength(Cons,Re,R) :-  

         (foreach(I,Re), fromto(R,S1,S0,[]), param(Cons) do 

           I = X-_, length(X,LenItem),LenItem > Cons ->  

S1 = [ I | S0], ! ; S1=S0   ). 

% findSubset([[b],[c]],[[a,b]-2,[b,c]-2,[b,c,d]-2],R1). 

findSubset([],X, X).  

findSubset([Subset|Tr],Re,R1) :-  

   Subset = [] -> R1 = Re ; 

          (foreach(I,Re), fromto(R,S1,S0,[]), param(Subset) do 

     I = X-_, 

             Subset1&::Subset, Y&::X, Subset1&=Y  

               -> S1 = [ I | S0], ! ; S1=S0   ),   

   findSubset(Tr,R,R1).     

% findNotSubset([[b],[c]],[[a,b]-2,[b,c]-2,[b,c,d]-2],R1). 

findNotSubset([],X, X).  

findNotSubset([NotSubset|Tr],Re,R1) :-  

  NotSubset = [] -> R1 = Re ; 

       (foreach(I,Re), fromto(R,S1,S0,[]), param(NotSubset) do 

   I = X-_, 

         NotSubset1&::NotSubset, Y&::X, \+NotSubset1&=Y  

     -> S1 = [ I | S0], ! ; S1=S0   ), 

 findNotSubset(Tr,R,R1). 

% findGoal([[a]],[a,b],R).      

findGoal([],X, X).  

findGoal([Subset|Tr],Re,R1) :-  

  Subset = [] -> R1 = Re ; 

          Subset1&::Subset, Y&::Re, Subset1&=Y -> R1 = Re,   

          findGoal(Tr,Re,R1).  

supOK(X,Items,MinSup,LenItem) :-  

          (foreach(I,Items), fromto(R,S1,S0,[]), param(X) do 

                (my_subset(X,I) -> S1 = [ I | S0], ! ; S1=S0) ), 

           length(R,LenItem), 

           LenItem >= MinSup. 

% findRule   

findRule(ItemSet-Items-MinConf,Goal) :- 

     (foreach(Set,ItemSet), param(Items,MinConf,Goal) do 

 Set = X-LenItem, 

 findall(Re,powerset(X,Re),PwSet), 

 (foreach(ItemX,PwSet), 

param(X,Items,LenItem,MinConf,Goal) do 

 ( ItemX = X ; ItemX = [] -> ! ; 

createRule(ItemX,X,Re),findGoal(Goal,Re,R1) -> 

  supOK(ItemX,Items,0,LenItemX), 

  conOk(LenItem-LenItemX-MinConf,ItemX,R1),! ; ! 

  )  )  ). 

% createRule([a],[a,b,c],Result).     

createRule([],X,X).     

createRule([H|Tr],X,Result) :- 

delete(H,X,Re),createRule(Tr,Re,Result).    

% Check Confident  

conOk(LenItem-LenItemX-MinConf,ItemX,Re) :- Re11 is 

(LenItem/LenItemX)*100,Re11 >= MinConf -> write('If 

'), 

 write(ItemX),write(' '),write(LenItemX),write(' then '), 

 write(Re),write(' '),writeln(LenItem) ;! . 

% my_subset compare([1],[1,2]) return T or F   

my_subset(Sub,S) :- toSet(Sub,OrdSub), toSet(S,OrdS), 

                                     ord_subset(OrdSub,OrdS). 

allUnion(I,ItemSet,NewItemSet) :-  combi(ItemSet,R_), 

flatten(R_,R), 

       (foreach(X,R), fromto(NewItemSet_,S1,S0,[]), param(I) 

do  First-Sec=X, 

          (unionN(I,First-Sec,Out) -> S1=[Out|S0], !;S1=S0)  ), 

          toSet(NewItemSet_,NewItemSet). 

 

unionN(N,First-Sec,Out) :- toSet(First,F), toSet(Sec,S),   

                                           ord_union(F,S,Out), 

                                           length(Out,Len),Len=N. 

combi([],[]). 

combi([H|T],[HR|TR]) :- (foreach(X,T), foreach(Y,HR), 

param(H) do 

 X = Set2-_,H = Set1-_ ,  Y=Set1-Set2 ),            

       combi(T,TR). 

toSet(X,S) :- list_to_ord_set(X,S). 

% powerset([a,b],X). 

powerset([],[]).   

powerset([_|Rest],L) :- powerset(Rest,L). 

powerset([X|Rest],[X|L]) :- powerset(Rest,L). 

% ===== End of ACAF program ============= 

B. Experimentation with Chess data 

To test correctness and effectiveness of ACIF and ACAF 
programs, we use the Chess dataset obtained from the 
website http://fimi.ua.ac.be/data/. The dataset contains 3196 
records, each record has 37 attributes, or items in the context 
of association mining. The first and last records of Chess 
data can be shown as follows: 

data([[1],[2],[3],[4],[5],[6],[7],[8],[9],[10],[11],[12],[13],[14],[

15],[16],[17],[18],[19],[20],[21],[22],[23],[24],[25],[26],[27],[

28],[29],[30],[31],[32],[33],[34],[35],[36],[37],[38],[39],[40],[

41],[42],[43],[44],[45],[46],[47],[48],[49],[50],[51],[52],[53],[

54],[55],[56],[57],[58],[59],[60],[61],[62],[63],[64],[65],[66],[

67],[68], [69],[70],[71],[72],[73],[74],[75] 

]-[[1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31,34,36,38,40,42, 

44,46,48,50,52,54,56,58,60,62,64,66,68,70,72,74], 

… 

[2,4,5,8,9,11,13,16,17,19,21,23,26,27,30,31,35,36,38,40,42,44,

46,48,51,52,54,56,58,61,62,64,67,68,71,73,74]  ]  ). 
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In our CLP implementations of association rule mining 
with constraints, users can specify three kinds of constraints: 
(1) items that must appear in the association rules, (2) items 
that must not appear in the rules, and (3) items that must 
appear in the consequence part of the rule. Constraints on 
items can use a conjunction (AND), a disjunction (OR), and 
an empty list of items to identify no constraint. These 
constraints have to be specified prior to the generation of 
association rules. We test the performance of ACIF and 
ACAF programs against the original Apriori (which is also 
implemented with the CLP paradigm for a fair comparison), 
and then compare the results in terms of computation time 
and number of association rules. Figs. 6 and 7 demonstrates 
the running time and number of rule comparisons, 
respectively. For the case of no further constraint (except the 
basic minimum support and confidence) are identified, the 
three programs can discover the same set of association 
rules, but ACIF and ACAF take more time to find such rules. 

For the search of rules with constraints on rule length and 
items to appear/exclude, Apriori cannot perform such 
association mining because the algorithm does not support 
constraints on specific items. It can be noticed that ACIF 
may run faster than ACAF, but it is incomplete in the sense 
that there are some rules that should be appeared in the final 
result but are excluded during the phase of frequent itemset 
mining. We thus can conclude that ACIF and ACAF are 
correct, but ACAF is better than ACIF in terms of 
completeness. 

 

Figure 6. Running time comparison of ACIF and ACAF programs against 

Apriori program 

 

Figure 7. ACIF, ACAF, and Apriori comparison in terms of number of 

association rules discovered by the program 

C. Experimentation with Customer Churn data 

To test effectiveness of ACAF program over various 
constraints, we use the Customer Churn dataset obtained 
from the website http://www.sgi.com/tech/mlc/db/. The 
dataset contains information of 3333 customers. In the 
original data set, each record has 21 features (or attributes) in 
which the last one is the label churn/non-churn customer. 
The first step of our experimentation is feature selection; the 
selected 12 features are state, account length, area code, 
international plan, voice mail plan, number vmail messages, 
total day calls, total eve calls, total night calls, total intl calls, 
number customer service calls, and churn. The other nine 
features are removed because of their insignificance in 
inducing the association model.  

We performed a series of eight experiments with the 
customer churn data set. Minimum support threshold in each 
experiment is 50 (that means there must be at least 50 
records satisfying the rule’s content), whereas the minimum 
confidence is 80%. Additional constraints are as follows: 
Exp. 1: No other constraint. 
Exp. 2: The results must contain the feature churn_False. 
Exp. 3: The results must contain rules that has at least three 

features. 
Exp. 4: The results must NOT contain the feature 

‘churn_False’. 
Exp. 5: The results must contain the feature ‘churn_False’ at 

the then-part of the rule. 
Exp. 6: The results must contain either the feature 

‘churn_False’, or ‘churn_True’. 
Exp. 7: The results must contain both the feature 

‘churn_True’ and ‘vMailPlan_no’. 
Exp. 8: The results must contain rules that has at least three 

features, must contain both ‘churn_False’ and 
‘vMailPlan_no’, the results must NOT contain either 
the feature ‘vMailMessage_0’, or ‘intlCalls_2’, and 
the target clause of the rules must be ‘churn_False’.  
(Running result is shown in Fig. 8. ) 

Running time in each experiment and number of rules 
reported as the association mining results after constraining 
with different conditions are varied. We comparatively 
illustrate the experimental results  in Fig. 9. 

 
Figure 8. Running result of experiment 8 
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Figure 9. A comparison of computational time usage and number of rules 
received from varying constraints in each of the eight experiments 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Association rule discovery is one major problems in the 
areas of data mining, statistical learning, and business 
intelligence. The problem concerns finding frequent patterns, 
or itemsets, hidden in a large database. Finding such frequent 
itemsets has become an important task because it reveals 
associations, correlations, and many other interesting 
relations among items in the transactional databases. We 
suggest that the problem of frequent itemset and association 
rule mining can be efficiently implemented with the 
incorporation of constraints. 

We design the two versions of association mining with 
constraint algorithms called Association rule discovery with 
Constraints In Frequent itemset mining (ACIF)  and 
Association rule discovery with Constraints After Frequent 
itemset mining (ACAF). We demonstrated that the proposed 
algorithms can be concisely implemented with high-level 
declarative language using ECLiPSe, a constraint logic 
language. Coding in declarative style takes less effort 
because pattern matching is a fundamental feature supported 
by most logic-based languages. Experimentation to verify 
effectiveness of the proposed methods has been performed 
and compared against the well-known Apriori method. The 
results confirm the correctness of the ACIF and ACAF 
programs and also reveal the power of constraints that have 
been applied over the frequent itemsets. We focus our future 
research on the design of constraint formulating and 
processing to optimize the speed and storage requirement.  
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Abstract—Knowledge discovery, also known as data mining, 

has gained much interest from diverse sectors due to their 

great potential on revealing potentially useful relationships. 

Among many possible applications, we focus our research on 

the database design and analysis application. Functional 

dependency plays a key role in database normalization, which 

is a systematic process of verifying database design to ensure 

the nonexistence of undesirable characteristics. Bad design 

could incur insertion, update, and deletion anomalies that are 

the major cause of database inconsistency. In this paper, we 

propose a novel technique to discover functional dependencies 

from the database table. The discovered dependencies help the 

database designers covering up inefficiencies inherent in their 

design. Our discovery technique is based on the structure 

analysis of Bayesian network. Most data mining techniques 

applied to the problem of functional dependency discovery are 

rule learning and association mining. Our work is a novel 

attempt of applying the Bayesian network to this area of 

application. The proposed technique can reveal functional 

dependencies within a reduced search space. Therefore, 

computational complexity is acceptable.  

Keywords-functional dependency; knowledge discovery; data 

mining; Bayesian network; database design; normalization 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Database design methodology normally starts with the 
first step of conceptual schema design in which users’ 
requirements are modeled as the entity-relationship (ER) 
diagram. The next step of logical design focuses on the 
translation of conceptual schemas into relations or database 
tables. The later step of physical design concerns the 
performance issues such as data types, indexing option, and 
other parameters related to the database management system. 
Conceptual schema and logical designs are two important 
steps regarding correctness and integrity of the database 
model. Database designers have to be aware of specifying 
thoroughly primary keys of tables and also determining 
extensively relationships between tables. Data normalization 
is a common mechanism employed to support database 
designers to ensure the correctness of their design. 

Normalization transforms unstructured relation into 
separate relations, called normalized ones [9]. The main 
purpose of this separation is to eliminate redundant data and 
reduce data anomaly (i.e., data inconsistency as a result of 
insert, update, and delete operations). There are many 
different levels of normalization depending on the purpose of 

database designer. Most database applications are designed 
to be either in the third, or the Boyce-Codd normal forms in 
which their dependency relations [3] are sufficient for most 
organizational requirements. 

The main condition to transform from one normal form 
to the next level is the dependency relationship, which is a 
constraint between two sets of attributes in a relation. 
Functional dependency constrains the determination 
uniqueness from one set of attribute values to the others. 

Experienced database designers are able to elicit this kind 
of dependency information. But in some applications in 
which the business process and operational requirements are 
complex, this task of dependency analysis is tough even for 
the experienced ones. We thus propose to use the data 
mining technique called Bayesian network learning or Bayes 
net to help analyzing the database structure and then report 
the underlying functional dependencies. This work can also 
support the automatic induction of functional dependencies 
from legacy databases that design documents are no longer 
available. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We 
discuss related work regarding the functional dependency 
discovery problem in Section 2. Then propose our 
methodology in Section 3. Running examples and 
experimentation appear in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. 
Finally, the last section concludes this paper with the 
mention of our future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The main objective of our study is the induction of 
functional dependency relationships from the database 
instances. It has long been the problem of interest among 
database researchers [16], [22], [23], [26], [29], [32], [33] 
because such relationships are abstract in their nature and 
hence can be easily missed out in the database design. 

Silva and Melkanoff [29] was the first team attempting to 
discover functional dependencies (FDs) through the data 
mining technique. The complexity of discovering FDs from 
existing database instances has been studied by Mannila and 
Raiha [22], [23]. Early work on FD discovery handled the 
complexity problem by means of partitioning the set of rows 
according to their attribute values and perform a level-wise 
search for desired solution [15], [17], [26], [33]. The later 
work of Wyss et al. [33] and Atoum et al. [4] applied the 
minimal cover concept on equivalent classes. 

Researchers in the application area of database reverse 
engineering are also interested in the same objective. Lee and 
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Yoo [20] proposed a method to derive a conceptual model 
from object-oriented databases. The final products of their 
method are the object model and the scenario diagram 
describing a sequence of operations. The work of Perez et al. 
[28] emphasized on relational object-oriented conceptual 
schema extraction. Their technique is based on a formal 
method of term rewriting. Rules obtained from term 
rewriting are then generated to represent the correspondences 
between relational and object-oriented elements. Researchers 
that focus their study on a particular issue of semantic 
understanding including Lammari et al. [19] who proposed a 
method to discover inter-relational constraints and 
inheritances embedded in a relational database. Chen et al. [7] 
also based their study on entity-relationship model. They 
proposed to apply association rule mining to discover new 
concepts leading to a proper design of relational database 
schema. They employed the concept of fuzziness to deal 
with uncertainty inherited with the association mining 
process. The work of Pannurat et al. [27] and Alashqur [1] 
are also in the line of association mining technique 
application to the database design. 

Besides functional dependencies, other kinds of database 
relationships are also explored. De Marchi et al. [11] studied 
the problem of inclusion dependencies. Fan et al. [12] 
proposed the idea to capture conditional FDs. Calders et al. 
[6] introduced a notion of roll-up dependency to be applied 
to the OLAP context. Approximate FDs concept has been 
recently applied to different subfield of data mining such as 
decision tree building [18], data redundancy detection [2], 
and data cleaning [8], [24]. 

Our work is different from those in the literature in that 
our method of discovering FDs is based on the analysis of 
Bayes net structure [13], [14], [21], [30]. The work of 
Mayfield et al. [24] also consider applying Bayesian network 
but for a different purpose of correcting missing information. 
They perform stochastic process to simulate and estimate 
missing values. Our work does not require simulation; we 
instead base our discovery task solely on the existing 
database instances. Therefore, from the literature review we 
can state that our work is original in this area of problem. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Functional dependencies between attributes of a relation 
express a constraint between two sets of attributes. For 

instance, the constraint X  Y states that the values of 
attributes in a set Y are fully determined by values of 
attributes in a set X. The obvious example is given the social 
security number, there is at most one individual associated 
with that number. 

Discovering such constraints from the database instances 
requires extensive search over each pair of attribute values. 
We propose a methodology of employing Bayesian networks 
learning [5], [25] at this step. Bayesian network or Bayes net 
is a graphical model representing correlations among 
variables in the network structure. Relation attributes 
correspond to variables, which appear as nodes in the Bayes 
net. A Bayes net is a directed acyclic graph whose edges 
represent statistical dependencies. 

Input:  a set of database instances 
Output:  functional dependency rules 

Steps: 

/*  Learning Phase */ 

1.  Apply Bayesian learning algorithm to the set of 

database instances to form a network structure 

2.  Identify conditional independency with ICS search 

algorithm [26] and assign direction to the edges 

3.  Output causal Bayes net with additional conditional 

probability table associated with each node 

    /*  FDs Detection Phase */ 

4.  For an effect node (E) linking from a single causal 

node (C) or at most two causal nodes 

5.     Check conditional probability table of the effect 

node 

6.      If  for each value of E there exists distinct value of 

C related to E with probability not less than 0.5 

(regarding to existing values in the database 

instances), 

              Then add a rule C  E to the FD rule set 

7.      If C contains two nodes (C1 and C2),    

              Then repeat step 6 with C1  E and  C2  E 

8.  For an effect node (E) linking from multiple causal 

nodes (Cs)  

9.      Examine each edge linking from each C in Cs  

10.    If the criterion in steps 5-6 is satisfied by each and 

every edge, 

              Then  add a rule Cs  E to the FD rule set 

11. Return the FD rule set as the output 

Figure 1. Algorithm BayesFD for discovering functional dependencies from 
the database instances 

 

With the proper search procedure, such as the ICS 
algorithm [31], and the use of conditional dependencies 
associated with each node, we can turn dependence relations 
between variables into causal relationship among nodes in 
the Bayes net.  

We also apply heuristics on the consideration over each 
conditional dependency table associated with the child node 
to select proper functional dependencies from the Bayes net. 
For a strong dependency requirement, the minimum 
conditional probability can be set greater than 0.5. Our 
algorithm of FDs discovery, named BayesFD, is presented in 
Fig. 1. 

 

IV. RUNNING EXAMPLES AND ANALYSIS RESULTS 

We demonstrate the mechanism of our proposed method 
via the two examples. 

Example 1. The database instances are given as shown in 

Table I. 
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TABLE I.  EXAMPLE DATABASE 

A B C D 

a1 b1 c1 d1 

a1 b2 c1 d2 

a2 b2 c2 d2 

a2 b3 c2 d3 

a3 b3 c2 d4 
 

B A

D C

 

Figure 2. Bayesian network structure of the example database 

Learning Phase (steps 1-3) 
Perform causal Bayesian learning (illustration of 

Bayesian learning is given in Appendix) to the database 
instances in Table I to obtain the network structure as 
illustrated in Fig. 2. 

There are two effect nodes in Bayes net of Fig. 2, that 
are, node D and node C. Both of them have two causal 
nodes. Therefore, the FDs detection phase follows the steps 
4-7. 

 
FDs Detection Phase (steps 4-7) 

Check conditional probability tables for each causal 

edge, that is, AB  D and AD  C. Details of conditional 
probability values in each relation are shown in Tables II and 
III (combinations of attribute values that do not exist in the 
database table have been removed). Both dependency 
relationships hold. But they are composed of two causal 
nodes. We thus have to check other four dependencies: 

AD, BD, AC, and DC. The only dependency that 

holds is AC, and its conditional probability table is shown 
in Table IV. 

TABLE II. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY FOR DEPENDENCY AB  D 

 D=d1 D=d2 D=d3 D=d4 

A=a1, B=b1 0.5 0.167 0.167 0.167 

A=a1, B=b2 0.167 0.5 0.167 0.167 

A=a2, B=b2 0.167 0.5 0.167 0.167 

A=a2, B=b3 0.167 0.167 0.5 0.167 

A=a3, B=b3 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.5 
 

TABLE III. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY FOR DEPENDENCY AD  C 

 C=c1 C=c2 

A=a1, D=d1 0.75 0.25 

A=a1, D=d2 0.75 0.25 

A=a2, D=d2 0.25 0.75 

A=a2, D=d3 0.25 0.75 

A=a3, D=d4 0.25 0.75 

TABLE IV. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY FOR DEPENDENCY A  C 

 C=c1 C=c2 

 A=a1 0.833 0.167 

 A=a2 0.167 0.833 

 A=a3 0.25 0.75 

 
Therefore, we can conclude that with the given example 

database as shown in Table I, the three discovered functional 

dependencies are:  AB  D,  

AD  C, and  

A  C. 
 
Example 2. The customer database instances are given as 

shown in Table V. 

TABLE V. CUSTOMER DATABASE 

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 

1 c1 Kitty 21000 Honda 31 Dang 

1 c8 Kitty 21000 Toyota 41 Dum 

1 c6 Kitty 21000 Nissan 51 Ple 

2 c2 Somsak 20111 Mitsubishi 41 Dum 

2 c5 Somsak 20111 Toyota 31 Dang 

3 c4 Siri 19999 Toyota 31 Dang 

 
Learning Phase (steps 1-3) 

Perform causal Bayesian learning to the database 
instances in Table V to obtain the network structure as 
illustrated in Fig. 3. 

A1 A6

A4

A3

A7

A2

A5

 

Figure 3. Bayesian network structure of customer database 

 
There are five effect nodes in Bayes net of Fig. 3, that 

are, nodes A2, A3, A4, A5, and A7. Nodes A3, A4, and A7 
have a single causal node, and A2 has two causal nodes. 
Thus, the FDs detection phase follows the steps 4-7, whereas 
the node A5 has to follow steps 8-10 because it has multiple 
causal nodes. 

 
FDs Detection Phase (steps 4-7) 

Single causal nodes (A3, A4, and A7)  are easy to 
examine the dependencies as shown in Tables VI-VIII. 
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TABLE VI. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY FOR DEPENDENCY A4  A3 

 A3=Kitty A3=Somsak A3=Siri 

A4=21000 0.778 0.111 0.111 

A4=20111 0.143 0.714 0.143 

A4=1999 0.2 0.2 0.6 
 

TABLE VII. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY FOR DEPENDENCY A1  A4 

 A4=21000 A4=21000 A4=21000 

A1=1 0.778 0.111 0.111 

A1=2 0.143 0.714 0.143 

A1=3 0.2 0.2 0.6 

TABLE VIII. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY FOR DEPENDENCY A6  A7 

 A7=Dang A7=Dum A7=Ple 

A6=31 0.778 0.111 0.111 

A6=41 0.143 0.714 0.143 

A6=51 0.2 0.2 0.6 

TABLE IX. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY FOR DEPENDENCY A1A7  A2 

 
A2=c1 A2=c2 A2=c4 A2=c5 A2=c6 A2=c8 

A1=1, 

A7=Dang 
0.375 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 

A1=1, 

A7=Dum 
0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.375 

A1=1, 

A7=Ple 
0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.375 0.125 

A1=2, 

A7=Dang 
0.125 0.125 0.125 0.375 0.125 0.125 

A1=2, 

A7=Dum 
0.125 0.375 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 

A1=3, 

A7=Dang 
0.125 0.125 0.375 0.125 0.125 0.125 

 

It can be noticed from the conditional probability tables 

that the three dependencies A4A3, A1A4, and A6A7 

hold. The node A2 has two causal nodes: A1 and A7. The 

conditional probability of A1A7  A2 is given in Table IX. 

It can be seen that all probability values are less than 0.5. 

Therefore, the dependency A1A7  A2 does not hold, so 

do the dependencies A1  A2 and A7  A2. 

The last examination is the dependency with multiple 

causal nodes A1A2A3A4A7  A5. The steps 8-10 have to 
be applied. We then split the dependency relation into five 

cases: A1 A5, A2 A5, A3 A5, A4 A5, and A7 
A5. Conditional probabilities of the five cases are shown 
altogether in Table X. It is obviously seen that the only 

relation that holds is A2 A5. 
The discovered functional dependencies of database 2 are 

as follows:  A4A3,  

A1A4,  

A6A7, and  

A2A5. 

TABLE X. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY FOR DEPENDENCY  

A1  A5, A2  A5, A3  A5, A4  A5, A7  A5 

 A5= 

Honda 

A5= 

Toyota 

A5= 

Nissan 

A5= 

Mitsubishi 

A1=1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 

A1=2 0.125 0.375 0.125 0.375 

A1=3 0.167 0.5 0.167 0.167 

 

A2=c1 0.5 0.167 0.167 0.167 

A2=c2 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.5 

A2=c4 0.167 0.5 0.167 0.167 

A2=c5 0.167 0.5 0.167 0.167 

A2=c6 0.167 0.167 0.5 0.167 

A2=c8 0.167 0.5 0.167 0.167 

 

A3=Kitty 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 

A3=Somsak 0.125 0.375 0.125 0.375 

A3=Siri 0.167 0.5 0.167 0.167 

 

A4=21000 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 

A4=20111 0.125 0.375 0.125 0.375 

A4=1999 0.167 0.5 0.167 0.167 

 

A7=Dang 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 

A7=Dum 0.125 0.375 0.125 0.375 

A7=Ple 0.167 0.5 0.167 0.167 

 

V. EXPERIMENTATION 

This section explains experimentation including steps in 
data preparation and parameter setting to learn Bayesian 
network structure with the WEKA software 
(http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka). For data 
preparation, the customer database (Table V in example 2) 
has to be transformed into the arff format as follows: 

@relation CustomerDatabase 

@attribute A1  {1, 2, 3} 

@attribute A2  {c1, c2, c4, c5, c6, c8} 

@attribute A3  {kitty, somsak, siri} 

@attribute A4  {21000, 20111, 1999} 

@attribute A5  {honda, toyota, nissan, mitsubishi} 

@attribute A6  {31, 41, 51} 

@attribute A7  {dang, dum, ple } 

@data 

1, c1, kitty, 21000, honda, 31, dang 

1, c8, kitty, 21000, toyota, 41, dum 

1, c6, kitty, 21000, nissan, 51, ple 

2, c2, somsak, 20111, mitsubishi, 41, dum 

2, c5, somsak, 20111, toyota, 31, dang 
3, c4, siri, 1999, toyota, 31, dang 
 
After invoking WEKA and selecting the explorer task, 

click the classify tab and choose the ‘BayesNet’ algorithm 
for learning the Bayesian network structure. The default 
setting of this algorithm is inappropriate for learning the 
cause and effect structure, as required by this specific 
functional dependency application. We thus have to set the 
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right parameter by clicking at the frame in which the name 
BayesNet appears (as pointed by the arrow in Fig. 4). A 
small window will be popped up. Then click the 
‘searchAlgorithm’ option to choose the ICS search 
algorithm, and then click the OK button. 

The Bayesian network structure can be visualized by 
right-clicking at the algorithm name below the ‘Result list’ 
panel (as shown in Fig. 5). Then choose ‘Visualize graph.’ A 
new pop-up window will appear as shown in Fig. 6. 

Each node in the Bayesian network is associated with the 
conditional probability table. This table does not 
automatically display in the network structure, but it can be 
viewed by clicking at the node. The example of conditional 
probability table associated with node A7 is shown in Fig. 7. 
 

 

 

Figure 4. set the ‘searchAlgorithm’ parameter 

 

 

Figure 5. select ‘Visualize graph’ to view the Bayesian network  

 

 

 

Figure 6. a Bayesian network structure for customer database 

 

 

Figure 7. a conditional probability associated with each node 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The design of a complete database starts from the high-
level conceptual design to capture detail requirements of the 
enterprise. Common tool normally used to represent these 
requirements is the entity-relationship, or ER, diagram and 
the product of this design phase is a conceptual schema. 
Typically, the schema at this level needs some adjustments 
based on the procedure known as normalization in order to 
reach a proper database design. Then, the database 
implementation moves to the lower abstraction level of 
logical design in which logical schema is constructed in a 
form of relations, or database tables. 

In this paper, we propose a method to discover functional 
dependencies inherent in the conceptual schema from the 
database relation containing data instances. The discovering 
technique is based on the structure analysis of learned Bayes 
net. Heuristics are also applied on the relationship selection 
over the network structure.  

The results from the proposed method are the same as the 
design schema obtained from the database designer. We plan 
to improve our methodology to discover a conceptual 
schema up to the level of multi-relations. 

 

Click in this area for parameter setting 

Right-click here 
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Abstract— The evaluation of final workpiece properties at 
process end can be realized by process modeling instead of 
destructive testing methods. In this paper, we give an overview 
about different modeling strategies. They are focused on the 
amount of available domain knowledge. White box models try 
to model the reality by physical principles and black box 
models are mainly data driven. Grey box models are hybrid 
variants. The different strategies are applied to the domain of 
resistance spot welding. The proposed approaches are able to 
improve the quality of resistance spot welding.   

Keywords- Intelligent Systems; Machine Learning 
Manufacturing. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Several methods exist to model the dynamics of 
nonlinear complex systems [1]. Conceptually, they can be 
split into two classes. The first class includes prior domain 
knowledge from human experts. For example, numerical 
simulations like finite elements or phase field methods 
describe the behavior of systems with domain knowledge 
from human experts. The second class is characterized by the 
use of phenomenological or general basis function models, 
which try to fit the observed behavior of the systems as good 
as possible. The latter approach includes many Machine 
Learning, Data Mining and statistical methods. 

The second class can be further refined in modeling via 
symbolic [2, 3] (e.g., general formula expressions) and 
subsymbolic (e.g., dedicated base function class, support 
vector machines or neural networks) representations. 
Symbolic learning representations can be interpreted by 
human domain experts and they can help to understand the 
process in a more formal way. Therefore, this class does not 
only aim to model the system behavior. Sometimes the 
human experts are able to identify previously unknown facts 
of the observed process.  

In contrast, subsymbolic representations are black box 
models. In most cases, it is very difficult or impossible to 
interpret the behavior of the learnt representation [3].  

The proposed methods in this paper can be interpreted as 
modeling the dynamic of processes. A generic process model 
is depicted in Fig. 1 with an observer and a controller. This 
representation enables a universal process description by 
means of the observable quantities, the characteristic process 
state and the process parameters that allow manipulating the 
process purposefully. The observer can predict the 
characteristic state and the workpiece properties for quality 
evaluation from static or dynamic observable quantities. The 
observer model depends on the embedded domain 
knowledge (white, grey or black box). Independently from 
this, the observer model that represents the process dynamics 
might be of static or dynamic model type. The controller can 
then determine the optimal process parameters from the 
evolution of the characteristic state by solving a multi-stage 
optimization problem compensating the process noise.    

The purpose of this paper is twofold. It can be used as a 
guideline and introduction for the creation of a model for 
system processes with different constraints on the amount of 
existing prior domain knowledge and/or insufficient 
experimental data. On the other hand, it attempts to give an 
overview of our developments concerning intelligent 
systems. The application domain is resistance spot welding. 
To this end, we decided to summarize the results of some of 
our projects, give some background information and refer to 
some of our already published papers. This article is 
organized as follows. We start in Section II by giving a brief 
overview of different modeling strategies, which are 
predetermined by the amount of existing prior system 
knowledge and the amount of observed experimental system 
data. These approaches include in general white box and 
black box models. Grey box models represent a compromise 
between both ideas. Section III gives a brief overview on 
resistance spot welding. Section IV reviews some basic ideas 
of the used Machine Learning, Data Mining and parameter 
fitting techniques and section V summarizes how we use 
them. We conclude with a discussion of open questions and 
future steps of our project. Most of the results and conducted 
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experiments have been published elsewhere, but this paper 
focuses on an comprehensive overview. 

 
Figure 1.  A generic process model. 

 

II. PROCESS MODELING  

The basis of system identification is always a model 
illustrating an idea of the physical reality. In principle, two 
major modeling approaches can be identified. They are 
different in terms of the used structure and the free 
parameters of the model. The structure determines the 
general behavior and the complexity of the model 
(qualitative model description) and the parameters determine 
the specific behavior of a given structure (quantitative model 
description). Generally, the approaches depend on the 
existing prior knowledge about the modeled system.  

 
 White box models: White box models result from 

complete understanding of the system behavior and 
theoretical analysis. This analysis is performed by 
formulating physical or geometric equations. The predefined 
model structure and the precise match of the internal model 
parameters and known physical parameters (e.g., from 
textbooks) are characteristic for white box models. From this 
point of view, the parameters are interpretable in a symbolic 
way which includes a predefined semantic.  The model 
parameters can be compared and fitted to measurements. 
White box models usually have a high accuracy. However, 
they assume that the system behavior was analyzed in great 
detail, which can often be very time-consuming or even 
impossible. White box models are from this point of view 
parametric models and the parameters are interpretable by 
human experts.  

 
Black box models: Sometimes the complicated and time 

consuming theoretical analysis is not possible. The lack of 
knowledge of the underlying system principles requires 
alternative approaches. Most of them make use of the 
experimental observation data and thus the learning process 
is mainly data driven. This means that the free parameters of 
the model are optimized to reproduce the observations of the 
system as good as possible. The optimized model is a so-

called black box model or grey box model. The difference 
between the two model types is determined by the amount of 
prior knowledge which is integrated into the model. The 
characteristic property of black box models is that there is no 
or very limited prior knowledge about the behavior and 
structure of the observed system. Typically, the free 
parameters of the model have no direct link to the physical 
meaning of the system. In this case, we refer to non-
parametric models (aka subsymbolic knowledge 
representation). It reflects only the input and output of the 
system and the physical parameters are represented 
implicitly by the values of the weighting functions (e.g., the 
basis functions in neural networks). The parameters of a 
black box model are not interpretable by a human expert. 

 
Grey box models: Grey box models are a mixture of 

white box and black box models. They generally involve 
information from physical equations and data as well as 
qualitative information in form of rules. Grey box models 
often judge on the basis of assumptions about the structure of 
the system and the process. In this case, the free parameters 
of the system have a physical meaning of the system and we 
refer to parametric models (aka symbolic representation).  

 
Figure 2.  Process modeling. 

TABLE I. PROCESS MODEL AND PROPOSED METHODS 
Proposed Methods 

white box model Simulations (e.g., Sorpas) 
grey box model Phenomonologic Model, Symbolic Regression
black box model SVR

 
Which type of model is chosen depends on the amount of 

prior knowledge about the system and the intended use of the 
extracted model. From a control theory standpoint [4, 5], 
internal system states are mandatory. This includes white and 
grey box models. The dynamics of the system (e.g., the 
behavior of resistance spot welding proposed in this paper) 
are modeled and the internal states are used to (re-)adjust the 
parameters in order to optimize the parameters of a goal 
function. This goal function can be of completely diverse  
nature, but in most cases it involves reducing costs.  

In some use cases, a mapping from the input of a system 
to its output is sufficient. In these cases, black box models 
can be applied and experimental data can be used for the 
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learning process. In this case, the dynamics of the system are 
not modeled. Consequentially, readjusting parameters during 
operational time is not possible. Even though, the goal 
function can also be optimized since a mapping from the 
starting parameters to the final states is constructed and a 
good starting point from the parameters can be chosen.  

Table I summarizes the methods which we elaborated in 
the course of our projects. Support Vector Regression (see 
Section IV) is a black box model and is able to map the 
starting parameters to the final states in an efficient way. 
Phenomonologic models (which are also expanded by a 
correction term found by Symbolic Regression) are used to 
model the system dynamics in a sense of control theory. That 
means, that the parameters can be readjusted during the 
service time to further improve the quality of the process. 

In the following section, we will introduce the 
application of resistance spot welding following by a brief 
introduction to the used methods (Section IV).  

 

III. RESISTANCE SPOT WELDING  

In resistance spot welding (RSW, see [8, 9] for more 
details), two metal sheets are joined together by means of an 
evolving welding spot that results from local melting of the 
sheet material. The melting is caused by the electrical current 
flow and an associated temperature increase through the 
application of an electrode force and an electrical current. 
The experimental RSW environment with its tools, namely 
the electrodes, the two sheets and the individual resistance 
components that describe the combined dynamic resistance 
is depicted in Fig. 3. The temporal evolution of the dynamic 
resistance is shown in Fig. 4. The diameter of the welding 
spot serves as a visual, nondestructive quality indicator for 
the processed experiments. During RSW, quantities such as 
the electrical current, the voltage, the electrode force and the 
electrode displacement can be measured. The electrical 
resistance can then be calculated from the current and the 
voltage. 

 

 
Figure 3.    Experimental resistance spot welding environment: tools, 

sheets and resistance components. 

 
Figure 4.  Temporal evolution of the dynamic resistance during resistance 

spot welding. 

Analytical resistance model 

In our previous work [6, 7], we have formulated an 
analytical model of the dynamic resistance that is composed 
of the individual resistance components as indicated in Fig. 
1. The combined dynamic resistance )(tRD is composed of 

the bulk resistance )(tRB
, the contact resistance )(tRC

, the 

spot resistance )(tRS and the static resistance )(0 tR : 

)()()()()( 0 tRtRtRtRtR SCBD  .       (1) 

The bulk resistance  
))exp(1()( ttR BCBLB           (2) 

describes the rising resistivity in the bulk material with 
increasing temperature. The contact resistance  

)exp()exp(

)()()(

tt

tRtRtR

CCCCCDCFCCFD

CCCFC





        (3) 

consists of the contact film resistance )(tRCF caused by 

contaminations on the sheet surface and the contact 

constriction resistance )(tRCC . The contact resistance 

decreases with increasing contact area. The spot resistance  

))(exp(1

1
)(

SDSC
SHS t

tR





        (4) 

drops with the evolution of the welding spot. The static 
resistance 

.)(0 consttR O            (5) 

comprises the constant percentages of all previously 
introduced resistance components. The meaningful features 
of the dynamic resistance can then be represented by the 
model parameters 
  SDSHSCCFCCFDCCCCCDBCBLO  ,,,,,,,,,  

which can be determined by fitting the model to 
experimental data. A fitted model instance from [2, 7] is 
depicted in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5.  Analytical resistance model fitted to data. 

 

 

IV. MODELING APPROACHES 

  This section provides a brief overview of the used 
methods. Due to a lack of space of this paper, we have to 
limit the explained methods. For example, the proposed 
Support Vector Machines should be reread in the literature 
(see [1] for more details) 

A. Nonlinear Curve Fitting + Partial Least Squares 

  A grey box model for predicting the welding spot diameter 
as a quality measure from the meaningful features of the 
dynamic resistance has been introduced in [8, 9]. In a first 
step, the analytical resistance model described in the 
previous section is fitted to experimental data for each 
sample by Nonlinear Curve Fitting (NCF). This results in a 
low-dimensional feature representation for each individual 
experiment. In a second step, a Partial Least Squares 
Regression (PLS) is performed with the features as 
regression input and the welding spot diameter as regression 
output. 
    In NCF, the free model parameters are determined by 
nonlinear optimization. The objective function is formulated 
by means of the deviation between the model and the data, 
e.g., the Sum of Squared Errors (SSE) which is to be 
minimized. Then, the model represents the real process 
given by the experimental data in an optimal manner. 

PLS combines linear regression with dimension 
reduction in regression input and output. The dimension 
reduction is performed similarly as in Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) which finds orthogonal directions of largest 
variance in the data and projects the data to a lower-
dimensional space of only the selected components. In PLS, 
the single steps of dimension reduction in input and output as 
well as the linear regression are interconnected by an 
iterative procedure, such that the covariance between the 
input and the output is maximized. As a result, PLS does not 
solely provide an efficient regression method to establish a 

model for the prediction of a target quantity. It additionally 
reveals the influences of the input on the target quantity.  
 

B.  Classical Regression Analysis and Symbolic 
Regression  

Regression analysis [10] is one of the basic tools of 
scientific investigation. It enables the identification of 
functional relationships between independent and dependent 
variables and the general task is defined as the estimation of 
a functional relationship between the independent variables x 
= [x1, x2, … , xn] and dependent variables y = [y1, y2, . . . , 
ym], where n is the number of independent variables in each 
observation and m is the number of dependent variables.  

The task is often reduced from the identification of an 
arbitrary functional relationship f to the estimation of the 
parameter values of a predefined (e.g., linear) function.  That 
means that the structure of the function is predefined by a 
human expert and only the free parameters are adjusted.  
From this point of view, Symbolic Regression goes much 
further. 

Like other statistical and machine learning regression 
techniques, Symbolic Regression also tries to fit 
experimental data. But unlike the well-known regression 
techniques in statistics and machine learning, Symbolic 
Regression is used to identify an analytical mathematical 
description and it has more degrees of freedom in building it. 
Therefore, a set of predefined (basic) operators is defined 
(e.g., add, multiply, sin, cos) and the algorithm is mostly free 
in concatenating them. In contrast to the classical regression 
approaches, which optimize only the parameters of a 
predefined structure, here also the structure of the function is 
free and the algorithm both optimizes the parameters and the 
structure of the basis functions. 

Since Symbolic Regression operates on discrete 
representations of mathematical formulas, non-standard 
optimization methods are needed to fit the data. The main 
idea of the algorithm is to focus the search on promising 
areas of the target space while abandoning unpromising 
solutions (see [11, 12] for more details). In order to achieve 
this, the Symbolic Regression algorithm uses the main 
mechanisms of Genetic and Evolutionary Algorithms. In 
particular, these are mutation, crossover and selection [12] 
which are applied to an algebraic mathematical 
representation.  

The representation is encoded in a tree [12] (see Fig. 6).  
Both the parameters and the form of the equation are subject 
to search in the target space of all possible mathematical 
expressions of the tree. The operations are nodes in the tree 
(Fig. 6 represents the formula 6x+2) and can be expressed by 
mathematical operations such as additions (add), 
multiplications (mul), abs, exp and others. The terminal 
values of the tree consist of the function's input variables and 
real numbers. The input variables are replaced by the values 
of the training dataset.  
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Figure 6.  Tree representation of the equation 6x+2. 

In Symbolic Regression, many initially random symbolic 
equations compete to model experimental data in the most 
promising way. Promising are those solutions, which are a 
good compromise between correct prediction quality of the 
predicted data and the length of the computed mathematical 
formula.  

Mutation in a symbolic expression can change the 
mathematical type of formula in different ways. For 
example, a div is changed to an add, the arguments of an 
operation are replaced (e.g., change 2*x to 3*x), an operation 
is deleted (e.g., change 2*x+1 to 2*x), or an operation is 
added (e.g., change 2*x to 2*x+1). 

The fitness objective in Symbolic Regression, like in 
other machine learning and data mining mechanisms, is to 
minimize the regression error on the training set. After an 
equation reaches a desired level of accuracy, the algorithm 
returns the best equation or a set of good solutions (the 
pareto front). In many cases, the solution reflects the 
underlying principles of the observed system. 
 

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

In this section we summarize the basic ideas of the used 
methods. For more details we refer to the literature. 

 
A. Support Vector Regression 
     In [13], we describe and evaluate the use of Support 
Vector Regression to determine a statistical model for a 
welding spot function associated with a resistance spot 
welding process (see section III). Based on the training data 
a Support Vector Regression is used to extract a welding 
spot diameter function (our goal function) of five variables: 
current, welding time, force, sheet thickness of material. 
According to this diameter function, we developed a 
description of our optimized method needed by an intelligent 
welding machine.   

The SVR represents a black box model (subsymbolic 
representation), which incorporates no prior domain 
knowledge. The results were very promising (see [13] for 
more details). A maximum error value of 0.29mm in the 
welding spot diameter in a typical range of 2.5 and 6.5mm 
indicates a good model quality. 

 
B. Nonlinear Curve Fitting + Partial Least Squares 

A model for the welding spot diameter based on the 
meaningful features of the dynamic resistance has been 
created in [7]. Domain knowledge is embedded through an 
analytical resistance model, which is fitted to experimental 
data by NCF. Then, the welding spot diameter is determined 

from the fitted model parameters as the features of the 
dynamic resistance by a PLS model. The prediction quality 
is characterized by a mean relative error value of 8%.  

C. Improving a Phenomonological Model by Symbolic 
Regression 

  In [6, 7] the process dynamics are modeled by a 
parameterized phenomenological base model with fixed 
structure (see Section III). Additionally, Symbolic 
Regression is used to add a flexible correction term [6], 
which reflects process effects not considered in the base 
model. The full model is formed by simultaneous parameter 
fitting and adding a correction term found by Symbolic 
Regression. While the phenomenological model covers the 
major effects that occur in the Resistance Spot Welding 
process, the correction term can explain further hidden 
procedures in the residuals of the former. The 
phenomenological model has been created by use of expert 
knowledge and the formation of a grey box model. The 
symbolic correction term found by Symbolic Regression 
might be interpretable by a human expert again. In the 
paper, it has been shown that the phenomenological model 
yields good results, which are further improved by the 
correction term added by Symbolic Regression.  
      
 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

   Different approaches have been proposed in this paper that 
try to improve the quality of resistance spot welding by 
modeling the process dynamics. Throughout the last years 
different approaches have been evaluated. In this paper, we 
propose a scheme to select an adequate model based on the 
prior domain knowledge.  
   The different approaches have been successfully applied 
to the domain of resistance spot welding. Our next step is to 
demonstrate that this approach is general enough to be 
applied to other domains.  
    Future work includes modeling the system dynamics. 
That means, the described methods will utilize the measured 
process inputs and outputs to construct static process model 
components.  Therefore we use system information of time 
step t to predict time step t+1. In the future, we will use time 
series to model the system information as continuous 
process dynamics. Instead of using measured output data of 
the previous time step as input for the current time step, the 
output is represented as a function of the previous time step. 
Thus, the process output can be modeled as a function of the 
previous input and model output: 

 
where  is the previous model output and  the 
past values of the input. Hence, the output of the dynamic 
model is connected with the input in terms of recurrent 
structures. At the current stage of our project, one 
consideration is to use recurrent neural networks. The 
connections of a recurrent neural network form a directed 
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circle, allowing the modeling of dynamic behavior. 
Examples of recurrent networks are the Elman Network [14] 
or the Hopfield Network [15], these or extended versions of 
these architectures are often found in publications to 
identify dynamic systems. Our future research targets the 
creation of a dynamic model, integrating knowledge of 
structural features of the desired function (grey box) and 
minimizing the complexity of the model. Dimension 
reduction will be applied to realize an efficient process 
control (based on an observer, see Fig. 1) to improve the 
quality of the welding process.   
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Abstract— The aim of this paper is presenting the 
recommendation module of the Mathematics Collaborative 
Learning Platform (PCMAT). PCMAT is an Adaptive 
Educational Hypermedia System (AEHS), with a constructivist 
approach, which presents contents and activities adapted to the 
characteristics and learning style of students of mathematics in 
basic schools. The recommendation module is responsible for 
choosing different learning resources for the platform, based 
on the user's characteristics and performance. Since the main 
purpose of an adaptive system is to provide the user with 
content and interface adaptation, the recommendation module 
is integral to PCMAT’s adaptation model. 

Keywords- adaptive educational hypermedia; user model; 
adaptation model; learning objects; recommendation module 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
E-learning has been gaining prominence in the past few 

years, but 2012 has seen some significant changes due to the 
rapid spread of massive online open courses (MOOCs). 

MOOCs are free online courses aimed at large scale 
participation. They have existed for a few years [1], but after 
more than a hundred and sixty thousand students in over a 
hundred and ninety countries enrolled in Sebastian Thrun 
and Peter Norvig’s “Introduction to Artificial Intelligence” in 
September 2011 [3], several free online learning platforms 
have launched that now offer courses on various subjects. 
Currently, Coursera, a social entrepreneurship company that 
partners with top US universities and was founded in January 
2012, has had almost two million students enroll in its 
courses [2]. Udacity, founded by Sebastian Thrun and two 
colleagues after the success of “Introduction to Artificial 
Intelligence”, has enrolled more than seven hundred and fifty 
thousand students [4]. And edX, a nonprofit start-up from 
Harvard University and the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, whose first courses started this fall, already has 
close to four hundred thousand students [2]. 

MOOCs are not massive in the number of students alone, 
there is also great diversity in the people enrolling. Students 
of these courses include both men and women from all over 
the world, with varying levels of education and ranging from 
preadolescents to senior citizens. As can be expected, these 
students do not all learn in the same way or with the same 
ease, yet MOOCs, as is the case with most e-learning, offer a 
one-size-fits-all solution. 

Unlike traditional e-learning approaches, Adaptive 
Educational Hypermedia Systems adapt interface, content 
presentation, link navigation and so on, to the specific 
characteristics, needs and interests of different users. As 
these goals and characteristics change, so does the content 
presented by the system [5]. The aim of these systems is to 
help users achieve their learning goals, therefore 
characteristics such as previous knowledge and learning style 
are particularly important [5, 7].  

AEHSs offer an educational experience that is tailored to 
each individual student and as e-learning continues to evolve 
and grow, they are a solution to a problem that is particularly 
noticeable in large-scale e-learning projects such as MOOCs: 
the absence of a teacher that will guide students and provide 
them with individual explanations, adapted to their specific 
abilities, knowledge and personality. A student who already 
possesses a doctorate will learn in a very different way than 
someone who is still in high school. AEHSs can adapt 
content presentation to suit each student’s different level of 
knowledge and in that way improve their learning 
experience. 

Adaptive Hypermedia Systems (AHSs), of which AEHSs 
are a subset, have been the subject of much research but 
more development, experimentation and implementation are 
necessary to conclude about the adequate features and 
effectiveness of these systems [5]. Some examples of 
Adaptive Educational Hypermedia Systems are AHA! [7], 
OntoAIMS [8] and WINDS [9]. 

In this paper, we introduce the adaptation model of the 
Mathematics Collaborative Learning Platform [10], and 
present an in-depth analysis of its recommendation module. 
PCMAT is an AEHS with a constructivist approach, which 
assesses the user’s knowledge and presents contents and 
activities adapted to the characteristics and learning style of 
students of mathematics in basic schools. This adaptation is 
achieved by means of the recommendation module, which is 
responsible for choosing different learning resources for the 
platform. With the development of PCMAT, our main 
objective is to help drive AHS research forward, but we also 
hope to assist Portuguese students, who are still significantly 
below the OECD average in mathematics performance [11], 
improve their knowledge of the subject. 

In SECTION II we make brief descriptions of the User 
Model and the Adaptation Model. In SECTION III we 
describe in more detail the platform's recommendation 
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module and in SECTION IV we take some conclusions and 
talk about future work. 

II. ADAPTATION 

A. User Modelling 
AHSs change several aspects of the system based on the 

user's characteristics, such as goals and preferences. These 
characteristics, which can be provided by the user or inferred 
by the system, are stored in the User Model [12]. In the case 
of AEHSs, the User Model, or Student Model, also stores the 
user's knowledge. The purpose of AEHSs is helping users 
achieve their learning goals. When one goal is reached, the 
system re-adapts to the newly acquired knowledge [12, 13, 
14]. This means that the Student Model is of particular 
importance for AEHSs because the information it contains 
about the user's knowledge is crucial for a properly adapted 
learning experience. 

The Student Model includes Domain Dependent Data 
and Domain Independent Data. The first consists of the 
user’s subject knowledge, learning goals and a complete 
description of the user's navigation through the course. 
Domain Independent Data consists of personal information, 
demographic data, academic background, qualifications, 
learning style, cognitive capacities, etc. Depending on the 
system being developed, some of these features are relevant 
for the User Model and some are not [12, 14, 15]. 
Determining which of the user's characteristics should be 
used is an important step in the creation of an AHS [13]. 

PCMAT's Student Model stores several characteristics, 
but the most relevant one is the user's learning style. 
Learning differs from individual to individual and depends 
on many unique and personal factors [16]. Learning styles 
attempt to be representations of how an individual learns. It 
is now known most people are multimodal, meaning they 
have more than one learning style [17, 18], as opposed to 
having only one learning style as was previously believed. 
The Learning Styles theory has been subject to criticism [19, 
20, 21], but it is also supported by several studies [22, 23, 
24]. There does not seem to be, however, any evidence 
suggesting the use of learning styles is detrimental. 
Moreover, it is the personal opinion of the mathematics 
teachers working on this project that learning styles might 
indeed be useful and facilitate the user's learning process. 
One of the objectives of this project is assessing the 
usefulness of learning styles as a feature of the User Model 
of Adaptive Educational Hypermedia Systems. 

B. Adaptation Model 
The development of PCMAT takes into account the 

constructivist learning theory. The system sets up a path into 
the subject, using the information obtained from assessing 
the user's previous knowledge. It adapts content and 
activities to the user's characteristics and performance, and is 
capable of automatic feedback and support, through 
pedagogical strategies and educational activities explored in 
a constructivist manner.  

PCMAT uses the features contained in the User Model to 
create a specific domain concept graph, adapted from the 

domain model, and uses it to provide adaptation that will 
respond to the student's needs. The initial scheme is set by 
the teacher, but the path each student takes in the graph is 
determined by the interaction with the system using 
progressive assessment, the student's knowledge and the 
user's characteristics in the user model. Adaptation occurs 
through changes in content presentation, in the structure of 
links and in the links annotation [29]. 

Changes to content presentation are achieved by showing 
or omitting each of the multiple fragments a course page is 
composed of. These fragments consist of different learning 
objects such as exercises, figures and narrative text, among 
others. Changes in the structure of links and the links’ 
annotation serve the purpose of guiding the student through 
the course, towards the most relevant information and away 
from knowledge that is not appropriate yet [5]. 

III. RECOMMENDATION MODULE 
Choosing the most appropriate learning object for a 

student, for a given section of his learning path, implies 
defining the relationship between specific student 
characteristics and the parameters of a learning object. The 
recommendation module takes as input data from the User 
Model and uses a Fuzzy Logic system to output a set of 
parameters the learning object must comply with. These 
parameters are based on elements of the IEEE LOM’s 
general and educational categories [27]. 

The system takes as input both domain dependent data, 
such as the student's subject knowledge, and domain 
independent data, namely the student's learning style and 
learning rate. The Fuzzy Logic engine then maps these 
characteristics into the following parameters [25]:  

difficulty - indicates the level of ease associated with the 
learning resource. 

resource type - indicates the potential educational use(s) 
or type(s) of content associated with the learning resource. 

semantic density - indicates the degree of concision or 
brevity of expression in a resource. 

interactivity level - indicates the degree to which the 
learning resource is able to respond to the actions and input 
of the user. 

interactivity type - indicates whether the resource 
requires action on the part of the user. 

The relationships established between User Model 
characteristics and Learning Object parameters are the 
following: 

knowledge + learning rate -> difficulty 
learning style + learning rate -> resource type 
knowledge + learning rate -> semantic density 
learning style -> interactivity level 
learning style -> interactivity type  
Both knowledge level and learning rate contribute to the 

choice of a learning object's difficulty level because, in our 
view, a student that learns at a faster pace should more easily 
be able to understand the contents of a more difficult 
learning object than a student that learns at a slower pace.   

The resource type depends on the learning style for 
obvious reasons. If the student tends toward the visual 
learning style, a diagram will be a more appropriate learning 
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object than a block of text. The learning rate is also taken 
into account because certain resource types, such as 
exercises, might at some point in the course be appropriate 
for faster learning students, whereas slower learning students 
might need more learning time before being presented with a 
learning object of that type. The semantic density of a 
learning object can be determined in two different ways. It 
might refer to the ratio between the number of written or 
spoken words and the total number of words, or it may be 
determined by the total length of the learning object [25]. We 
take into consideration the student's knowledge level and 
learning rate when determining the appropriate semantic 
density of a learning object because not only will it be easier 
for a more knowledgeable student to understand a learning 
object of greater semantic density, but a student who learns 
faster is one who understands content more rapidly and 
therefore should be able to deal with greater semantic density 
more easily. As for the interactivity level and interactivity 
type of a learning object, we have chosen to only factor in 
the student's learning style because we believe neither 
knowledge nor learning rate must influence the interactivity 
of a learning object. A student’s learning style, on the other 
hand, should be taken into consideration because a highly 
interactive object seems more appropriate to a student with a 
kinesthetic learning style, than to a student with an auditory 
learning style. 

The mapping between student characteristics and 
learning object parameters is performed using Fuzzy Logic. 
The recommendation module takes the numeric values, 
which represent the input data and, after fuzzifying them, 
uses the specified Fuzzy rules to determine the output 
parameters the learning object must be in accordance with. 
An example of a Fuzzy rule is: if learning_rate is slow and 
knowledge_level is low then difficulty is very_easy. 

These parameters, as well as a set of context-dependent 
keywords, are then used by PCMAT’s search and retrieval 
module to retrieve a list of compliant learning objects.  

After obtaining the list, the recommendation module 
verifies in the Student Model if the object at the top of the 
list has already been presented to the student. If there is a 
record of that object in the Student Model, the system checks 
the following objects until it cannot find a match. If all the 
learning objects in the list have already been shown to the 
student, the recommendation module asks the search and 
retrieval module for more learning objects that comply with 
the parameters specified. It then checks the Student Model 
again until it finds an object in the list that has not been 
shown to the student yet. If, after asking the search and 
retrieval module for learning objects a given number of 
times, no such object can be found, the system searches the 
Student Model for the learning object with the oldest 
timestamp. Once the system finds a learning object that can 
be presented to the student, be it a brand new one or one 
retrieved from the Student Model, that object is processed for 
inclusion in one of the fragments that make up the course’s 
pages. 

The courses pages are created using XHTML, which 
means that the recommendation module must process the 
learning object so that it will extend the Web page 

seamlessly. Learning objects can be of many different types, 
such as images, videos, text documents, and so on. 
Integrating these different types of objects in a seamless 
manner is achieved by using JQuery to determine some of 
the object’s parameters (height and width, for example) and 
adjust the fragment’s own parameters accordingly. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The PCMAT platform is being developed in an attempt 

to contribute to the progress of AHSs, in particular AEHSs. 
As e-learning systems become more commonplace and grow 
in prominence, the usefulness of adaptive systems becomes 
more apparent. Our work on PCMAT intends to show the 
advantages of such systems, as well as perform more 
experimentation on User Modeling.  

This project is still a work-in-progress, but has already 
helped define new strategies for the implementation of an 
AEHS to support and improve mathematics in the context of 
basic schools. It has also contributed to the definition of a 
student model describing the personal information, 
knowledge, preferences, and learning style of the user, the 
definition of a process and tools needed to produce learning 
objects aligned with the IEEE LOM standard, and the 
implementation of a set of adaptive and dynamic 
pedagogical strategies [26]. 

In this paper, we have presented PCMAT's 
recommendation module. This module is responsible for 
defining the parameters of a learning object, based on the 
user's characteristics and performance. The proper choice of 
learning objects is crucial to the system's adaptability and the 
individualization of the learning process. 

PCMAT has already undergone some preliminary tests in 
two basic schools and achieved good results. After the 
testing phase, students from both the experimental and 
control groups had to answer a written test set up by their 
teachers. The results show the average student scores, from 
both schools, in the experimental group was higher than the 
average student scores in the control group, 59,1% (σ = 19,7) 
against 44,2% (σ = 21,8). The differences observed are 
statistically significant (p=0,010). Students from the 
experimental groups also performed better in the knowledge 
acquisition of individual concepts. The two groups were 
statistically compared using a two sided, independent 
samples t test with a 0.05 (5%) critical level of significance 
[28]. 

These results are very positive, and a strong indicator that 
PCMAT's architecture is viable and appropriate for AEHSs 
used in the context of basic schools. They also allow us to 
conclude that AEHSs, by adapting to the different needs and 
characteristics of a student, contribute indeed to the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the learning process. In 
addition, students perceived this tool as being relevant to 
their learning experience, and as a self-operating application 
to be integrated in a more global learning strategy that also 
includes tutoring (direct contact with the teacher) and peer 
learning. The teachers that participated in this experiment 
agreed with these definitions of the platform as well.  
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PCMAT will enter a new testing phase in the coming 
months, with a larger sample size. We hope to confirm the 
results previously obtained in order to conclude about the 
adequate features and true effectiveness of the PCMAT 
system. We will continue working on the system in order to 
improve its adaptability. Our current and future work also 
focuses on a Natural Language Processing module, which is 
capable of analyzing and assessing the answers given by 
students to open-ended questions. 
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Abstract—Context processing refers to the operation of
processing different types of context data and/or information
using different kinds of operators. These operators are applied
according to some conditions or constraints given in context
queries. Existing context aware systems process context data in
a centralized fashion to answer context queries and generate
context information. However, this method can cause scalability
issues and give poor system throughput. In this paper, we aim
to address this issue by proposing a distributed context data
processing mechanism in which the context data processing
computations of different context queries will be distributed to
different computing devices. Relying on the developed proto-
type, a performance evaluation was conducted with centralized
context data processing method as benchmark.

Keywords-Context; context-aware; ubiquitous computing; data
management; distributed; context processing; query plan

I. INTRODUCTION

The advances in the field of ubiquitous computing have re-
sulted in the proliferation of context aware applications that
are flexible, adaptable and capable of acting autonomously
on behalf of users (1). Context is any information that can be
used to characterize the situation of an entity (2), and context
awareness dictates the state in which devices or software
programs are aware of the situation and adapt changes
automatically, without requiring explicit user intervention
(1). In order to truly realize context awareness, various kinds
of context aware systems are developed to utilize context
information about the situation of its users, the environment,
or the state of the system itself to adapt their behavior (3).

An important part of a context aware system is a context
data management system which takes charge of gathering,
processing, managing, evaluating and disseminating context
information. Among these different operations of context
data management, context processing is the process in which
different context data and/or information is processed with
different kinds of operators or operations applied according

to some conditions or constraints given in context queries.
Context processing is the operation where lower level data
is converted to higher level context information that is more
meaningful and useful for users, so it is very important
for a well developed context aware system. A centralized
context data processing approach is usually adopted due to
its simplicity in development and management.

However, as the demand for context information grows
with the advent of advanced context aware applications a
centralized data processing approach may not be adequate.
One of the issues is that the central point will become a
bottleneck when handling large scale context queries which
will cause a scalability issue. Also, it severely affects the
system throughput which we define as the number of context
queries handled in a unit time interval.

Motivated by this, we proposed a distributed context
processing mechanism through which context processing
computations of different context tasks will be distributed
and executed on different computing devices automatically.
As a result, system performance upon system throughput
and resource utilization can be improved. The contribution
of this paper can be highlighted in two aspects. Firstly, we
propose a way to build context processing plan automati-
cally in runtime, and divide context processing operations
into several independent parts. Secondly, leveraging on the
context processing plan, we propose a way to process context
data for different tasks automatically in a distributed manner.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A system
overview of our context aware system Coalition is given in
Section 2. Section 3 will illustrate the details of distributed
context processing mechanism and its work flow. Perfor-
mance evaluation is demonstrated in Section 4. Section 5
discusses the related work and the whole paper is concluded
in Section 6.
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II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Coalition (Fig. 1) is a four layer based context aware
system: physical operating space layer, data management
layer, service management layer and application layer. The
physical operating space layer includes all physical entities
such as sensors, actuators and computing devices that pro-
vide the actual context data. The context data management
layer aims to provide effective and efficient context data
organization, lookup and storage. The service management
layer manages context-aware services to handle the consoli-
dated applications. Application layer supplies interfaces that
are used to invoke services or acquire data from lower layers.
The work of this paper focuses on the data management
layer.

Coalition utilizes two main concepts to manage context
sources - physical space and context space. A physical space
is a person, object or place and provides a software module
for managing context data and communicating with other
components named as physical space gateway (PSG). Con-
text spaces are defined as domains of physical spaces with
similar context attributes, and the software module is context
space gateway (CSG). Leveraging on these two concepts,
Coalition could supports SQL-based context queries through
the query processor component. More details of Coalition
can be found in (4).

III. DISTRIBUTED CONTEXT PROCESSING

As discussed in the introduction, context processing is
the process by which context data and/or information is
processed using different kinds of operators or operations
applied according to some conditions or constraints given in
context queries. The previous version of Coalition utilizes
a centralized context processing method to handle context
queries and process context data. However, this can lead
to a scalability issue in handling large number of context
queries and affect system throughput. The proposed dis-
tributed context processing mechanism will handle these
issues through decoupling the computations of context pro-
cessing of queries from the other operations. As a result,
context data processing of different queries can be executed
independently and in parallel to improve system scalability
and throughput.

In this section, we first discuss the basic concepts related
to a context query language. We then proceed to discuss
the details of the context processing operation and introduce
the notion of a query plan. Finally, we illustrate how these
concepts can be utilized to decouple the context processing
computation from other operations in order to realize a
distributed context processing mechanism.

A. Context Query Language

A context query language (CQL) is the language with spe-
cific syntax used by a context aware system to query context
information. Context query language is crucial for querying

Figure 1. Coalition Architecture

context as it defines the way of query represented and
context information required (5). Also, a good CQL should
consider heterogeneity of context sources and different types
of operations like reasoning, filtering and aggregating (6).

Many different types of context query languages have
been proposed and designed in previous work, such as RDF-
based, XML-based, SQL-based and Graph-based CQL. An
evaluation work done by (5) indicates that SQL -based and
RDF -based query languages are better than others. In our
work, we will leverage on SQL-based Query Language to
represent context queries. The basic structure of context
query is as following:

SELECT (context attribute)
FROM (context domain)
[WHERE (constraints)]

The design of this CQL is inspired by normal SQL, so
the syntax and format is quite similar to normal SQL, and
that is why we call it SQL-based CQL. Due to the spe-
cialties of context data management, we have to admit that,
comparing with normal SQL, this CQL has less query han-
dling capability. This CQL cannot handle complex queries
containing more context attributes and context domains,
and it does not support the functionalities of ”HAVE” and
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”SORT BY”. Additionally, the actual query analysis and
processing operations are different from normal relational
database management system. Other than the key words, the
semantics of the queries are restricted by the concepts inside
this context aware management system. A typical example
of context query in our system likes – SELECT preference
FROM PERSON WHERE location = ”Shop A”.

B. Context Processing Operation

An important aspect of context processing is the context
processing operation (CPO) which represents the specific
methods that transform low level context data into high level
context information. For example, an aggregation operation
can represent a summarized view of several low level context
data items. Context processing operations are closely related
to context query language. Based on the CQL defined in
previous subsection, we can outline the different types of
context processing operations as follows

• Filtering - operations that aim to retrieve a piece or
a set of context information leveraging on certain con-
straints to filter out unnecessary context information.

• Aggregating - operations that mainly include functions
of SUM, AVG, COUNT, MAX, and MIN of a set of
context information, and it is utilized together with
filtering operations.

• Reasoning - operations that aim to generate higher
level context information by applying certain user de-
fined rules or methods on a set of context data.

• Matching - operations that aim to match two or more
different pieces of context information based on certain
constraints.

• Sorting - operations that aim to sort a set of context
information in certain order based on certain context
information or certain constraints.

• Merging - operations that aim to consolidate a set
of context information together based on certain con-
straints.

C. Query Plan

Based on the notions of CQL and CPOs discussed
previously, we propose the concept of query plan which
aims to provide a generic representation of context query
information. Query plan is defined as an object that contains
a list of attributes to represent context query information and
a list of methods for retrieving these attribute values. As per
the current design, the query plan contains the information
about the query issuer, context domains, context attributes,
context processing operations and the query constraints. An
important piece of information is the details of the query
issuer that represents the address of the PSG that issues a
context query. The inclusion of this piece of information
in the query plan lets the PSGs holding the relevant an-
swers reply to the query issuer directly instead of going
through the query processor as an intermediary. As a result,

Figure 2. Example of Query Plan

the context processing operations can now be carried out
independently. This query plan is generated from parsing the
query according to the CQL and CQOs defined previously.
Any subsequent operations in query processing can easily
get the query information directly from the query plan object
without parsing the original query. As a result, the query
information becomes independent from CQL. We utilize this
observation to develop a decentralized approach to perform
the context processing operation. A diagrammatic illustration
of query plan is shown in Fig. 2.

D. Details of Previous Query Processing Operation

Based on the previous discussion, we observe that there is
a possibility of implementing a distributed context process-
ing mechanism to solve the scalability issue and improve
system throughput. The previous query processing operation
utilized in the middleware can be roughly divided into the
following phases as follows:

Query Parsing: parse the context query based on specified
CQL syntax and extract corresponding information of con-
text query. This phase processes context queries at syntax
level.

Query Analysis: based on the information obtained during
query parsing, further analysis is applied to extract more in-
formation, like required context information, context domain
involved and constraints of the query. This phase s interprets
the context query.

Query Distribution: based on information extract in query
analysis phase, we further identify the context sources in-
volved in each context query and distribute the query to the
relevant PSGs to collect the necessary context data.

PSG Context Data Collection: after receiving the query,
each PSG will parse the query and check whether its context
data satisfies the constraints stated in the query and report
the result to the query processor.

Context Processing: consolidate the required context
information by applying the context processing operation
extracted from the query in the analysis phase on context
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Figure 3. Architecture of Distributed Context Processing

data collected from different PSGs. This work is done in
query processor of Coalition middleware, and all queries
utilize this single context processor to generate required
context information.

In the subsequent sections, we illustrate how the proposed
distributed processing approach modifies and improves the
aforementioned query processing operation to realize better
scalability and throughput performance.

E. Distributed Context Data Processing

The new architecture design of query processing based on
proposed distributed context processing mechanism is shown
in Fig. 3. Different from previous design, in this architecture,
Context Processor resides in PSG side rather than the query
processor in Coalition middleware. Additionally, instead of
utilizing a single context processor for all context queries,
this new design creates an individual context processor
for each PSG. As a result, those context processors can
work simultaneously for different context queries to improve
system performance.

The design of the distributed context processing mech-
anism includes two tasks. A major task is to decouple
the context processing phase from the other phases. The
next one is to shift and distribute the context processing
computations of different context queries among different
PSGs. These two tasks are solved leveraging on the design of
query plan which enables the five phases of query processing
to be loosely coupled by recording query parsing results. The
other phases can retrieve any query information directly from
this query plan object. As a result, the PSG context data
processing phase does not need to re-parse the query and
can execute independently from other phases.

Query plan can also help to distribute computations of
context data processing into different PSGs. In the central-
ized context processing mechanism, all data is processed
in the query processor where each PSG reports a matching
query answer to. However, in the proposed distributed con-
text processing mechanism, the PSGs need to be informed
the place where to report their context data and a PSG
processing the context data needs to know the relevant

Figure 4. Work Flow Diagram

operations to be applied on the data. These functionalities
can be provided using the query plan. The PSGs can utilize
the query issuer information to identify where the data needs
to be sent. Also, the PSGs can utilize the context processing
operation information to identify the operations to be applied
on the data.

F. Work Flow of Distributed Context Processing Mechanism

In order to better demonstrate how this distributed context
processing mechanism handles context queries, we describe
the operational work flow in this subsection. A diagrammat-
ical illustration of the work flow leveraging on UML activity
diagram is given in Fig. 4.

At the beginning, an application issues a context query to
its host PSG which will generate a unique ID for the query.
Also, PSG forwards the query to the query processor in
Coalition middleware. After receiving the query, the query
parser of query processor will generate a query plan for
this query by parsing it based on SQL-base CQL syntax.
Also, this query parser will check the validity of context
domain and context attribute information wrapped inside the
query. Leveraging on the query plan object, query analyzer
will extract out information of context domain and context
attribute, and then identify the group of PSGs of context
sources involved. Subsequently, query distributer retrieves a
random PSG reference from Coalition middleware utilizing
on extracted context domain and context attribute informa-
tion. Query distributer forwards query plan to host PSG to
create context processor. Meanwhile, it also forwards query
plan to the random PSG which will then flood query plan to
all PSGs involved leveraging on P2P network. Query handler
residing on each PSG of context source will check their
context data fulfills the requirements stated in query plan and
reports to corresponding context processor if it is. Context
processor created in host PSG applies context processing
operation stated in query plan on all the collected context
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Figure 5. Average Query Time

data to generate the required context information and then
reply the context information to application.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

We have implemented a prototype of this distributed con-
text processing mechanism and integrated with our context
aware system Coalition (4). A Dell PowerEdge T300 server
with four 2.83 Ghz quad-core Intel Xeon CPU was used
as the server. PSG instances are simulated by desktop PCs
where each PC had an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.83 GHz CPU and
runs the Windows XP OS.

Several hundreds of PSGs from five different context
domains were simulated: PERON, HOME, OFFICE, SHOP
and CLINIC. Queries of different domains and different
context information were continuously issued to test the
average query time and system throughput. A range cluster
based mechanism is used to restrain the number of PSGs
to be flooded for each query (7). The centralized context
processing method utilized by previous version of Coalition
is used as a benchmark to evaluate the performance of this
proposed distributed context processing algorithm.

A. Average Query Time

We first studied the average query time in case of different
number of users issuing queries concurrently. The query
time is measured as the interval between the issuing of a
query and the reception of the context information. Average
query time is measured by letting all users issue 100 queries
simultaneously and continuously. The measurements of the
currently utilized centralized context processing method
are utilized as a benchmark. The results are illustrated in
Fig. 5. The results indicate that our proposed distributed
context processing provides a significant improvement on the
average query time. The average query time is an important
indicator of system scalability because a system can easily
been break down if average query time increase so rapidly
to overtake the responding time threshold with the number
of user increasing. By observing the results, we can say that

Figure 6. System Throughput

our proposed mechanism makes the system more scalable
now.

B. System Throughput

Another performance indicator studied is system through-
put which measures the maximum number of queries that
can be processed within a unit time interval. Since count-
ing the maximum number of queries handled is not easy
especially for a distributed system, we measure the time
consumed for certain number of queries. Methods with
shorter total responding time means they can handle more
queries in a given time period and have a higher throughput.
Fig. 6 illustrates the total response time in case of different
number of total queries issued with the condition that 30
users concurrently issue queries. Compared with centralized
method, our proposed distributed context processing method
requires shorter time to process the same number of context
queries. This reflects that our proposed distributed context
processing method can increase the throughput of the mid-
dleware with regards to the number of queries processes
within a certain time period.

C. Query Time Breakdown

We also analyzed the time breakdown for the operations
included in context query processing namely the following -
query preprocessing, query distribution and context process-
ing. The query preprocessing event refers to the operations
involved in query processing including query parsing and
query analyzing. The query distribution process refers to the
flooding of the query to PSGs and local query processing in
each PSG. This also includes the queuing time for issuing
queries and reporting context data to query processor. The
context processing operation refers to the task of processing
context data to generate context information. Due to space
constraints, we only present one example here in which 20
users issue queries concurrently and continuously. Table 1
illustrates time spent of each operation in query processing.
We observe that the query preprocessing and context pro-
cessing time does not change too much but query distribution
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TABLE I. QUERY TIME BREAKDOWN

Centralized
Context
Processing (/s)

Distributed
Context
Processing (/s)

Query Prepro-
cessing

2.3 2.4

Query Distri-
bution

38.9 8.8

Context
Processing

2.1 2.2

is significantly improved. This is consistent with the design
of distributed context processing mechanism which relives
the work load and communication congestion of Coalition
middleware. As a result, the PSGs do not need to wait longer
to issue queries and report context data.

V. RELATED WORD

There is little previous work in context aware computing
that explores specifically on how to process context data.
Most of existing work focuses on either single domain with
centralized context processing or multiple domains but cen-
tralized context processing. This state of the art demonstrates
the proposal of this distributed context processing algorithm
is novel and promising.

Some of existing systems managing context data in sin-
gle space or domain utilize centralized context processing
method. CoBra (8), which is an agent based context aware
system in smart spaces, utilizes a specialized component
called Context Broker as the central point to reason and
store context information on behalf of applications. Semantic
Space (9) leverages on semantic web technologies to manage
context data in smart spaces. Context aggregator gathers
various context markups from different context sources
and reports to context knowledge base which takes charge
of answering context queries, but both context aggregator
and context knowledge are centralized. The heart of CMF
(10) is a centralized black-board based context manager
which collects context data from all participating services
or notes and processes those context data to generate pro-
poser context information for querying. Trimmed to mobile
devices, Hydrogen (11) leverages on various adaptors to
collection context data. Meanwhile, it replies a centralized
Context Server in management layer stores all the context
information to handle context retrieval and subscription.

Some systems manage context data in multiple spaces or
domains, but utilize centralized context processing method.
SOCAM (12) can manage context data from different do-
mains and is efficient in reasoning higher level context
information leveraging ontology based context modeling
technique. However, the data management and reasoning
relies on pulling all context data into a central semantic
space. CASS (13) utilizes a server based mechanism to
abstract higher level context information and support SQL

based queries. The server serves as a central point to collect
various context data from sensor notes and derive higher
context information leveraging on rule engines. Toolkit (14)
designs various types of widgets to manage context data.
Context aggregators and context interpreters are built to
aggregate context data and derive context information. These
aggregators and interpreters are distributed and executed
for different purpose, but it lacks a systematic interface
to handle context query but let the developers specify all
required context sources in higher level. Solar (15) utilizes
operators to produce various kinds of context information, in
which computations are done in a distributed manner like our
mechanism. However, Solar requires application developers
manually define and create those operators, while our mech-
anism can automatically generate the processing operators
and produce the final context information in runtime. As
a result, application developers will not be decoupled from
details of lower level context data management.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We propose a distributed context processing mechanism
in this paper that aims to handle large scale context queries.
Leveraging on the design of query plan, we decouple context
processing from the other query processing operations. As a
result, the proposed mechanism can execute context process-
ing part in separate computing devices; thereby improving
the system scalability and throughput. Additionally, a per-
formance evaluation is done by taking previous centralized
context processing method as benchmark. The experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed technique performs
better in terms of system scalability and throughput. As part
of our future work, we plan to extend the query capability in
handling more complex context queries which may include
more complicated context processing operations with differ-
ent conditions and more context data from different context
domains.
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Abstract—We propose a location-aware multimedia delivery 
platform for N-Screen service. Our architecture allows the 
content providers to enable consistent LBS and seamless 
multimedia service for adaptive source multi device (ASMU). 

Keywords- LBS; N-Screen; Multimedia delivery platform 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Location Based Services (LBS) can reach useful and 

convenience lifestyle of users. As the advance of wireless 
network technologies and the accuracy of the 
location/positioning technologies accelerate, many LBS will 
appear to be realizing more efficient and reliable services. 
Recently, multimedia service has become one of popular 
applications, which users take advantage of spare time at a 
smart home/hotspot, as smart home/hotspot services plays an 
important role in providing entertainment for the user. 
Therefore, smart home users require supporting mobility of 
multimedia service because it needs to be served seamlessly 
at any place [1]. 

With extensive use of smart phones and with 
development of smart television, the necessity for the 
seamless display among various devices, so called ‘N-
Screen’, becomes apparent [2]. N-Screen service can be 
perceived as the essential multimedia service by providing 
one-source multi-use (OSMU). Seamless N-Screen services 
are an emerging killer application in personal wireless 
devices. Seamless services in the heterogeneous networks 
require smooth automation person by person. In order to 
provide intelligent services, we manage location of the 
mobile user. By location information, the proposed platform 
makes adaptively modifying the multimedia contents 
according to heterogeneous networks as well as devices. 

We propose a location-aware multimedia platform for N-
Screen service. Our architecture allows the content providers 
to enable seamless multimedia service with location-
awareness for adaptive-source multi-device (ASMD). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the 
section 2, we describe related works on seamless multimedia 
services. In section 3, we propose a location-aware 
multimedia platform for N-Screen service. The section 4 
concludes the paper. 

II. RELATED WORKS ON SEAMLESS MULTIMEDIA 
SERVICES 

There have been researches related to seamless 
multimedia services. Content adaptation framework for 
Heterogeneous Devices utilizes information about devices, 
network, interaction, social activities and users in order to 
adapt digital content and SNS activities [3]. Functional 
architecture and mechanism for mobile station to provide 
seamless multimedia services offer continuous and 
bandwidth-adaptive IPTV service while switching the 
mobile terminals [4]. Method models for the multimedia 
service adapt the interfaces and interaction processes of 
heterogeneous devices [5]. A multimedia service platform 
includes session mobility management and adaptive 
streaming to manage video streaming sessions on 
heterogeneous networks and devices [14]. 

N-screen is a technology aimed to provide seamless 
computing environment by supporting synchronized data or 
program or display [2]. Classification of N-Screen service 
introduces various kinds of N-screen service scenarios and 
technologies based on overall scenario model [6]. One of N-
Screen deals with token-sharing mechanism among media 
for guarantying synchronization and continuity of playing 
contents [7]. Another is new control architecture of group 
communication that delivers contents to available devices 
added or deleted dynamically by users in N-Screen service 
architecture [8]. Some of them are at the level of automated 
data synchronization such as Dropbox [9], uCloud [10], and 
others are focusing on ceaseless displaying covering from 
mobile device to personal computer and television [11]. 

Several studies have been made on context/location-
aware service that can be considered as the decisive 
application by accomplishing the pervasive intelligence. 
Context-aware middleware provide an automatic service 
based on a user’s preference inside a smart home [12]. A 
flexible context-sensitive user profile model gathers static 
and dynamic data characterizing the user and his operational 
context in order that Services, especially the multimedia ones, 
must perform automatically actions/operations to adapt the 
delivered content to the user expectations and his 
environment capabilities [13]. A context-aware scalable 
media delivery for heterogeneous devices has shown good 
context-aware use cases with video streaming for best 
possible quality under the constraints of client device 
capability, network conditions [15].  
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Mobile nodes (MNs) for multimedia services must 
support seamlessly the service roaming in the heterogeneous 
devices and networks. Our schemes manage user profile 
information that should be registered and managed by the 
servers which are located in the remote space. For location-
aware intelligent services, we use the location agent with 
location/position surveillance and tracking in each spot. 
Location agent play essential role in assigning location aware 
intelligence in wireless networks. The smart and ubiquitous 
computing is dynamic providing the wireless access for 
seamless multimedia service.  

III. LOCATION-AWRE MULTIMEDIA PLATFORM 
By location information, we can increase application 

with the enhanced intelligence by providing seamless 
services and automatic contents adaptation. For seamless 
multimedia service, the location information will play an 
important role in defining context-awareness. In order to 
provide intelligent services we use smart techniques for 
location management of the user. The proposed multimedia 

platform makes autonomously modifying the multimedia 
contents according to heterogeneous devices as well as 
networks. 

Fig. 1 shows the proposed architecture which consists of 
several two components - Location Agent and Multimedia 
Contents Agent. The Multimedia Contents Agent is an agent 
that administrates various services. It decides proper services 
with profile information such as the user’s preference and the 
device’s type. The Location Agent that is able to detect the 
accurate location will play the major role. Intuitively, it is 
clear that successful location detection can lead to fully 
automated activation of roaming services while minimizing 
the service latencies. The mobility prediction is possible by 
validating location history, by the profiles. The widest 
existing deployments for positioning are WPAN networks 
based on ZigBee, which is particularly suited for indoor 
applications, especially at home, in office building. Location 
Agent and Location Tag support our fine-grained location 
recognition using wireless networks. 

 
Figure 1. Location-aware multimedia delivery platform architecture 
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The Location Agent detects when user have Location 
Tag enters the ZigBee network. Typical ZigBee tag exist two 
types: The Location Agent detects when user have Location 
Tag enters the ZigBee network. Typical ZigBee tag exist two 
types: the integrated USIM with ZigBee transceiver in the 
smartphone and stand-alone ZigBee dongle. The motion 
detector senses any movement around the sensor. Hybrid 
positioning scheme due to two types of measurements from 
different sensors (IR, ZigBee) enhances location accuracy of 
the user. Also, an advantage of ZigBee zoning is that ZigBee 
tag store the user’s profile. User profile contains user 
information, schedule and preferred services. A crucial 
benefit of the profile is that flexible multimedia push 
services can be customized to adjust user’s specific needs. If 
there is person present, service appliances are turned on. 
When a user moves into a different spot, location is the 
significant contexts in order to determine which types of 
devices are available and how communication should be 
conducted to fit the user’s needs. The platform enforces fast 
location detection as well as provides service roaming for 
wireless network where various display environments. 

In the platform of our architecture several information 
are managed by context based protocol as shown in Fig. 2. 
The procedure includes initiate, request and response of 
service, multimedia and location information. Figure 2 
shows the procedures in order to register user's current 
location as well as service profile in the platform and acquire 
user’s service profile from the platform. First, in the case of 

user’s service initiation, a user accesses the Location Agent, 
which gets the User ID using WPAN and requests User 
Registration to the platform. In the case of user’s service 
roaming, the user accesses the Location Sensor#2 from 
Location Sensor #1. The Location Sensor #2 recognizes the 
User using ZigBee. New intelligent applications will 
combine the characteristics of location-aware, device-aware 
and multimedia applications in varying degrees and forms. 
As shown in Fig 2(b), if a user move into the office, 
automatic recognizance of the presence of other devices 
through sensing the presence of neighboring beacons, allows 
the transfer of the current content seamlessly from the smart 
phone to the tablet. 

IV. CONCLUTUION 
Our platform architecture integrates location-aware 

scheme for seamless mobility with multimedia services by 
the cooperation of Location Agent and Multimedia Contents 
Agent. We expect that the proposed location-aware a 
multimedia delivery platform can be applied as intelligent to 
existing multimedia applications for N-screen service. 
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Figure 2. Protocol design (a) and service flow (b) for location-aware seamless multimedia push service  
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Abstract—Natural language user interfaces are expected to
be useful and provide a friendly atmosphere for human users
working with intelligent human-computer interaction systems.
Building correct and consistent large-scale script data for such
interfaces requires large costs for construction and maintenance.
Scripts written by many end-users in thoroughly flexible script
languages might be a practical solution to this problem. We pro-
pose a dialog script description language and its framework. Two
versions of script execution engines have been developed in C++
and Erlang programming languages. An example dialog script
processed by one of these engines shows that a script editing
function can be successfully represented by the script language.
Because the script language has self-extending flexibility and
ability to represent several versions of scripting languages, it
increases the opportunity for end-users to accumulate and share
a large amount of script data.

Index Terms—natural language user interface; conversational
agent; chat bot; chatter-bot; ontology extension

I. INTRODUCTION

Constructing large-scale dialog script databases is one of
the most critical issues for building practical natural language
user interfaces that interact with users via typed text messages
or voice utterances. Two major approaches can be considered
to perform the task. The first approach is to apply machine
learning technology to user operation or conversation logs
for constructing dialog scripts. While the machine learning
approach has an advantage in constructing large-scale scripts
for reducing editorial operations of human staff, it might be
difficult to achieve high precision adequateness of automati-
cally generated scripts. The second approach is to accumulate
dialog scripts created by many individual users. Script editing
through natural language user interfaces might allow users to
create their own dialog scripts. Because each user may have
different preferences for editing scripts, such interfaces should
be flexibly customized to maximize the opportunity.

With the second approach, we should address two technical
challenges to operate a service in which many users safely
customize natural language user interfaces for editing dialog
scripts:
• dialog script languages and engines that are flexible

for extending their description capability and modifying
scripts by some types of script executions,

• load regulation methods for handling large-scale conver-
sational transactions of many users.

We devised a knowledge representation framework [1] on
which flexible dialog script languages can be represented. We
developed several versions of flexible dialog script languages
called Graphical Language for Dialog Scripts (GLDS) and two
versions of GLDS execution engines coded in C++ and Erlang
programming languages. In this paper, we explain a GLDS
that address the first challenge by using the framework that
can flexibly extend ontology. GLDS and its engines provide
language elements that can modify operating dialog scripts.
The Erlang version of the dialog script execution engine
address the second challenge by using the parallel processing
capability of Erlang language; however, this will be addressed
in another study.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
• design of a flexible dialog script language (GLDS),
• implementation of GLDS execution engines, and
• evaluation of conversational operations for modifying

dialog scripts.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

introduces the devised framework, execution engine algorithm,
and GLDS dialog script language designed using the frame-
work. Section III explains a self extendable example dialog
script successfully executed using a system developed using
the framework. Section IV describes the self-extending flexi-
bility and ability of representing several versions of scripting
languages. In Section V, several relevant studies on natu-
ral language user interface systems, graph-based knowledge
representation methods, and semantic web technologies are
summarized. This paper is concluded in Section VI.

II. GLDS FRAMEWORK

The framework described in this section consists of a data
structure having basic semantics of dialog scripts and a dialog
script execution engine that interprets the semantics. The data
structure offers an extensible basis for GLDS. Dialog scripts
executed by the engine are represented by GLDS dialog scripts
based on this data structure.

A. Graph Structure and Semantics

The data structure of the framework is based on an aug-
mented directed graph ADG(E) [1] that permits edges to
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connect to other edges as well as vertexes.

Ev = {e(es, ed)|es = null, ed = null} (1)
Ehoe = {e(es, ed)|es ∈ E, ed = null} (2)
Etoe = {e(es, ed)|es = null, ed ∈ E} (3)

Ee = {e(es, ed)|es, ed ∈ E} (4)
E = Ev ∪ Ehoe ∪ Etoe ∪ Ee (5)

Here, e means an element. Element e has a binomial structure
(es, ed), which is either an element of set E or an empty
element null. An element of Ev is called a vertex and an
element of Ee is called an edge. An element of Ehoe ∪ Etoe

is called an open edge. Element set E is the union of sets of
vertexes, edges, and open edges.

The semantics of the framework consists of three layers. The
bottom layer semantics gives the meaning of the relationship
to the edge set. If an element e(es, ed) is an edge, then e
expresses the relationship from element es (source) to ele-
ment ed (destination). The ADG-based data structure permits
element ed to become an edge. That is, edge e can express
the relationship to edge element ed.

The middle layer semantics gives the class-instance struc-
ture by defining a vertex set Eapriori.

Eapriori = {vclass, vins} ⊂ Ev (6)

The vertex vclass means that its instance elements are classes,
and vertex vins means that its instance edges are instance
relations. Consider the following element sets:

Eii = {e(vins, ed)|∃ed ∈ E} (7)
Eins = {e|∃eii(vins, e) ∈ Eii} ⊂ Ee (8)

Eclass = {e|∃ei(vclass, e) ∈ Eins} ⊂ Ev (9)

Element set Eii includes all edges starting from the a priori
vertex vins. Each element e(vins, ed) ∈ Eii means that its
destination element ed is an instance relation. Edge set Eins

includes all these instance relation edges. Set Eins is called an
instance relation set. Each instance relation edge e(ec, ed) ∈
Eins means that its source vertex ec is a class and that its
destination ed is an instance of the class. Vertex set Eclass

contains instance vertexes of the class vclass and is called
a class set. Any set tuple (Eins, Eclass) should satisfy the
following condition:

∀ei(ec, e) ∈ Eins,∃ec ∈ Eclass (10)

The top-level layer semantics defines the meaning of some
vertex elements in class set Eclass. Consider the following
instance element set ins(ec) for an arbitrary class vertex ec ∈
Eclass:

ins(ec) = {e|∃ei(ec, e) ∈ Eins} ⊂ E (11)

Each element of set ins(ec) inherits the meaning from class
ec. All functional definitions are combined to each element of
class set Eclass. Dialog scripts based on the framework are

TABLE I
CLASS DEFINITIONS REQUIRED BY DIALOG SCRIPT TRACER (DST)

class type meaning
SRL vertex root of dialog script
SRK vertex matching keyword
REL edge transitional relation
RM vertex reply message
SEL vertex select action

represented by the instance data of these classes. The data set
is expressed as Edata:

Edata =
⋃

ec∈Eclass

ins(ec) (12)

The data structure part of the framework is denoted as
ADGF :

ADGF = (Eapriori, Eii, Eins, Eclass, Edata) (13)

In this graph structure, every element of the sets, except for
Eapriori and Eii, has at least one edge that connects from a
semantically defined vertex to the element. This characteristic
ensures that the meanings of all elements can always be
resolved by checking source nodes of incoming instance edges.

B. Dialog Script Tracer

Dialog scripts are executed by a dialog controller called a
dialog script tracer (DST). It requires the definitions of the
classes in Table I. The ‘class’ column lists the mnemonic
symbols of these classes, the ‘type’ column lists the vertex
or edge type of the instance element of each class, and the
‘meaning’ column gives brief semantic explanations of these
classes.

These classes are represented as class vertexes in the graph
structure of the framework.

Eclass = {csrl, csrk, crel, crm, csel} (14)

Dialog scripts are expressed by instance elements
Isrl, Isrk, Irel, Irm, and Isel, where

Isrl = ins(csrl), Isrk = ins(csrk), Irel = ins(crel),
Irm = ins(crm), Isel = ins(csel) (15)

There is no class of which an instance element can become
both types.

Isrl, Isrk, Irm, Isel ⊆ Ev ∩ Edata (16)
Irel ⊆ Ee ∩ Edata (17)

Only one instance element of the SRL class must be
registered in a dialog script. When a new conversational
session starts, the DST sets its context status to the vertex
element. The DST can set its context status to one of the
vertex set Vcontext in an executing dialog script.

Isrl = {root} (18)
Vcontext = Isrl ∪ Isel (19)
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srlc srkc relc rmc selc

vclass vins

m11k

4k

3k

2k

m4

m3

m2

s1

root

Fig. 1. Simple example of DST-consistent dialog script

At least one instance element of the SRK class must be
connected to each element of Vcontext using REL instance
elements. When the context status is vc and the DST receives
a user input message, the DST attempts to find a vc-related
SRK instance element whose label matches the input message.

∀vc ∈ Vcontext, ∃k ∈ Isrk, ∃r(vc, k) ∈ Irel (20)

At least one instance element of action type classes must
be connected to each element of SRK.

∀k ∈ Isrk, ∃a ∈ Vaction, ∃r(k, a) ∈ Irel (21)

where

Vaction = Irm ∪ Isel (22)

When an SRK instance element k is found to be a matched
keyword, the DST randomly selects an action instance element
a and executes it. If the element a is an instance of the RM
class, the DST replies to the user with the text label of a and
sets the context to root. If element a is an instance of the SEL
class, the DST sets the context to a.

A simple example dialog script that can be executed by the
DST is shown in Fig. 1. The dashed lines represent instance
relations corresponding edge elements Eins. Some are omitted
for simplifying the diagram, e.g., relations between csrk and
k2 or crm and m2. In this example, Vcontext = {root, s1} and

TABLE II
SOME DEFINED CLASSES IN GLDS

class type meaning
1 SM edge selection message relation
2 WCK vertex match a wild card keyword

CFM vertex confirm an element
CFA vertex confirm an array
FMT edge format a relation
NOP vertex no operation (dummy)
SVC vertex save the context
SLS vertex save the last selection
SLR vertex save the last reply
SVT vertex save a token
QUI vertex quit

3 SUC edge success attribute
FAI edge failure attribute
IMM edge immediate attribute

4 VAR edge first argument
VR2 edge second argument
VR3 edge third argument

5 CTX edge variable (context)
LSK edge variable (last selected keyword)
LRP edge variable (last reply)
MSG edge variable (message)

6 LET vertex set literal
COP vertex copy
ISN vertex check null
CLR vertex clear

7 CSMS vertex search selection message
CSMD vertex delete selection message
CSMP vertex replace selection message

Vaction = {s1, m1, m2, m3, m4}. The diagram illustrates that
the DST processes elements in Isrk and Vaction alternatively.

C. Graphical Language for Dialog Scripts

The meanings of dialog scripts are resolved through the
meanings of all the elements in vertex set Eclass of the
framework data structure explained in Subsection II-A. We
added class vertexes required by dialog scripts for describing
practical conversational applications. Their meanings are writ-
ten in program codes, which are almost separated from DST
implementations. Their major classes are listed in TABLE II.

Classes are divided into seven categories: 1) those required
to implement simple replies, 2) those accessing functions of
the dialog controller, 3) those modifying transitional relations,
4) those specifying variable arguments, 5) those identifying
variable entities, 6) those operating on variables, and 7) those
accessing the data structure of the GLDS framework. Due to
the space limitation of this paper, detailed description of each
class is omitted. Some are explained in Section III.

III. EXAMPLE

GLDS dialog scripts can be modified through the execution
of another GLDS dialog script that uses action instances
to modify the data structure of the GLDS framework. An
example of such a GLDS dialog script is shown in Fig. 2.
The script modifies a selection message of an existing script.
The selection messages are replied to the user when the DST
change its context.
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Fig. 2. Example GLDS dialog script for changing selection message

TABLE III
STRING DATA OF SCRIPT FOR CHANGING A SELECTION MESSAGE

symbol class string
kw SRK change selection message
str RM selection message: ‘%s’

sryx SRK yes
srnx SRK no
sra SRK abandon
m1 RM Move to any context.
m2 RM Specify a selection message to

change.
m3 RM No matching selection message

found.
m4 RM Do you want to change this

selection message?
m5 RM Abandon changing the selection

message.
m6 RM Specify a selection message

again.
m7 RM Do you want to delete it?
m8 RM Really delete?
m9 RM Deleted.
m10 RM Could not delete the last

selection message.
m11 RM Specify a new selection message.
m12 RM Do you want to replace the

selection message with this?
m13 RM Specify a new selection message

again.
m14 RM Replaced.

Instance edges and vertexes are represented by arrows and
large circles in the diagram. A label consisting of capital letters
in a circle indicates that the labeled vertex is an instance of
the class whose name is indicated by the label. The number
suffix of such a label identifies an instance from among those
of the same class. A capital-letter label surrounded by angle
brackets indicates that the vertex is a class vertex. This notation
is used to represent variable references. A label consisting of
lowercase letters in a circle indicates a vertex bound with string
data (see TABLE III), except that the label “wld” indicates an
instance vertex of the WCK class (see TABLE II), which is
not bound with any string data.

String labels aligned with arrows indicate to which class
each edge instance belongs. An arrow with no string label
represents an instance edge of the transitional relation (REL)
class. An arrow with the label “sm” represents an instance
edge of the selection message relation (SM) class. An arrow
with the label “v”, “v2”, or “v3” represents an instance edge
of the argument variable relation (VAR, VR2, or VR3) class.
An arrow with the label “fmt” represents an instance edge of
the format relation (FMT) class. A small circle surrounding
the characters “s”, “f”, or “i” indicates that the aligned edge
has success, failure, or immediate attributes, respectively.

Fig. 3 shows an example of a dialog between a user (U)
and the system (A) executing the script depicted in Fig. 2. It is
assumed that the dialog began during the execution of another
script. When kw string (see TABLE III) is detected, DST
execution engine process SVC vertex that saves the current
context pointer into variable <CTX>. Because this script
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U: Change selection message
A: Specify a selection message to change.
U: Source
A: Do you want to change this selection message?

selection message: ‘source?’
yes, no, abandon.

U: Yes
A: Do you want to delete it?

yes, no, abandon.
U: No
A: Specify a new selection message.
U: What source do you have in mind?
A: Do you want to replace the selection message with this?

selection message: ‘What source do you have in mind?’
yes, no, abandon.

U: Yes
A: Replaced.

Fig. 3. Example of dialog when changing selection message

was invoked during the execution of another script, the SVC
process succeeds. DST follows the edge having immediate
and success attributes, processes NOP1 and m2 that replies
m2 string to the user, and waits for user input. DST accepts
any user input string, because wld1 is connected to NOP1 by
a REL edge. Then DST proceeds to process SVT1 that saves
the user input string into variable <MSG>. Vertex CSMS
searches a RM vertex that is connected from the vertex stored
in variable <CTX> and has a text label matching the string
stored in variable <MSG>. If the search task is succeeded, it
stores the result into variable <LRP>. The explanations for
the rest processes are omitted because of the space limitation
of this paper.

IV. DISCUSSION

GLDS has been developed by extending script description
language specifications. We experimented with at least three
internal versions: GLDS0, GLDS1, and GLDS2. The basic
finite-state-based dialog scripts are represented by GLDS0,
which contains the class vertexes in Equation (14). We ex-
tended GLDS0 to GLDS1 for representing dialog scripts
that have script editing functions. GLDS1 contains action
classes, each of which performs a set of complex operations
for a specific script editing task. GLDS1 provides a safe
environment in which inconsistent dialog scripts cannot be
generated by any script editing operation. However, GLDS1

must append class definitions with executable codes when a
user requires new editing tasks. After such classes have been
developed, we found that they can be represented by GLDS
graphs connecting more reduced granularity of commonly
reusable functions. We extended GLDS1 to GLDS2 by
reducing complex classes to simple classes. Each GLDS1-
introduced class can be replaced by an adequate combination
graph structure using GLDS2-introduced classes. Some of
these classes are listed in TABLE II. The ‘changing a selection

message’ example explained in Section III and depicted in Fig.
2 is written in GLDS2, which permits the representation of
dialog scripts that may generate inconsistent dialog scripts due
to their executions. This problem should be resolved in future
studies.

The polymorphic framework holds executable script data
written in these three GLDS versions. This makes it easier
for the developer to try a new script description language
even if the amount of accumulated legacy script data is huge.
Our experimental system even permits the execution of dialog
scripts that connect different versions of GLDS class instances.
Although there is not enough space to show concrete examples
in this paper, we can note that this benefit is derived by
the graph structure design. As explained in Section II, the
graph structure maintains an element set Eclass that defines
a kind of ontology giving the semantics of each dialog script
element. The class set Eclass can be extended by just adding
classes that have new meanings, when a new version of
GLDS is introduced. Therefore, no conflict occurs by resolving
semantics of script elements, even if they are instances of
different versions of GLDS classes.

The change selection message script example shown in Fig.
2 modified another GLDS dialog script through a conversation
between the user and the system. It shows that GLDS and its
framework provides a script modification function. We also
implemented a GLDS dialog script that dynamically generates
GLDS graph data and executes them. Although this was not
efficient, it might be a solution to the problem of finite-
state-based dialog control methods requiring a huge amount
of scripts to achieve the conversational flexibility that can
be provided using frame-based methods [2]. GLDS and its
framework offer a kind of programming environment rather
than a built-in customization language. Its specifications can
increase in tandem with extensions of the system.

While the modification made by the change selection mes-
sage script was applied to element set Edata, it is possible to
modify element set Eclass. If a class is created dynamically
and its semantics defined, it means that the GLDS specifica-
tions are dynamically extended. A serious limitation of the
current dialog script execution engines is that the semantics
of classes is defined only by code written in a programming
language (C++ or Erlang). Rich variations of Eclass elements
and a synthetic definition feature of an extended GLDS will
overcome this restriction in the future. We hope to imple-
ment frame-based and agent-based dialog controllers [2] that
cooperatively work with existing and extended DST/GLDS
specifications. We believe that this infrastructure might help
in the development of Minsky’s emotional models [3] by
using different types of dialog controllers and a polymorphic
application of the knowledge model.

V. RELATED WORK

Many natural language user interface systems have been
developed. The earliest system, Weizenbaum’s ELIZA [4], was
reported in 1966. It was equipped with a reply function that
repeated user messages with suitable pronouns substituted for
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pronouns. To some degree, it gave users the impression they
were conversing with a human psychiatrist. Colby’s PARRY
[5] acted as a psychiatric patient, and it was not required
to reply with answers that were correct for its users. This
showed that it is possible to implement a natural language user
interface system that cannot be distinguished from a human
psychiatric patient. The CONVERSE agent [5] integrated a
commercial parser, query interface for accessing a parse tree,
large-scale natural language resources like Wordnet, and other
natural language processing technologies commonly available
in 1997. It achieved a high percentage of completion, and won
the 1997 annual medal of the Loebner prize [6]. Wallace’s AL-
ICE (http://alicebot.org/articles/wallace/dont.html [retrieved:
February 2013]) promoted the XML-based script description
language AIML. Wallace developed the AIML processor and
the ALICE subset knowledge data in the AIML format as
open source resources, and several chat bots [7], [8] have
subsequently been developed based on these ALICE resources.
ALICE has won the annual medal of the Loebner prize three
times. While AIML provides one of the most customizable
notations for natural language user interfaces, dialog scripts
can only be authorized manually or externally. GLDS and its
execution engines provide a dialog script notation, which has
an ability to express the dialog scripts for authorizing other
dialog scripts.

A semantic network is a well known graph structure hav-
ing specific semantics. Griffith [9] defined it universally by
dividing the net into a conveying net and an abstract net.
The conveying semantic network corresponds to the whole
data structure ADGF that represents the expression system.
The abstract semantic network corresponds to the element set
Edata that represents the meanings of graph data. Griffith
had no intention of extending the description capability of
the abstract net, which is often the case, because semantic
networks are used in natural language processing, where the
semantics is considered to be stable. GLDS and its framework
uses the net to represent dialog scripts, so we extended the
net to be as extensible and flexible as an augmented semantic
network [1].

Graph-based network data are commonly distributed using
the resource description framework (RDF), which is a fun-
damental component of Semantic Web technology. In prin-
ciple, ADG graph data can be expressed by the RDF. It is
additionally required to provide a semantic basis like our
GLDS framework to express GLDS script data using the RDF.
The OWL Web Ontology Language can provide such a basis
that partially represents the GLDS semantics. GLDS scripts
expressed by OWL are convenient to port. It becomes more
convenient to assume syntactical consistency if the scripts are
expressed by OWL-DL, which is a subset of OWL, and can
be processed by description logic (DL) [10] inference engines.
Ontology extending issues are discussed in the linked data
community [11] and large-scale ontology development [12].
Results of these studies might be used to improve the design
of our framework.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To advance the research being done on natural language
user interface systems, we have focused on methodologies that
enable dialog script execution engines to preserve the con-
sistency of their dialog scripts while using different types of
dialog control methods simultaneously. We have also focused
on technologies for implementing script editing functions by
dialog scripts. We proposed and implemented a script de-
scription language (GLDS) and its framework that meet these
requirements. We developed two versions of GLDS execution
engines. A GLDS dialog script example was presented to show
that a script editing function can be represented by GLDS2

and executed successfully. Because GLDS and its engines have
self-extending flexibility and ability to execute several versions
of scripting languages, they increase the opportunity for end-
users to accumulate and share a large amount of script data.

This framework has affinity for RDF-represented knowledge
bases that increase their content rapidly via the semantic
web and linked data activities. Integrating such knowledge
bases and dialog scripts to increase the intelligence of natural
language user interfaces is left for future work.
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Abstract—Physiological signal is one of the most commonly 

used emotional cues. In recent emotion classification research, 

the one of main topics is to recognize human’s feeling or 

emotion using multi-channel physiological signals. In this study, 

we discuss the comparative results of emotion detection using 

several classification algorithms, which classify negative 

emotions (fear, surprise and stress) based on physiological 

features. Physiological signals, such as skin temperature (SKT), 

electrodermal activity (EDA), electrocardiogram (ECG), and 

photoplethysmography (PPG) were recorded while 

participants were exposed to emotional stimuli. Twenty-eight 

features were extracted from these signals. For classification of 

negative emotions, four machine learning algorithms, namely, 

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Classification And 

Regression Tree (CART), Self Organizing Map (SOMs), and 

Naïve Bayes were used. The 70% of the whole datasets were 

selected randomly for training and the remaining patterns are 

used for testing purposes. Testing accuracy by using the 30% 

datasets ranged from 32.4% to 46.9% and, consequently the 

selected physiological features didn't contribute to classify the 

three negative emotions. In the further work, we intend to 

improve emotion recognition accuracy by applying the selected 

significant features, such as NSCR, SCR, SKT, and FFTap_HF. 

Keywords-emotion classigication; physiological signals; 

negative emotions; machine learning algorithm 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Emotion detection is one of the core factors for 
implementing emotional intelligence in human computer 
interaction research [1]. In particular, it is important to 
recognize negative emotions (e.g., anger, fear, etc.) because 
they have direct or indirectly effects gradual deviance or 
interruption of our normal thinking process, they are 
essential for our natural (unforced) survival or struggle for 
existence. Emotion recognition has been done using by facial 
expression, gesture, voice, and physiological signals. In 
particular, physiological signals have advantages; they are 
less affected by social and cultural difference as well as 
signal acquisition by non-invasive sensors is relatively 
simple and is possible to observe user’s state in real time. 
They aren’t robust to social masking or factitious emotion 
expression and are related to emotional state [2]. Recently, 
emotion recognition based on physiological signals has been 
performed by using various machine learning algorithms, 

e.g., Fisher Projection (FP), k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm 
(kNN), and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Previous 
results that have showed the over 80% accuracy on average 
seems to be applicable in real world settings [3-8]. We have 
already reported the recognition accuracy on the three 
emotions, i.e., fear, surprise, and stress, derived from only 
training data [9]. As a follow-up work, we performed 
supplementary analysis by using machine learning 
algorithms for these emotions based on physiological signals. 
We performed each classifier by 10 fold cross-validation for 
solution of the overfitting problem and divided the dataset 
into 70% training and 30% testing subsets for testing 
purposes. The results were compared with the previous result 
that used the only training dataset. To classify three negative 
emotions, four well-known machine learning algorithms, i.e., 
were Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Classification 
And Regression Tree (CART), Self Organizing Map (SOMs), 
and Naïve Bayes, were used. For dataset of physiological 
signals, twenty-eight features were extracted from 
physiological signals, i.e., skin temperature (SKT), 
electrocardiogram (ECG), electrodermal activity (EDA), and 
photoplethysmography (PPG). 

II. PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNALS OF EMOTIONS 

Twelve male and female college students (mean age: 

21±1.48 yrs) participated in this study. They reported that 

they had not any medical illness or psychotropic medication 
and any kind of medication due to heart disease, respiration 
disorder, or central nervous system disorder. They 
participated in an experimental session for 10 weeks on a 
weekly basis over 10 times. A written consent was obtained 
prior to the study from the participants and they were paid 
$20 USD per session to compensate for their participation.  

Thirty emotional stimuli (3 emotions x 10 sessions), 
which are the 2-4 min long audio-visual film clips captured 
originally from movies, documentary, and TV shows, were 
used to successfully induce emotions (fear, surprise, and 
stress) in this study (Figure 1). Audio-visual film clips have 
widely used because they have a relatively high degree of 
ecological validity as well as they have the desirable 
properties of being readily standardized and being dynamic 
rather than static [10-13]. 
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(a) fear 

 
(b) surprise (c) stress 

Figure 1.  Examples of emotional stimuli 

The appropriateness and effectiveness of the stimuli were 
examined through a preliminary study. The appropriateness 
of emotional stimlus means the consistency between emotion 
intended by experimenter and participanats’ experienced 
emotion (e.g., scared, surprise, and annoying). The 
effectiveness was determined by the intensity of emotions 
reported and rated by the participants on a 1 to 11 point 
Likert-type scale (e.g., 1 being “least surprising” or “not 
surprising” and 11 being “most surprising”). The result 
showed that emotional stimuli had the appropriateness of 
92% and the effectiveness of 9.4 points on average. The 
appropriateness and effectiveness of each emotional stimuli 
were as follows; appropriateness and effectiveness of fear 
were 89.0% and 9.6 points, 89% appropriateness and 9.5 
points effectiveness in surprise. Stress had the 
appropriateness of 98% and the effectiveness of 9.1 points. 

Prior to the experiment, participants were introduced 
detailed experiment procedure. They had an adaptation time 
to feel comfortable in the laboratory’s environment and then, 
an experimenter attached electrodes on the participants’ wrist, 
finger, and ankle for the measurement of physiological 
signals. Physiological signals were measured for 60 sec as 
baseline prior to the presentation of emotional stimulus and 
for 2 to 4 min as emotional state during the presentation of 
the stimulus, then for 60 sec as recovery term after 
presentation of the stimulus. Participants reported the 
emotion that they had experienced during the presentation of 
the film clips and the intensities of experienced emotions on 
the emotion assessment scale. This procedure was repeated 3 
times in three different emotion conditions. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.  Analysis of physiological signals 

The dataset of physiological signals were collected using 
by MP150 (Biopac system Inc., USA). SKT electrode was 
attached on the first joint ring finger of non-dominant hand 
and EDA was measured with the use of 8 mm AgCl 
electrodes placed on the volar surface of the distal phalanges 
of the index and middle fingers of the non-dominant hand. 
Electrodes were filled with a 0.05 molar isotonic NaCl paste 
to provide a continuous connection between the electrodes 
and the skin. ECG electrodes were placed on both wrists and 
one left ankle with two kinds of electrodes, sputtered and 
AgCl ones. The left-ankle electrode was used as a reference.  
PPG electrode was attached on the first joint of the thumb of 
the non-dominant hand. To extract features, the obtained 
signals for 30 seconds from the baseline and the each 
emotional state are analyzed by AcqKnowledge (Ver. 3.8.1) 
software (USA) as shown in Fig. 2. Twenty-eight features 
were firstly extracted from the physiological signals, which 
have been used for emotion recognition in the study   (shown 
in Table I). 

TABLE I.  FEATURES EXTRACTED FROM PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNALS  

Signals Features 

EDA SCL, NSCR, meanSCR 

SKT meanSKT, maxSKT 

PPG meanPPG 

ECG 

Time 

domain 

Statistical 

parameter 

meanRRI, stdRRI, meanHR, 

RMSSD, NN50, pNN50 

Geometric 

parameter 
SD1, SD2, CSI, CVI, RRtri, TINN 

Frequency 

domain 

FFT 
FFT_apLF, FFT_apHF, FFT_nLF, 

FFT_nHF, FFT_LF/HF ratio 

AR 
AR_apLF, AR_apHF, AR_nLF, 

AR_nHF, AR_LF/HF ratio 

Two hundred-seventy physiological signal data (3 
emotions x 10 sessions x 9 cases) were used for emotion 
classification except for data having severe artifacts by 
movements, noises, etc. To classify three negative emotions 
by the twenty-eight physiological features, four machine 
learning algorithms, namely, LDA, which is one of the oldest 
classification systems, CART, which is a robust 
classification and regression tree, unsupervised SOM, and 
Naïve Bayes classifier based on density were used in data 
analysis.  

III. CLASSIFICATION OF EMOTIONS 

In this study, we have used LDA, which is one of the 
oldest mechanical classification systems and linear models, 
CART which is a robust classification and regression tree, 
unsupervised SOM, and Naïve Bayes classifier based on 
density for three emotion classifications. LDA is a method 
used in statistics, pattern recognition and machine learning to 
find a linear combination of features, which characterizes or 
separates two or more classes of objects or events. It is a 
technique for dimensionality reduction that projects the data 
onto a subspace that satisfies the requirement of maximizing 
the between-class variance (SB) and minimizing the within-
class variance (SW). It then offers a linear transformation of 
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the predictor variables, which provides a more accurate 
discrimination. In LDA, the measurement space is 
transformed allowing the separability between the emotional 
states to be maximized. The separability between the 
emotional states can be expressed through several criteria 
[14]. SW is proportional to the sample covariance matrix for 
the pooled d-dimensional data. It is symmetric and positive 
semidefinite, and it is usually nonsigular if n>d. Likewise, 
SB is also symmetric and positive semidefinite, but because 
it is the outer product of two vector, its rank is at most one. 
In terms of SB and SW, the criterion function J is written as 

 J(w) = (w
T
 SB w)/(w

T
 SW w) 

This expression is well known in mathematical physics 
and the generalized Rayleigh quotient. It is easy to show that 
a vector w that maximizes J must satisfy 

 SB w =  SW w, 

for some constant , which is a generalized eigenvalue 
problem.  

CART [14-15] is a non-parametric decision tree 

technique that produces either classification or regression 

trees, depending on whether the dependent variable is 

categorical or numeric, respectively. Given the data 

represented at a node, either declare that node to be a leaf 

(and state what category to assign to it), or find another 

property to use to split the data into subsets. In the generic 

tree-growing methodology known as CART, the basic 

principle underlying a tree creation is simplicity. We prefer 

decisions that lead to a simple, compact tree with few nodes. 

In formalizing this notion, the most popular measure is the 

entropy impurity (or occasionally, information impurity) 

 
(3) 

where, P(j) is the fraction of patterns at node N that are in 

class j. By the well-known properties of entropy, if all the 

patterns are of the same category, the impurity is 0; 

otherwise it is positive, with the greatest value occurring 

when the different classes are equally likely.  

SOMs called Kohonen map, is a type of artificial neural 

networks in the unsupervised learning category and generally 

present a simplified, relational view of a highly complex data 

set [14, 16]. This is called a topology-preserving map 

because there is a topological structure imposed on the nodes 

in the network. A topological map is simply a mapping that 

preserves neighborhood relations. The goal of training is that 

the “winning” unit in the target space is adjusted so that it is 

more like the particular pattern. Others in the neighborhood 

of output are also adjusted so that their weights more nearly 

match that of the input pattern. In this way, neighboring 

points in the input space lead to neighboring points being 

active. Given the winning unit i, the weight update is  

                     wi(new) = wi + hci (x–wi)                       (4) 

                    hci = h0 exp(- ||ri - rc||
2
/

2
)                        (5) 

where, hci is called the neighborhood function that has value 

1 for i=c and smaller for large value of the distance between 

units i and c in the output array. h0 and  are suitable 

decreasing functions of time. Units close to the winner as 

well as the winner itself, have their weights updated 

appreciably. Weights associated with far away output nodes 

do not change significantly. It is here that the topological 

information is supplied.  

The Naïve Bayes algorithm is a classification algorithm 

based on Bayes rule and particularly suited when the 

dimensionality of the inputs is high [14]. When the 

dependency relationships among the features used by a 

classifier are unknown, we generally proceed by taking the 

simplest assumption, namely, that the feature are 

conditionally independent given the category, that is, 

 
(6) 

This so-called naïve Bayes rule often works quite well in 

practice, and it can be expressed by a very simple belief net.  

The machine learning algorithms were evaluated by only 

training and the repeated random subsampling validation. 

The former uses the whole emotional patterns in order to 

build a classifier model using machine learning algorithms 

and measure the classification accuracy of those. The 

repeated random subsampling validation is used to consider 

overffiting problem for only trained model. This builds and 

evaluates a classification model using training and testing 

datasets, respectively. The 70% of the whole emotional 

patterns are selected randomly for training and the remaining 

patterns are used for testing purposes. It was repeated 10 

times in this study.  

Table II summarizes the classification results for the only 

training dataset and the repeated random subsampling 

validation (RRSV). The results of RRSV denote the average 

± standard deviation for 10 times. The results of emotion 

classification by only training dataset had range of 43.1% to 

87.2% when all emotions are recognized and in similar 

results, 70% training dataset had range of 43.0% to 87.4%. 

However, in recognition using 30% of datasets for testing, 

accuracy of all emotions had only 32.4% to 46.9% and 

according to orders of Naive Bayes (Kernel Density), LDA, 

CART, and supervised SOMs, recognition rates were 

obtained 46.9%, 44.0%, 42.9% and 35.5%. 

TABLE II.  CLASSIFICATION RESULTS BY ONLY TRAINING DATASET 

AND THE REPEATED RANDOM SUBSAMPLING VALIDATION (RRSV)  

Methods 
Only TR 

Acc 

RRSV 

TR Acc  TE Acc 

LDA 57.3 58.9±1.7 44.0±3.7 

CART 87.2 87.4±1.9 42.9±4.2 

SOMs 
Supervised 43.1 43.0±1.8 35.5±4.5 

Unsupervised 59.5 60.5±1.6 32.4±5.5 

Naive 

Bayes 

General 51.0 53.7±2.8 43.7±6.7 

Kernel Density 80.9 81.9±2.9 46.9±4.8 

TR : Training, TE : Testing, Acc : Accuracy (%) 
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TABLE III.  THE RESULT ON REPEATED ONE-WAY ANOVA TOWARD 

EACH FEATURES 

ANOVA SS df MS F 

dNSCR 100.398 2 50.199 20.886*** 

dmeanSCR 7.363 2 3.681 6.242** 

dmeanSKT 94.884 2 47.442 5.827** 

dmaxSKT 91.563 2 45.781 5.744*** 

FFTap_HF 2,322.00 2 1,161.00 3.833* 

 p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001 
 

  

  
Figure 3.  The results of LSD post-hoc test (*p<.05, **p<.01, **p<.001) 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

The aim of this study was to classify three negative 
emotions, fear, surprise, and stress from physiological signals. 
We performed each classifier by 10 fold cross-validation for 
solution of the overfitting problem and divided the dataset 
into 70% training and 30% testing subsets for testing 
purposes. We compared this result with the previous result by 
the only training dataset and our results found no significant 
differences between the accuracies by the training datasets. 
However, recognition results by 30% of datasets for testing 
were lower than that of training dataset and had range of 
32.4% to 46.9%. This means that consequently the selected 
physiological features didn't contribute to classify the three 
negative emotions. Also, these findings suggest that the given 
dataset by physiological signals has high nonlinear 
characteristic and reflects the individual variability of 
physiological property in emotions. The more or less unique 
and person-independent physiological response among these 
emotions may fall off the recognition rate with the number of 
emotion categories [17].  

The values of testing performance are good indicators of 
the generalization capabilities of the constructed models. As 
selecting a model, if the approximation capability of a trained 
model is considered only, the selected model has great 
recognition accuracy; however, it has deteriorated 
generalization (prediction) capability and cannot apply to a 
real system. Especially, this is conspicuous in nonlinear 
problem. This important question arises, too, as to the 
selection of the proper structure of the emotion recognition in 
this study. To overcome these limitation, additional works for 
the verification of our dataset’s statistical distribution and for 
performance of features’ normalization those might be able to 
reduce large variability should be conducted. Also, for 
improvement of emotion classification, we have already 

selected the meaningful features, such as NSCR, SCR, and 
SKT, which are significantly different among emotions by 
statistical analysis shown in the Table III and Figure 3 [9]. In 
the follow-up work, we intend to improve recognition 
accuracy by applying these features in our classifiers. 
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Abstract—In this study, we discuss the comparative results of 

emotion classification by several algorithms, which classify 

three different emotional states (happiness, neutral, and 

surprise) using physiological features. 300 students 

participated in this experiment. While three kinds of emotional 

stimuli are presented to participants, physiological signal 

responses (EDA, SKT, ECG, RESP, and PPG) were measured. 

Participants rated their own feelings to emotional stimuli on 

emotional assessment scale after presentation of emotional 

stimuli. The emotional stimuli had 96% validity and 5.8 point 

efficiency on average. There were significant differences of 

autonomic nervous system responses among three emotions by 

statistical analysis. The classification of three differential 

emotions was carried out by Fisher's linear discriminant (FLD), 

Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Neural Networks (NN) 

using difference value, which subtracts baseline from 

emotional state. The result of FLD showed that the accuracy of 

classification in three different emotions was 77.3%. 72.3% 

and 42.3% have obtained as the accuracy of classification by 

SVM and NN, respectively. This study confirmed that the three 

emotions can be better classified by FLD using various 

physiological features than SVM and NN. Further study may 

need to get those results to obtain more stability and reliability, 

as comparing with the accuracy of emotions classification by 

using other algorithms. 

Keywords-emotion classification; physiological signals; 

machine learning 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Recent emotion recognition studies have tried to detect a 
human emotion by using physiological signals. It is 
important to detect emotions for applying on human-
computer interaction system. Various physiological signals 
have been widely used to recognize a human’s emotion and 
feeling because signal acquisition using non-invasive sensors 
is relatively simple and physiological responses are less 
sensitive in social and cultural difference [1]. Physiological 
signal may happen to artifact due to motion, and have 
difficulty mapping emotion-specific responses pattern, but 
this has some advantages, which are less affected by 
environment than any other modalities as well as possible to 
observe user’s state in real time. In addition, those can be 

acquired spontaneous emotional responses and not caused by 
responses to social masking or factitious emotion 
expressions. Finally, measurement of emotional responses by 
multi-channel physiological signals offers more information 
for emotion recognition, because physiological responses are 
related to emotional state [2]. Various physiological signals 
offer a great potential for the recognition of emotions in 
computer systems. In order to fully exploit the advantages of 
physiological measures, standardizations of experimental 
methods have to be established on the emotional model, 
stimulus used for the identification of physiological patterns, 
physiological measures, parameters for analysis, and model 
for pattern recognition and classification [3]. 

The objective of this study is to achieve emotion dataset 
including physiological signals for three emotions (happiness, 
neutral, and surprise) induced by emotional stimuli and to 
classify three differential emotions using physiological 
signals. Electrodermal activity, skin temperature, electrocar-
diac activity, respiration and photoplethysmography are 
recorded from 300 peaple; during they are exposed to visual-
acoustic emotional stimuli. And participants classified their 
present emotion and assessed its intensity on the emotion 
assessment scale. As the results of emotional stimulus 
evaluation, emotional stimuli were shown to mean 93.3% of 
appropriateness and 5.71 of effectiveness; this means that 
each emotional stimulus caused its own emotion quite 
effectively. In addition that, we used Fisher's linear 
discriminant, which is one of the linear models as a statistical 
method and Support Vector Machine and Neural Networks 
as a machine learning algorithm [4]-[7] for classifying three 
emotions. The comparative analysis results by those 
algorithms showed that the FLD exhibits higher accuracy.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes 
emotion stimuli and physiological signals of emotions. 
Section III deals with the classification of emotions and 
presents the results of classification. Finally, some 
conclusions are contained in Section IV. 

II. PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNALS OF EMOTIONS 

300 students (140 males, 160 females and 21.6±3.5 
years) have participated in this study. They reported that they 
have not any history of medical illness or psychotropic 
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medication and any kind of medication due to heart disease, 
respiration disorder, or central nervous system disorder. A 
written consent was obtained before the beginning of the 
study from the participants. 

The emotional stimuli, which are the 2-4 min long audio-
visual film clips captured originally from movies, 
documentary, and TV shows, were used to successfully 
induce emotions (happiness, neutral, and surprise) in this 
study as shown in Fig. 1. Audio-visual film clips have 
widely used because these have the desirable properties of 
being readily standardized, involving no deception, and 
being dynamic rather than static. [8]-[11]. 

The audio-visual film clips that had been tested their 
appropriateness and effectiveness were used to provoke 
emotion. The appropriateness of emotional stimuli means a 
consistency between the intended emotion by experimenter 
and the participants’ experienced emotion. The effectiveness 
is an intensity of emotions that participants rated on a 1 to 7 
point Likert-type scale, that is , 1 being “least boring” and 7 
being “most boring”. The appropriateness and effectiveness 
of these stimuli were as follows; appropriateness and 
effectiveness of happiness were 88.0% and 5.36±1.21, 97% 
appropriateness and 6.06±1.05 effectiveness in surprise. In 
Neutral has 94.8% appropriateness. 

 

 
(a) Surprise 

 
(b) Neutral 

Figure 1.  Example of a stimulus for inducing an emotion. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Analysis of physiological signals. 

Prior to the experiment, we introduced detail experiment 
procedure to participants. They had an adaptation time to feel 
comfortable in the laboratory’s environment and then an 
experimenter attached electrodes on the participants’ wrist, 
finger, and ankle for measurement of physiological signals. 
Physiological signals were measured for 60 sec prior to the 
presentation of emotional stimulus (baseline) and for 2 to 4 
min during the presentation of the stimulus (emotional state), 
then for 60 sec after presentation of the stimulus as recovery 
term. Participants rated the emotion that they experienced 
during presentation of the film clip on the emotion 
assessment scale. This procedure was repeated 3 times for 
elicitation of 3 differential emotions. To collect physiological 
signals for three emotions, the laboratory is a room with 5m 
x 2.5m size having a sound-proof (lower than 35dB) of the 
noise level where any outside noise are completely blocked.  

The dataset of physiological signals such as skin temerat-
ure (SKT), electrodermal activity (EDA), photoplethysmogr-
aphy (PPG), respiration (RESP), and electrocardiogram 
(ECG) are collected by MP150 Biopac system Inc. SKT 
electrodes are attached on the first joint of non-dominant ring 
finger and on the first joint of the non-dominant thumb for 
PPG. EDA is measured with the use of 8 mm AgCl 
electrodes placed on the volar surface of the distal phalanges 
of the index and middle fingers of the non-dominant hand. 
Electrodes are filled with a 0.05 molar isotonic NaCl paste to 
provide a continuous connection between the electrodes and 
the skin. ECG electrodes are placed on both wrists and one 
left ankle with two kinds of electrodes, sputtered and AgCl 
ones. The left-ankle electrode is used as a reference.  

The signals are acquired for 1 minute long baseline state 
prior to presentation of emotional stimuli and 1-2 minutes 
long emotional states during presentation of the stimuli as 
emotional state. To extract features, the obtained signals are 
analyzed for 30 seconds from the baseline and the emotional 
state by AcqKnowledge (Ver. 3.8.1) software (USA) as 
shown in Fig. 2. 10 features, namely, SCL and SCR features 
from EDA signal, meanSKT from SKT, HR and RRI from 
ECG, RESPrate, RESTamplitude, RESP_Rsd and 
RESP_Asd from RESP, and BVP from PPG are extracted 
from the obtained emotional physiological signals.  

III. CLASSIFICATION OF EMOTIONS 

In this study, we have used Fisher's linear discriminant 
(FLD), which is one of the linear models as a statistical 
method and Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Neural 
Networks (NN) for three emotion classifications.  

We have carried out the related research with the same 
emotions (happiness, neutral, and surprise) and the same 
methods (FLD, SVM and NN) as an earlier work [12]. In 
[12], the result of LDA (FLD) showed that the accuracy of 
classification was 83.4%. 75.5% and 55.6% have obtained as 
the accuracy of classification by SVM and MLP (NN), 
respectively. However, the results of the previous research 
were obtained by only training set. Namely, the methods 
used the whole emotional patterns in order to build a 
classifier model and measure the classification accuracy of 
those. This approach cannot have effectiveness because of 
realistic and overffiting problems. 
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For the effectiveness verification of the previous research, 
we embrace more participants, which have increased by 300 
people, and 10-fold cross-validation, which is a statistical 
method of evaluating models. In typical cross-validation, the 
training and validation sets must cross-over in successive 
rounds such that each data point has a chance of being 
validated against. The three algorithms were evaluated by 
10-fold cross validation and the results of this study are 
reported for those. These values will offer a criteria index for 
assessing how the results of a statistical analysis will 
generalize to an independent dataset.  

In addition those, we reduced the number of features. We 
used 10 features, removed LF, HF, and HRV, whereas 13 
features were used in the previous work [12].  

Firstly, FLD is a method used in statistics, pattern 
recognition and machine learning to find a linear 
combination of features, which characterizes or separates 
classes of objects or events. In FLD, the measurement space 
is transformed so that the separability between the emotional 
states is maximized. FLD finds the direction to project data 
on so that between-class variance (SB) in maximized and 
within-class variance (SW) in minimized, and then offers a 
linear transformation of predictor variables, which provides a 
more accurate discrimination [4]. SW is proportional to the 
sample covariance matrix for the pooled d-dimensional data. 
It is symmetric and positive semidefinite, and it is usually 
nonsigular if n>d. Likewise, SB is also symmetric and 
positive semidefinite, but because it is the outer product of 
two vector, its rank is at most one.  

In terms of SB and SW, the criterion function J is written  

 J(w) = (w
T
 SB w)/(w

T
 SW w) 

This expression is well known in mathematical physics 
and the generalized Rayleigh quotient. It is easy to show that 
a vector w that maximizes J must satisfy 

 SB w =  SW w, 

for some constant , which is a generalized eigenvalue. 
In analysis of FLD, accuracy of all emotions was 77.3 % and 
accuracy of each emotion had rage of 69% to 89%. 
Happiness was recognized by FLD with 69.1%, neutral 
88.6 % and Surprise 75.5% as shown in TABLE I. 

TABLE I.  RESULT OF THREE EMOTION DISCRIMINANT BY FLD 

 Happiness Neutral Surprise Total 

Happiness 69.1 30.3 0.5 100.0 

Neutral 10.3 88.6 1.1 100.0 

Surprise 18.5 6.0 75.5 100.0 

TABLE II.  RESULT OF THREE EMOTION DISCRIMINANT BY SVM 

 Happiness Neutral Surprise Total 

Happiness 59.0 29.8 11.2 100.0 

Neutral 23.4 73.7 2.9 100.0 

Surprise 12.0 6.0 82.0 100.0 

TABLE III.  RESULT OF THREE EMOTION DISCRIMINANT BY NN 

 Happiness Neutral Surprise Total 

Happiness 0.5 13.8 85.6 100.0 

Neutral 0.6 14.3 85.1 100.0 

Surprise 0 3.0 97.0 100.0 

 
SVM is non-linear model, which are used the well-

known emotion algorithms and support vector classifier 
separates the emotional states with a maximal margin. The 
advantage of support vector classifier is that it can be 
extended to nonlinear boundaries by the kernel trick. SVM 
supervised learning models with associated learning 
algorithms that analyze data and recognize patterns, used for 
classification and regression analysis. SVM is designed for 
two class classification by finding the optimal hyperplane 
where the expected classification error of test samples is 
minimized and has utilized as a pattern classifier to 
overcome the difficulty in pattern classification due to the 
large amount of within-class variation of features and the 
overlap between classes [13].  

SVM finds a hyperplane based on support vector to 
analyze data and recognize patterns. The complexity of the 
resulting classifier is characterized by the number of support 
vectors rather than the dimensionality of the transformed 
space. The goal in training SVM is to find the separating 
hyperplane with the largest margin [4]. We expect that the 
larger the margin, the better generalization of the classifier. 
The distance from any hyperplane to a pattern y is |g(y)|/||a||, 
and assuming that a positive margin b exists 

 zk g(yk) / ||a||  b, k = 1, …, n; 

The goal is to find the weight vector a that maximizes b. 
Here, zk is the class of k-th pattern, b is margin and g(y) is a 
linear discriminant in an augmented y space, 

 g(y) = a
T
 y 

SVM provided accuracy of 72.3% when it classified all 
emotions. In happiness, accuracy of 59.0% was achieved 
with SVM, 73.7% in neutral, and 82.0% in surprise, refer to 
TABLE II. 

NN is a computational intelligence model inspired by the 
structure and functional aspects of biological neurons [4]. 
NN has been widely used to deal with pattern recognition 
problems. The generic topology of NN consists of three 
layers as shown in Fig. 3. A neuron in the input layer is 
connected to a layer of hidden neuron, which is connected to 
output neuron. The activity of the input neurons represents 
the raw information that is fed into the network, the activity 
of each hidden neuron is determined by the activities of the 
input neuron and the weights on the connections between the 
input and the hidden, and the behavior of the output depends 
on the activity of the hidden neurons and connection weights 
between the hidden and the output layer. 

It is realized by connecting neurons and each neuron 
processes information using activation function,  
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Figure 3.  General structure of neural networks. 

 fj(netj) = 1 / (1+e
-net

j) 

where, netj is input of j-th neuron and computed by, 

 netj = i wji fi + j 

where, wji is the connection weight between j-th and i-th 
neurons and adjusted by 

  wji (new) = wji (old) + wji 

wji is calculated by back-propagation algorithm. 
In TABLE III, the result of emotion recognition using 

NN showed that accuracy to recognize all emotions was 
42.3%. NN have lower classification for happiness and 
neutral because of the overfitting problem for surprise. We 
need more research about advanced networks. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This study was to identify the difference among 
happiness, neutral, and surprise emotions using physiological 
responses induced by these emotional stimuli and to find the 
optimal emotion recognition algorithm for classifying these 
three emotions. The emotion stimuli used to induce a 
participant’s emotion were evaluated for their suitability and 
effectiveness. The result showed that emotional stimuli have 
the appropriateness of 92.5% and the effectiveness of 5.4 
point (7 point Likert scale) on average. 

Our result showed that FLD is the best algorithm being 
able to classify three emotions. FLD provides extremely fast 
evaluations of unknown inputs performed by distance 
calculations between a new sample and mean of training data 
samples in each class weighed by their covariance matrices. 
The FLD shows a recognition ratio much higher chance 
probability, i.e. 77.3% for three emotion categories, when 
applied to physiological signal databases.  

The values of performance (criteria index) by 10-fold 
cross validation are good indicators of the generalization 
capabilities of the constructed models. As selecting a model, 
if the approximation capability of a trained model is 
considered only, the selected model has greatly recognition 
accuracy; however, it has deteriorated generalization 
(prediction) capability and cannot apply to a real system. 
Especially, this is conspicuous in nonlinear problem. This 

important question arises, too, as to the selection of the 
proper structure of the emotion recognition in this study. 

Although some algorithm showed lower accuracy of 
emotion classification for the criteria index, the results led to 
better chance to recognize human emotions and to identify 
the optimal emotion recognition algorithm by using 
physiological signals. For example, this will be applied to the 
realization of emotional interaction between man and 
machine and play an important role in several applications, 
e.g., the human-friendly personal robot or other devices. 
However, for more accurate and realistic applications, a 
novel method to identify not only basic emotions but also 
more various emotions such as boredom, frustration, and 
love, etc. must be devised before it is mentioned that emotion 
recognition based on physiological signals is a practicable 
and reliable way of enabling HCI with emotion-
understanding capability. 
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Abstract—This paper proposes a control scheme for a robot
system via a database using two-dimensional (2D) visual images.
Generally speaking, when we use visual images by cameras to
control a robot, three-dimensional (3D) calibration for the posi-
tion information acquisition is necessary. Moreover, we calibrate
the 3D camera coordinate and the robot coordinate. However,
these processes are complicated. In addition, especially for hand-
eye systems, the calibration is required for every movement of
the robot. Thus, the situation is more difficult. In this work, we
propose a calibration-free robot system via a database which gives
3D quantity of deviation for the robot arm from 2D image data by
two cameras. We also explain a method to establish and update
the database effectively using the simultaneous perturbation
optimization method. As a result, the hand-eye robot arm system
with the proposed control scheme based on visual information
can work well without the calibration.

Index Terms—2D Visual Information; Calibration-free; Hand-
eye system; Database; Simultaneous Perturbation; Tracking Con-
trol;

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recently, system control is very important in many in-
dustrial fields. There are many methods to control actual
systems using certain sensors. It is crucial to establish robust
and flexible systems from many aspects [1]. Control using
visual information is one of promising approaches in the sense
that the system can recognize and adapt to changing or new
environment [2], [3], [4]. Robot systems are typical. Visual
information has an important role, and thus, research on robot
control systems based on the visual information is getting
important.

0
0

Robot coordinate
Camera coordinate

Figure 1. Calibration for robot system.

Now we can assume a robot system controlled by camera
vision (see Fig. 1). When we think about control of a robot by
the information given by cameras, we generally require three-
dimensional (3D) recognition for the position information
acquisition.

Using image data from the two CCD cameras like human
eyes, the robot can establish 3D coordinates by a camera
calibration. However, the calibration is complicated process,
because it requires initial setting such as a direct measurement
of outside and internal parameters of camera or geometry of
the robot [5]. On the other hand, a robot system has its own
coordinate. We have to adjust the robot coordinate and the
camera one.

Moreover, in case of hand-eye systems in which the robot
carries cameras, the calibration is required for every move-
ment, since relation of the robot coordinates and the camera
coordinates changes for every movement of the camera in such
a system. Therefore the robot control system becomes more
complicated and difficult to realize.

In this paper, we solved this problem with a database
using two-dimensional (2D) visual image information. That
is, we built a calibration-free robot system using the database
based on the visual information. The database is established
by distance optimization control using the the simultaneous
perturbation method. The database converts the image data
of the tip of the robot arm and the objective from two CCD
cameras into moving quantity.

There are many various complicated tracking control meth-
ods by using visual feedback [6]. However, many of them are
basically using geometry of robots, cameras or environment
of the system. In this work, we do not require such a prior
information.

An uncalibrated visual hand-eye system is reported [7].
However, the system contains complicated calculations for
Gauss-Newton method with partitioned Broyden’s method. On
the other hand, our proposed method does not contain such a
complex procedure. Instead of the calculation, the database
can tell us a moving direction of the robot.

Graefe [8], [9] proposed a system without calibration using
a database as well. However, the database does not memorize
3D moving quantities directly.

Section II describes control scheme based on a database.
Next section explains meaning of the database. Section IV
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shows details of the overall system and how to establish
the database using the simultaneous perturbation method.
Concrete task using the proposed scheme is demonstrated in
Section V. Section VI is conclusion.

II. ROBOT CONTROL USING DATABASE

Instead of the calibration, we utilize a database. The
database realizes a relation of 2D coordinates of two camera
images and 3D coordinates of the robot arm. It memorizes
proper derivation of movement against the target position.

When we use a single camera for visual control system,
the camera converts 3D world into 2D image. Then some
information of 3D world disappears. In other words, there is
an ambiguity by loss of information in 2D image when using
a single camera [10]. The system cannot determine a position
of an object in 3D space by this ambiguity of sight if we use
a single camera.

Of course, we can remove the ambiguity by using two
cameras. Then the system can determine a position of the
object in 3D space by 3D calibration. In this work, we realize
the relation as the database without the calibration.

Fig. 2 and Table 1 show two 2D images and the database of
this study. For camera images, we divided them into 13×20
area(see Fig. 2). This resolution depends on capability of the
image processing equipment and size of goal object. The
database consists of two camera’ 2D coordinates and 3D
quantity of movement of the robot arm. The 3D quantity of
movement means a deviation between the tip of th robot and
the goal position. The database memorizes the moving quantity
for every combinations of two 2D coordinates (see Table 1).
For examples, we consider the point “a” shown in Fig. 1. In
camera A and B, the point “a” is located in (1, 8) and (-3, 6)
respectively. Then in order to move the robot arm to the goal
point, the 3D deviation∆X, ∆Y and∆Z is (-10, 20, 55) (see
Table 1). Similar to this, when we have the point “b”, then
locations in camera A and B are (-5,6) and (3,8) respectively,
corresponding 3D moving quantity is (30, 35, 45). Using this
method, we can obtain the 3D deviation via the database.

If the cameras are equipped with the robot arm and move
with the robot arm, the system is called hand-eye system. The
cameras have to always catch the tip of the robot arm. We set
up the camera position to satisfy this condition. As a result,
the robot arm can move without loss of operability of the
hand-eye system [10].

The 2D coordinate (0, 0) in the two cameras denotes the
robot arm tip, and it is the original point on the display, and
this relation of the cameras and the robot arm tip does not
change, even if the robot moves.

III. D ATABASE FOR ROBOT CONTROL

First of all, we have to establish the proper database. At
the initial stage, we do not know 3D moving quantities in
the database. Fig. 3 shows two cameras images.d1 andd2 is
distance on a straight line between the tip of the robot and its
object on two camera images. The sum of the distanceD is

TABLE I. DATABASE

CameraA CameraB Deviation
x y x y (∆X,∆Y ,∆Z)
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

a point 1 8 -3 6 (-10, 20, 55)
b point -5 6 3 8 (30, 35, 45)

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
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Figure 2. 2D images from two cameras.

a clue if the tip arrives at the target.

J (wt) = D = d1 + d2 (1)

If the evaluationD is 0, the tip of the robot arm has arrived at
the goal point. Then we can find out how the tip has to move.
Memorizing the moving deviation for different positions of
the goal, we can establish the database.

We can find the moving quantity for a target position by trial
and error. That is, moving the tip of the arm randomly may
give the optimal moving quantity by chance. However, this
method is extremely ineffective and actually difficult to realize.
Then we adopt a distance optimization using the simultaneous
perturbation method.

The simultaneous perturbation optimization method was
introduced by J. C. Spall [11], [12]. J. Alespector et al.
[13] and G. Cauwenberghs [14] describe the same method.
Y. Maeda also independently proposed a learning rule using
the simultaneous perturbation and reported a feasibility of
the learning rule for neural networks [15], [16], [17]. At the
same time, the merit of the learning rule was demonstrated in
the implementation of neural networks [18], [19], [20], [21].
Convergence conditions of the method in framework of the
stochastic approximation is also described [22].

We consider a simple optimization problem. We would like
to find a minimum point of a functionJ(w) with the parameter
w. The simultaneous perturbation recursion using sign vector
is described as follows [17], [18], [20], [21];

wt+1 = wt +∆wt (2)

∆wt = −α
J (wt + cst)− J (wt)

c
st (3)

Where,wt(∈ ℜn) and ∆wt are an adjustable parameter
vector and its modifying quantity at thet-th iteration.c(> 0)
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is a perturbation.st is a sign vector whose elements are +1
or -1.

The simultaneous perturbation estimates gradient of the
function J using a kind of finite difference, effectively. The
most important advantage of the simultaneous perturbation
method is its simplicity. The simultaneous perturbation can
estimate the gradient of a function using only the two values
of the function. Therefore, it is relatively easy to implement
for many optimization problems. Moreover even if the function
is not differentiable partly, we can apply the method. In our
research, we applied the simultaneous perturbation method to
obtain optimal value of moving quantity of the robot arm.

 

  

d2

Camera A

Camera B

(0,0)  

(0,0) 

Goal point

Goal point

d1

Figure 3. Two camera images.

Now, we explain details of the distance optimization control
via the simultaneous perturbation. Fig. 4 shows the flowchart
of the distance optimization control via the simultaneous
perturbation.

At first, we set a value of learning coefficientα, perturbation
c and the other as an initial setting. After the setting, we obtain
image data from the two cameras and have the evaluation
J(wt). Wherewt=(xt, yt, zt) denotes 3D position of the tip in
the robot coordinate at thet-th time. J(wt) is the evaluation
function defined by (1).

After that, we add the perturbation to the tip of the robot
arm. That is, the tip moves by the perturbationc st. st denotes

Initial setting

Get 2D data of goal object from two images 

Move the tip of the robot arm by the perturbation 

End 

Yes 

No 

Get 2D data of goal object from two images 

Calculate movement of the tip using SP 

Move the tip of the robot arm 

( ) 0≈
t
wJ ? 

Figure 4. Distance optimization control via simultaneous perturbation.

the 3D sign vector whose elements are +1 or -1, andc is a
scalar perturbation. Therefore the perturbation vectorc st takes
value of +cor –c and the sign is decided randomly.

Afterward we obtain image data again and have the
evaluationJ(wt + cst). Then we can estimate a gradient of
the evaluation function based on two values of the evaluation
functions with the perturbation and without the perturbation.
This corresponds to the first term of the right hand side of (4).
Then we calculate a quantity of movementqt of the robot arm
as follows;

qt = −α
J (wt + cst)− J (wt)

c
st − cst (4)

The robot arm moved bycst from the positionwt in order
to obtain the perturbed evaluationJ(wt + cst). The second
term of the right hand side of the above equation−cst is for
compensation of the perturbed procedure.

The tip of the robot arm moves according to the quantity
calculated by (4). At last, we observe evaluation function after
the movement.

When the evaluation functionJ(wt) is minimized in this
observation, in other words, whenJ(wt) is in the neighbor-
hood of 0, the tip of the robot arm arrived at goal point. If the
evaluation function is still large, we repeat this process until
the evaluation function converges to 0.

Obtained moving deviation is memorized in the database.
Repeating the series of procedure for different positions of the
target establishes the proper database.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

A. Experiment equipments

Fig. 5 shows the experimental system in this study. The
robot arm PA-10 (Mitsubishi Heavy Industry) is a control
object in this system. The tip of the robot arm has a metal
plate in Fig. 6. The controller consists of a servo driver, a
personal computer (PC) and an image processing equipment
(Quick MAG). Two CCD cameras that are equipped on the
robot arm take images of color marker of the target. Quick
MAG produces 2D coordinate data of the color marker of two
image data. The data is sent to PC, and it calculates quantity
of movement of the robot arm based on the proposed scheme.
Servo driver receives the calculated value and converts it into
an actuating signal of the robot arm. The robot arm tip moves
to a certain direction of the robot coordinate by the signal.

 

Quick MAG PC 

Control unit 

Hand-eye system 

Robot arm PA-10 

Camera A 

Robot arm with two cameras 

Goal object 

Servo driver 

 Image processing 
equipment

 

 RGB data 

Camera B

Figure 5. Calibration-free robot system.

This system uses only 2D image data to calculate quantity
of movement of the robot arm without 3D calibration. In this
sense, this system is a calibration free robot system.

B. Establishment of database via simultaneous perturbation

Fig. 7 shows the flowchart of a process to establish the
database. By this process, the robot arm moves and the
database is also redeemed for every movement.

In this operation, there are three movement patterns. If there
is a datum for a goal position in the database, then the robot

 

X

Y

Z

Figure 6. Tip of the robot arm.

arm obtains 3D quantity of deviation from the database. The
tip of the robot arm can move quickly to the goal point. Then
the database does not modified.

If the database does not contain a datum for the goal
position, the system searches data in the search area, that is,
the neighbor area(see Fig. 8). If there is a datum in the search
area, then the robot arm can obtain 3D quantity of deviation for
a neighborhood position and moves to the neighborhood point.

Get 2D data of goal object 

Yes 

Find datum in
knowledge database ? 

Find datum in
knowledge database ? 

Search a neighbor point 

Move the tip of 
the robot arm 

Move the tip of 
the robot arm via SP

Move the tip of 
the robot arm  

Update the 
 knowledge database 

Reach the goal point 

No 

Yes 

No 

Get moving quantity

from the database

Get moving quantity

from the database

Figure 7. Flowchart of establishing database.
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Figure 9. Update of the database.

After the movement, the robot arm searches the goal object
by the distance optimization control via the simultaneous
perturbation. As the robot arm can obtain 3D quantity of the
deviation from the initial point to the goal point, the database
is updated(see Fig. 9).

Provided that there is no datum in the neighborhood area for
the goal position, the robot arm searches the goal object by the
distance optimization control via the simultaneous perturbation
from the beginning. When the arm arrived at the goal, we
updates the database(see Fig. 9).

Totally, the database is effectively established. That is, we
can construct the precise database through this procedure. The
database contains about 1000 data. Especially, main area is
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Figure 11. Change of evaluation function.

covered by these data.
Fig. 10 shows loci of the arm tip on Robot X-Y plane and Y-

Z plane for this process. Notice that the locus of the robot arm
tip moves to the goal object quickly, provided that there is a
datum in the database(see blue line in Fig. 10). If the database
does not have corresponding datum and has data for neighbor
area, the arm moves to the nearest point first and moves to
the goal point from the point by the simultaneous perturbation
method. Therefore, the robot arm moves to a certain position
first as straight as a line, then the distance optimization process
is carried out(see green line in Fig. 10). If the database has no
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datum,the arm tip moves to the goal point from start point
using the distance optimization(see red line in Fig. 10).

The more the system moves, the more the accuracy of the
database increases. The robot arm becomes to move quickly
based on the database(see Fig. 11).

Fig. 11 shows typical changes of the evaluation function. If
there exists a datum in the database, the robot can move to the
objective position immediately, that is, the evaluation is zero at
this moment. If there exists a datum in neighbor area, value of
the evaluation started a certain value and decreases gradually.
If there is no datum, the evaluation function decreases via the
distance optimization gradually. We set that end condition for
the evaluation function is 500.

V. M OVING TASKS FORREAL-TIME CONTROL

In order to confirm feasibility of the proposed control
scheme, we tried real time robot control task. The task is that
the tip of the robot arm attached a white marker pursue a target
red ball. The system controls the robot withc = 30, α = 2.0.

The system is monitoring the target object constantly. If the
database contains a datum for the present position of the target,
the robot arm moves to the target position using deviation
in the database. Since we have enough data around assumed
space, the system works well.

It is interesting that real-time robot control is carried out
using the database approach.

VI. CONCLUSION

Calibration is crucial but troublesome for robot control
only using visual information. In this paper, we propose a
calibration free robot control system using 2D camera images
via a database. Moreover, we described a method to construct
a proper database effectively. This scheme is unsuitable for
precise robot control. However, it is relatively easy for rough
control. We confirmed feasibility and effectiveness of the
proposed real-time control scheme for the hand-eye robot
system through moving task.
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Abstract—The framework, in which this work is embedded, 

focuses on the cooperation of humans and robots in productive 

scenarios. Based on action recognition and situation awareness, 

conclusions about human behavior can be drawn. The 

presented work utilizes an online process mining method based 

on the Heuristic Miner in order to identify a process model 

regarding context and recognized actions. The process model 

represents temporal and spatial dependencies of events and is 

used for detecting recurring behavior sequences.  

Keywords – cognitive robotics; online process mining; 

heuristic miner; ambient intelligence; context awareness; 

situation and action recognition; human-robot-cooperation. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Assistance through technology can be found in many 
areas of daily living. Nowadays, many, mostly trivial, work 
processes are conducted by machinery and robots. Due to 
their strength, dependability and accuracy, there is a wide 
variety of uses for robots. Nevertheless, human labor is still 
more flexible, dynamic and robust due to cognitive abilities 
to identify processes and errors and react accordingly. 
Bringing these strengths together in human and robot 
cooperation is an important research field. 

Industrial robotics is a challenging domain for cognitive 
systems, especially when close interactions between solid 
machinery and human intelligence is wanted. We are 
conducting research on recognition of and reasoning about 
human actions, situations and spatio-temporal context in a 
human centered productive environment, in order to enable 
interactive and cooperative scenarios. For this purpose a 
framework for human-robot-cooperation (MAROCO) was 
introduced [1, 2], in which human pose reconstruction and 
context awareness is achieved (see Fig. 1). 

This paper focuses on using this extracted information 
for online process mining based on the Heuristic Miner [3]. 
Process mining aims at extracting knowledge from event 
logs consisting of process events and their respective 
temporal order. Thus, the framework is extended by 
identifying a sequence model of performed human actions 
and detecting recurring sequences. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section II, some related research work on process mining 
and sequence detection will be presented. In Section III, the 
framework will be introduced, which enables the sensor data 
processing and subsequent knowledge based reasoning. Also 

the modeled situations, activities and context are explained. 
In Section IV, the Heuristic Miner will be briefly introduced 
and the module realizing the online process mining will be 
presented in detail. Section V discusses experimental results 
which have been carried out for both, predetermined test 
cases and under real-life conditions. In Section VI, a 
summary is given. Finally, some hints for future work are 
also mentioned. 

 

   

Figure 1.  Human kinematics reconstruction based on depth information 

from time-of-flight camera (left) and the overall scene (right). 

II. RELATED WORKS  

For identifying work sequences in complex processes, 
patterns of variable length need to be recognized in a time 
series of discrete state variations. Many fundamental 
methods in the area of artificial intelligence are devised to 
recognize sequences. In this context, Sun and Giles 
distinguish between recognition and detection of patterns and 
present some possible solutions [4]. 

One such solution can be inductive logical programming 
(ILP). In [5], ILP is used learn and recognize symbols. Based 
on positive and negative examples, rules are learned, which 
enable a subsequent classification of images. 

In [6], temporal logics are used to detect frequent patterns 
in temporal databases by using temporal operators and 
constructing temporal logic programs. These programs were 
specific to the pattern and the overall system performance 
was argued to be too slow for practical applications by the 
authors. 

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are a widely used 
means for learning and recognizing temporal patterns (e.g., 
[7, 8, 9]). For detecting unknown patterns this method cannot 
be used, due to its supervised learning strategy. That is also 
the case for the above mentioned procedures. On the 
contrary, discovering unknown patterns in a time series is an 
unsupervised task. In [10], an approach is presented which 
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uses HMMs for the pattern discovery task. The length of the 
patterns and structure of the HMMs has to be known a priori, 
which modifies the task of discovery of unknown patterns to 
a distinguishing task of similar patterns. 

The research field of process mining (PM) wants to 
extract knowledge from event logs, which are comprised of 
process events including their temporal order. PM is mainly 
used to identify and optimize business processes. Different 
methods have been devised to identify processes, their 
internal structure and to model them in so called Workflow-
Nets [11, 12]. 

The Alpha-Algorithm is one of the first developed 
methods for process modeling [13]. It models temporal 
relationships of events based on their occurrence in the event 
log. In [14], it is shown that the Alpha-Algorithm is prone to 
incomplete or noisy event logs and produces erroneous 
process models. The Tsinghua-Alpha-Algorithm is a further 
development of the Alpha-Algorithm and takes the duration 
of activities into account and allows the modeling of 
parallelism [15]. It also requires complete and noise-free data 
logs [14]. 

The Heuristic Miner models a process based on 
frequency and order of events [3]. In contrast to the Alpha 
and Tsinghua-Alpha Algorithms, it can deal with noisy data 
sets, which is a prerequisite in sensor based cognitive 
systems, hence, its adoption in the research framework 
MAROCO (see Section IV). 

The basic methods for process mining mentioned above 
are offline algorithms due to their main application in 
analyzing business processes. Thus, data logs are recorded 
over some period of time and analyzed afterwards. 
Accordingly, for the use of process mining in human-robot-
cooperation scenarios the adaption to online data analysis is 
necessary. 

III. THE MAROCO FRAMEWORK 

The process mining presented in this paper is embedded 
into a general human robot cooperation software framework. 
In this section, an overview of the framework is given. Also, 
the generated information, which is processed during mining, 
is presented. 

A. Overview 

In our previous research a framework for human-robot-
cooperation (MAROCO) was developed [1]. The goal is to 
realize a comprehensive cognition cycle, which consists of 
(1) sensing, (2) cognition, and (3) acting. The sensing is done 
by a photon mixer device (PMD) camera, which captures 
directly a 3D point cloud of the scene. Through 3D image 
sequence analysis the work space of an industrial robot is 
observed and the kinematics of a human worker is 
reconstructed (see Fig. 1). 

The reconstruction of the human kinematics is based 
purely on depth image analysis and does not require markers 
attached to the human agent [16]. During the process of 
reconstruction many parameters of the human kinematics are 
estimated, e.g., head orientation, upper body orientation, arm 
configurations, etc. Due to the position of the camera above 

the work cell some parameters, like leg configurations, 
cannot be identified. 

The camera fixation at the ceiling is mandatory in respect 
to safety concerns. Dirt, which is inevitable in a production 
environment, is less prone to stick to the lens system of the 
camera. Furthermore, manipulation of the camera position is 
difficult to achieve. Thus, its calibration in the environment 
is constant. Also, occlusions of the human through 
movement of the robots and production materials are 
avoided. 

In order to achieve seamless interaction and an intuitive 
human-machine interface an activity recognition and 
situation awareness system based on the combination of 
HMMs and Description Logics (DLs) was implemented [2, 
17]. Fast action recognition is implemented based on HMMs, 
whereas higher cognitive reasoning about situations and 
activities is accomplished with the slower DL-based 
reasoning system. Also, due to the sensing of the human 
kinematics in the scene, a localization module identifies the 
current semantic position of the human co-worker in the 
scene. The overall system regarding action recognition and 
situation awareness is depicted in Fig. 2. 

  

 

Figure 2.  System overview of the different components involved 
regarding action recognition and situation awareness. 

B. Actions, Places, and Situations 

The generated information from the scene analysis is 
used as input for the online process mining. So far, there are 
33 modeled activities and actions, 9 modeled situations and 5 
different places. Some examples are shown in Table I.  

For the process mining, each occurring action, situation 
or place information is handled as an event. 

Based on the behavior of the human co-worker different 
events and combinations thereof are recognized and made 
available through the result management module (see Fig. 2). 

TABLE I.  EXAMPLES FOR MODELED ACTIONS, PLACES, AND 

SITUATIONS 

Actions and  

Activities 
Places Situations 

Taking Tool 
Cooperative 

Workplace A/B 
Monitoring 

Putting Tool Away 
Manual 

Workplace C 
Distraction 

Sitting 
Outside of 

Working Area 
Communication 

Crouching 
Place in 
Between 

Cooperation 

Walking  
Partially 

Attentive 
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IV. THE PROCESS MINING MODULE 

This section is dedicated to discuss the online process 
mining module incorporated into the framework after a very 
short introduction to the underlying Heuristic Miner. 

A. Heuristic Miner 

The Heuristic Miner analyses a data log based on 
frequency and order of occurring events. Thus, temporal 
relations and dependencies are modeled depending on how 
often events occur after one another (see Fig.3).  

According to [3], different temporal relations can be 
distinguished: 

 A > B – Event B is direct successor of A, 

 A  B – Event A comes generally before B, 

 A >> B – There is a cycle of the form A-B-A, 

 A >>> B – Marks long-distance-dependencies.  

The norm, given as | |, marks the number of instances that 
conform to the specified relation. 

 

Figure 3.  Frequency and temporal order analysis of occurring events. 

Using these relations a dependency-graph is extracted. 
For each relation and combination of event pairs a 
coefficient based on the data log L is computed, for example: 

 

(1) 

 

(2) 

The value of the coefficient, similarly to a correlation 
coefficient, is in the interval [-1, 1], where 1 shows complete 
direct dependency and -1 complete inverse dependency. 
Using a threshold for the coefficient, the dependency-graph 
can be determined.  

The advantage of this method is that a small amount of 
noise does not lead to significant changes in the process 
model. The role and influence of noise is closely examined 
in Section V. 

In [3], the information of the dependency-graph is 
augmented by further analyzing different parameters in order 
to identify causal dependencies, which are modeled in a 
Causal Net. In the here presented work, only temporal 
dependency is assumed for occurring events. Thus, necessary 
computations to identify a causal net are left aside. 

B. The Online Mining Module 

The recognition and situation awareness results are stored 
as a triple: (Timestamp, Descriptor, Class). The descriptor is 
a string containing the identifier of the event, e.g., “Taking 
Tool”. The class value represents if the event is an action, 

situation, location, etc. Based on the timestamp, the temporal 
order can be defined. 

In order to accelerate computations during comparisons 
of events, a look-up table is defined to map descriptors onto 
integer identifiers. This mapping is done bidirectional before 
invocation of the mining algorithm and afterwards. 

Also, the isolated analysis or combination of different 
event classes leads to either one-dimensional or multi-
dimensional data logs. For the online analysis three different 
sets of event classes are considered: 

 Actions alone, 

 Actions and situations, 

 Actions in combination with their occurring 
location. 

The first two sets are considered one-dimensional, due to 
their subsequent occurrences. The third set is two-
dimensional because actions are related to locations. Thus, 
the same action can occur at different places and the 
combination can characterize a sequence. 

Another adaptation lies in the amount of analyzed data. It 
is not wanted to collect an event log of a week or day and 
perform process mining afterwards. Thus, a smaller amount 
of data needs to be accumulated. The actual number of 
logged events is dependent on the complexity of the process 
and can influence the process model significantly, which is 
shown in Section V. 

The presented approach uses a sliding window to extract 
a current log from the history of recorded events. Events that 
are too old are discarded from the history. Also, if the event 
log is large enough the Heuristic Miner is triggered to 
analyze the new data. Afterwards, part of the event log is 
freed-up to allow accumulation of new events (see Fig. 4). 

The mining algorithm is running in its separate thread in 
parallel to the overall framework. Thus, new events can be 
recognized and the event log buffer can be filled. 

It would also be possible to invoke the mining algorithm 
with each new event but the computation load would 
increase drastically. Hence, the buffered approach is 
incorporated into this work. Details on runtime are presented 
in Section V. 

In Fig. 5, an example of a process model is depicted. The 
visualization is done with the software library GraphViz. In 
order to reduce the complexity of the process model graph a 
graph-cycle search is used to extend the mining algorithm. 
As can be seen in Fig. 6, the extracted cycles ease the 
examination of the overall process model. This enables 
subsequent process analysis, e.g., for detecting production 
faults or inefficiencies. 

 

   

Figure 4.  Online implementation of Heuristic Miner: Parallel to the 

framework the buffer is filled and subsequently analyzed. 
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Figure 5.  Example of a process model regarding recognized actions and 
activities only. 

   

Figure 6.  Example of extracted process cylce for better analysis of the 

overall process. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

For experimental analysis of the online process mining 
module, different courses of actions were executed and 
results were recorded. 

The evaluation was divided into two parts. Firstly, for 
analyzing different parameter influences efficiently means of 
automated event presetting were implemented. Secondly, 
actual recognition results based on sensor data processing 
were used during online execution to determine online 
behavior of the mining module. Thus, sensor noise resulting 
in recognition errors influences the mining procedure. 

In Fig. 7, the overall setup of the working area is 
depicted, which is used throughout the experimental 
evaluation of the mining module. The figure shows the 
different work places, the reconstructed human kinematics 

and the robot. As mentioned in Section III.B the robots’ 
movements and actions are not included into the event log. 

In this section, analyzed parameters and mining result are 
illustrated and discussed. 

 

   

Figure 7.  The overall setup of the working area. 

 

A. Quality Criterion 

For benchmarking the mining results a quality criterion 
was devised. Based on the comparison of mining results and 
expected outcome it tries to answer the following questions: 

 Are the correct transitions identified? 

 Are there too many nodes identified? 

 Are all correct nodes identified? 
Thus, the overall criterion Q is assessed by three different 

criteria: 

 

 (3) 

Using the maximum of the separate criteria defines the 
value which influences the outcome most negatively. Thus, a 
Q value of 0 is defined to be optimal. 

 

B. Analysis Based on Synthetic Data 

For efficiently analyzing different parameters a set of 
cyclic event log presets were defined. They included 
different courses of actions in different situations and at 
different places. Depending on the analyzed parameter, these 
presets could be tested in an isolated manner or in arbitrary 
combination. 

The following parameters were evaluated using synthetic 
event logs: 

 Number of different cycles in the event log, 

 Length of the cycles, 

 Influence of noise in the event log, 

 Number of events in the event log buffer. 
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The variation of the number of different cycles in the 
event log resulted in a more complex process model. As 
expected, the value of the quality criterion stayed optimal. 
The same effect is also true for the variation of cycle lengths. 

Robustness against noise is an important property when 
dealing with sensor based systems. For evaluation purposes, 
noise was added to the defined event log presets in two 
ways: (1) addition of random events after a complete event 
cycle, marked as R1, and (2) addition of a random event in a 
cycle, marked as R2. These two noise processes were also 
analyzed in combination. In Table II, results are presented. 
When using a combined noise ratio of 13% or greater the 
quality of the identification of temporal relations is 
insufficient. Also, the noise R2 has generally a lower impact 
on the quality of the process model.  

When considering an online process mining, it is 
important to know how much data needs to be processed. In 
Table III, results are shown for varying the event log buffer 
size regarding noisy event logs. Thus, using a buffer size of 
about 800 event entries yields acceptable results. Due to the 
greater influence of R1 the impact of R2 is discarded. 

TABLE II.  VARIATION OF ADDITIONAL NOISE. THE QUALITY 

CRITERION WAS EVALUATED FOR DIFFERENT NOISE VALUES. 

R2 \ R1 0% 3% 5% 8% 12% 20% 

0% 0 0.05 0.12 0.19 x x 

3% 0 0.12 0.19 0.12 x x 

5% 0.05 0.05 0.12 x x x 

8% 0.05 0.12 x 0.26 x x 

12% x x x x 0.26 x 

20% x x x x x 0.46 

 

TABLE III.  VARIATION OF EVENT LOG BUFFER SIZE. THE QUALITY 

CRITERION WAS EVALUATED FOR DIFFERENT SIZES AND NOISE VALUES. 

R1 | R2 \ Buffer Size 100 200 400 800 

0% | 0% 8.5 0.72 0.35 0 

3% | 0% 8.5 0.72 0.58 0.19 

5% | 0% 8.5 0.9 0.9 0.19 

 

C. Analysis Based on Sensor Data Processing 

For experimental analysis using actual recognition results 
from sensor data processing different courses of action were 
defined (see Fig. 8). Different scenarios of differing 
complexity were used. Also, each scenario consists of 
sequences of varying complexity. Moreover, to simulate 
process faults and unexpected events, deliberately executed 
defined actions were introduced into the scenarios at random 
time (see Fig. 8 bottom row).  

The result of the process mining for the second sequence 
of the second scenario (see Fig. 8 middle column and row) is 
shown in Fig. 9. The overall structure of the sequence is 
clearly visible and well captured. 

Similar to synthetic event logs, the size of the event log 
buffer is of interest. In contrast, the buffer size resulting in 
best quality criterion is 400 log entries (see Table IV). 

 

   

Figure 8.  Different courses of action. Each column depicts a scenario, 

which is extended with each row. Full dots represent places, black arrows 
place changes, red circles actions, and dotted red lines deliberately 

executed noise. 

 

Figure 9.  Identified process model of the second sequence of the second 

scenario. Different colors represent different places: Yellow – A, Blue – B, 

Green – C, Grey – In Between, and Red – Outside. 

TABLE IV.  VARIATION OF EVENT LOG BUFFER SIZE. THE QUALITY 

CRITERION WAS EVALUATED FOR DIFFERENT SIZES AND SCENARIOS. 

Scenario \ Buffer Size 100 200 400 800 1200 

 

4 0.5 0.29 0.29 0.4 

 

x 4 0.25 0.55 0.63 

 

x 1.5 0.2 0.42 0.47 
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Also of interest is the threshold for the dependency 
coefficient (see Section IV.A). In Table V, the corresponding 
results are presented listing the quality criterion for a buffer 
size of 400 event log entries. Q1 represents the quality 
criterion for the first sequence and Q2 of the second sequence 
of the second scenario. A threshold of 0.9 yields best results. 
This might change with varying complexity of the process 
but allows best results so far. Moreover, using a lower 
threshold allows for faster adaptation when the underlying 
process changes. Thus, using dynamic threshold adaption 
needs to be further investigated. 

TABLE V.  VARIATION OF COEFFICIENT THRESHOLD. 

Threshold 0.85 0.875 0.9 0.925 

Q1 0.5 0.29 0.285 1 

Q2 0.55 0.36 0.25 0.43 

 
The runtime behavior is another important characteristic 

for online processing methods. In Table VI, some results of 
the runtime measurements are shown. In tested scenarios, the 
needed computation time is well below one second. Thus, 
fast process mining is possible. Still, invocation of the 
mining with each new recognition result is not feasible so 
far. Considering that processes are not subject to change 
frequently and rapidly, this result is very promising. 

TABLE VI.  VARIATION OF COEFFICIENT THRESHOLD. 

# Events 100-500 500-1000 1000-1500 

Runtime [ms] ~ 300 ~ 450 ~ 650 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an online process mining method was 
incorporated into a human-robot-cooperation framework. It 
is capable of identifying recurring event sequences, which 
consist of recognized actions, situations and locations.  

Temporal relations of events are extracted and a process 
model is generated. In order to ease model analysis the 
mining algorithm is extended with a subsequent process 
cycle search. Thus, complex and unclear models are split 
into connected cyclic components. 

The online mining method was experimentally evaluated 
regarding different parameters using defined event log 
presets and actual recognition results from sensor data 
processing. It was shown that the identified processes 
resemble the structure of the test scenarios. Also, a quality 
criterion was proposed for allowing comparison of different 
results. 

The next steps will be the exploitation of the identified 
process model. Extracted cycles can be generalized and used 
for concept learning in the Description Logics based 
reasoning system. Thus, the foundation for action plan 
identification and recognition is laid. 

The mining results are thus far only represented as 
dependency graphs. This does not allow for discrimination of 
major work cycles and processes that occur only eventually. 
There is further research needed to remedy that constraint. 

Moreover, investigation of using an adaptive dynamic 
dependency coefficient threshold might allow faster adoption 
of changing work processes.  
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Abstract—Realization of step climbing or descending for a
heavy cart or a wheelchair using human-friendly robot with ma-
nipulators is a technical issue. This paper describes cooperative
step climbing and descending tactics for a manual wheelchair
and a partner robot that is equipped with manipulators driven
by small direct current motors. When the wheelchair and robot
climb or descend a step, these vehicles are linked together by
the robot hands, and some of the manipulator joints are allowed
to move passively. Thus, the manipulators motors do not need
to exert major torque to support the vehicles. The velocity
differences between the two vehicles is used to pass over the step.
When the wheelchair is climbing or descending, the upper links of
the manipulators are pressed against the robot’s chest to stabilize
the wheelchair’s movements. In addition, the forearm links of the
robot are pressed against, or fixed to, the back of the wheelchair.
The robot equipped with manipulators driven by small motors
allows the wheelchair to overcome a step, and then the robot
itself is able to overcome the step by using the wheelchair. In an
experiment, we connected a teleoperation system for the robot
through an intranet and confirmed that these vehicles could
cooperatively climb and descend steps.

Keywords—step climbing; wheelchair; robot; cooperation

I. INTRODUCTION

Without a human assistant, most wheelchair users are not
able to enter an area that has steps. Thus, they need a spe-
cial wheelchair equipped with a step climbing or descending
mechanism. Wheelchairs with such special mechanisms have
been widely researched and include, for example, a wheelchair
with additional legs [1], a wheelchair with multiple wheels [2]
[3], a wheelchair with multiple wheels connected by active
linkages [4], a wheelchair with an adjustable center of gravity
[5], a wheelchair with a combination of an adjustable center
of gravity and multiple wheels [6], a wheelchair with special
wheels [7], and a tracked vehicle [8]. These mechanisms can
provide the wheelchair with the ability to climb stairs or sur-
mount other obstacles. The research group of the present report
achieved cooperative step climbing of a wheelchair connected
to a wheeled robot by passive links [9] and, separately, of a
wheelchair and a wheeled robot with manipulators [10]. This
report presents the step climbing and descending method for
a wheelchair and a care robot having dual manipulators that
allow the wheelchair user to overcome many of the obstacles
encountered in daily life. Because most of the human-friendly
robots that are used in homes or offices have small motors
due to their limited body size, it is difficult for such robots to
lift heavy vehicles. In addition, precisely controlling the axes’

angles of the manipulators according to the processes related
to pushing and pulling, and in relation to the vehicle’s incline
is very difficult. In such cases slippage of driving wheels can
occur or the vehicles can tip over. Thus, mobile robots with
manipulators have not previously been used to assist heavy
carts or wheelchairs in step climbing and descending. In the
method used in this study, some of manipulator joints and the
upper links or forearm links of manipulators press passively
against the robot or wheelchair when these vehicles climb or
descend a step. Thus, the motors do not need to exert major
torque to support with vehicles.

The wheelchair users considered in the present study were
assumed to have the upper-body capability of an able-bodied
person. Based on preliminary measurements, the friction coef-
ficients of the vehicles and the ground surface in this research
were assumed to be in the range of 0.6 to 0.9, and the target
step height was set at a maximum of 0.12 [m] (More than 80%
of the observed step heights were lower than 0.12 [m]) .

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
cooperative step-climbing system and Section III describes the
step climbing and descending procedures. Section IV provides
the theoretical analysis. Section V describes an experiment
and presents the experimental results, and Section VI is the
conclusion.

II. ROBOT AND WHEELCHAIR

The robot used in this research is the wheeled “Tateyama”
developed in this laboratory (Figure 1). TABLE I lists the
specifications. When passing over a step, the wheelchair and
robot are deployed in a forward-and-aft configuration (Figure
2). This robot has three sets of wheels consisting of front,
middle, and rear pairs on the left and right sides. The front and
rear pairs are casters whose positions can be shifted, while the
middle pair are the driving wheels. The robot has manipulators
attached to the left and right sides of its upper half: each arm
has 5 degrees of freedom (DOF) and each hand has 1 DOF for
a total of 6 DOF (Figs. 1 and 3). In this study, the length from
Joint 2 (shoulder) to Joint 4 (elbow) is called “Link 2” (length
l2), from Joint 4 (elbow) to Joint 5 (wrist) is called “Link 4”
(length l4), and from Joint 5 (wrist) to the tip of the hand is
called “Link 6” (length l6). The length from Joint 4 (elbow) to
Joint 6 (the location of the connection between the wheelchair
and the robot) is designated l4C. The manipulator joint angles
are -90 [deg] ≤ φ2 ≤ +90 [deg] and 0 [deg] ≤ φ4 ≤ +100
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TABLE I. ROBOT SPECIFICATIONS.

Overall length 0.230–0.800 [m]
Overall height 0.747 [m]
Radius of front wheels (rB f ) 0.025 [m]
Radius of middle wheels (RB) 0.145 [m]
Radius of rear wheels (rBr) 0.019 [m]
Wheelbase (WB f ) 0.190–0.440 [m]
Wheelbase (WBr) 0.270 [m]
Mass position from the rear axes (lrB) 0.093 [m]
Height of the mass from the rear axes (hmB) 0.286 [m]
Position of Joint 2 from the rear axes (lLB) 0.090 [m]
Height of Joint 2 from the rear axes (hLB) 0.532 [m]
Mass of the robot body 55 [kg]
Mass of link 2 (from Joints 2 to 4) 2.55 ×2 [kg]
Mass of link 4 (from Joint 4 to hand) 0.8 ×2 [kg]
Length of link 2 (l2) 0.330 [m]
Length of link 4 (l4) 0.300 [m]
Length of the hand (l6) 0.105 [m]
Length from Joint 4 to the connecting position (l4c) 0.370 [m]
Mass position of link 2 (L2) 0.067 [m]
Mass position of link 4 (L4) 0.169 [m]
Mass position of link 6 (hand mechanism) (L6) 0.035 [m]

TABLE II. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE MANUAL WHEELCHAIR.

Overall length 1.060 [m]
Overall height 0.985 [m]
Radius of front wheels (rA) 0.063 [m]
Radius of rear wheels (RA) 0.300 [m]
Wheelbase (lA) 0.430 [m]
Handrim position (lLA) 0.250 [m]
Mass position from the rear wheel axes (lrA) 0.149 [m]
Height of mass from rear wheel axes (hmA) 0.371 [m]
Mass (wheelchair + driver) (MA) 92.7 [kg]

[deg]. The hands consist of two fingers that open and close
in order to grasp items (Figure 3). These axes and the hands
are driven by small direct current (DC) motors (Joints 1, 2: 20
[W], Joints 3, 4: 6 [W], Joint 5: 2.5 [W], 1.5 [W]). The robot
also has a stopper mounted on the front part of its body (Figs.
4 (a) and 5 (a)). The stopper limits the passive rotational travel
of the robot manipulators and thus enables the robot to imitate
the operation of a human pushing an object by limiting the
passive rotation about the shoulder joint as the upper arm is
pushed into the chest of the robot when the wheelchair climbs
(Figure 5 (a)) and descends a step (Figure 5 (b)).

The wheelchair (NOVA Integral-ME) has a shape typical
of wheelchairs currently available in the market (Figure 1).
TABLE II provides the specifications. This is a manually
operated chair to which an electric drive unit was added. In

Figure 1. The wheelchair and the robot.

Wheelchair

Joint 2

Joint 4

Joint 6 (Hand)

Robot (Tateyama)

Figure 2. Model of the wheelchair and robot.
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RB
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rA

hLA

(Link 2)
(Link 4) (Link 6)

Joint 2 Joint 4 Joint 6

φ4 hmA

lrA

lLA

WB fW Br

φ6

Figure 3. Push handle mechanism of the wheelchair.

Push handle mechanism
Joint 1

Joint 3

Joint 5

Rotary shaft

Stopper

this study, the wheelchair is operated manually by the user,
but it is also equipped a push handle mechanism on the back
that is held by the robot hands (Figure 3). This system needs
2.07 [m] step length. The push handle mechanism is composed
of a rotary shaft that allows passive rotation and a stopper
for use when the robot is climbing or descending. The hand
mechanism grasps the shaft to connect the two vehicles. The
angle φ6 is formed by the wheelchair with Link 4 (Figure 2).
The stopper of the wheelchair is composed of front and rear
bars (Figs. 6 (a) and (b)), and is mounted on the rear side.
When the robot is climbing or descending, the sides of the
robot are opened, and the two manipulators are inserted into
the stopper (Figure 6 (a)). The robot pushes the front bars to lift
its front wheels (Figure 6 (a)). The rear bars are used to prevent
it from tipping over backward when the robot’s mass position
shifts behind the contact point between the center wheels and
the ground (Figure 6 (b)).

Figure 4. Control of rotary motions of the robot shoulder is performed by
using the body. (a) The front body of the robot. (b) A human pushing an

object.

Stopper

Arms touching
the body

(a) (b)
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Figure 5. Stopper details. (a) Pulling the wheelchair. (b) Pushing the
wheelchair.

Stopper on the robot body

Manipulator

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Action of the stopper. (a) Lifting the wheels of the robot. (b)
Preventing the robot from falling down.

(a) (b)

Front bars

J1

J2

J3

J4

J5J6

Rear bars

Figure 7 is a diagram of the system configuration. The
motors mounted on the robot are connected to Faulhaber
motion controllers (Faulhaber MCDC3006-S, MCDC3003-S).
In turn, these are connected to a notebook PC mounted on the
robot. The motors are controlled via commands issued using
the Faulhaber Motion Manager 4 software package. The robot
employs a camera built into the PC, and the moving images
from that camera and the Motion Manager 4 operating window
are displayed on the notebook PC mounted on the robot.
This notebook PC uses RealVNC remote access and control
software and data is transmitted over the intranet as-is to the
display of the PC used by the caregiver in a different location.
The caregiver and the wheelchair user both wear headsets
and use Skype telecommunication software to communicate
verbally. The caregiver’s headset is connected to the caregiver’s
PC, and the wheelchair user’s headset is connected to the PC
on the robot. The caregiver controls the robot by operating
Motion Manager 4 from his PC. The keyboard commands
for Motion Manager 4, which are issued using JoyToKey
software, correspond to the manipulation by the caregiver to
operate the robot. The robot has internal and external sensors
(encoders and touch sensors ). Thus, the robot is moved by
the information integrated in the sensors’ signals with the
commands from the caregiver.

III. PROCESS OF MOVING OVER A STEP

When encountering a step, the robot hands grasp the rotary
shaft of the wheelchair push handle mechanism, thus linking
itself to the wheelchair. The chair is then controlled to raise
first its front wheels, and then its back wheels, onto the
upper level of the step. The ascent and descent processes are
described below. The stages shown in Figs. 8–11 correspond
to (1)–(32) below; “Forward” or “Backward” and signifies the
robot or the wheelchair’s motion ahead or behind, respectively.

Figure 7. Diagram of the robot system.

Robot

Robot operator

Wheelchair user

Computer
OS: Win 2000
CPU: Pentium 3

800 [MHz]

Headset

Controller

Monitor

Hand mechanism

Motor × 2

Motor driver × 2

[Intranet]

Camera

Computer
OS: Win Xp
CPU: Atom 1.6 [GHz]PIC16F873A

Manipulators Driving wheels

Motion controller

(MCDC3006(3)-S) × 6

Motion controller
(MCDC3006(3)-S) × 6

Touch sensors

Motor × 6 Motor × 2Encoder × 6 Encoder × 2

Headset

“Free” is the state in which the vehicle does not do anything.
“Stop” is the state in which the vehicle does not move.

[Stage 1]

(1) The robot hand grasps the wheelchair push handle to
link the two vehicles. Joints 2, 4, and 6 are allowed to rotate
passively until the ascent of the wheelchair has been com-
pleted. (2) The robot controller stops the robot. The wheelchair
user manipulates the handrims as if to move forward, lifting the
front wheels. (3) As the wheelchair tilt increases, if the location
of the wheelchair’s center of mass shifts behind the contact
point between the back wheels and the ground, the chair exerts
forces on the manipulators, causing passive rotation about Joint
2 (Figure 5 (b)). In this case, the bottom part of the manipulator
upper-arm link comes into contact with the stopper and limits
the extent of the rotation (Figure 5 (b)). Thus, the robot
supports the wheelchair from behind to prevent the wheelchair
from tipping over backward. (4) The robot moves forward and
the wheelchair user manipulates the handrims to adjust the
difference between the speeds of the two vehicles, so that the
front wheels of the wheelchair are placed on the upper level
of the step. After completion of stage 1, the wheelchair user
does not perform any operations until the end of stage 2.

[Stage 2]

(5) The robot continues to move forward while pushing the
wheelchair from behind. (6) The back wheels of the wheelchair
then come into contact with the step. (7) The robot continues
to push on the wheelchair so that the rear wheels of the
wheelchair climb up onto the step. The robot supports the
wheelchair during this process to prevent the wheelchair from
tipping over backward. (8) Once the wheelchair rear wheels
have reached the upper level of the step, the robot stops.
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Figure 8. Step-climbing process of the wheelchair (stages 1, 2).

stage 1

passive(1)

(2)

(3) Joint 2

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

stage 2

Stop

Stop

Stop

Forward

Forward

Forward

Forward

Forward

Forward

Forward

Forward

Stop

Free

Free

Free

Stop

[Stage 3]

(9) After stage 2, the rear wheels of the robot are folded
upward. The sides of the robot are opened, and the two
manipulators are inserted into the stopper (Figure 6 (a)). The
wheelchair user holds the handrims and maintains the position
of the wheelchair. The robot moves forward, the manipulator
forearm link comes into contact with the stopper of the
wheelchair (Figure 6 (a)). (10) The robot continues to push on
the wheelchair and the front wheels of the robot are lifted. (11)
As the robot tilt increases, if the location of the center of mass
of the robot shifts behind the contact point between its middle
wheels and the ground, the robot begins to tip over backward,
but part of the manipulator forearm link comes into contact
with the stopper of the wheelchair and limits the extent of
rotation (Figure 6 (b)). Thus, the wheelchair supports the robot
and prevents it from tipping over backward. (12) The robot
then moves forward and the wheelchair user manipulates the
handrims, thereby adjusting the difference between the speeds
of the two vehicles so that the front wheels of the robot are
placed on the upper level of the step.

[Stage 4]

(13) Both vehicles move forward. (14) The middle wheels
of the robot come into contact with the step. The wheelchair
pulls the robot, and the value of the normal reaction from the
step on the robot middle wheels (driving wheels) is increased.
Consequently, the force of the manipulators prevent the robot
from falling down. The middle wheels of the robot then start to
climb the step. (15) Both vehicles continue to move forward.
(16) The center wheels of the robot are able to climb the step.
Once the robot middle wheels have reached the upper level of
the step, both vehicles are stopped.

Figure 9. Step-climbing process of the robot (stages 3, 4).
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[Stage 5]

(17) The robot hand grasps the wheelchair push handle to
link the two vehicles. The sides of the robot are opened, and
the two manipulators are inserted into the wheelchair stopper
(Figure 6 (a)). Joint 1 is fixed. Joints 2 to 6 are allowed to rotate
passively until the descent of the robot has been completed.
In the robot descending process (stages 5, 6), the front wheels
of the robot are closed and the rear wheels are folded upward.
Both vehicles move backward. (18) After the rear wheel axes
of the robot reach the corner of the step, the robot tilt increases
and the robot begins to tip over backward. However, at this
stage the forearm link comes into contact with the wheelchair
stopper and limits the extent of rotation (Figure 6 (b)). (19)
Thus, the wheelchair supports the robot and prevents it from
tipping over backward. (20) As a result, the middle wheels of
the robot are able to descend the step.

[Stage 6]

(21) Both vehicles continue to move backward. (22) The
wheelchair moves faster than the robot, and thus the wheelchair
front stopper pushes on the manipulator forearm link. The front
wheel axes of the robot reach the corner of the step. (23) The
wheelchair stops, and the robot continues to move. (24) As a
result, the front wheels of the robot are able to descend the
step.

[Stage 7]

(25) In the wheelchair descent process (stages 7, 8), the
front wheels of the robot are opened and the rear wheels are
lowered. The sides of the robot are closed (Figure 3). Joints
2, 4, and 6 are allowed to rotate passively until the descent of
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Figure 10. The step descending process (stages 5, 6).
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Figure 11. The step descending process (stages 7, 8).
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the wheelchair has been completed. (26) As the robot moves
backward, the wheelchair user does not perform any operations
until the end of stage 7, and the wheelchair is pulled by the
robot. The rear wheels of the wheelchair begin to descend
the step. (27) The upper arm pushes against the chest (robot
stopper) to limit the passive rotation about the shoulder axes.

Thus, the robot supports the wheelchair during this process to
prevent the wheelchair from tipping over backward. (28) The
rear wheels of the wheelchair descend the step.

[Stage 8]

(29) Both vehicles continue to move backward. (30) After
the front wheel axes of the wheelchair reach the corner of
the step, the wheelchair user manipulates the handrims as if
to lift the front wheels. (31) The wheelchair user increases
the wheelchair speed with both hands, and the incline of the
wheelchair begin to decrease. (32) As a result, the rear wheels
of the wheelchair are able to descend the step.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The requirements of preventing slippage in stage 1 are
listed below. Figs. 12, 13 show f1x, f2z, ··· , f6z.

(i) µ > | f5x|/ f6z (φ2 +φ4 +φ6 = 0)

(ii) µ > | f1x|/ f2z (φ2 +φ4 +φ6 = 0)

(iii) µ > | f5x|/ f6z (φ2 +φ4 +φ6 = 24.54 [deg])

(iv) µ > | f1x|/ f2z (φ2 +φ4 +φ6 = 24.54 [deg])

(i) and (ii) are the requirements to lift the front wheels of the
wheelchair from the ground (Figure 8 (1)–(2)). (iii) and (iv) are
the requirements to prevent the wheelchair from tipping over
backward (Figure 8 (3)–(4)). Here, 24.54 [deg] is the maximum
incline of the wheelchair when the wheelchair operator climbs
a step, and the height between the lowest point on the front
wheel tread surface and the ground surface below the step is
ht = 0.200 [m] (Figure 12). It was observed that people tend
to raise the front wheels higher than the step they intend to
traverse when actually operating a wheelchair. Thus, ht was
measured for five participants and the results were used when
specifying a maximum tilt angle.

Figure 12 shows the stage 1 state in which the wheelchair
center of mass is forward of the contact point between the
rear wheels and the ground (Figure 8 (1)–(2)). At this time
point, the robot is stopped, the wheelchair is propelled, and the
robot exerts a backward force by pulling on the wheelchair.
Figure 13 shows the state when the tilt of the wheelchair is
increasing, and the wheelchair center of mass is behind the
contact point between the rear wheel and the ground (Figure
8 (3)–(4)). When the situation shown in Figure 12 changes
to that shown in Figure 13, the manipulators rotate passively.
In this procedure, the stoppers limit the amount of passive
rotation about the robot shoulder joint (Figure 5 (b)).

ΣB is the basic coordinate system for the robot, where
contact point B is between the robot middle (driving) wheels
and the ground is the origin (Figure 13). Joints 2 (shoulder),
4 (elbow), and 6 (location where the hands hold the push
handle) are controlled passively. The position vectors for
these joints in system ΣB are expressed as Bp2i = [x2i z2i]

T

(i = 1 ∼ 3), where Bp2 = [x2 z2]
T = [lLB RB + hLB]T , Bp4 =

[x4 z4]
T = [lLB + l2 cosφ2 RB + hLB + l2 sinφ2]

T , and Bp6 =
[x6 z6]

T = [lLB + l2 cosφ2 + l4c cos(φ2 + φ4) RB + hLB +
l2 sinφ2 + l4c sin(φ2 +φ4)]

T (Figure 2).

In the same way, the position vectors for the contact points
between the robot front and rear wheels and the ground are
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Figure 12. The step-climbing system using the wheelchair and the wheeled
robot.
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Figure 13. Step-climbing system using the wheelchair and the wheeled
robot.
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expressed as Bp f wb = [WB f 0]T and BprwB = [−WBr 0]T , re-
spectively. The body of the robot, neglecting the manipulators,
is Link 0 with mass m0. If the centers of mass of the robot body
and each manipulator link (Links 2, 4, and 6) are denoted by
Bpg j = [xg2 j zg2 j]

T (where j = 0–3), then the center of mass
of the entire robot BpGB = [xGB zGB]T is given by BpGB =
(Σ3

j=0mB
2 jpg2 j)/Σ3

j=0m2 j. The driving force vector for the robot
middle wheels is f1 = [ f1x 0]T , and the resistance force from
the ground surface is f2 = [0 f2z]

T . Additionally, the resistance
force at the robot front wheels is f3 = [0 f3z]

T , and that at the
rear wheels is f4 = [0 f4z]

T . The reaction force from the linked
wheelchair is given by fL = [ fl cos(φ2 +φ4) fl sin(φ2 +φ4)]

T .
ΣA for the wheelchair is the coordinate system fixed at the

point of contact between the wheelchair rear wheels and the
ground, A. In ΣA, the wheelchair center of mass is located at
ApGA = [xGA zGA]T = [lr cos(φ2 + φ4 + φ6)− hm sin(φ2 + φ4 +
φ6) lr sin(φ2 +φ4 +φ6)+hm cos(φ2 +φ4 +φ6)+RA]T , and the
push handle location (where it is held by the robot hand) Pc
is Apc = [xc zc]

T = [−lLA cos(φ2 +φ4 +φ6)−hLA sin(φ2 +φ4 +
φ6) − lLA sin(φ2 +φ4 +φ6)+hLA cos(φ2 +φ4 +φ6)+RA]T .

The driving force at the wheelchair rear wheels is f5 =
[ f5x 0]T , and the resistance force felt at the ground surface is
f6 = [0 f6z]

T . Furthermore, the reaction force from the linked

robot is given by f ′

L
= [− fl cos(φ2 +φ4) − fl sin(φ2 +φ4)]

T .

Summing the total forces on the wheelchair exerted by
the ground surface (resistance) and by the linked robot for
fΣA ∈ R2, we find that fΣA = [ f5x − fl cos(φ2 + φ4) f6z −
fl sin(φ2 +φ4)]

T . When the linked vehicles are moving together
in static equilibrium, the equilibrium for both the x and z axes
yields (1), while the equilibrium of moments about the point
of contact between the wheelchair rear wheels and the ground
yields (2). Here, g = [0 −g]T is gravitational acceleration.

fΣA +MAg = 0 (1)
ApGA ×MAg +A pc ×f ′

L
= 0 (2)

We obtain (3) and (4) from (1).

f5x = fl cos(φ2 +φ4) (3)

f6z = MAg+ fl sin(φ2 +φ4) (4)

Then, from (2), we find

fl =
xGAMAg

zc cos(φ2 +φ4)− xc sin(φ2 +φ4)
(5)

Next, from the z-coordinate of Bp6 and Apc, we obtain

hLA =
z6 + lLA sin(φ2 +φ4 +φ6)−RA

cos(φ2 +φ4 +φ6)
(6)

where z6 = RB + hLB + l2 sinφ2 + l4c sin(φ2 + φ4)). When the
robot acts statically in stage 1, (7) holds, and the equilibrium
in the x and z axes gives us

fΣB +MBg = 0 (7)

Here, fΣB ∈R2 is the sum of forces on the robot due to re-
sistance at the ground surface and from the linked wheelchair,
and fΣB = [ f1x + fl cos(φ2 +φ4) Σ4

k=2 fkz + fl sin(φ2 +φ4)]
T .

From (7), we obtain (8) and (9).

f1x = − fl cos(φ2 +φ4) (8)

f2z = MBg− fl sin(φ2 +φ4)− f3z− f4z (9)

During the process of moving over a step, while the
manipulators are pulling the robot wheelchair (Figure 12), the
manipulators and stoppers do not come into contact. By the
equilibrium of moments about the contact point between the
robot driving wheel and the ground during this time, we obtain

BpGB×MBg+Bp2×fL +B p f wB ×f3 +B prwB×f4 = 0 (10)

from which is obtained

xGBMBg− fl{x2 sin(φ2 +φ4)− z2 cos(φ2 +φ4)}
+WBr f4z −WB f f3z = 0 (11)

When the robot is supporting the wheelchair from behind
(Figure 13), passive rotation about Joint 2 (shoulder) is limited
by the stopper. At such times, Link 2 (the upper arm of the
manipulator) can be treated as a part of the robot body and
the equilibrium of moments about the contact point between
the robot driving wheels is represented as

BpGB×MBg+Bp4×fL +B p f wB ×f3 +B prwB×f4 = 0 (12)
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Figure 14. Experiment (Step climbing)
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from which is obtained

xGBMBg− fl{x4 sin(φ2 +φ4)− z4 cos(φ2 +φ4)}

+WBr f4z −WB f f3z = 0 (13)

We obtain f3z and f4z from (10) and (12). In addition,
µ > | f1x|/ f2z or µ > | f5x|/ f6z can be calculated from (3)–(6),
(8), and (9).

V. EXPERIMENT

An experiment was carried out using this system under an
environment of step height 0.12 [m] and friction coefficient
µ = 0.72 (Figure 14). The wheelchair user and robot operator
were both able-bodied adult males. The wheelchair user and
the robot were placed on one floor of the Toyama National
College of Technology, and the robot operator was on another
floor of the same building. The robot operator performed his
task over the intranet while observing the situation via a
camera and communicating with the wheelchair user over a
voice link.

If the wheelchair was too close to the step in stage 1,
the front wheels bumped into the vertical riser of the step.
However, following instructions from the wheelchair user, the
robot controller was able to back up the two linked vehicles
together and re-start the ascent. It was then possible for the
front wheels of the wheelchair to climb the step with ease.

Subsequently, during stage 2, the user never needed to push
the wheels. More specifically, it was possible to lift the chair
onto the upper level of the step by following the procedure
proposed above and using only the forward operation of the
robot. Stages 3 and 4 were then executed.

Stages 5–8 were performed similarly. In these processes,
the wheelchair user twisted his upper body to visually verify
the position of the step behind the wheelchair. It should be
noted that this system is intended for wheelchair users who
can freely move their upper bodies, and one can anticipate

Figure 15. Experiment (Step descending)

stage 5

stage 6
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stage 8

that this movement and posture would be difficult for users
with certain physical limitations.

In the climbing or descending processes, both vehicles
incline in turn. However, because this system only has one
camera installed on the robot, the visual information provided
was limited and the robot operator experienced some difficulty
controlling the robot. Thus, it is clear that the construction
of a system to support the robot operator and the wheelchair
operator based on exterior and perhaps other sensors would be
required in the future.

VI. CONCLUSION

This report describes the tactics of cooperative step climb-
ing and descending for a manual wheelchair using a robot that
imitates the motion of the upper arms of a human pushing
his/her chest against a heavy object to move it. We constructed
the robot system and an experiment was carried out that
incorporated teleoperation of the robot over an intranet. The
effectiveness of the handling method for a heavy object was
demonstrated by using a robot with manipulators driven by
small motors. During the climbing or descending processes,
these vehicles incline in turn. However, because this system
only has one camera installed on the robot, the visual infor-
mation supplied to the robot operator was limited. Thus, it is
clear that the robot operator will need an enhanced support
system that can indicate the distance from the step and show
other situations related to the vehicle. It is also clear that the
construction of a system to support the wheelchair operator
based on exterior and perhaps other sensors would be required
in the future.

Despite the above observation, it is worthwhile to demon-
strate that mobile manipulators, which are driven by the small
motors, are capable of handling a heavy cart (wheelchair)
by the method of pressing the manipulator links against the
vehicles in addition to the robot hands. In the future, we will
verify the force necessary to operate the wheelchair using
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this method and an autonomous control system to assist the
wheelchair user and robot operator will be built.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose three specific scenarios
in order to allow one to analyze the performance of swarm-
intelligence based coordination models for swarm of robots.
The specific scenarios aim to assess some features presented on
swarm robots: (i) contraction and expansion; (ii) self-segregation
and self-aggregation; and (iii) the capacity to change abruptly
the fly direction whenever it is necessary. We also propose a
metric to analyze the cohesion (COE) of the swarm during a
mission. We analyzed a recently proposed model based on the
Particle Swarm Optimization technique designed to coordinate
automatically swarms of robots in terms of Collision (CL) rate
and COE. We performed simulations varying all the parameters
in the three scenarios and we observed that the main problem
is related to collisions when the width of the passageway is not
much more higher than the UAVs collision radius. The proposed
model can assist and support the implementation of a system of
swarm robots.

Keywords—Unmanned Aerial Vehicles; Swarm Robots; Swarm
intelligence; Particle Swarm Optimization; Specific Scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has
grown in the last years. UAVs have been applied to perform
complex and sophisticated tasks, such as for agricultural appli-
cations in order to reduce the agrochemicals [1] or for search
and surveillance operations [2].

Swarm intelligence have appeared in the 1990’s inspired
by swarms of simple creatures, such as ants, bees, birds,
fireflies and fish [3] [4]. In this case, an entity is too simple to
solve complex tasks, but the emergent behavior of the swarm
can tackle such problems. Swarm intelligence algorithms have
been successfully applied for the coordination of mobile
robots [5] [6]. The application of the swarm intelligence
concepts and algorithms to control and/or to coordinate mobile
robots is often called swarm robotics [7] and suggests that the
coordination of multiple robots does not necessarily need to
be performed by means of a multi-agent system.

One of the most used swarm intelligence algorithms is the
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), proposed by Kennedy and
Eberhart in 1995 [4].

Some previous works proposed to tackle the coordination
issues in swarm of robots by means of distributed mod-
els. In 2011, Wang et al. [6] used the PSO to coordinate
multiple robots aiming to perform territorial exploration in
a collaborative manner. Varela et al. [2] used the PSO to
coordinate multiple UAVs equipped with sensors aiming to
find pollutants in the atmosphere. There are other proposals
to tackle some UAVs coordination issues [8] [9], however

these works considered a global positioning systems (GPS).
Considering this, Zhu et al. [10] developed a search algorithm
for swarm robots that does not need necessarily the GPS signal.
Qu and Zhang [11] proposed a fault-tolerant collaborative
algorithm to address the loss of the GPS signal. Shames et
al. [12] proposed a self-localization mechanism for mobile
agents that uses a cooperative strategy. There are other recent
works that aims to contribute in other aspects, such as energy
consumption and errors generated by the sensors [8] [9] [13]
[14] [15] [16].

Meanwhile, the previous works did not investigate their
model effectiveness in specific scenarios. In 2012, La and
Sheng [17] investigated the contraction and expansion ca-
pability of a swarm of robots. They assessed the capability
of the swarm to avoid obstacles, but other required features
were not analyzed, such as (i) self-segregation and self-
aggregation capabilities and (ii) the capacity to change abruptly
the fly direction whenever it is necessary. In 2012, Bentes and
Saotome [18] proposed a dynamic swarm formation based
on artificial potential fields in order to control the swarm
formation and to avoid obstacles when traveling the planned
path. The proposal is interesting, but needs the GPS signal.

In 2012, Pinheiro Silva and Bastos-Filho [5] proposed a
distributed coordination model for swarms of UAVs with local
ad hoc communication based on the PSO. In their model, the
swarm robots present the following objectives: (i) allow the
locomotion through an environment; (ii) avoid obstacles and
collisions; (iii) patrol the entire environment; and (iv) detect
and track targets. They analyzed communication issues and
energy consumption [5], but some practical required features
were not assessed in the proposed model.

In this paper, we propose specific scenarios that allow
one to analyze the following capabilities of the swarm: (i)
contraction and expansion; (ii) segregation and aggregation;
and (iii) abrupt changes of direction. Besides, we assessed an
PSO-based UAV coordination model recently proposed in [5]
in these specific scenarios. We also propose in this paper a
metric to analyze the cohesion of the swarm during a mission.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the
previous swarm based coodination model of UAVs is presented
in Section II; the improvements in the model are presented
in Section III; the simulation results are presented in Section
IV; and some conclusions and future works are presented in
Section V.
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II. PSO-BASED COORDINATION MODEL FOR SWARMS OF
UAVS

The previous PSO-based coordination model proposed in
[5] presents the following features: (i) locomotion mechanism,
in which the UAVs obtain their localization within the en-
vironment, x⃗uav(t). This information can be acquired by a
GPS; (ii) perception mechanism, in which each UAV has a
perception sensor in order to detect targets; (iii) anti-collision
mechanism, in which each UAV has an anti-collision sensor
to avoid obstacles and to ensure a safety locomotion; (iv)
and communication mechanism, in which every UAV owns
a wireless communication device and acts as a routing bridge
in to build a 2-connected ad hoc communication network.

The locomotion mechanism is guided by physical dynam-
ical variables and parameters, such as horizontal acceleration
(⃗a), maximum horizontal acceleration (amax), horizontal speed
(v⃗), and maximum horizontal speed (v). The a⃗ vector is
composed by other vectors: synchronism (⃗asyn); avoiding
collisions (⃗acol); avoiding losing communication (⃗acom); cog-
nitive (⃗acog); and social (⃗asoc).

The Synchronism vector is given by:

a⃗syn = a⃗col + a⃗com, (1)

in which a⃗col and a⃗com are calculated by using the information
provided by the collision and the communication sensors,
respectively.

The Cognitive (related to the UAV) and Social (related to
the UAV neighbor) vectors compose the swarm vector, which
is given by:

a⃗swm = a⃗cog + a⃗soc, (2)

where a⃗cog and a⃗soc are calculated by the PSO algorithm
at each iteration. Since the PSO algorithm needs a fitness
function, we adopted the euclidean distance to the detected
target as the quality metric for the PSO, which is given by:

fitnessuav(t) = |x⃗tar(t) − x⃗uav(t)|, (3)

in which the information about target position, x⃗tar(t), is
provided by the perception sensor.

The resultant acceleration is the sum of the Synchronism
and the Swarm vectors.

Finally, the new UAV resultant velocity is calculated by:

v⃗(t + 1) = v⃗(t) · ω + a⃗(t + 1), (4)

in which v⃗(t+1) is the new speed, v⃗(t) is the current speed
and ω is the inertia factor.

III. IMPROVEMENTS IN THE MODEL

Improvements were made in the previous model to allow
one to assess the effects of specific scenarios in the coordina-
tion of multiple UAVs.

Fig. 1. α angle used to determine the distance from an UAV to an obstacle.

A. Initialization of positions of targets, obstacles and UAVs.

The previous model does not present any mechanisms that
allow the precise initialization of the position of the targets
and UAVs. The positions of the targets and the UAVs were
initialized randomly by a uniform density function related to
all environment area. A mechanism was developed to initialize
the targets in desired pre-defined positions, i.e. the user can
indicate explicitly the position of each target, obstacle and
UAV.

B. Definition of trajectories of the targets

In order to assess the behavior of the swarm of robots in
specific scenario, we included a tool to define the trajectories
of the targets based on the definition of waypoints. This
mechanism guides the targets, which attract the UAVs through
the desired passageway.

C. Obstacles construction improvement

In the previous model, the obstacle were modeled as a
circle with a position (p) and a radius (r). Then, the area of
influence an specific obstacle is a circle centered in p with
radius r. In order to allow the definition of more complex
obstacles, we implemented a new tool. In this new tool, an
obstacle is composed by a set of line segments. The user
provides an initial and a final position and, thereupon, the line
segment is created. The equation for the line segment is given
by:

Ax + By + C = 0 , (5)

in which A and B are the linear coefficients and C is the
independent term.

When the UAV is out of the closest line segment ends, the
distance between UAV and obstacle is given by Eq. (6):

D =
√

(xa − xb)2 + (ya − yb)2, (6)

in which (xa, ya) are the coordinates of closest obstacle to the
UAV and (xb, yb) are the coordinates of the UAV.

When the UAV is within the line segment, the distance
between UAV and obstacle is given by:

D =
|Axo + Byo + C|√

A2 + B2
, (7)

in which (xo, yo) are the UAV coordinates, and A, B and C
are the coefficients and independent term of a line segment
that belongs to the obstacle.

The α angle presented in Fig. 1 distinguishes the two cases
aforementioned. We use Eq. (6) when cos(α) < 0, and Eq. (7),
otherwise.
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Fig. 2. The three specific scenarios: (a) contraction and expansion, (b)
segregation and aggregation and (c) abrupt changes of direction.

D. Cohesion metric

A collision metric (CL) was already implemented in the
previous model in order to measures the collision rate of the
swarm during the mission. The collision metric is given by
Eq. (8):

CL =
1

tmax · uavnum

tmax∑
t=1

uavcrt(t), (8)

where tmax is the maximum number of iterations, uavnum is
the total number of UAVs and uavcrt(t) is the current number
of UAVs at time t.

However, a cohesion metric (COE) is also required to as-
sess the effects of different specific scenarios in the connection
degree of the swarm. Because of this, we propose here a
cohesion metric, which is given by Eq. (9):

COE =
1

tmax · uavnum

tmax∑
t=1

uavcon(t), (9)

where tmax is the maximum number of iterations, uavnum

is the total number of UAVs and uavcon(t) is the number of
2-connected UAVs at time t. This 2-connected requirement
is necessary to guarantee the functionality of the ad-hoc
communication network.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS OF SPECIFIC SCENARIOS

Three specific scenarios were developed in order to assess
important features of the swarm robots coordination model.
Fig. 2 presents the three scenarios. The first scenario (Fig. 2a)
evaluates the contraction and expansion capability of the robot
swarm. The second scenario (Fig. 2b) assess the segregation
and aggregation capability on the robot swarm. The third
scenario (Fig. 2c) assess the capability of the swarm to do
tight turns on their movement.

A. Contraction and expansion results

The Scenario 1 (Fig. 2a) is used to assess the contraction
and expansion swarm capability. C and L represent the length

TABLE I. COHESION AND COLLISION RESULTS FOR SCENARIO 1
WITH v = 5m/s, a = 1, 5m/s2 .

Cohesion Collision
Length 20 m, Width 200 m

Mean 63,20% 62,67%
Standard Deviation 7,06% 7,85%

Length 20 m, Width 400 m
Mean 84,91% 24,67%

Standard Deviation 9,20% 5,07%
Length 20 m, Width 800 m

Mean 99,89% 0,00%
Standard Deviation 0,00% 0,00%

Length 2000 m, Width 200 m
Mean 49,41% 71,00%

Standard Deviation 4,85% 10,29%
Length 2000 m, Width 400 m

Mean 79,12% 25,34%
Standard Deviation 13,75% 5,71%

Length 2000 m, Width 800 m
Mean 99,89% 0,00%

Standard Deviation 0,00% 0,00%

TABLE II. COHESION AND COLLISION RESULTS IN SCENARIO 1 WITH
v = 15m/sanda = 4, 5m/s2 .

Cohesion Collision
Length 20 m, Width 200 m

Mean 63,41% 51,67%
Standard Deviation 6,94% 11,97%

Length 20 m, Width 400 m
Mean 84,13% 20,67%

Standard Deviation 13,06% 8,68%
Length 20 m, Width 800 m

Mean 99,66% 0,00%
Standard Deviation 0,00% 0,00%

Length 2000 m, Width 200 m
Mean 47,35% 72,00%

Standard Deviation 2,54% 12,70%
Length 2000 m, Width 400 m

Mean 77,70% 20,67%
Standard Deviation 15,42% 9,80%

Length 2000 m, Width 800 m
Mean 99,67% 0,00%

Standard Deviation 0,00% 0,00%

and width of the narrowed path, respectively. It is important
to evaluate the swarm behavior in scenarios that require
contraction and expansion because it probably occurs in the
environment during real missions.

We performed analysis in this scenario varying the width
and the length of the path. We used width values equal to
200 m, 400 m and 800 m, and length values equal to 20 m or
2000 m. We also assessed the coordination model performance
in two different situation: maximum velocity and maximum
acceleration equal to 5 m/s and 1,5 m/s2, and 15 m/s and
4,5 m/s2.

Table I and Table II show the mean and standard deviation
values for Collisions (CL) and Cohesion (COE). Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 show the boxplot of CL and COE as a function of
the width and length of the path, for (5m/s, 1, 5m/s2) and
(15m/s, 4, 5m/s2), respectively.

One can observe that the coordination model did not
present a good performance for widths equal 200 m and 400
m. The model presented high values for CL, specially for the
narrower path. As a consequence, the cohesion of the swarm
was affected. On the other hand, the length of the path does
not seem to affect the performance of the model, obtaining
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Fig. 3. Analysis of CL and COE as a function of the width and length of
the path, for the velocity of 5 m/s and aceleration of 1,5 m/s2.
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Fig. 4. Analysis of CL and COE as a function of the width and length of
the path, for the velocity of 15 m/s and aceleration of 4,5 m/s2.

TABLE III. COHESION AND COLLISION RESULTS FOR SCENARIO 2
FOR WIDTH OF THE PATH 200 m.

Cohesion Collision
Length of bifurcation 200 m
Width of bifurcation 200 m

Mean 52,22% 95,00%
Standard deviation 2,20% 6,82%

Length of bifurcation 1000 m
Width of bifurcation 200 m

Mean 51,65% 90,00%
Standard deviation 1,48% 7,43%

Length of bifurcation 200 m
Width of bifurcation 1000 m

Mean 46,59% 99,67%
Standard deviation 0,59% 1,82%

Length of bifurcation 1000 m
Width of bifurcation 1000 m

Mean 48,72% 94,00%
Standard deviation 2,42% 4,99%

TABLE IV. COHESION AND COLLISION RESULTS FOR SCENARIO 2
FOR WIDTH OF THE PATH 400 m.

Cohesion Collision
Length of bifurcation 200 m
Width of bifurcation 200 m

Mean 63,38% 51,33%
Standard deviation 4,77% 6,81%

Length of bifurcation 1000 m
Width of bifurcation 200 m

Mean 68,59% 44,00%
Standard deviation 9,83% 11,01%

Length of bifurcation 200 m
Width of bifurcation 1000 m

Mean 56,10% 76,00%
Standard deviation 2,54% 9,68%

Length of bifurcation 1000 m
Width of bifurcation 1000 m

Mean 52,20% 81,33%
Standard deviation 1,34% 14,56%

fairly similar results for the same width. One can observe that
it did not occur any single collision for width equal to 800 m.

B. Segregation and aggregation results

Scenario 2 (Fig. 2b) was developed to assess the segrega-
tion and aggregation swarm capability. d is the width of the
path, D is the width of the bifurcation and T is the length of
the bifurcation. For this scenario, we analyzed the width and
length of the bifurcation alongside with the width of the path.
We used the values of 20 m and 2000 m for the width and
length of the bifurcation, and 200 m, 400 m and 800 m for
the width of the path.

Table III, Table IV and Table V present the results for COE
and CL for the width of path equal to 200 m, 400 m and 800
m, respectively. The boxplots for COE and CL are shown in
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively.

One can observe that the swarm coordination was impaired
for path width of 200 m. Besides, the presence of a bifurcation
mitigates CL and COE. These effects are more evident when
the bifurcation width increases. One can observe that the
increase on the bifurcation width has more impact on the
swarm coordination than the bifurcation length. It might occur
because the obstacles are not modeled to block communication
signals. This means that a bifurcation width of 200 m is
not enough to break the communication among the two sub-
swarms.
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Fig. 5. Analysis of COE on the scenario 2 for each configuration set.
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Fig. 6. Analysis of CL on the scenario 2 for each configuration set.

TABLE V. COHESION AND COLLISION RESULTS FOR SCENARIO 2 FOR
WIDTH OF THE PATH 800 m.

Cohesion Collision
Length of bifurcation 200 m
Width of bifurcation 200 m

Mean 91,24% 13,33%
Standard deviation 8,31% 6,61%

Length of bifurcation 1000 m
Width of bifurcation 200 m

Mean 89,54% 14,67%
Standard deviation 8,95% 7,30%

Length of bifurcation 200 m
Width of bifurcation 1000 m

Mean 61,88% 57,33%
Standard deviation 2,78% 10,15%

Length of bifurcation 1000 m
Width of bifurcation 1000 m

Mean 59,02% 54,67%
Standard deviation 3,33% 16,13%

TABLE VI. COHESION AND COLLISION RESULTS FOR SCENARIO 3.

COE CL
Angle 90◦, Width 400 m

Mean 17,90% 94,33%
Standard deviation 6,80% 5,04%

Angle 90◦, Width 800 m
Mean 55,31% 29,33%

Standard deviation 21,52% 9,07%
Angle 90◦, Width 1600 m

Mean 92,96% 0,34%
Standard deviation 19,56% 1,86%

Angle 45◦, Width 400 m
Mean 21,12% 71,67%

Standard deviation 12,36% 6,48%
Angle 45◦, Width 800 m

Mean 92,38% 5,33%
Standard deviation 19,94% 5,07%

Angle 45◦, Width 1600 m
Mean 92,81% 0,33%

Standard deviation 21,33% 1,83%

C. Abrupt changes of direction results

The Scenario 3 (Fig. 2c) was developed to assess the swarm
capability to react to tight turns presented along the trajectory.
α angle is the curve inclination and x is the width of each
segment of the path.

We analyzed two curve inclinations: α equal to 45◦ and
90◦. Since we have already observed problems in narrow paths
on previous scenarios, we used widths equal to 400 m, 800 m
and 1600 m.

Table VI presents the results for scenario 3 and the boxplots
for COE and CL are shown in Fig. 7. One can observe that the
results for 45◦ are better than the ones for α = 90◦, specially
for the broader paths. The effects of the curve inclination
could be easily observed comparing the points (45◦, 800) and
(90◦, 800) in Fig. 7.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed specific scenarios in order to
allow one to analyze the performance of swarm-intelligence
distributed based coordination models with local ad hoc
communication for swarm of robots. The specific scenarios
aim to assess some features presented on swarm robots: (i)
contraction and expansion; (ii) segregation and aggregation;
and (iii) abrupt changes of direction. We also propose a
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Fig. 7. Analysis of COE and CL in the scenario 3.

metric to analyze the cohesion of the swarm during a mis-
sion. We analyzed a recently proposed model based on the
Particle Swarm Optimization technique for UAVs coordination
regarding Collision and Cohesion. We observed that the main
problem is related to collisions when the width is not much
more higher than the UAVs collision radius. However, it is
important to reanalyze the aforementioned specific scenarios
in a three-dimensional model. The proposed model, simulation
and prior analysis in this work could assist and support the
implementation of system of swarm robots, aiming to identify,
verify and validate the previously simulated system behavior.

For future work, we intend to: (i) analyze the behavior of
the swarm under different types of scenarios; (ii) improve the
current coordination model by including some collaborative
skills in the UAVs; (iii) include mechanisms to diminish the
energy consumption; (iv) add a health monitoring mechanism
in order to allow UAVs to recharge in long missions; and (v)
implement more realistic fluid dynamics.
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Abstract—This paper presents a novel multi-objective op-
timization algorithm based on Particle Swarm Optimization
(MOPSO-DFR), which uses a global density estimator mechanism
called Diversity Factor (DF) to select the cognitive and the social
leaders. MOPSO-DFR also uses DF to update and to prune the
external archive, whenever it is necessary. We used well known
metrics to evaluate the results generated by our proposal in
seven widely used benchmark functions. We also compared our
approach to other four multi-objective optimization algorithms
called MOPSO-CDR, SMPSO, NSGA-II and SPEA-2. The results
showed that MOPSO-DFR outperforms the other approaches in
most cases.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-objective optimization refers to the simultaneous op-
timization of two or more conflicting objective functions. For
Multi-Objective Optimization Problems (MOPs), it is expected
to obtain a set of trade-off solutions in a single run of an
optimization algorithm. Besides, MOP with multiple decision
variables are often difficult to tackle. Because of this, many
approaches have been recently proposed for solving MOP in
a faster and more efficient way. Meta-heuristics have been
successfully applied to solve MOPs in the last years and most
of the recent interesting approaches are based on evolutionary
computation or swarm intelligence.

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is one of the most
used swarm intelligence algorithms. PSO was proposed by
Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [1] and it was inspired by the
behavior of flocks of birds. In general, PSO is used for solving
single objective optimization problems in hyper-dimensional
spaces with continuous variables. Due to the simplicity and
fast convergence, some approaches based on PSO have been
proposed to tackle MOPs. The first Multi-Objective Particle
Swarm Optimizer (MOPSO) was proposed in 2002 by Coello
Coello et al [2]. Since then, many other MOPSO approaches
have been proposed. All of them propose to change the policy
to select the cognitive and social leaders, that are used to
update the velocity of the particles, and/or to define a criterion
to update the External Archive (EA), which is used to store
the non-dominated solutions obtained along the search process.
Santana et. al [3] presented the MOPSO-CDR and successfully
showed that one can use Crowding distance (CD) to select
the leaders and to update the EA. They also showed that
MOPSO-CDR outperforms some previous approaches, such
as m-DNPSO [4] and CSS-MOPSO [5]. Nebro et. al [6] also

proposed an interesting speed-constrained approach which is
also useful for many-objective optimization.

Although there are many proposals presented in the lit-
erature, the policies to select the leaders and to update the
EA are based on measures that evaluate local features within
the EA, such as CD [3]. Recently, Zhan et al [7] proposed
a global measure to assess the diversity of the whole swarm.
We propose here to use this global measure, renamed in this
paper as Diversity factor (DF), to evaluate the diversity of the
solutions within the EA in order to properly select the leaders
and to update the EA.

This paper is organized as follow. In Section II, we
present some basic concepts on Particle Swarm Optimization
and Multi-Objective Optimization. In Section III, we briefly
describe some approaches for tackling MOPs. We present our
novel MOPSO approach based on the DF in Section IV. In
Sections V, we present the simulation setup and some results in
well known benchmark functions, including a comparison with
MOPSO-CDR, SMPSO and two widely used multi-objective
evolutionary computation optimizers (NSGA-II and SPEA-2).
In Section VI, we give our conclusions and present some future
works.

II. BASIC CONCEPTS

In this section we present basic concepts regarding Particle
Swarm Optimization and Multi-objective optimization.

A. Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a stochastic, bio-
inspired, population-based global optimization technique [1].
The population is called swarm and the individuals are called
particles. Each particle moves within the search space with an
adaptive velocity looking for promising regions. Each particle
i has four main attributes: the current position in the d-
dimensional space ~xi = (xi1, xi2, ..., xid), the best position
found so far in the search process ~pi = (pi1, pi2, ..., pid),
the best position found by its neighborhood so far ~ni =
(ni1, ni2, ..., nid) and the velocity ~vi = (vi1, vi2, ..., vid).
The velocity and the position of every particle are updated
iteratively according to the following equations:

~vi(t+1) = ~vi(t)+c1 ·r1 ·(~pbest− ~xi)+c2 ·r2 ·(~nbest− ~xi), (1)

~xi(t + 1) = ~xi(t) + ~vi(t + 1), (2)
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where i is the label of the particle, c1 and c2 are the cognitive
and the social acceleration coefficients, respectively. r1 and r2

are two random numbers generated by an uniform distribution
in the interval [0, 1].

B. Multi-Objective Optimization

A minimization MOP can be stated as:

minimize ~f(~x) := [f1(~x), f2(~x), ..., fk(~x)] (3)

subject to:
gi(~x) <= 0i = 1, 2, ...,m, (4)

hi(~x) = 0j = 1, 2, ..., p, (5)

where ~x = (x1, x2, ..., xn) ∈ R is the vector on the decision
search space; and gi(~x) and hj(~x) are the constraint functions
of the problem.

The best solutions that solves a MOP are called non-
dominated solutions. The concept of dominance is given by:
given two vectors ~x and ~y, ~x dominates ~y (denoted by ~x ≺ ~y)
if ~x is better than ~y in at least one objective and ~x is not
worse than ~y in any objective. ~x is not dominated if does not
exist another solution ~xi in the current population such that
~xi ≺ ~x. The set of non-dominated solutions in the objective
space found by a particular algorithm trying to solve a MOP
is known as Pareto Front.

In order to measure the quality of the Pareto Front obtained
by the algorithms, several metrics have been proposed. The
following metrics will be used in this paper.

1) Coverage Set (C): is used in order to evaluate the con-
vergence reached by the algorithm [8]. Equation (6) presents
how to calculate C using two different Pareto Fronts A and
B:

C(A, B) =
|{b ∈ B;∃a ∈ A : a � b}|

|B|
, (6)

where |B| represents the amount of solutions belonging to the
Pareto Front B.

If the value C(A, B) = 1, all solutions of B are dominated
by the solutions of A. On the other hand, if C(A, B) = 0, none
of the solutions of B are dominated by A.

2) Spacing (S): is used in order to evaluate the distribution
of the non-dominated solutions within the Pareto Front. S is
calculated according to Equation (7) [9].

S =

√√√√ 1
n − 1

n∑
i=1

(d̄ − di)2, (7)

where di = minj(|f i
1(~x)− f j

1 (~x)|+ |f i
2(~x)− f j

2 (~x)|), i, j =
1, ..., n, d̄ represents the average distance betwen all adjacent
solutions and n is the number of non-dominated solutions.
S = 0 means that all non-dominated are equidistant.

3) Maximum Spread (MS): measures the Euclidian distance
between the two farthest solutions within the Pareto Front. MS
is calculated using Equation (8) [10]:

MS =

√√√√ M∑
m=1

(maxn
i=1f

i
m −minn

i=1f
i
m)2, (8)

where n is the label of the non-dominated solutions and M
is the number of objectives of the problem. High values for
MS means that the Pareto Front covers a significant area of
the objective space.

4) Hypervolume (HV): is defined by the hypervolume in
the objective space covered by the Pareto Front [8]. It is
calculated by summing the area formed by the union of all
hypercubes, where each hypercube is generated by one of the
non-dominated solutions and a reference point in the objective
space.

III. RELATED WORK

This section aims to present a brief review of some related
work.

A. APSO - Adaptive PSO

APSO was proposed by Zhan et al [7] in 2009. APSO
is a variation of the PSO that self-adapts the acceleration
coefficients and the inertia factor depending on the diversity
of the swarm at the current iteration. They proposed to define
an evolutionary state for the swarm based on Evolutionary
Factor. There are four possible states: Convergence, Escape,
Exploration and Exploitation. We used the Evolutionary Factor
to define the Diversity Factor (DF), which is used in our
proposal (MOPSO-DFR).

B. MOPSO-CDR: Multi-objective PSO Using Crowding Dis-
tance and Roulette Wheel

MOPSO-CDR was proposed by Santana et al in 2009 [3].
In MOPSO-CDR, particles select the social leaders by using a
Roulette Wheel based on CD. The strategy used to update the
cognitive leader also uses the dominance criterion and CD
when the current position and the current social leader are
incomparable. A similar mechanism is used to prune the EA.
Non-dominated solutions that present higher CD values, i.e.
particles in less crowded regions, have more chances to be
selected as social leaders.

C. SMPSO: Speed-constrained Multi-objective PSO

SMPSO [6] incorporates a constriction mechanism in order
to limit the maximum velocity of particles and enhance the
search capability of the algorithm. SMPSO also have an
EA, but does not use roulette wheel to select the social
leaders. The cognitive leader is just updated if it dominates the
current position. Moreover, SMPSO uses a speed-constriction
approach proposed originally by Clerk and Kennedy [11] and
bounds the accumulated velocity [6].
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D. NSGA-II - Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II

NSGA-II is a very well known and widely used evolution-
ary algorithm for tackling multi-objective problems proposed
by Deb et al in 2002 [12]. The most important feature of
NSGA-II is that it uses a fast non-dominated sorting mech-
anism and CD for comparing the quality of the solutions.
NSGA-II uses dominance ranking to classify the population
into a number of layers, since NSGA-II does not use an EA.
The truncation of the population for the next generation uses
CD to define which individuals are better within the same
layer.

E. SPEA-2 - Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm

SPEA-2 is a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm pro-
posed by Zitzler et al in 2001 [13]. SPEA2 uses elitism
and EA. The non-dominated solutions in the EA are ranked
according to a strength rule based on dominance. It presents
a good performance since it differentiates the quality of the
solution within the EA.

IV. MOPSO-DFR: MULTI-OBJECTIVE PSO USING
DIVERSITY FACTOR AND ROULETTE WHEEL

In this section we introduce our contribution, which aims to
obtain a better convergence in MOPs. We name our proposal as
Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization using Diversity
Factor and Roulette Wheel (MOPSO-DFR).

We propose here a diversity estimator, called Diversity
Factor (DF). DF is used to select the cognitive and social
leaders, and to update and prune the EA as well. DF is based
on the Evolutionary Factor used in the APSO algorithm [7]. In
order to calculate the DF , one needs to calculate the average
distance from the particle i to the other particles within the
Pareto Front using Equation (9).

di =
1

N − 1

N∑
j=1,j 6=i

√√√√ M∑
k=1

(xk
i − xk

j )2, (9)

where N is the number of the particles of the Pareto Front
and M is the number of objectives of the problem.

After this, one can calculate DF for each particle within
the EA by using Equation (10).

DFi =
di − dmin

dmax − dmin
, (10)

where DFi is the DF of the particle i, di is the average
distance of particle i to the other particles, dmax and dmin are,
respectively, the maximum and minimum average distances.
One can observe that DF is a global estimator of diversity
within the Pareto Front.

A. Cognitive Leader Selection

The cognitive leader selection process is crucial for the
convergence and efficiency of the algorithm. We propose here
a similar strategy to the one used in MOPSO-CDR. In our
approach we use DF , instead of CD. We update ~Pbest if the
current position of the particle dominates ~Pbest. If they are

non-dominated, the selection is performed using the EA. The
two nearest solutions from the current position and ~Pbest are
found in the EA. After this, we check which one presents the
higher DF . If the nearest solution from the current position has
the higher DF value, ~Pbest is updated to the current position,
otherwise ~Pbest remains.

B. Social Leader Selection

The social leader selection mechanism affects the conver-
gence capability and the distribution of the solutions along the
Pareto Front. The MOPSO-DFR algorithm selects the social
leader from the EA using a roulette wheel with the DF of
each particle as the sorting criterion.

C. External Archive Pruning

In each iteration we include all new non-dominated so-
lutions in the EA and remove the solutions that became
dominated. It is common to limit the number of solutions in
the EA. In order to avoid to exceed the maximum number of
solutions in the EA, we sort the solutions according to the
DF value and discard the worst non-dominated.

D. Novel Update Velocity Equation

We proposed to include a fourth term in the equation used
in the MOPSO-CDR [3] to update the velocity of the particles.
The modified equation is given by:

~vi(t + 1) = ~vi(t) + c1 · r1 · (~pbest − ~xi)
+c2 · r2 · (~nbestDF

− ~xi) + c3 · r3 · (~nbestCD
− ~xi),

(11)

where ~nbestDF
is selected based on DF and ~nbestCD

is selected
based on CD as in [3]. c3 is the acceleration coefficient
associated to this new leader, r3 is a random number generated
in the interval [0, 1].

V. SIMULATION SETUP, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Simulation setup

For MOPSO-DFR and MOPSO-CDR, we used a constant
mutation rate equal to 0.5 and the inertia factor linearly
decreasing from 0.4 to 0. For the SMPSO, the acceleration
coefficients are randomly chosen in the interval [1.5, 2.5] and
the mutation rate is equal to 0.166. For NSGA-II and SPEA-2,
we used the crossover rate and the mutation rate equal to 1.0
and 0.05, respectively. We used 100 particles (or individuals)
for all algorithms and the maximum number of non-dominated
solutions in the EA equal to 100. We run 300, 000 fitness
function evaluations.

We used a widely used set of benchmark functions called
DTLZ, which was proposed by Deb et al [14] in 2005. We used
the following functions: DTLZ-1, DTLZ-2, DTLZ-3, DTLZ-4,
DTLZ-5, DTLZ-6 and DTLZ-7.

All tables presented in the paper shows the average value
and the (standard deviation) after 30 trials. The best results are
bolded to facilitate the visualization.
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B. Parametric analysis

Since we are proposing to include a fourth term in the
equation used to update the velocity, it is necessary to perform
a parametric analysis. Thus, we executed simulations using
several different sets of configurations for the acceleration co-
efficients. These configurations for the acceleration coefficients
are shown in Table I. One can observe that we almost do not
vary the values of c1. We decided to not vary it significantly
since the major change in the algorithm regards on the social
leaders selection. For the values of c2 and c3, we considered
the combination of fractions of the original value of c2 used
for the MOPSO-CDR.

TABLE I. ACCELERATION COEFFICIENT CONFIGURATIONS ASSESSED
FOR THE MOPSO-DFR.

c1 c2 c3

MOPSO-DFR-A 1, 49445 1, 49445 1, 49445
MOPSO-DFR-B 1, 49445 1, 49445 0, 0
MOPSO-DFR-C 0, 9963 0, 9963 0, 9963
MOPSO-DFR-D 1, 49445 0, 74722 0, 74722
MOPSO-DFR-E 1, 49445 0, 96966 0, 48483
MOPSO-DFR-F 1, 49445 0, 48483 0, 96966
MOPSO-DFR-G 1, 49445 1, 93932 0, 96966
MOPSO-DFR-H 1, 49445 0, 96966 1, 93932

Table II shows the simulation results for all MOPSO-
DFR configurations for the DTLZ-1 problem. One can observe
that the Coverage for MOPSO-DFR-A outperformed the other
configurations (the results are slightly better when compared
to MOPSO-DFR-G and MOPSO-DFR-H). This means that the
Pareto Front generated by configuration MOPSO-DFR-A dom-
inates the Pareto Fronts obtained by the other configurations.

We also analyzed one case without the CD-based so-
cial leader (MOPSO-DFR-B), i.e. c3 = 0. MOPSO-DFR-B
obtained good results, but MOPSO-DFR-A outperformed it.
Therefore, it indicates that it might be useful to use both CD
and DF in the equation to update the velocity of the particles.

One can also observe that MOPSO-DFR-F achieved a
better S, but MOPSO-DFR-A achieved better results than
MOPSO-DFR-F for MS and HV . MOPSO-DFR-G achieved
a better HV , but MOPSO-DFR-A achieved better results than
MOPSO-DFR-G for S and MS.

We observed for DTLZ-2 and DTLZ-3 functions a similar
behavior when compared to DTLZ-1. Thus, we selected the
MOPSO-DFR-A configuration for further simulations. From
this point, we will call MOPSO-DFR-A as MOPSO-DFR.

C. Comparison with other Multi-objective algorithms

This subsection aims to compare MOPSO-DFR to previous
proposed multi-objective optimizers, MOPSO-CDR, SMPSO,
NSGA-II and SPEA-2. Table III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII and
IX show the results for DTLZ-1, DTLZ-2, DTLZ-3, DTLZ-4,
DTLZ-5, DTLZ-6 and DTLZ-7, respectively, in terms of C,
S, MS and HV .

One can observe that our proposal obtained better results
in terms of C for most cases. For the DTLZ-3, the MOPSO-
CDR achieved slightly better results in terms of coverage when
compared to MOPSO-DFR, but one must observe that the
difference is small when compared to the standard deviation.
For the DTLZ-6, the MOPSO-CDR achieved the best results

TABLE II. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT VERSIONS OF MOPSO-DFR
FOR DTLZ-1 WITH 300,000 FITNESS EVALUATIONS.

Alg. S MS HV C(DFR-A,*) C(*,DFR-A)
MOPSO 7.326 121.205 0.411 - -
DFR-A (2.860) (10.559) (0.104) - -
MOPSO 4.153 63.030 0.425 0.791 0.070
DFR-B (4.115) (45.028) (0.134) (0.104) (0.123)
MOPSO 6.314 79.263 0.512 0.811 0.092
DFR-C (5.411) (46.465) (0.149) (0.266) (0.151)
MOPSO 4.351 64.6481 0.556 0.898 0.042
DFR-D (4.406) (45.310) (0.121) (0.190) (0.091)
MOPSO 4.879 75.744 0.596 0.845 0.074
DFR-E (3.675) (45.903) (0.107) (0.250) (0.150)

MOPSO 4.147 59.542 0.514 0.897 0.045
DFR-F (5.329) (42.085) (0.124) (0.213) (0.122)

MOPSO 8.852 117.67 0.341 0.406 0.321
DFR-G (4.313) (12.874) (0.134) (0.224) (0.234)
MOPSO 8.828 119.67 0.361 0.378 0.370
DFR-H (4.959) (14.010) (0.121) (0.266) (0.247)

TABLE III. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR DTLZ-1 WITH 300.000
FITNESS FUNCTION EVALUATIONS.

Alg. S MS HV C(DFR,*) C(*,DFR)
MOPSO 7,326 121,205 0,411 - -

DFR (2,859) (10,559) (0,105) - -
MOPSO 6,962 91,745 0,458 0,753 0,090

CDR (4,717) (35,343) (0,139) (0,248) (0,151)
SMPSO 0,002 2,0 0,494 1,0 0,0

(0,001) (0,002) (9,1E-05) (0,0) (0,0)
NSGA-II 0,007 2,004 0,494 1,0 0,0

(0,001) (0,004) (3E-04) (0,0) (0,0)
SPEA-2 0,113 3,526 0,533 1,0 0,0

(0,493) (6,870) (0,119) (0,0) (0,0)

in terms of coverage when compared to MOPSO-DFR. Again
for the DTLZ-6, the NSGA-II achieved slightly better results
in terms of coverage when compared to MOPSO-DFR, but one
must observe that the difference is small when compared to
the standard deviation.

It is also important to notice that the MOPSO-DFR did
not achieve the best results for the S, but it achieved the best
results for the MS in most of the cases. This indicates that our
approach is reaching more extreme solutions and converging
for the optimum Pareto simultaneously when compared to the
other algorithms.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposed a novel multi-objective particle
swarm-based optimizer based on a measure of diversity of
the whole swarm. The selection of the cognitive and social
leaders is performed using a new measure called Diversity
Factor (DF ). DF is also used to update and prune the External
Archive (EA), which is used to store the non-dominated
solutions found during the search process so far.

TABLE IV. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR DTLZ-2 WITH 300.000
FITNESS FUNCTION EVALUATIONS.

Alg. S MS HV C(DFR,*) C(*,DFR)
MOPSO 0.041 1.017 0.187 - -

DFR (0.009) (0.005) (0.006) - -
MOPSO 0.001 1.0 0.211 0.961 0.0

CDR (1E-04) (4E-08) (1E-05) (0.037) (0.0)
SMPSO 0.002 1.0 0.210 0.960 0.0

(2E-04) (4E-05) (6E-05) (0.036) (0.0)
NSGA-II 0.007 1.001 0.211 0.953 0.0

(6E-04) (0.005) (0.008) (0.048) (0.0)
SPEA-2 0.003 1.001 0.212 0.953 0.0

(3E-04) (0.001) (0.002) (0.049) (0.0)
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TABLE V. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR DTLZ-3 WITH 300.000
FITNESS FUNCTION EVALUATIONS.

Alg. S MS HV C(DFR,*) C(*,DFR)
MOPSO 42.289 187.997 0.127 - -

DFR (12.110) (10.405) (0.044) - -
MOPSO 33.916 208.675 0.174 0.276 0.451

CDR (22.403) (19.646) (0.067) (0.294) (0.299)
SMPSO 3.793 18.498 0.335 1.0 0.0

(5.758) (26.729) (0.279) (0.0) (0.0)
NSGA-II 0.028 1.489 0.263 1.0 0.0

(0.043) (0.608) (0.112) (0.0) (0.0)
SPEA-2 0.069 1.473 0.298 1.0 0.0

(0.158) (0.590) (0.168) (0.0) (0.0)

TABLE VI. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR DTLZ-4 WITH 300.000
FITNESS FUNCTION EVALUATIONS.

Alg. S MS HV C(DFR,*) C(*,DFR)
MOPSO 0.116 1.020 0.131 - -

DFR (0.031) (0.007) (0.018) - -
MOPSO 0.002 1.0 0.210 0.804 0.0

CDR (3E-04) (2E-07) (2E-04) (0.140) (0.0)
SMPSO 0.0018 1.0 0.211 0.808 0.0

(4E-04) (3E-04) (5E-04) (0.136) (0.0)
NSGA-II 0.0064 0.801 0.169 0.846 0.002

(0.002) (0.40) (0.085) (0.140) (0.010)
SPEA-2 0.0032 0.733 0.170 0.833 0.0

(0.001) (0.442) (0.104) (0.155) (0.0)

TABLE VII. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR DTLZ-5 WITH 300.000
FITNESS FUNCTION EVALUATIONS.

Alg. S MS HV C(DFR,*) C(*,DFR)
MOPSO 0.034 1.026 0.186 - -

DFR (0.008) (0.005) (0.006) - -
MOPSO 0.001 1.008 0.211 0.962 0.0

CDR (2E-04) (3E-08) (2E-05) (0.051) (0.0)
SMPSO 0.002 1.008 0.210 0.961 0.0

(3E-04) (2E-05) (7E-05) (0.053) (0.0)
NSGA-II 0.007 1.009 0.211 0.953 0.0

(6E-04) (0.003) (0.004) (0.064) (0.0)
SPEA-2 0.003 1.009 0.213 0.954 0.0

(3E-04) (0.005) (0.007) (0.065) (0.0)

TABLE VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR DTLZ-6 WITH 300.000
FITNESS FUNCTION EVALUATIONS.

Alg. S MS HV C(DFR,*) C(*,DFR)
MOPSO 0.029 1.012 0.191 - -

DFR (0.008) (0.009) (0.005) - -
MOPSO 0.196 1.638 0.180 0.0 0.993

CDR (0.097) (0.232) (0.056) (0.0) (0.037)
SMPSO 0.001 1.008 0.211 0.843 0.002

(2E-04) (4E-16) (3E-05) (0.064) (0.005)
NSGA-II 0.011 1.040 0.494 0.361 0.406

(0.003) (0.035) (3E-04) (0.350) (0.388)
SPEA-2 0.013 1.086 0.278 0.541 0.205

(0.019) (0.119) (0.103) (0.325) (0.260)

TABLE IX. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR DTLZ-7 WITH 300.000
FITNESS FUNCTION EVALUATIONS.

Alg. S MS HV C(DFR,*) C(*,DFR)
MOPSO 0.018 0.637 0.290 - -

DFR (0.012) (0.045) (0.054) - -
MOPSO 0.001 0.745 0.335 0.458 0.0

CDR (2E-04) (5E-04) (8E-04) (0.103) (0.0)
SMPSO 0.001 0.745 0.334 0.665 0.0

(1E-04) (4E-04) (4E-04) (0.104) (0.0)
NSGAII 0.005 0.745 0.334 0.657 0.0

(5E-04) (0.001) (0.002) (0.106) (0.0)
SPEA2 0.004 0.745 0.334 0.698 0.0

(4E-04) (4E-04) (7E-04) (0.091) (0.0)

Simulation results showed that MOPSO-DFR converged to
Pareto Fronts that dominate Pareto Fronts obtained by well
known multi-objective optimization algorithms in most of the
functions of a widely used set of benchmark functions. The re-
sults shows that our proposal can reach more extreme solutions
while converging for the optimum Pareto simultaneously.

We believe that we achieved better results because the DF
is a global density estimator that helps to properly select the
leaders and to prune the EA.

We did not achieve the best result for the DTLZ-6 function.
Our hypothesis for this case is that MOPSO-DFR converges
too fast to a local optimum and gets trapped at this local
minimum. We intend to analyze in details what happened for
the DTLZ-6 function in order to propose improvements for the
MOPSO-DFR. We believe it can help to improve the spacing
(S) of the non-dominated solutions.
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Abstract—This work presents a new heuristic for fish school 

segregation applied to the Fish School Search algorithm (FSS), 

aiming to serve as a basis for the creation of a new multi-solution 

optimization method for multimodal problems. In this new 

approach, the weight of the fish is used as a population 

segregation element, allowing the heaviest fishes, i.e the most 

successful ones, to swim,i.e. to move in the search space, more 

independently and the lightest ones to be guided by the heaviest 

ones. The obtained results showed that this new approach is able 

to find a good amount of solutions in the search space, 

overcoming the three techniques used for comparison in 6 of 7 

benchmark functions. Moreover, it can be seen that the new 

approach requires less computational effort to obtain excellent 

results. Another advantage of the new approach is that there is 

no need for an addition of operators in the original FSS. Even 

though this new version of multimodal FSS does not have an ideal 

coverage, which causes the return of many “extra” solutions, the 

sole use of the weight of the fishes, i.e. a readily available 

information, as a population segregation operator is an 

economical and good alternative to be considered upon multi-

solution problems. This specially taking into account the 

expediency of the method and that the detected candidate 

solutions are mostly false-positives, which can be more easily 

pruned than the addition of false-negatives. 

Keywords—Heuristic Search; Multi-Solution Optimization; 

Multimodal Problems; Fish School Search. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Optimization tasks are present in many situations where 

information technology is required. Managers, for example, 

must take decisions aiming to maximize the company’s 

income, but there are multiple ways for that to be achieved. 

Racing car teams use their resources in a way which the car 

endures the least damaged possible, and this can be pursued by 

various different ways. These are just simple real life examples 

where multi-model optimization tasks are required. Formally, 

optimization is defined as a system adjustment aiming to obtain 

the best possible output. However, in many cases, a “good” 

result is fair enough [1], not alone, the only possible. 

     Optimization problems can be classified in many different 

ways: according to the number of variables and their types, 

according to the linearity level of the objective function, the 

dynamicity of this function, the existence or not of constraints, 

the number of objective function and, finally, the number of 

optimal solutions. According to the number of optimal 

solutions, optimization problems can be classified as unimodal 

or multimodal. Unimodal problems are characterized as 

problems with only one global optimal solution. Multimodal 

problems are, thus, characterized by the existence of more than 

one global optimal solution, the objective function. 

Considering only minimization cases, multimodal optimization 

problems can be defined as the search process for all the local 

optimum   
  (solutions) in the function   as defined by (1), 

where   is the closest region to   
  and    is an n-dimensional 

real numbered search space [1]. 
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Multimodal problems occur in many different fields, such 

as geophysics, electromagnetism, climatology and logistics [2].  

Optimization algorithms are computational techniques that 

search for solutions for a certain problem, this represented by 

an objective function. Several nature inspired methods have 

been developed in order to tackle the multitude of available 

problems. A successful set of these techniques are known as 

population based algorithms (PBA), due to their characteristics 

of using a group of artificial entities to collectively and in a 

coordinated way perform the search. 

Swarm Intelligence (SI), the most prominent of PBA for 

searching, can be viewed as a system in which the interaction 

between the very simple particles of the population generates 

complex functional patterns [3]. Some of the best known 

algorithms within SI are: Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 

[4], Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [5], Artificial Bee Colony 

(ABC) [6], Bacterial Foraging Algorithm (BFA) [7] and Fish 

School Search (FSS) [8].  

Fish School Search (FSS), which was proposed by Bastos 

et al. [8], is, in its basic version, an unimodal optimization 

algorithm inspired on the collective behavior of fish schools. 

The mechanisms of feeding and coordinated movement, which 

provides protection to every fish within the swarm against 

external predators, were used as inspiration to create the 

collective search mechanism. The main idea is to make the 

fishes (individuals) to swim toward the direction of the positive 

gradient in order to gain weight. Collectively, the heavier fishes 

are more influent in the search process as a whole as the 

barycenter of the school gradually moves towards better places 

in the search space. 

Niching algorithms are a special member of the SI family 

that were developed in order to solve multimodal problems, 

finding multiple solutions at the same time. Some of the 
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existent niching techniques are the CPSO (Craziness PSO) [9], 

Multi_PSOer (Multi_Optimizer PSO) [10], NichePSO [11], 

GSO (Glowworm Swarm Optimization), the latter an SI 

algorithm based on the social behavior of the glowworms [12]. 

Density based Fish School Search (dFSS) is another 

niching algorithm based on the FSS proposed by Madeiro et al. 

[2]. It tackles multimodal problems elegantly using the concept 

of food sharing, rather than single fish foraging. The nearby 

fishes influence and group up around each other along the 

search process, which leads to the splitting of the whole swarm 

into sub-swarms. This makes possible the sought detection of 

multiple solutions. The major problem of that approach is the 

addition of two new operators onto the original FSS and, 

consequently, a substantial additional computational cost to the 

search process. 

The current paper proposes another heuristic for the 

original FSS as an attempt to create a new multimodal version 

of the algorithm, trying to overcome the necessity of additional 

operators. In this new approach, the weight of the fishes 

themselves determine the relations between fishes and 

consequent strength of the mutual influence among each other. 

The rationale is simple yet creative: the higher is the difference 

between the weights of two fishes, the higher is the probability 

of existing a relation between them and the stronger is the 

influence from the heavier onto the lighter. This devised 

mechanism leads to school segregation fulfilling the scope of 

multiple optimization tasks. 

In Section II and Section III, FSS and dFSS Algorithms are 

detailed, respectively. Section IV introduced the new 

segregation method based on the weight of fishes. Section V 

details the experiments whose results are presented in Section 

VI. And in Section VII conclusions and future works are 

presented. 

II. FISH SCHOOL SEARCH 

Fish School Search is inspired by the collective behavior of 

natural fish schools. In nature, many species live in groups, in 

order to increase their chances to survive to external threats 

and also to forage more effectively. In fish schools, the 

individuals work collectively as a single organism but do 

possess some local freedom. This combination accounts for 

fine as well as greater granularities during their search for 

food. 

In FSS, the success of the search process is represented by 

the weight of each fish. In other words, the heavier is an 

individual, the better is its represented solution. The weight of 

the fish is updated throughout the feeding process. A second 

means to encode success in FSS is the radius of the school. 

The mechanism to update this is explained in the following 

subsections together with the other operators. But in advance it 

is noteworthy to mention that by contracting or expanding the 

radius of the school FSS can automatically switches between 

exploitation and exploration, respectively.  The pseudo-code 

of FSS is provided in Fig. 1. Other details such as stopping 

conditions and minor variations to increase performance are 

left out as they are not important here.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Pseudo-code of FSS.  

 

A. Individual Movement Operator 

In the Individual Movement Operator, each fish moves 

randomly and independently, but toward the positive gradient. 

In other words, this operator is executed only if the new 

position is better than the previous one, with regards to the 

objective function. This movement is described by (2), where 

   (   ) is the new value of the dimension   in the position 

vector of the individual  ,    ( ) is the old value,   is a random 

value between 0 and 1 and        ( ) is the step size on time  . 

The new step size is calculated through (3), where            
 

and             
 are the initial and final step sizes and 

           is the maximum number of iterations. 
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B. Feeding Operator 

As mentioned before, the feeding operator is responsible 

for the weight update of all fishes, which is made accordingly 

with the fitness increase obtained after the individual 

movement. This update process is defined by (4), where    , is 

the fitness variation after the Individual Movement of the fish 

 , and     (  ) is the maximum fitness variation in the whole 

population. 
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C. Collective Instinctive Movement Operator 

The Collective Instinctive Movement Operator is the first 

collective movement in the algorithm. A single vector is 

computed as a vectorial average of all individual movements 

and added to the position vector of all fish. This operator is 

defined by (5), where N is the population size,     and 

  (  ) is the position variation and the fitness variation of the 

individual of index   in the Individual Movement. 

P: Fish population; 

while Stopping condition is not met do: 

      for each fish in P do: 

           Run the individual movement; 

     for each fish in P do: 

          Run the feeding process; 

     for each fish in P do: 

          Run the collective instinctive movement; 

     Calculate the fish school’s barycenter; 

     for each fish in P do: 

          Run the collective volitive movement; 

Return the best solution found; 
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D. Collective Volitive Movement Operator 

In this step, the population must contract or expand, using 

as reference the barycenter of the fish school, which is 

calculated according to (6), where   ( ) is the weight of the 

fish   on time  . The total weight of the whole population must 

be calculated in order to decide if the fish school will contract 

or expand. If the total weight increased after the last Individual 

Movement, the school as a whole will contract in order to 

execute a finer search, as it means that the search process has 

been successful. Otherwise, the population will expand, 

meaning that the search process is not qualitatively improving. 

This could be due to a bad region of the search space or the 

school is trapped in a local minimum (hence, it should try to 

scape from it). The contraction and expansion processes are 

defined by (7) and (8), respectively, where 
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III. DENSITY BASED FISH SCHOOL SEARCH 

The dFSS is an FSS based multi-solution optimization 

algorithm for multimodal problems. In it, the food found by 

any fish during the search process is shared among ”peers”. 

Moreover, each fish stores the amount of food given by others. 

Using this information, each fish decides to which ones it will 

be linked in order to establish sub-populations. In dFSS the 

operator resemble FSS, but the collective movements are made 

in a way that the sub-populations explore in parallel many 

different niches [2]. The pseudo-code of dFSS is provided in 

Fig. 2. 

Two operators were added to the ones existing in the 

original FSS in order to create the multimodal version. They 

are: the Memory Operator and the Operator for Partitioning 

the Main Fish School. Some adjustments were made to all the 

already existent operators of the FSS to account for the various 

sub-swarm (and not only one anymore). The operators are 

described next. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Individual Movement 

The Individual Movement mechanism remains almost the 

same, but individual step size update method was changed. It 

is calculated by (9), (10), (11) and (12), where         
( ) is 

the individual step of the fish  ,          is the minimum 

decay rate,              
 and            

 are the final and 

initial max decay rate, respectively,      is the maximum 

number of iterations,     is the number of fishes that lie 

between the fishes   and  , including the fish   and     
 is the 

relative distance between the fishes   and  . In other words, 
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, where   represents any other fish different 

from  . 
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Figure 2. Pseudo-code of dFSS. 
 

The fishes are initialized; 

The fitnesses of the fishes are calculated; 

The distances between the fishes are calculated; 

while Stopping criteria is not met: 

     for each Fish in the population do: 

          Run the Individual Movement; 

          if The fish’s fitness increased then: 

               for each Fish in the population do: 

                    Run the feeding operator; 

                    Update the fish’s weight; 

                    Run the memory operator; 

     for each Fish in the population do: 

          Run the Collective Instinctive Movement; 

          Determine the most influent fish for the given fish; 

     Run the division of the main population process; 

     for each Generated sub-population do: 

          Calculate the barycenter; 

     for each Fish in the population do: 

          Update the Individual Movement step size; 

          Run the Volitive Collective Movement of the fish; 

     Calculate the fitness for each fish in the population; 

     Calculate the distances between the fishes; 

     Update the value of the variable         ( ); 

Returns the best individual of each sub-population formed 

in the last iteration as the solutions located by the 

algorithm; 
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B. Feeding Operator 

In the dFSS, the fishes share their food. The amount of 

food shared by the fish   to the fish   is defined by (13), which 

is very similar to (12). 
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C. Memory Operator (new to original FSS) 

The memory for all fishes has the role of storing with 

which ones they have shared more food in the past. For fish  , 
the bigger is the amount of food     shared by the fish  , the 

bigger is the influence of   upon  . The memory of an 

individual   is represented by a vector    
{             } , where   is the number of fishes in the 

population. In (14), the food sharing process is defined, where 

       . 
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D. Collective Instinctive Movement 

In the Collective Instinctive Movement of the original 

FSS, all the fishes move to the same direction. In the dFSS, 

each fish calculates its own direction according to the most 

influential fishes within its own sub-swarm (the fishes 

connected to it), as described by (15). 
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E. Operator for Partitioning the School (new to original FSS) 

This operator is responsible for the partitioning of the main 

fish school into smaller ones. A fish   is part of the same fish 

school of the fish   if and only if   is the most influent fish for 

  or   is the most influent one for  . Moreover, if   is part of the 

same fish school of  , the contrary is also true. 

Before starting with the operator, there must be a reference 

for each individual in the fish school, because this operator 

includes removing operations. The process of definition of 

sub-populations begins with the random choice of a fish   from 

the fish school. The selected fish must be removed. Then, the 

fishes which will be in the same fish school as the fish   must 

be defined and a link between them and   must be created. 

After this, these fishes must be also removed. The same 

process must happen for the fishes that had been just removed: 

the fishes that must be in the same fish school of a given 

removed fish must be removed as well and a link between 

them must be created. When there is no fish that can be in the 

same fish school as a given fish, a new fish must be randomly 

chosen among all the fishes that is still in the main fish school, 

so that the process can start again. This procedure must be 

executed until the main fish school is empty.  

 

F. Collective Volitive Movement 

This operator has the role to drive the produced fish 

schools to the found niches. Differently from the original FSS, 

in the dFSS, the volitive movement occurs inside each fish 

school. This movement is defined by (16), where 

        ( ) is defined by (11) and    ( ) is the barycenter 

of the fish school of which the fish   is part. 
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IV. USING THE WEIGHT OF THE FISH AS A SEGREGATION 

ELEMENT 

In this paper, we propose a new approach for a multi-

solution optimization version of multimodal problems for the 

FSS algorithm as an alternative for the dFSS. A new operator 

is included in the original algorithm, in addition to some 

changes in the already existent operators that were needed.  

The main flow of this new approach is the same as in the 

FSS, except for the addition of the new operator right before 

the Individual Movement. This new operator is responsible for 

defining the links between the fishes, which defines the 

“guide-guided” relationship. This relationship defines a 

dependency relationship between the fishes which is directly 

proportional to the difference between the weights of the 

fishes. The bigger is this difference, the bigger is the 

dependency from the lighter to the heavier one. From these 

relationships, a desirable and fair independent behavior of the 

heaviest fishes in the main fish school emerges. The heavier is 

a fish relatively to the others, the more independent it is. The 

lighter is the fish, the more dependent it is as it is 

understandable, given that its light weight suggests lack of 

success.  

In the next sections, the new approach is described. It is 

important to point out that the individual movement and the 

feeding operator have not suffered any changes, hence no 

explanation for them are needed (again). 

 

A. “Guide-Guided” Relationship Links Definition Operator 

As mentioned before, this operator has the role of defining 

links between fishes. These links define “guide-guided” 

relationships. Fishes which are linked to each other are called 

partners. In this relationship, the lighter fish is guided by the 

heavier one. 

In (17),   ( ) and   ( ) are the weight of the fishes   and 

 , respectively and    and    are the number of fishes already 

linked to the fishes   and  , respectively, right before the 

probability calculation. 

    ( )  
  ( )

  ( )    
  (17) 
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In this operator, each fish, chosen in a random sequence, 

must be compared with all the other individuals and the links 

between them must be created or not. The pseudo-code of the 

new operator is provided in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Pseudo-code of the new guide-guided operator. 

 

The variables    and    were included to avoid the 

monopolization of too-heavy fishes. The semantics for that is: 

the greater is the number of connections of a fish, the lower is 

the probability of creating a new link. This mechanism was 

created in order to make the search process execute wider 

searches in the given search space. 

Considering a fix indexation of the array of individuals in 

the main fish school, if the choice of fishes for link formation 

was made sequentially, the fishes with lower index would 

have a higher probability of being chosen, because, in the 

beginning, there is almost no links between the give fish and 

the other ones. Moreover, the first fishes in the queue to 

choose partners would have more chances create links, since 

there is almost no links between the fishes in the main fish 

school. In order to obtain a fair link formation process 

between fishes, the process of choosing fishes to find new 

partners is made randomly, as occurs with the choice of fishes 

to decide if the link between the given fish and the chosen fish 

must be created. In this way, any dependency of the indexation 

of the fishes within the array of individuals is completely 

avoided. 

 

B. Collective Instinctive Movement 

In this operator, the algorithm inherited the basic rationale 

from the same operator in the FSS. The difference in the new 

approach is that a given fish must calculate its own movement 

vector based only on its guiders and itself. The operator is 

defined by (18), where   is the index of the guiders of   and 

    is the number of guiders of  . 
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C. Collective Volitive Movement 

The Collective Volitive Movement also inherited the 

basics from the FSS algorithm. However, each fish must 

calculate its own reference point to work as the barycenter of 

the original FSS. These personal reference points are 

calculated using solely the partners of each fish. The 

barycenter calculation is described by (19), where   is the 

index of the partners of   and        is the number of partners 

of  . The mechanism of expansion and contraction is the same 

as the FSS. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTS DESCRIPTION 

Three multi-solution optimization algorithms were used for 

comparison purposes: NichePSO, GSO and dFSS. We will 

refer to the approach proposed in this paper as thisFSS. The 

parameters setup is described in Table I. 

    Four metrics were used to evaluate and compare the 

performance of thisFSS with the other algorithms: (i) the 

number of solutions found by the algorithm; (ii) configuration 

with the lowest computational cost able to find 95% of the 

correct solutions or more; (iii) amount of solutions returned by 

the algorithm; and (iv) amount of solutions returned by the 

algorithm that is not part of the objective function’s solution 

set. However, in the last two metrics, the algorithm GSO was 

not used for comparison. 

Seven objective functions were used for benchmarking. 

These functions are detailed in [2], including their domains 

and number of peaks (correct solutions). Notice that here they 

are numbered differently: Equal Peaks A as F1; Equal Peaks B 

as F2; Griewank as F3; Himmelblau as F4; Peaks as F5; 

Random peaks as F6; Rastrigin as F7. It is important to 

highlight that these functions were not taken from real-world 

scenarios 

The performance of the algorithms was analyzed varying 

the size of the population and the number of iterations. The 

values used for the population size are defined depending on 

the objective function. They are defined on Table II. The 

values for the number of iterations are the same for all the 

functions: 50,100,150,..,500. However, for the dFSS and  

thisFSS, just the half of each value is used: 25,50,75,..,250. 

This is due to the double call of the fitness function per 

iteration made by the FSS, what was inherited by both 

versions. This way, it is possible to make fair comparisons. 30 

simulations for each algorithm (for each objective function) 

were made for each possible combination between population 

size and number of iterations. The average value of each 

metric for each combination is calculated. 

It is important to define what is considered as a returned 

solution. For thisFSS, the best individual of a fish school is 

one solution. However, in the end of the last iteration, a 

different method for defining links between fishes is used. 

According to this method, two fishes must be linked if the 

S: Set of fishes from the main fish school; 

T: Temporary set of fishes from the main fish school; 

Removes every old links between the fishes; 

while S is not empty do: 

     Choose randomly a fish   in S and remove it from this 

set; 

     Restart T with all the fishes from the population; 

     while T is not empty do: 

          Choose randomly a fish   from T and remove the 

individual from this set; 

          if   is different from   then: 

               if    ( ) , which is calculated through (17), is 

bigger or equal to a random value generated in the 

interval [0,1] and there is not any  already created link 

between   and   then: 

                      becomes partner of  , where   guides  ; 
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distance between them is lower than 0.01. This value was 

defined empirically. 

TABLE I.  PARAMETERS SETUP 

Algorithm Parameters 

NichePSO 

C1 C2         

1.2 1.2 
Linear decreasing 
from 0.7 to 0.2. 

10-4 10-2 0.1 

GSO 
              

0.4 0,6 0.08 5 0.03 5 

dFSS 
                                

              
 

0.3 0,05 0.999 0.99 0.95 

thisFSS 

                

Linear decreasing from 

0.4 to 0. 
Linear decreasing from 0.025 to 0. 

TABLE II.  VALUES FOR THE POPULATION SIZE 

Functions Values 

Equal Peaks A, Equal Peaks B, 

Himmelblau, Peaks and Random 

Peaks. 

5, 10, 15, .., 200, 210, 220, .., 350 

Griewank 
5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, .., 

1300, 1400 

Rastrigin 
5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, .., 

1000 

 

Among the returned solutions, it must be defined which 

ones correspond to the correct solutions of the objective 

function. One solution  ⃗  was successfully found if the 

normalized distance between the solution returned by the 

function and  ⃗  is lower than 0.005. Moreover, a solution 

returned by the algorithm of which distance to the closest 

solution of the objective function is higher than 0.01 is 

considered as a wrong solution. (20) and (21) explains the 

normalized distance calculation between the points    and   , 

where   is the number of dimensions of the objective 

function. 
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In Table III, the superiority of thisFSS in comparison with 

the other algorithms can be noticed in five out of seven 

objective functions. In Random Peaks, none of the methods 

were able to find 95% of the correct solutions or more in none 

of the combinations between the values for population size 

and the values for the number of iterations. For this function, 

the comparison results can be analyzed in Table IV. As it can 

be noticed, thisFSS overcame all other algorithms in every 

interval defined in the first column. 

In Table V, the configuration of the lowest computational 

cost which is able to find 95% of the correct solutions or more 

for each algorithm in each objective function is shown. 

Contents of each cell in this table are represented as x/y(z); ‘x’ 

is the number of calls to the fitness function; ‘y’ is the 

population size and ‘z’=√     . In other words, ‘z’ is the 

Euclidian distance between a given configuration represented 

as a bi-dimensional vector [x,y] and the theoretical 

configuration with the lowest cost possible, [0,0]. Obviously, a 

configuration with 0 calls to the fitness function and 0 

individuals is not feasible. According to this table, thisFSS 

was able to find 95% of the correct solutions or more with less 

computational effort in five out of the six functions used for 

comparison. 

Regarding to the absolute value of the difference between 

the number of solutions returned by the algorithm and the 

number of solutions of the objective functions (Table VI and 

Table VII), thisFSS obtained lower values than the NichePSO 

in six out of seven functions, but in all the functions obtained a 

higher value than the dFSS algorithm. Moreover, regarding to 

the percentage of wrong solutions relative to the total amount 

of solutions returned by the algorithms, thisFSS overcame the 

NichePSO in five out of seven functions and lost for the dFSS 

in all the functions. 

TABLE III.  PERCENTAGE OF CONFIGURATIONS THAT ARE ABLE TO FIND 

95% OF THE CORRECT SOLUTIONS. 

Objective 

Function 

NichePSO GSO dFSS thisFSS 

Equal Peaks A 68.18% 72.55% 74% 82.18% 

Equal Peaks B 34.55% 52% 64.55% 82.18% 

Griewank 0.67% 9.33% 34.67% 50% 

Himmelblau 80.09% 73.09% 86.91% 88.36% 

Peaks 82.73% 78.18% 83.45% 82.54% 

Random Peaks 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Rastrigin 0% 0% 23.48% 56.52% 

TABLE IV.  PERCENTAGE OF CONFIGURATIONS THAT ARE ABLE TO FIND 

THE NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS OF THE FUNCTION RANDOM PEAKS DEFINED IN 

THE FIRST COLUMN. 

Number of 

Solutions 
NichePSO GSO dFSS thisFSS 

>=7.6 0% 0.18% 0.18% 3.09% 

>=6.65 and 
<7.6 

7.6 31.82% 16.36% 38.55% 

>=5.7 and 

<6.65 
6.65 42% 32.91% 38.82% 

Total>=5.7 73.82% 49.45% 77.55% 91.63% 

TABLE V.  CONFIGURATION WITH THE LOWEST COST ABLE TO FIND 95% 

OF THE CORRECT SOLUTION OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS OR MORE. 

Objective 

Function 
NichePSO GSO dFSS thisFSS 

Equal 

Peaks A 

100/95 

(137.93) 

100/80 

(128.06) 

100/130 

(164.01) 
100/40 

(107.70) 

Equal 
Peaks B 

100/210 
(232.59) 

150/125 
(195.25) 

150/110 
(186.01) 

100/50 

(111.80) 

Griewank 
100/1400 

(1403.57) 

150/1150 

(1202.08) 

400/600 

(721.11) 
150/550 

(570.09) 

Himmelbl
au 

100/60 
(116.62) 

100/110 
(148.66) 

100/75 
(125) 

100/45 

(109.66) 

Peaks 
50/70 

(86.02) 

100/80 

(128.06) 

100/90 

(134.53) 

100/25 

(103.08) 

Random 
Peaks 

- - - - 

Rastrigin - - 
400/500 

(640.31) 
150/400 

(427.2) 

These results show that the thisFSS is able to find more 

correct solutions than the other ones in almost all the objective 
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functions used as benchmark, but is not able to satisfactorily 

attract the individuals of the population to the peaks that 

represent these solutions without decreasing the number of 

correct solutions found. This leads to a big amount of different 

returned solutions and a high percentage of false-positive 

solutions. Even though the results of thisFSS are much better 

than the results of the NichePSO and GSO; comparing to 

dFSS using the last two metrics, thisFSS did not obtain good 

results, although in the first two metrics, the new approach 

overcame the first one in six out of seven functions.Some 

attempts to speed up the convergence of the fish schools in the 

peaks of the search space without losing the number of correct 

solutions were made, such as the addition of memory for the 

links of each fish, instead of removing every link in the 

beginning of each iteration, but the results did not improve as 

expected. Moreover, different probability functions for 

creation of links between fishes were tested, but, still, the 

results did not improve and, in some cases, worsened. So, the 

results showed in this paper were the best ones found so far. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we proposed the sole use of FSS fish weight 

as the segregation factor for producing a new multimodal 

version of the original algorithm. The obtained results showed 

that the new approach is able to find a bigger amount of 

correct solutions in most of the functions, when compared to 

the NichePSO, GSO and even dFSS. However, the technique 

also returns false-positives which is a disadvantage if 

compared to the dFSS. However, the proposed version here 

does require only one economical operator on top of FSS (and 

not two as in dFSS). This is a highlight, as computing 

resources can be a problem in high dimensional problems .  

TABLE VI.  ABSOLUTE VALUE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE 

NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS FOUND BY THE ALGORITHM AND THE NUMBER OF 

SOLUTIONS OF THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS. 

Objective 

Function 
NichePSO dFSS thisFSS 

Equal Peaks A 45.73 0.29 16.5 

Equal Peaks B 42.42 0.31 28.3 

Griewank 109.38 28.82 138.3 

Himmelblau 54.52 0.59 37 

Peaks 59.05 3.31 29.2 

Random Peaks 51.64 1.87 25.7 

Rastrigin 70.66 25.74 53.5 

TABLE VII.  PERCENTAGE OF WRONG SOLUTIONS RELATIVE TO THE TOTAL 

AMOUNT OF SOLUTIONS RETURNED BY THE ALGORITHMS IN EACH OBJECTIVE 

FUNCTION (FALSE-POSITIVES). 

Objective 

Function 
NichePSO dFSS thisFSS 

Equal Peaks A 86.27% 4.94% 27.77% 

Equal Peaks B 82.71% 13.65% 48.39% 

Griewank 2.68% 0.81% 36.29% 

Himmelblau 98.51% 16.34% 77.56% 

Peaks 97.50% 55.47% 87.81% 

Random Peaks 95.07% 19% 65.83% 

Rastrigin 3.86% 1.09% 24.30% 

From all presented results, it is possible to conclude that the 

use of the weight of the fishes is indeed a good alternative to 

the concept of density used in the dFSS, but one needs to 

consider the trade-offs in both ways. Another advantage of the 

algorithm proposed here when compared to the dFSS is that in 

the latter, a shared memory was added to all fishes in order to 

make it possible the definition of relations between them. This 

is no longer necessary here because the weights are already 

existent in all fishes of the original FSS. And they are used to 

define these links, what makes the new approach simpler than 

the first one. Moreover, the calculation of food sharing in 

dFSS uses topological information, such as the calculation of 

Euclidian distances, what makes it highly sensitive to 

dimensional explosion , i.e. high dimensional problems. And 

this does not happen at all in the new approach since the 

weight is independent of the number of dimensions of the 

objective function. 

As future work, different mechanisms will be tested in 

order to reduce the number of returned false-positives. The 

new approach will also be tested for a higher number of 

dimensions.  Moreover, a computational cost evaluation will 

be performed. 
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Abstract— String search algorithms are found within the 

internal structure of most Information Retrieval Systems in 

military applications, aircraft software, medical applications, 

and commercial applications. Like any software, different 

errors may occur during the implementation of string search 

algorithms. Because of the wide range of applications that use 

string search algorithms, the consequences of these 

programming errors may be disastrous or fatal. This paper 

presents an intelligent assertions placement scheme for string 

search algorithms with the objective to enhance the testability 

of these algorithms during their testing phase. Instead of 

placing assertions randomly or after each statement of the 

program, our proposed method inserts assertions intelligently 

in a set of selected locations of the string search algorithm that 

are considered to be error prone or essential to the correctness 

of the program. The results of a small case study show that 

applying the proposed method may significantly increases the 

chances of detaching programming errors associated with 

string search algorithms that may go undetected using only 

traditional black-box and white-box testing methods. 

Keywords-assertions placement; string search algorithms; 

assertion-based software testing; software testing 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

String search algorithms are found within the internal 
structure of most Information Retrieval Systems in military 
applications, aircraft software, medical applications, and 
commercial applications.  The main function of a string 
search algorithm is to identify all instances of a give pattern 
p with size m characters that may exist in a text t with size n 
characters, such that m<<n [1]. Like any software, different 
errors may occur during the implementation of string search 
algorithms. Because of the wide range of applications that 
use string search algorithms, the consequences of these 
programming errors may be disastrous or fatal. For example, 
if a medical information retrieval system fails to return the 
exact prescribed medicine, this action may jeopardize the 
patient's life. Also, if a military missile control system fails 
to retrieve the target’s exact coordinates, the results could be 
disastrous [2]. Therefore, the correctness of the 
implementation of any string search algorithm is crucial. 

Software correctness may be improved by applying 
thorough and rigorous software testing methods [16]. 
Program assertions are recognized as a supporting aid in 
detecting faults during software testing, debugging and 

maintenance [17-22]. Also, assertions have been shown to 
increase software testability [23-25]. Therefore, assertions 
may be inserted into software code in those positions that are 
considered to be error prone or have the potential to lead to 
software crash or failure. 

Most string search algorithms, e.g., [3-15], share a 
common programming internal structure which may make 
them susceptible to the same type of errors during their 
implementations. For example, most string search algorithms 
are composed of two main parts: checking and skipping. 
These two major parts are considered the heart of any string 
matching algorithm where they involve the dealings and 
manipulations of certain elements. Some of these elements 
are the starting point of checking, the direction of checking, 
the skipping strategy, the number of static or dynamic 
reference characters, and different shift distances. For 
example, a common programming error that may occur 
during the implementation of a sting search algorithm it that 
the shift distance might become zero. Also, it is possible that 
the number of occurrences of the pattern p in text t found by 
the algorithm might be less than or greater than the actual 
occurrences of p in t. Therefore, the placement of 
programming assertions in the proper locations within string 
search algorithms may enhance the testability of these 
programs and leads to the detection of programming faults 
during the testing stage. It should be noted that the use of 
assertions for testing purpose should only be used as a 
complementary and an extra step after traditional testing 
methods such as black-box and white-box testing methods 
[3] have been applied to the software. 

This paper presents an intelligent assertions placement 
scheme for string search algorithms with the objective to 
enhance the testability of these algorithms during their 
testing phase. Instead of placing assertions randomly or after 
each statement of the program, our proposed method inserts 
assertions intelligently in a set of selected locations of the 
string search algorithm that are considered to be error prone 
or essential to the correctness of the program. The results of 
a small case study show that applying the proposed method 
may increases the chances of detaching programming errors 
associated with string search algorithms that may go 
undetected using only traditional black-box and white-box 
testing methods. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sections II 
and III provide a brief introduction to assertions-based 
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software testing and string search algorithms, respectively. 
Our proposed method for assertions placement in string 
search algorithms is presented in Section IV. In Section V, a 
case study is presented. Conclusions are presented in Section 
VI. 

II. ASSERTION-BASED SOFTWARE TESTING 

Software testing is a very labor intensive task and cannot 
by any means guarantees the correctness of any software or 
that the software is error-free. However, rigorous software 
testing may increase the confidence in the software under 
test. There are two main approaches to software testing: 
Black-box and White-box [3]. Test data generation is the 
process of finding program input data that satisfies a given 
criteria, e.g., [30, 31]. Test generators that support black-box 
testing create test cases by using a set of rules and 
procedures; the most popular methods include equivalence 
class partitioning, boundary value analysis, cause-effect 
graphing. White-box testing is supported by coverage 
analyzers that assess the coverage of test cases with respect 
to executed statements, branches, paths, etc. Programmers 
usually start by testing their software using black-box 
methods against a given specification. By their nature black-
box testing methods might not lead to the execution of all 
parts of the code. Therefore, this method may not uncover all 
faults in the program. To increase the possibility of 
uncovering program faults, white-box testing is then used to 
ensure that an acceptable coverage has been reached, e.g., 
branch coverage. 

Program assertions are recognized as a supporting aid in 
revealing faults during software testing, debugging and 
maintenance [17-22]. Also, assertions have been shown to 
increase software testability [23-25] An Assertion specifies a 
constraint that applies to some state of computation. The 
state of an assertion is represented by two possible values: 
true or false. For example, assert(0<index<=100), is an 
assertion that constraints the values of some variable “index” 
to be in the range of 1 and 100 inclusive. As long as the 
values of “index” is within the allowed range the state of this 
assertion is true. Any other values beyond this range, 
however, will cause the state of this assertion to become 
false which indicates the violation of this assertion.  Many 
programming languages support assertions by default, e.g., 
Java and Perl. For languages without built-in support, 
assertions can be added in the form of annotated statements. 
For example, [18] presents assertions as commented 
statements that are pre-processed and converted into Pascal 
code before compilation. Many types of assertions can easily 
be generated automatically such as boundary checks, 
division by zero, null pointers, variable overflow/underflow, 
etc. Beyond simple assertions that can easily be generated 
automatically, a method to generate more complex assertions 
for Pascal programs is presented in [18]. For this reason and 
to enhance their confidence in their software, programmers 
may be encouraged to write more programs with assertions. 
It should be noted, however, that writing the proper type of 
assertions and choosing the proper locations to inject them 
into the software is very important to the effectiveness of this 
methodology. Inserting assertions after every statement of 

the program is an extreme case scenario which can makes 
the whole process of assertions processing very costly and 
prohibitive [28]. Therefore is its imperative to devise a 
scheme for assertion’s placement within the software under 
test such that assertions are only inserted in selected location 
within the program’s code. Assertion-Based software testing 
[18, 19, 21], has been shown to be effective in detecting 
program faults as compared to traditional black-box and 
white-box software testing methods. Given an assertion A, 
the goal of Assertion-Based testing is to identify program 
input for which A will be violated. The main aim of 
Assertion-Based Testing is to increase the developer 
confidence in the software under test. Assertion-Based 
Testing is intended to be used as an extra and complimentary 
step after all traditional testing methods have been performed 
to the software. Assertion-Based Testing gives the tester the 
chance to think deeply about the software under test and to 
locate positions in the software that are very important with 
regard to the functionality of the software. After locating 
those important locations, assertions are added to guard 
against possible errors with regard to the functionality 
performed in these locations. 

The process of writhing program assertions may depend 
heavily on the tester’s experience and knowledge of the 
program under test. To aid in this process a simple tool may 
be used to automatically generate assertions in certain 
locations of the program, which guard against errors, such as 
division by zero, array boundary violations, uninitialized 
variables, stack overflow, null pointer assignment, pointer 
out of range, out of memory (heap overflow), and integer / 
float underflow and overflow [18]. However, there are 
application-specific locations in the program itself that may 
need to be guarded by assertions depending on the 
importance of these locations to the correctness of the 
application. For example, in string search algorithms, 
computing the location of the pattern in the input string and 
index manipulation during the checking and skipping process 
are very important to the correctness of these algorithms. 

III. STRING SEARCH ALGORITHMS 

The problem of string searching may be stated as 
follows. Given a text string t of size n and a pattern string p 
of size m (where n >> m), find all occurrences of p in t [1]. 
During our investigation of string matching algorithms, we 
noticed that most of the proposed algorithms are usually 
compared against classical exact string searching algorithm 
such as Naïve (brute force) algorithm and Boyer-Moore-
Horsepool (BMH) algorithm [5]. Some of these algorithms 
preprocess both the text and the pattern, e.g., [3], while 
others need only to preprocess the pattern, e.g., [4, 5]. In all 
cases, the exact string searching problem consists of two 
major steps: checking and skipping.  The checking step itself 
consists of two main stages. In the first stage main objective 
is to search along the text for a reasonable candidate string, 
while the second stage goal is to perform a detailed 
comparison of the candidate string, found in the first stage, 
against the pattern to verify the potential match. Some 
characters of the candidate string must be selected carefully 
in order to avoid the problem of repeated examination of 
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each character of text when patterns are partially matched. 
Intuitively, the fewer the number of character comparisons in 
the checking step the better the algorithm is. 

Different string search algorithms may differ in the way 
they implement the checking process, e.g., [4, 5]. After the 
checking step, the skipping step shifts the pattern to the right 
to determine the next position in the text where the substring 
text can possibly match with the pattern. The reference 
character is a character in the text chosen as the basis for the 
shift according to the shift table. Some string search 
algorithms may use one or two reference characters and the 
references might be static or dynamic [18, 19]. Additionally, 
some algorithms focus on the performance of the checking 
operation while others focus on the performance of the 
skipping operation [10]. The shift distance used may differ 
from one string search algorithm to another; it ranges from 
only one position in the Naïve algorithm, up to m positions 
in Boyer-Moore-Horspool algorithm [5], m+1 positions in 
Raita's algorithm [4], and up to 3m+1 positions in CSA 
algorithm [11]. The following text provides a detailed 
description of the CSA sting search algorithm as reported in 
[11]. 

A. Checking and Skipping Algorithm (CSA) 

A string search algorithm is a succession of checking and 
skipping, where the aim of a good algorithm is to minimize 
the work done during each checking and to maximize the 
length distance during the skipping.  Most of the string 
matching algorithms preprocess the pattern before the search 
phase to help the algorithm to maximize the length of the 
skips, the preprocessing phase in the CSA algorithm helps in 
both increases, the performance of the checking step by 
converting some of the character-comparison into character-
access and maximizes the length of the skips. At each 
attempt during the checking steps the CSA compares the 
character at last_mismatch (the character that causes the 
mismatch in the previous checking step) with the 
corresponding character in Text. If they match, the 
comparison goes from right to left, including the compared 
character at last_mismatch. The idea here is that the 
mismatched character must be given a high priority in the 
next checking operation. After a number of checking steps, 
this leads to start the comparison at the least frequent 
character without counting the frequency of each character in 
the text. 

For the skipping step, CSA has five reference characters, 
including three static references and two dynamic references. 
The Text pointer TextIx always points to the character, which 
is next to the character corresponding to the last character in 
Pat and the reference character ref always points to the 
character that corresponds to the last character in Pat i.e. ref 
= TextIx – 1. Now let ref1 = TextIx, then the reference 
character ref2 can be calculated from ref or ref1, where ref2 
can be found as “ref2 = TextIx + m - 1” or “ref2 = TextIx + 
m” depending on the existence of ref or ref1 in Pat, where 
ref2 = TextIx + m - 1 during the checking step if the 
character at ref doesn’t exist in Pat, or ref2 = TextIx + m after 
the checking step if the character at ref1 doesn’t exist in Pat. 
In addition to that, CSA pre-processes the pattern to produce 

two different arrays, namely skip and pos. Each array has a 
length equals to the alphabet size. The skip array is used 
when the reference character ref1 exists in Pat, it expresses 
how much the pattern is to be shifted forward after the 
checking step. While the pos array defines where each one of 
the different reference characters ref1, ref2, ref_ref1, or 
ref_ref2 is located in Pat, if any one of them exists in Pat, 
where the two dynamic pointers ref_ref1 and ref_ref2 can be 
calculated from two static pointers ref1 and ref2, 
respectively. The CSA algorithm is designed to scan the 
characters of both the text and the pattern from right to left. 

 
 

1,2, 3 #include <iostream>; #include <iomanip>;  #include <cstring> 

4,5, 6   using std::cout; using std::cin; #define ASIZE 256 

7   void PreProcessPat(char *, int , int *, int *); 
8   void CSA(char *, int , char *, int , int *, int *);  

9   int main(){ 

10   char Text[] = "test This is a test for string test"; 
11,12, 13   char Pat[] = "test";  int PatLength = 4; int TextLength = 35; 

14,15, 16   int pos[1000]; int skip[1000]; cout<<Text;  

17,18, 19   getchar();  cout<<Pat;  getchar(); 
20   PreProcessPat(Pat, PatLength, pos, skip); 

21   CSA(Pat, PatLength, Text, TextLength, pos, skip); 

22, 23, 24 cout<<Text;  getchar();  return 0; } 
25  void PreProcessPat(char *Pat, int PatLength, int *pos, int *skip){  

26   char c;  

27   for(int j = 0; j<ASIZE; j++) {  
28, 29    pos[j]=0; skip[j] = 2*PatLength;  }  

30  for(int j=0; j<PatLength; j++) {  

31, 32, 33     c = Pat[j]; pos[c]= j +1; skip[c] = 2 * PatLength - j -1; }}  
34  void CSA(char *Pat, int PatLength, char *Text, int TextLength, int 

*pos, int *skip){  

35    int TextIx, PatIx, last_mismatch, z;  
36   int pt, pt1, ref, ref1, ref_ref1, ref2, ref_ref2;  

37   int infix[ASIZE] = {0};  

38, 39, 40   infix[Pat[0]] = 1; last_mismatch =0; TextIx = PatLength;  
41   while(TextIx<=TextLength+1) {   

42  if(Text[TextIx - PatLength + last_mismatch] ==  Pat[last_mismatch])  

43  if(infix[Text[TextIx - PatLength]]) {  
44   for( z = 0, PatIx = PatLength - 1; PatIx; PatIx-- )  

45  if(Text[TextIx - ++z] != Pat[PatIx]){  

46       last_mismatch = PatIx;  
47       goto next;  }  

48  cout<<"\nAn occurrence at location  "<<TextIx-PatLength <<" to 

"<<TextIx - 1<<"\n";      }  
49   next:  

50, 51   ref = TextIx - 1; ref1 = TextIx;   

52   if ( !pos[Text[ref]] ){  
53, 54, 55     ref2 = ref + PatLength; pt1 = pos[Text[ref2]]; ref_ref2 = ref2 

+ PatLength - pt1;  

56  TextIx += 3 * PatLength - pt1 - pos[Text[ref_ref2]];  
} else {  

57   pt = pos[Text[ref1]];  

58   if( !pt){  
59, 60, 61  ref2 = TextIx + PatLength; pt1 = pos[Text[ref2]]; ref_ref2 = 

ref2 + PatLength - pt1;  
62  TextIx += 3 * PatLength + 1 - pt1 - pos[Text[ref_ref2]]; } else {  

63   ref_ref1 = ref1 + PatLength - pt;  

64  TextIx += skip[Text[ref_ref1]] - pt + 1;  
} }  

}  

65  return;  
} 

 

Figure 1.  C++ implementation of  CSA algorithm. 
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At each attempt, it first compares the character at 
last_mismatch with the corresponding character in Text; if 
they match, it compares the first character of Pat with the 
corresponding characters in Text, and if they match CSA 
compares the other characters from right to left including the 
character at last_mismatch and excluding the first character 
of Pat. Whether there is an occurrence of Pat in Text or not, 
the existence of the character at ref in Pat will be checked 
first, so there are two cases: 

1) The character at ref exists in Pat: In this case, the 
existence of Pat in Text will be checked. After the checking 
step, the existence of ref1 in Pat will be examined.  Hence, 
there are two cases:  

1.1) the character at ref1 doesn’t exist in Pat. Then ref2 
and ref_ref2 will be calculated. Next, the pointer TextIx will 
be moved forward to align with the character at ref_ref2.  

1.2) the character at ref1 exists in Pat. Then ref_ref1 will 
be calculated. Afterwards, the pointer TextIx will be moved 
forward to align with the character at ref_ref1.  

2) The character at ref doesn’t exist in Pat: In this case, 
ref2 and ref_ref2 will be calculated according to the pointer 
ref, then the pointer TextIx will be moved forward to align 
with the character at ref_ref2. Fig. 1 shows a C++ 
implementation of the CSA algorithm. 

IV. INTELLIGENT ASSERTIONS PLACEMENT SCHEME FOR 

STRING SEARCH ALGORITHMS 

In this section, we will describe in more details our 
proposed approach for intelligent assertions placement in 
string search algorithms. 

A. Related Work 

Assertions placement methods reported previously in the 
literature, e.g., [24, 26, 27], are mostly dependent on the 
intervention of the programmer and involves the analysis of 
all of the programs’ code. In [24], a software tool is 
developed which assist the programmer in inserting 
assertions in a previously selected locations of C programs. 
There is no real placement strategy proposed by [24] other 
than what is proposed manually by the programmer. The 
usefulness of this tool is in converting assertions specified in 
pseudo-code into real programming code. Also, an assertion 
placement scheme designed specifically for embedded 
systems is proposed in [27]. Given a program P with a set of 
statements S, a heuristic presented in [26] that is based on 
propagation analysis [28] of each statement sk ∈ S found in 
the program, estimates the probability that a program fault at 
any statement, sk ∈ S, will propagate to affect negatively the 
output of the program P. Based on this probability, this 
scheme selects those statements of the program that should 
be guarded by assertions. Although this heuristic is simple it 
is impractical for large commercial programs because most 
of its steps require human intervention. Additionally, this 
heuristic may ends with placing assertions after every 
statement of the program which makes it very expensive in 
terms of additional execution time. Our proposed method 
presented in this paper, only places assertions to guard those 
parts of the program that are considered to be vital to its 

functionality, therefore, minimizing the overhead that may 
be introduced by assertions processing. 

B. Motivation 

During our investigation of a set of string matching 
algorithms reported in the literature, e.g., [3-15], we found 
out that most of these algorithms share a common 
programming structure which makes them are susceptible to 
the same types of programming errors that may occur during 
their implementations. For example, it can be noticed that 
there are different factors and elements of string matching 
algorithms that may lead to program errors during the 
implementations of these algorithms into real program’s 
code. Some of these elements are the starting point of 
checking, the direction of checking, the skipping strategy, 
the number of static or dynamic reference characters, and 
different shift distances.  Therefore, like any software, it is 
possible that program errors may occur during the 
implementation of any string matching algorithm. For 
instance, the shift distance might become zero or the number 
of occurrences of the pattern p in text t found by the 
algorithm might be less than or greater than the actual 
occurrences of p in t. Moreover, it has been notice during 
this study that these types of errors are not easily detected by 
traditional black-box and white box software testing methods 
[16]. 

Based on the properties of the internal structure of string 
search algorithms, this paper proposes an assertions 
placement strategy that intelligently guides the programmer 
to the locations in which assertions should be placed. As will 
be described shortly, our proposed method employs data 
dependency analysis [29] on those parts of the program that 
are vital to its functionality. Through our investigation of 
string matching algorithms, the checking and skipping 
components are the most important parts. Data dependency 
analysis is described as follows. Given a program P with as 
set of statements, S= {s1, s2, s3, …, sn} and a set of variables, 
V= {v1, v2, v3, …, vm}, form which any statement, sk ∈ S, 
may be composed, data dependency analysis defines  the 
relationships between the elements of the set of program 
statements S with respect to the usage and modifications of 
the set of variables V. Formally, there exists a data 
dependency between two statements si and sj such that j > i 
in their order of appearance in the program, with respect to a 
variable, vt ∈ V, if the following three conditions holds. (1) 
The statement si assigns a value to v, and (2) the variable vt is 
used at the statement sj, and (3) there exists a program 
control path between si and sj, in which the variable vt is not 
modified. For example, in the program of Fig. 1, there exists 
a data dependency between nodes 57 and 63 because the 
variable “pt” is assigned a value at node 57, node 63 uses 
variable “pt”, and there exists a program control path, from 
node 57 to node 63, in which “pt” is not modified. This 
program control path is: (57, 58, 63). The data dependencies 
in the program may be represented by data dependency 
graph [31], such that the nodes of the graph represent 
program statements and the directed arcs represent data 
dependencies. 
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1,2, 3 #include <iostream>; #include <iomanip>; #include <cstring> 

4,5, 6   using std::cout; using std::cin; #define ASIZE 256 
7   void PreProcessPat(char *, int , int *, int *); 

8   void CSA(char *, int , char *, int , int *, int *);  

9   int main(){ 
10   char Text[] = "test This is a test for string test"; 

11   char Pat[] = "test"; 

12,13, 14   int PatLength = 4; int TextLength = 35; int pos[1000]; 
15   int skip[1000]; 

16,17,18, 19  cout<<Text; getchar(); cout<<Pat;  getchar(); 

20   PreProcessPat(Pat, PatLength, pos, skip); 
21   CSA(Pat, PatLength, Text, TextLength, pos, skip); 

22, 23  cout<<Text;  getchar(); 

24   return 0; } 
25   void PreProcessPat(char *Pat, int PatLength, int *pos, int *skip){  

26   char c;  

27   for(int j = 0; j<ASIZE; j++) {  
/* A1: (j>=0)and(j<ASIZE) */          // Assertion No. 1 

28, 29    pos[j]=0; skip[j] = 2*PatLength; }  

30  for(int j=0; j<PatLength; j++) {  
/* A2: (j>=0)and(j<PatLength) */           // Assertion No. 2 

31, 32, 33     c = Pat[j]; pos[c]= j +1; skip[c] = 2 * PatLength - j -1; }}  
34  void CSA(char *Pat, int PatLength, char *Text, int TextLength, int 

*pos, int *skip){  

35    int TextIx, PatIx, last_mismatch, z;  
36   int pt, pt1, ref, ref1, ref_ref1, ref2, ref_ref2;  

37    int infix[ASIZE] = {0};  
/* A3: (Pat[0]>=0)and(Pat[0]<ASIZE)*/ // Assertion No. 3 

38, 39, 40   infix[Pat[0]] = 1; last_mismatch =0; TextIx = PatLength;  
41   while(TextIx<=TextLength+1) {   
/* A4: ((TextIx - PatLength + last_mismatch)>=0)and((TextIx - PatLength + 

last_mismatch)<TextLength) *   // Assertion No. 4 

42   if(Text[TextIx - PatLength + last_mismatch] == 

Pat[last_mismatch])  
/* A5:  ((Text[TextIx - PatLength])>=0)and((Text[TextIx - PatLength])<ASIZE) 

*/  // Assertion No. 5                                                                          

43  if(infix[Text[TextIx - PatLength]]) {  
// Check the occurrence of Pat in Text from right to left excluding first 

character  

44   for( z = 0, PatIx = PatLength - 1; PatIx; PatIx-- )  
/* A6: ((TextIx - ++z)>=0)and((Text[TextIx - tLength])<TextLength)*/ // 

Assertion No. 6 

45  if(Text[TextIx - ++z] != Pat[PatIx]){  

46. 47      last_mismatch = PatIx; goto next; }  

48   cout<<"\nAn occurrence at location  "<<TextIx-PatLength <<" 
to "<<TextIx - 1<<"\n"; }  

 49   next:  

50, 51   ref = TextIx - 1; ref1 = TextIx;   
/* A7:  ((Text[ref])>=0)and((Text[ref])<1000)*/ // Assertion No. 7 

52    if ( !pos[Text[ref]] ){  
/* A8: ((Text[ref2])>=0)and((Text[ref2])<1000)*/  // Assertion No. 8 

53,54   ref2 = ref + PatLength; pt1 = pos[Text[ref2]];  

55  ref_ref2 = ref2 + PatLength - pt1;  
/* A9: ((Text[ref_ref2])>=0)and((Text[ref_ref2])<1000) */ // Assertion No. 9 

56  TextIx += 3 * PatLength - pt1 - pos[Text[ref_ref2]];  
} else {  
/* A10: ((Text[ref1])>=0 and ((Text[ref1])<1000) */  // Assertion No. 10 

57, 58    pt = pos[Text[ref1]];  if( !pt){  

/* A11: ((Text[ref2])>=0) and ((Text[ref2])<1000) */ // Assertion No. 11 

59, 60  ref2 = TextIx + PatLength; pt1 = pos[Text[ref2]];  

61  ref_ref2 = ref2 + PatLength - pt1;  
/* A12: ((Text[ref_ref2])>=0) and ((Text[ref_ref2])<1000) */  //Assertion No. 12 

62  TextIx += 3 * PatLength + 1 - pt1 - pos[Text[ref_ref2]]; }  
else {  

63   ref_ref1 = ref1 + PatLength - pt;  
/* A13: ((Text[ref_ref1])>=0) and ((Text[ref_ref1])<1000) */  // Assertion No. 13 

64  TextIx += skip[Text[ref_ref1]] - pt + 1; }  
} }  

65  return; } 

Figure 2.  CSA string search algorithm with assertions. 

C. Proposed Intelligent Assertions Placement Scheme 

Given a program P that represents an implementation of a 
string matching algorithm, our proposed method for 
intelligent assertions placement in string matching 
algorithms, proceeds in three main stages as follows.  In the 
first stage, the checking and skipping components are 
identified. Also, the boundaries statements of each part are 
marked. Note that this step is performed manually. Giving 
these marked points, the second stage performs, 
automatically, a data dependency analysis of every statement 
within the marked boundaries of the checking and skipping 
components. The outcome of the first stage is a set of data 
dependency sub-graphs of every statement in the checking 
and skipping parts of the program P.  For every statement sk, 
that lies within the marked boundaries of the checking and 
skipping boundaries, each data dependency sub-graphs will 
be composed of the program statements and data 
dependencies of the program’s data dependence graph for 
which there exists a path that leads to the statement, sk. 
Finally, data dependency sub-graphs are then used, in the 
third stage, to produce a road map that will guide the process 
of our assertions placement strategy. For example, after 
applying the proposed method on the CSA program shown 
previously in Fig. 1, thirteen assertions were placed in 
selected locations. Fig. 2 shows a new version of the CSA 
algorithm after assertions have been placed within its code 
according to the proposed method in this research. 

V. A CASE STUDY 

The goal of this small case study is to show that applying 
the proposed method for assertions placement may 
significantly enhances the testability of string search 
algorithms, therefore, increasing the chances of detecting 
programs errors that may exist in these programs. In this case 
study, the CSA string search algorithm [11], is implemented 
by three different programmers with 3-5 years of experience. 
This stage produced three different versions of the CSA 
algorithm.  Each of these versions is subjected to traditional 
black-box and white-box software testing methods. 
Specifically, the following software testing methods were 
used: black-box testing as represented by boundary value 
analysis and equivalence class partitioning while white-box 
testing is represented by branch coverage. Errors detected 
during these tests were fixed and this process is repeated 
until these methods fail to uncover to detect any faults. 

In order to increase our confidence in these programs, 
our proposed scheme for assertions placement, described 
previously in Section IV, is applied to the three versions of 
the CSA string search algorithm. For each version, the 
outcome of this stage is a modified copy with assertions 
placed at selected location recommend by the proposed 
method to be error prone or crucial to the correctness of the 
CSA algorithm. For example, in the version of the CSA 
algorithms shown in Fig. 1, thirteen assertions were inserted 
in this version as shown in Fig. 2.  
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TABLE I.  RESULTS OF CASE STUDY 

Program Name  #Assertions Inserted  #Violations  

CSA version#1  13  1  

CSA version#2  15  2  

CSA version#3  10  0  

 
Note that some assertions are inserted automatically 

without the intervention of the programmer, while more 
complex assertions are developed manually by the 
programmer and inserted in the recommended locations as 
proposed method.  Assertions that are generated 
automatically are array boundary checks, division by zero, 
null pointers and variable overflow/underflow. In the final 
stage of this case study, Assertion-Based software testing 
[18] is performed on each version of the CSA with 
assertions. Assertion-Based software testing main objective 
is to generate program’s input data for which a given 
assertion is violated. If this assertion is violated, then a 
program fault has been uncovered [18]. As stated in [18],   
Assertion-Based software testing is intended to be used as an 
extra and complimentary step after all traditional testing 
methods, such as black-box and white-box [16], have been 
performed on each original copy of each program used in 
this case study. The result of this case study is shown in 
Table I. It should be noted that the result of this experiment 
may be different for different programs with different types 
of assertions. 

As reported in Table I, using our proposed method for 
assertions placement together with Assertion-Based software 
testing, we were able to uncover program faults in two out of 
the three versions of the CSA string search algorithm used in 
this case study. This is encouraging results considering that 
all of these faults were not detected by traditional black-box 
and white-box software testing methods during the first stage 
of this study. Also, notice that each assertion’s violation 
means that at least one fault has been uncovered. 

VI. CONCLUTIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This research proposed a new method for intelligent 
assertions placement in string search algorithms.  The 
proposed method main objective is to increase the testability 
of string search algorithms and to enhance the delectability 
of program faults during their testing phase. The proposed 
method is intended to be used as a pre-step before Assertion-
Based software testing is performed on string search 
algorithms. The result of a case study, conducted to evaluate 
the proposed method, shows that using this method may 
significantly enhances the chances of detecting program 
faults associated with string search algorithms that may go 
undetected by applying only traditional software testing 
methods. Our future research concentrates on conducting an 
experimental study to evaluate the proposed method in wider 
range of string search algorithms and to investigate the 
applicability of this method in other applications software. 
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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of aggregate daily
sales forecasting in retail. Soft computing modeling techniques
were applied to this problem.

A methodology on how to select the three forecasting periods
is presented. The different forecasting horizons consist of a
stationary period, a stationary period with disturbances, and
a non-stationary period. It is also presented a methodology on
how to construct the models’ features. These are the weekly and
monthly seasonality, the macroeconomic environment translated
into the purchasing power, the major promotions and holidays.
Further, each model’s parameter is developed. The models that
presented accurate training performances are finally tested over
the forecasting periods, allowing the obtention of reasonably
accurate forecasts for the three periods.

Keywords—Sales forecasting, Modeling, Soft computing tech-
niques, Retail.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the problem of sales forecasting in
retail. The problem was approached using soft computing
techniques for three forecasting periods. In order to allow the
obtention of accurate performances, the features that have a
strong effect on sales had to be determined.

Due to the strong and growing competition existing nowa-
days, the majority of retailers are in a continuous effort for
increasing profits and reducing costs [1]. In addition, the
variations in consumers demand contribute to a fluctuating
market behavior [2]. In that sense, an accurate sales forecasting
system is an efficient way to achieve higher profits and
lower costs, by improving customers satisfaction, reducing
product destruction, increasing sales revenue and designing
production plans efficiently [1]. Sales forecasting refers to the
prediction of future sales based on past historical data. Owing
to competition and globalization, sales forecasting plays an
even more important role as part of the commercial enterprize
[3].

From a historical perspective, exponential smoothing meth-
ods and decomposition methods were the first forecasting
approaches to be developed back in the mid-1950s. During the
1960s, as computer power became more available and cheaper,
more sophisticated forecasting methods appeared [4]. Box–
Jenckins [5] methodology gave rise to the ARIMA models [4].
Later on, during the 1970s and 1980s, even more sophisticated
forecasting approaches were developed including econometric
methods and Bayesian methods [6].

Intelligent or softcomputing algorithms, which combined
fuzzy theory with neural network has found a variety of
applications in various fields [7]. One of the major limitations
of the traditional methods compared to soft computing is that
they are essentially linear methods [8].

The idea of using neural networks (NNs) for forecasting is
not new. The first application dates back to 1964 [9]. Research
efforts on NNs for forecasting are considerable. The literature
is vast and growing [10]. Applications goes from time series
[11], to financial applications [12]; electric load consumption
[13], and others [14]. Most studies use the straightforward
multilayer perceptron (MLP) networks [15], [16], while others
employ some variants of MLP. It should be pointed out that
recurrent networks also play an important role in forecasting.
In [17], the use of nonlinear autoregressive exogenous model
(NARX) is studied. There are also some fuzzy systems applied
to forecasting [18], [19]. Most of fuzzy systems are applied in
a neuro-fuzzy structure [20],[21].

In Section II, soft computing techniques are presented.
Further, in Section III the periods of forecasting are selected
as well as the inputs are constructed. In Section IV the models
are obtained and in Section V, the results are presented and
discussed. Finally, in Section VI, the conclusions are drawn.

II. MODELING

In this work five types of models were developed: Fuzzy
classification models, fuzzy NARX models, feedforward clas-
sification neural networks, NARX networks and adaptive neuro
fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) models. Rule-based fuzzy
models describe relationships between variables by means of
if–then rules, and in a Takagi-Sugeno model take the form,

Ri : If x is Ai then yi = fi(x), i = 1, 2, ...,K, (1)

where x ∈ Rn is the multidimensional input (antecedent)
variable and yi ∈ Rp is the also multidimensional output
(consequent) variable. Ri denotes the ith rule, and K is the
number of rules in the rule base. These models use clustering
techniques to group data in subsets of similarity in order to
simplify fuzzy systems’ rule base. In this work a classification
model, and a NARX model were used, which can use past data
as inputs (including past sales data). Artificial neural networks
consist of an inter-connection of a number of neurons that try
to resemble the way the human brain works. There are many
varieties of connections under study, however, here it was used
one type of network, which is called multilayer perceptron.
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      Week cc Week dd                            Week ee Week ff            

Years A−C Sales
 

Year A Year B Year C

      Week cc Week dd                            Week ee Week ff            

Years A−C Flat sales
 

Year A Year B Year C

Figure 1: Comparison of real sales with flat sales per year

Neuro-fuzzy modeling, refers to the way of applying various
learning techniques developed in the neural network literature
to fuzzy modeling or a fuzzy inference system. ANFIS use
a feed forward network to search for fuzzy decision rules
that perform well on a given task. Using a given input-output
data set, the system creates a FIS whose membership function
parameters are adjusted using a back-propagation algorithm
alone or a combination of a back-propagation algorithm with
a least-squares method.

III. PREPROCESSING OF SALES DATA

One of the goals when building prediction models is the
ability to use them on the prediction of several different peri-
ods. For that, they need to be sufficiently generic and its inputs
robust enough so they can translate the system’s dynamics
effectively. For this purpose, it’s necessary that the inputs are
constructed in a coherent manner with a logic that sustains
the numerical values that they have. Due to confidentiality
restrictions none of the timespan can be associated to real
years, months or specific days (such as known holidays).

A. Period definition

For the period definition, the available data in a first
approach was weekly sales data form week aa to week aa+44,
named ff from year A to B, and from week aa to week
aa + 22, named ee, of year C. The objective of this work
is forecasting year C sales. For that purpose, the models are
trained using data from a certain period of year A and B to
predict the same period of year C. After defining the periods
of forecasting, daily sales data is used in the modeling and
forecasting phase.

The approach chosen to deal with period selection was
to select three different forecasting periods, starting from a
stationary period (no disturbances) and evolving to gradually
more complex (disturbed) periods. The stationarity of a sales
curves means a sales pattern without the effect of monthly
seasonality, yearly seasonality and promotions. In Fig. 1 is
presented the comparison between the real weekly sales curve
with the flat curve, without the previous effects. From this
figure is possible to compute the three forecasting periods
desired. As the real curve from weeks aa to bb has a similar
dynamic than the flat, it means that it’s a period without
major events and, thus, stationary. If we extend the period
to weeks cc there is an inclusion of some disturbances to this

TABLE I: WEEKLY SEASONALITY

Week day Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun
ws 0 -0.1 -0.2 -0.12 0 1 0.8

period. Furthermore, if the period is even more extended until
weeks dd, it is defined a period plenty of disturbances, which
dynamics are translated by a non-stationary behavior instead
of a stationary with disturbances behavior. In this sense, the
periods are defined as: Stationary period: From weeks aa to
bb, 6 weeks, 42 days per year, 126 days in total; stationary
period with disturbances: From weeks aa to cc, 9 weeks,
63 days per year, 189 days in total; non-stationary period:
From weeks aa to dd, 20 weeks, 140 days per year, 420 days
in total.

B. Feature construction

The goal of feature construction is to obtain features that
accurately represent the effects that they have in sales. For that,
one needs to understand its effect, and then have a logical
approach to its mathematical definition. The main attributes
that influence sales are the weekly seasonality (ws), monthly
seasonality (ms), purchasing power of customers (pw),
promotions (p) and holidays or festive days (h).

1) Weekly seasonality (ws): The weekly seasonality could
be compared to a distribution of sales during the week. It is
a pattern that describes sales during the several days of the
week. There is a peak on weekend sales, which starts to raise
from wednesday, and declines until tuesday.

The input started to be constructed as a normalized [0 1]
distribution, being saturday 1 and wednesday 0, but after some
adaptations, the input resulted as presented in Table I. These
adaptations were done based on a greedy heuristic, developed
for this feature. As it is a pattern that will remain constant,
unless significant political measures occur, such as saturdays
become working days as well, which may happen; this type
of seasonality will have minor changes through the years. The
resulting input is presented on the following table.

2) Monthly seasonality (ms): The monthly seasonality
refers to the way people spend money during a month period.
Being used to receive wages at the end of the month, usually
the last weekend of a month and the first weekend of the
next (weekends after wages - WAW) are the weekends where
customers are more willing to spend. There is also an addition
to this trend, as in the weekend before customers receive their
wages (weekend before wages - WBW) they have less money,
which has the consequence of being less willing to spend
money. So there is contention of expenses and sales on those
weekends tend to be lower than on a regular weekend.

The values given to this type of seasonality are represented
on Table II, presented next. The logic behind its construction
was the multiplicative effect these days have on sales. It was
built comparing the values of sales on the intended weekends
with the average of a regular weekend. The first group of
numbers concerns to the weekend of contention of expenses,
and the last to the expected increase in sales.
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TABLE II: MONTHLY SEASONALITY

WBW WAW
Sat Sun Sat Sun

ms 0.94 0.76 1.27 1.05

3) Purchasing power of costumers (pw): From daily sales
analysis, it was clear that despite different years having the
same pattern, there was an offset between the curves, where
sales have been decreasing along the years.

In that sense it was needed to construct an input that would
account for this influence. It was named purchasing power,
although it doesn’t have a direct relation with the purchasing
power definition, and the goal was to build a vector of inputs,
which values would be constant during each year, relating
years B and C overall sales behavior with year A. In that
sense, the input for year A was zero. Its construction was
made through the analysis of internal documentation for the
years A and B (10%), and assumed for the forecasting year
(26% from year A to C).

4) Promotions (p): Concerning the promotions, there are of
three types. Type 1 (p1) are transversal promotions discounts
spendable in future sales that last 2 or 3 days. There are several
of this type of promotions in every year. Type 2 promotions
(p2) only happened once in year C, the forecasting year.
The difference is that, instead of the transversal discount, the
customer has to spend multiples of a certain amount to have
access to the same discount. The third type of promotions,
named promotions of type 3 (p3), are promotions equal to
p1 but only applied to a category (a part) of a business unit,
instead of being transversal. There is also only one promotion
of this type, in year C. This type of promotions is announced
two days before its beginning in order to reduce the decrease
on sales that happens in between.

The approach for the construction of this parameter was
similar to the monthly seasonality. It was compiled the sales
value of the peaks of the promotion compared to the average
of the corresponding regular weekday (without the effect of
promotions) sales. The value computed was the multiplicative
factor in sales due to promotions compared to the same regular
weekday. This procedure was also adopted in the 2 days before
promotions. In that way, the input for the type 1 promotions,
p1, was constructed as a vector of ones, with the values of
Table III whenever there was a promotion. The p1 present in
the forecasting period is slightly different, as consists of 3
days, where the first is a holiday, and the last is a holiday
where people tend to spend in family as is described in the
next section. Due to that it was modeled as a 2 day promotion
on friday and saturday. The definition of the p2, the first in
the prediction period, was slightly different. Although the type
of discount was similar, this promotion lasted for a week, in
opposition to the type 1 and 3. The approach taken was to
compute the average increase in sales of all days of the type 1
promotion, i.e., the average of all the values of corresponding
to the training set in Table III. By doing this, the average effect
of a p1 was computed. Then the attribute was constructed with
40% (due to an assumed expectation of lower affluence) of
this value for all days of promotion. The type 3 promotion,
p3, was modeled in a slightly different way. The effect of the
average increase of a p1 promotion were multiplied by 0.2,

TABLE III: PROMOTION INPUT

Promotion 2 days of active promotion
p1 year A [3.16 3.05]
p1 year B [2.97 3.13]
p1 year B [3.08 3.25]
p2 year C [3.11 3.11]× 0.4
p1 year C [3.07 3.13]
p3 year C [1.42 1.43]

h3−A h1−B h2−B                h3−B h1−C h2−C      h3−C

 

Sales

Figure 2: Events related with holidays

TABLE IV: TYPE 1 EFFECT

Year Monday Tuesday (event day) Wednesday
A 1.37 1.33 1.51
B 1.14 1.22 1.01
C 1.26 1.28 1.25

the expected value of the weight of the category in discount
in the days of promotion. In that sense, the resulting input of
this promotion would be p3 = [1 + (p1 − 1) × 0.2]. Next is
presented Table III, which shows the input values.

5) Holidays or festive days: Finally, the last effect taken in
account was the existence of holidays or festive days. These
are of three types: a holiday always on the same day of the
week, h1; acombination of two holidays, on friday and sunday,
which affect the hole previous week, h2; and a combination
of two holidays always on the same day (different days of the
week in different years), h3. In Fig. 2 are represented all the
effects related with this input.

Type 1: In fact, this event is not a holiday (H), it’s a
day where employees are allowed to skip work. Due to that,
it might implicate going to a major commercial surface and
being exposed to the retailer products. From Fig. 2 observation,
the main effect is avoiding the sales decrease, delaying the
regular week dynamics. In that sense it was compiled using
the multiplicative effect this input has on the weekday and
its neighborhood of the event. The values are presented in
Table IV.

Type 2: This type of holidays is a combination of 2
holidays but has an effect on a hole week. It is period marked
by contention due to the facts associated with it. The week
ends with holidays on friday and sunday. Specially on sunday,
families tend to gather and spend the day together. Being
an important holiday, in years A and B, stores were only
partially opened (half day), which had the consequence of
lowering sales in those days. Although sunday is an important
day, the hole week has a different behavior. As before, the
rational behind the definition of the hole week as input, was
the quotient between sales those days and average sales for the
same weekday, without promotions effect. The prediction input
was slightly different, as it wasn’t the average of the effect on
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TABLE V: TYPE 2 EFFECT

Year Mon Tues Wed Thu Fri (H) Sat Sun (H)
A 1.11 1.13 1.34 1.50 1.48 1.09 0.47
B 0.95 1.10 1.01 1.31 1.39 0.81 0.42
C 1.92 1.70 1.66 1.64 1.68 2.42 2

the previous years for one of the days. In year C there was a
p1 on the weekend, beginning on friday and ending on sunday,
which means that stores weren’t partially closed on sunday. In
that sense, for this day, as the previous years shape a partially
closed day, the input was as if there was no effect, as if it was
a regular sunday. This approach was chosen for two reasons.
Firstly, it’s impossible to know the effect of a open sunday
holiday, as the data doesn’t show it. Secondly, there is a p1
promotion on that weekend and sunday was the last day of
promotion, which may be sufficient to counter the possible
decrease that a sunday holiday of this type may have in sales.
In that sense, the input is presented in Table V. This approach
was already mentioned for the promotions.

Type 3: This is an effect cause by a combination of two
holidays. This holidays have 5 days in between, which means
that they form a week if the days between are considered,
which was the case. The approach used to build this attribute
was similar to the remaining, having some minor changes.

In years A and B both holidays have a completely different
behavior, which makes the definition of this attribute very
difficult to accomplish. This has concern to politics in the
company as well because, as in the Type 2 holidays, where
shops closed on sunday afternoon in year A and B and then
were opened in year C; here, for instance, on the holiday of
the end of the week of year A shops did close on the afternoon
(sales break down), whereas in years B and C they were
opened. Also, the first holiday of the week in year B was
the day right after the Type 2 sunday (holiday), when shops
closed in the afternoon, leading to an increase in sales.

In addition to these facts, both holidays have a fixed day,
which, in comparison with Type 1 and 2, is worse for input
construction, because it means that they move around week-
days during the years. And, as it was possible to see throughout
the section, sales have a high dependence on weekdays, and
the fact that these holidays change their weekday depending
on the year, makes defining its influence through training very
difficult.

The procedure to the construction of this input was to
define a quotient between the multiplicative effect on sales
each day. The only points that were not averaged, were the
ones where in one of the years was a promotion (year B) and
where the stores were partially closed (year A). Those values
were chosen to be the same as the year A values, in the first
case; and the same as the values in year B, in the second case.
Finally, as there was intense promotional activity in that week,
those values were multiplied by 2. Table VI presents the input
vales.

IV. INTELLIGENT MODELING FOR SALES FORECASTING

After developing the inputs, the models were obtained.
There were five models applied to each forecasting horizon:

TABLE VI: TYPE 3 HOLIDAYS INPUT

Year Day1(H) Day2 Day3 Day4 Day5 Day6 Day7(H)
A 0.91 0.88 0.88 0.91 1.05 1.21 0.65
B 1.01 0.83 0.78 0.73 0.62 3.08 3.25
C 0.96 0.85 0.83 0.82 0.84 1.21 1

Fuzzy classification models, fuzzy NARX models (FNARX),
feedforward classifications neural networks, NARX net-
works (NNNARX) and ANFIS. Each model was trained
using the pervious section’s periods and inputs. Concerning the
fuzzy models, different cluster (C) structures were compared
and different delays for the NARX. For neural networks
different combinations of hidden-layers (HL) and neurons (N)
were balanced, and different delays for the NARX. For the
ANFIS, only in one period different numbers of membership
functions (MF) were analyzed, as for the longer periods, due
to computational efforts, it was only possible to perform with
2 MF.

For the fuzzy models, the fuzziness exponent was set to 2;
the termination tolerance to 0.01; the seed to sum(100∗clock);
the antecedents were antecedent membership functions and the
consequents estimated with locally weighted Least-Squares.
The clustering algorithm was chosen to be the Fuzzy C-
means. For the neural networks, the number of training epochs
and training algorithm used were 1000 training epochs and
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, respectively. For the AN-
FIS, the number of training epochs was set to 20 and the
membership functions used were Gaussians. A summary of
the parameters for all the models in each specific period, is
resented in Table VII. For the stationary period the delays
in the FNARX an NNNARX were of [7,1,3,4] and [11 for
all] for the [s,ws,ms,pw] inputs, respectively. Concerning
the stationary period with disturbances, the delays were of
[9,3,5,1,3,1] and [11 for all] for the [s,ws,ms,pw,h,p] inputs,
respectively. For the last period, it was of [7,1,5,1,14,1] and
[10 for all] for the [s,ws,ms,pw,h,p] inputs, respectively.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section is divided by forecasting period and only
the best forecast is presented in a figure. The performance
criteria used were the variance accounted for, V AFi =(
1− var(yi−ŷi)

var(yi)

)
× 100%; and the root mean square error,

RMSE =

√∑n
i=1(x1,i−x2,i)2

n .

A. Stationary period

The models’ performance for the stationary period are pre-
sented in Table VIII and the best model forecast is presented in
Fig. 3. As it is possible to observe in Fig. 3 and Table VIII, the
fuzzy classification model, which had the worse performance
of all the models in training, presents the best test results.
The main differences between the forecast and target are a
discrepancy in the beginning of the period, some irregular
peaks during weekdays and a general offset between both
curves. The first may have to due with a discounts season
that usually happens in that season but, as can be seen in
previous years, that effect is’n visible and wasn’t shaped in
testing due to the lack of importance. The majority of the
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TABLE VII: PARAMETERS OF THE MODELS FOR EACH PERIOD

Structure for each period
Type of model Stationary period Stationary period with disturbances Non-stationary period
Fuzzy Classification 17 C 19 C 8 C
Fuzzy NARX 2 C 3 C 2 C
NN Feedforward 1 HL - 10 N 8 HL - 9 N 8 HL - 2 N
NN NARX 1 HL - 5 N 6 HL - 1 N 6 HL - 2 N
ANFIS 4 MF 2 MF 2 MF

TABLE VIII: PERFORMANCE PER NUMBER OF CLUSTERS
FOR THE CLASSIFICATION MODEL - STATIONARY PERIOD

VAF RMSE
Model Train Test Train Test
Fuzzy Class. 91.16% 84.90% 8.36× 104 2.29× 105

Fuzzy NARX. 92.60% N/S 7.44× 104 4.99× 105

Feedforward NN 91.79% 48.83% 8.02× 104 3.64× 105

NARX NN 67.67% 59.93% 1.81× 105 2.64× 105

ANFIS Class. 92.30% 81.31% 7.84× 104 1.50× 105

a b

 

Target Best prediction by VAF

Figure 3: Sales forecasting with the fuzzy classification model
- Stationary period

TABLE IX: PERFORMANCE PER NUMBER OF CLUSTERS FOR
THE CLASSIFICATION MODEL - STATIONARY PERIOD WITH
DISTURBANCES

VAF RMSE
Model Train Test Train Test
Fuzzy Class. 95.64% 54.42% 1.06× 105 2.41× 105

Fuzzy NARX. 96.26% N/S 9.02× 104 3.08× 105

Feedforward NN 60.42% N/S 3.77× 104 2.82× 106

NARX NN 19.05% N/S 3.40× 105 3.95× 105

ANFIS Class. 96.13% N/S 9.55× 104 3.85× 105

effects on the middle of the week seem random, although point
a is precisely the beginning of the month. In that sense, it could
be introduced as input. But from training data, this effect is
not visible, thus, it wouldn’t be expected to happen. Point b is
also an exception as it was a special day that wasn’t accounted
due to the fact that in the only year that this effect was visible
was coincident with the h1 promotion.

B. Stationary period with disturbances

The models’ performance for the stationary period with
disturbances are presented in Table IX and the best model
forecast is presented in Fig. 4. The only model that performed
well enough was, once again, the fuzzy classification model In
Fig. 4 is possible to observe that the lower performance has to
due with the added weeks, where there are several effects that
couldn’t be captured by the system. The p2 promotion (poins b

a b c

 

Target Best prediction by VAF

Figure 4: Sales forecasting with the fuzzy classification model
- stationary period with disturbances

TABLE X: PERFORMANCE PER NUMBER OF CLUSTERS FOR
THE CLASSIFICATION MODEL - NON-STATIONARY PERIOD

VAF RMSE
Model Train Test Train Test
Fuzzy Class. 92.98% 64.41 1.82× 105 3.15× 105

Fuzzy NARX. 92.35% N/S 1.47× 105 4.58× 105

Feedforward NN 47.97% N/S 3.49× 105 4.75× 105

NARX NN 5.48% N/S 5.16× 105 1.51× 106

ANFIS Class. 93.28% N/S 1.61× 105 8.05× 105

to c) is badly captured, only the part aligned with the h1 (point
(c)) is minimally accurate. The biggest error comes after, on
the final weeks of the period where no event is defined, due to
the fact that on the training set none happens on those weeks
in previous years.

C. Non-stationary period

The models’ performance for the non-stationary period are
presented in Table X and the best model forecast is presented
in Fig. 5. In this period, the best model was, once again, the
fuzzy classification system. The higher VAF of this period’s
forecast means that the addition made to this period has a
better forecast than the one presented in the stationary period
with disturbances. In fact, the model presents the same failures
as the stationary and stationary with disturbances period, in
what capturing the system dynamics is concern. In addition to
that, it has also some difficulties in capturing event h3, which
was already expected. The h2 effect is not possible to discuss
due to a combination of that event with p1, which the system
was able to capture accurately. Concerning the p1 and p3, the
system is extremely accurate on its forecast. Concerning the
p1, and comparing with the retailer’s forecast (the only type
of forecast made by the retailer), is important to mention that
the model had an error of 1.7% of the total promotion, while
the retailer had an error of 30%. This is a major improvement.
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b c h2 & p1 h3 p3

 

Target Best prediction by VAF

Figure 5: Sales forecasting with the fuzzy classification and
NARX model - Non-stationary period

VI. CONCLUSION

This work addressed the problem of sales forecasting,
by applying soft, or intelligent, computing techniques to a
retailer. Firstly, the approach to the problem was defined,
selecting the periods to forecast and which features to use in
each period. Then, different modeling techniques were applied
and the models for each technique were obtained. Finally,
the forecasting results were achieved for each horizon of
prediction.

For the five models applied to the problem, only the
fuzzy classification is applicable to the problem, achieving
accurate forecasts of the stationary trend and some well defined
events. Specially for the stationary period, the performance was
superior than for the remaining periods. The remaining models
are not applicable.The reasons for not having performances as
high as on the first period have to due with exceptional events
that either weren’t present in training data and, therefore the
model couldn’t learn its impact; or were present in training
but not in the way as it happened in the test year. So, although
the model had knowledge about the impacts of these events, it
didn’t had knowledge about the precise circumstances in which
these events would affect the system. The first examples are,
for instance, the three weeks after the p2 promotion, where
there is an increase in sales and, on previous years, that didn’t
happen and it wasn’t predictable to happen in year C. It is
also the case of the p2 promotion, which is a promotion never
made before. For the second case there is the week of the
h3 holidays, when although there was knowledge about past
years, the fact that these holidays are movable, in addition with
a strong promotional activity made this events unpredictable.
On the other hand, one major conclusion that can be drawn is
the accurate forecast of the p1 and p3 promotions. On the two
promotions of this type in testing, the sales value estimations
were very accurate.

Finally, an important conclusion is that the best model
improves by far the actual forecasting existing in the company
analyzed. In the future, this tool can bring major benefits.
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Abstract—The aim of this work is to study the Transmission
Network Expansion Planning (TNEP) problem considering
uncertainty on the demand side. Such problem consists of
deciding how should an electrical network be expanded so that
the future demand is ensured. We expanded the power transport
problem formulation so that power losses are included in the
objective function. Uncertainty is included through stochastic
programming based on scenario analysis; different degrees of
uncertainty are considered. Further, an explicit risk measure is
added to mathematical model using the Conditional Value at
Risk (CVaR). Weighting the relative importance of minimizing
expansion and operational costs against the value of the CVaR
simulates the attitude of the investor towards risk and shows
to be of significant importance when planning the future. The
problem was optimized using Genetic Algorithms. This work
provided insight on how investment decisions change when
considering several levels of uncertainty and risk aversion, in
an extended formulation of the TNEP problem.

Keywords–Transmission Network Expansion Planning; Genetic
Algorithms; Uncertainty; Risk Analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

The prime objective of the Transmission Network Expan-
sion Planning (TNEP) [1] problem is to decide how should a
power transmission network be expanded in order to supply a
forecast value (or values) of the demand.

Future uncertainties are such a challenging issue for the
various prediction methods that one must acknowledge that
long-term forecasts might, and most likely will, be wrong
[2]. In order to mitigate the effect of uncertainty, building
not only one but several scenarios has proved to be a tech-
nique that, despite its greater computational effort, presents
an reliable method to tackle the ambiguities of the future.
Some of the most commonly uncertainties studied in the TNEP
problem relate to: deliberate attacks upon the grid [1], [3],
capacity failing of the transmission lines [4], and demand
uncertainty [5]. The scenario analysis in the above works is
implemented using stochastic programming [4]. Despite the
usefulness of stochastic programming and scenario analysis,
these approaches do not provide a risk assessment method. The
work developed in [5] evaluates risk using fuzzy techniques
after the optimization is done for each scenario individually,

and so is not incorporated in the cost function. The drawback
of this approach is that not including risk measure in the
mathematical model conditions the number of scenarios that
can be tested mainly to the difficult interpretation of the
individual results of each scenario [3]. In this work we aim
to implement a risk-based stochastic formulation of the TNEP
problem that considers the concepts of Value at Risk (VaR)
and Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR).

In the business and finance sectors, the VaR summarizes
the worst expected loss over a target horizon within a given
confidence interval and CVaR is a measure which could be
defined as the expected value of the losses worse than VaR,
over the same target horizon [6]. In the TNEP problem the
losses that were just referred, concern the operational costs for
the different scenarios (namely generation and curtailment),
under each expansion plan.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the modeling of TNEP. Emphasis is made on modeling with
uncertainty. The risk analysis used in the paper are described
in Section 3. Section 4 described the genetic algorithm applied
to solve the TNEP problem. The obtained results are presented
and discussed in Section 5, and finally, Section 6 presents the
conclusions.

II. MODELING

A. Loss Free Model

The TNEP problem is a large combinatorial problem, as
many possible configurations of the network may satisfy the
demand, and more importantly might have very similar or
equal costs. A common approach to tackle the problem is to
use the DC model formulation for the power flow equations.

Even with the simplifications considered in the DC-Model
the TNEP problem constitutes a large combinatorial, non-
polynomial, multi-dimensional problem, that cannot be solved
either without employing further simplifications, or heuristic
and meta-heuristic approaches. The classical DC-Model for
the TNEP problem is presented below.

min
θ,g,n

∑
∀(i,k)∈Ω

ciknik +
∑

∀i∈Ωg

cgipgi (1)

s.t.
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−
∑
k 6=i

fik + pgi = di (2)

fik − bik(noik + nik)(θi − θj) = 0 (3)

|fik| ≤ (noik + nik)fik (4)
0 ≤ pgi ≤ pgi (5)
0 ≤ nik ≤ nik (6)

where nik is integer, θi is unbounded, (1) is the cost function
divided in two parcels, the first relating to expansion costs
and the second to operational costs, (2) is the flow balance
constraint in each node network, (3) is the flow calculation
formula, and (4)-(6) are the capacity constraints.

B. DC Model with power losses

The inclusion of power losses in a non-linear manner in the
TNEP problem has already been presented in [7] and results
in changes to (2) and (4) which can now be written as:

−
∑
k 6=i

(fik +
1

2
hik) + pgi = di (7)

|fik|+
1

2
hik ≤ (noik + nik)fik (8)

where the losses hik are defined as:

hik = gikθ
2
ik (9)

C. DC Model with load curtailment

This paper introduces load curtailment as measure of how
much active power is left unsupplied. This is an important vari-
able when considering uncertainty, since the unexpected rise
of the demand might lead to a shortage of power transmission
capability.

One must notice how the cost associated with unsupplied
power changes the problem in conceptual terms. If the cost of
load curtailment is low, then this would pose another decision
for the investor to make, whether or not to expand the network
further satisfying a higher percentage of the total demand or
if not leaving a higher percentage of the demand unsupplied.
On the other hand if the the cost of the load curtailment is
extremely hight this would cause the solutions that consider
curtailed load to be extremely costly. Practically, this means
that considering high curtailment costs is equivalent to search
for a solution where all of the demand is met.

The model considering load curtailment and power losses
simultaneously changes the problem cost function, (1), and the
flow balance (7), into the following:

min
θ,g,n,r

∑
∀(i,k)∈Ω

ciknik +
∑

∀i∈Ωg

cpgipgi +
∑

∀i∈Ωd

criri (10)

−
∑
k 6=i

(fik +
1

2
hik) + pgi + ri = di (11)

D. Model with uncertainty

Deterministic models can be transformed into stochastic
optimization models that take into account the randomness of
the stochastic variables and these models can be solved using
stochastic programming techniques. The stochastic model that
considers power losses, load curtailment and uncertainty is:

min
θ,g,n,r

∑
∀(i,k)∈Ω

ciknik+

∑
λ∈Λ

Π(λ)

 ∑
∀i∈Ωg

cpgip
λ
gi +

∑
∀i∈Ωd

crir
λ
i


s.t.

−
∑
k 6=i

(fλik +
1

2
hλik) + pλgi + rλi = dλi (12)

fλik − bik(noik + nik)(θi − θj) = 0 (13)

hλik = gik(θλik)2 (14)∣∣fλik∣∣+
1

2
hλik ≤ (noik + nik)fλik (15)

0 ≤ pλgi ≤ pλgi (16)

0 ≤ nik ≤ nik (17)

where nik is integer, θλi is unbounded, λ is a scenario, and
Π(λ) is the probability of each scenario. The model given
above shows that each expansion plan is evaluated for all
possible scenarios.

However, in [8], stochastic programming in itself does
not rule out that riskier options are chosen considering all
plausible scenarios. In fact, this stochastic formulation alone
is considered to be a Risk-Neutral approach when dealing
with uncertainty as pointed out by [1]. To address this issue
the following subsection describes the risk measure used in
this work, its relation to scenario analysis and stochastic
programming and its inclusion in the mathematical model.

III. RISK ANALYSIS

One of the major purposes of this work is to assess
investments cost under uncertainty considering an explicit risk
measure in the mathematical model. The choice then falls
on how to quantify risk and the investor’s respective risk
attitude. In order to so effectively, a measurement is needed
that provides reliable assessment on the relative risk of several
different solutions for set of plausible scenarios.

A. Conditional Value at Risk

The Conditional Value at Risk has proven to be an useful
tool in assessing risk due to its linearity and conservativeness
[9]. Moreover, CVaR has been reported to outperform other
risk measurements as it can readily be incorporated into any
optimization problem as using the following formula [9], [10]
as:

F̃ϕ(ωλ, ξ) = ξ +
1

m(1− ϕ)

m∑
λ=1

ωλ (18)
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and the CVaR optimization problem as:

min
ξ ωλ

F̃ϕ(ωλ, ξ) (19)

s.t.

ωλ ≥ 0 (20)
ωλ ≥ f(x, yλ)− ξ (21)

where m is the number of scenarios, x is the variable con-
cerning the option to be taken for the project and yλ the value
of the random variable y in scenario λ. In addition, for any
solution x and a confidence level ϕ, VaR is the value of ξ
such that the probability of the loss not exceeding ξ is ϕ [11].

To solve the TNEP problem. It is important to notice that
what Rockafellar defines in [9] and [10] as the losses function
f(x, yλ), relates in the TNEP problem, to the cost of a given
plan after uncertainty clears, i.e., the cost for a given scenario.
Minimizing the CVaR for a given expansion in the TNEP
problem can then be described by the model below.

min
ξ

CVaR (22)

s.t.

ωλ ≥ 0 (23)

ωλ ≥

 ∑
∀(i,k)∈Ω

ciknik+

∑
∀i∈Ωg

cpgip
λ
gi +

∑
∀i∈Ωd

crir
λ
i

− ξ ∀λ ∈ Λ

(24)

Notice that, in our model we aim to include the risk attitude
of the investor. The CVaR in itself does not provide informa-
tion about the attitude of the investor, it provides information
about the investment necessary to supply the demand under a
set of possible scenarios with a certain degree of confidence.
To include the risk attitude in the objective function the TNEP
problem is expanded to include the CVaR, and weights were
established between the stochastic formulation and the CVaR,
to reflect the relative importance of minimizing each one.

B. Stochastic Model with Risk Aversion

The full optimization problem is presented below:

min
θ,g,n,r

(1− β)

 ∑
∀(i,k)∈Ω

ciknik +
∑
λ∈Λ

Π(λ)

 ∑
∀i∈Ωg

cpgip
λ
gi

∑
∀i∈Ωd

crir
λ
i

+ β(CVaR) (25)

s.t.

−
∑
k 6=i

(fλik +
1

2
hλik) + pλgi + rλi = dλi (26)

fλik − bik(noik + nik)(θi − θj) = 0 (27)

hλik = gik(θλik)2 (28)∣∣fλik∣∣+
1

2
hλik ≤ (noik + nik)fλik (29)

0 ≤ pλgi ≤ pλgi (30)

0 ≤ nik ≤ nik (31)
ωλ ≥ 0 (32)

ωλ ≥

 ∑
∀(i,k)∈Ω

ciknik+

∑
∀i∈Ωg

cpgip
λ
gi +

∑
∀i∈Ωd

crir
λ
i

− ξ ∀λ ∈ Λ

(33)

with nik integer and θλi unbounded. In the objective function
the stochastic formulation presented earlier and the CVaR
are weighted by the parameter β. Such Parameter reflects
the attitude towards risk of the investor. The the higher the
β is, the more averse to risk the investor. Notice that for
β = 0 the objective is reduced to the one of the stochastic
formulation and so, according to [1], the investor is Risk-
Neutral. Therefore, an investor whose attitude towards risk
is very high will have a value of β very close to one. In this
work we will employ a variety of values of β to study different
levels of risk aversion.

IV. GENETIC ALGORITHMS IN TNEP

GA belong the set of evolutionary algorithms (EA), that
due to their population-based inherent nature, are able to tackle
problems with a high degree of complexity [12]. For the TNEP
problem an integer encoding is chosen that reflects the number
of lines in the connection that such entry of the chromosome
relates to, as done by Gallego in [13].

However, this information alone can only provide infor-
mation on the expansion cost of the solution. In order to
evaluate operational costs, namely generation and curtailment
an augmented version of the common Optimal Power Flow
problem was also derived in [7]. Possible load curtailment is
considered at every demand node by the inclusion of a high
cost generator andthe full augmented OPF is presented below.
One must notice that if the lossless model is to be tested the
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term G is dropped.

min
θ,Pg,Pr

∑
∀i∈Ωg

Γ(Pgi) +
∑

∀r∈Ωd

Γ(Pri) (34)

s.t.

−
∑
i6=k

(
Fik +Gik

θ2
ik

2

)
+ Pgi + Pri = Di (35)

Fik = −Bikθik (36)

|Fik|+Gik
θ2
ik

2
− F ik ≤ 0 (37)

0 ≤ Pgi ≤ P gi (38)
θr = 0 (39)

The GA then performs a series of iterative computations in
order to evolve a population of individuals (possible solutions),
using the principle of survival of the fittest. These steps are
the following: 1) Initialize the population; 2) Evaluate each
chromosome; 3) Selection; 4) Crossover; 5) Mutations; 6)
Replacement of the old population by the new; 7) Back to
2) until the termination criteria is met.

1) Evaluation: Operational costs are calculated through the
augmented version of the OPF. Performing risk analysis is
then possible minimizing the CVaR. Notice that if uncertainty
is not considered then the cost evaluations consists in running
the OPF once for the demand profile of case at study, since
there are no scenarios and no possible risk.

2) Selection: Selection is a fitness based method, used with
the purpose of choosing the most suited chromosomes in the
population to form new individuals.

3) Crossover: Two individuals are selected from the pop-
ulation (applying two times the chosen selection operator)
and are then recombined with a probability pc, creating two
new individuals. This is done by generating a random number
r ∈ [0, 1]. If r ≤ Cr, the two individuals are combined through
crossover. The method chosen in this work is the two-point
crossover.

4) Mutation: This operator selects an individual from the
population with probability Mr and randomly changes one
of its alleles. Having the chromosome integer variables, this
consists in randomly choose one of the values possible for that
variable.

5) Replacement and Elitism: Replacement is the process by
which the new individuals, created with the above operators,
are introduced in the population. There are cases when the
fittest individual in the population is replaced by an individual
with lower fitness. Therefore, the elitism reintroduces nc
copies of the best individual into the population.

V. RESULTS

A. Deterministic approach

The network studied in this section is one of the most
studied network configurations and was created specifically for
the TNEP problem. [14] This nwtowrk has been the subject
of various studies namely the ones presented in [14] [15] and
[7]. This network consists on 3 generation nodes with a total

TABLE I
LINE DATA FOR GRAVER’S EXAMPLE

Corridor R (pu) X (pu) Capacity Cost($*103)
1-2 0.10 0.40 100 40
1-3 0.09 0.38 100 38
1-4 0.15 0.60 80 60
1-5 0.05 0.20 100 20
1-6 0.17 0.68 70 68
2-3 0.05 0.20 100 20
2-4 0.10 0.40 100 40
2-5 0.08 0.31 100 31
2-6 0.08 0.30 100 30
3-4 0.15 0.59 82 59
3-5 0.05 0.20 100 20
3-6 0.12 0.48 100 48
4-5 0.16 0.63 75 63
5-6 0.15 0.61 78 61

TABLE II
BUS DATA FOR GRAVER’S EXAMPLE

Bus Di (MW) Pgi (MW) cgi e/MW
1 80 150 10
2 240
3 40 360 20
4 160
5 240
6 0 600 30

capacity of 1100 MW, 5 demand nodes with a total demand
of 760 (MW), and 15 different possible connections most
of them with different line characteristics. Each entry of the
chromosome corresponds to the listing of connection presented
in Table I, and the constraints concerning generation capacity
and the demand profile of the network are presented in Table
II. In order to validate our results we will begin by employing a
deterministic model, namely considering and neglecting losses.

At this stage, and to have comparable results, we considered
that no curtailment was possible and so, the cost of unsupplied
load is very high to penalize solutions unable to supply
all the demand. Notice that when using a meta-heuristic
approach the inclusion of the load curtailment a more natural
formulation of the problem,, since during the solution-space
search the random inherent characteristics of meta-heuristic
methods might find solutions where is impossible to supply all
the demand. Should this occur, considering load curtailment
in the mathematical model works as a penalty to the objective
function rather than a possible operational cost.

Below, Tables III and IV present the results yielded by our
GA when losses were neglected and considered, respectively.
From these results we notice that in both cases the GA were
able to find the best solution proposed thus far by any study.

Table V shows statistical results and the genetic operators
with which the solutions were obtained.

B. Stochastic Cases

In this section, the optimization problem tackled through the
GA is the one described from (25) to (33). For this purpose
30 scenarios were built randomly with a normal distribution
and standard deviations of: 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 from the mean
value. Probabilities for each scenario were considered to be
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TABLE III
EXPANSION PLAN FOR GRAVER 6-BUS - LOSSES NEGLECTED

Method Corridor Number of Expansion
Lines Cost(103e)

Heuristic [14]
4-6 2
3-5 2 130
2-3 1

Genetic [13] 4-6 3 1103-5 1
Improved Heuristic [7] 4-6 3 1103-5 1

Proposed 4-6 3 110Genetic 3-5 1

TABLE IV
EXPANSION PLAN FOR GRAVER 6-BUS - CONSIDERING LOSSES

Method Corridor Number of Expansion
Lines Cost(103e)

MILP [15]
4-6 2

1403-5 1
2-6 2

Improved Heuristic [7]
4-6 2

1303-5 1
2-6 1
2-3 1

Proposed Genetic
4-6 2

1303-5 1
2-6 1
2-3 1

equal, and Risk Attitude (β) was considered to have values
of: 0; 0.25; 0.5; 0.75 and 1.

In order to consider a cost of curtailed load that will allow
the investor to choose between curtailed load for a subset of
scenarios and further network expansion we employ a method
used by Van Mieghen in [16] where such cost is based on
the concept of Critical Fractile (Cf ). The Critical Fractile
expresses the optimal service probability and depends on unit
cost to unit return [16] or in TNEP, unit cost to unmet unit
penalty. Practically it means that if the value of Cf is set a
priori, differently for each demand node, it will also impose
a different value of cri for each demand node. To transpose
these concepts from the work of Van Mieghen to the TNEP
problem, we propose a curtailment cost based not only on the
Critical Fractile but also on the average line cost and capacity
as follows:

cri =
c/F

1− Cf
(40)

Cfi = 0.5 ∀i ∈ Ωd (41)

where c is the average cost, F the average transmission
capability. Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the cost function value
as the risk aversion and standard deviation vary.

Notice how a standard deviation of 0.3 yields a much
costlier solution, specially for higher degrees of Risk Aversion.
This results show how for medium networks the effect of
uncertainty can be extremely constraining, specially when
many nodes have different mean values of demand. Secondly
we present in Table VI the configurations that yielded the
above costs.

TABLE V
GENETIC PARAMETERS AND STATISTIC RESULTS FOR GRAVER’S

NETWORK

Assumption Pz Mr Cr
Mean Std Dev Min
e*105 e*105 e*105

No Loss 150 0.04 0.9 1.4453 0.1935 1.2668
Loss 100 0.05 0.9 1.5519 0.1756 1.4716

Figure 1. Results for Graver’s Network under Uncertainty

Here we see that the solutions found for smaller values
of standard deviations are in fact very similar to the ones
obtained under the lossless-line assumption. Notice however,
that now we considered possible curtailment and so decision of
considering load which is not supplied is possible contrarily to
before. It is also interesting to notice how the the connections
built with an increasing degree of uncertainty and with and
increasing level of risk aversion are in fact reinforcements
of the configurations achieved before, meaning that for this
particular case there is a set of connections which is extremely
important when expanding the network.

Nevertheless, Fig.1 shows only the objective function value
considering different values of standard deviation and risk
aversion. Here would also be interesting to present how
expansion costs and the risk measure evolve with the give
varying parameters. Figs.2 and 3 show such evolutions.

As one can see, for any degree of uncertainty, we observe
a decreasing in the CVaR value as risk aversion increases. An
expected result as risk becomes more important to minimize
when comparing to the expansion costs that, as also observable
from Fig.2 increase as the aversion towards risk is higher.

Also these evolutions show that for some risk aversion levels
(namely β = 0.75 and β = 1) the values of both expansion
costs and CVaR are constant even though the value of the
objective function in Fig.1 increases. This is explained by the
different weights present in the objective function for different
levels of risk aversion which let us conclude that even with
an increasing aversion towards risk there was no solution that
could further decrease the value of CVaR.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper studies the Transmission Network Expansion
Planning problem considering uncertainty on the demand side.
Uncertainty is included considering scenario analysis. An ex-
plicit risk measure is incorporated in the mathematical model
using the Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR). The problem
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TABLE VI
GA GRAVER’S NETWORK

σ Corridor β
0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1

0.1
4 - 6 3 3 2 2 2
3 - 5 1 1 1 1 1
2 - 6 0 0 2 2 2

0.2
4 - 6 3 2 2 2 2
3 - 5 1 1 2 2 2
2 - 6 0 2 2 2 2

0.3
4 - 6 1 2 2 2 2
3 - 5 1 1 2 2 2
2 - 6 2 2 2 3 3

Figure 2. Expansion Costs for Graver’s Network under Uncertainty

is optimized using genetic algorithms. Our results present
concrete values for investment, ranging from a slightly risk-
averse investor to an extremely risk-averse one. These results
show that the variation in investment is steeper between a
risk-neutral investor and a slightly-averse investor, since in
the former no importance is given to the Conditional Value at
Risk. We noticed that, even if the value of the cost function
increases, certain levels of aversion yield the same expansion
plan, meaning that in fact for this problem only a subset of
risk attitudes of those considered are relevant to the study.
From this perspective, this work also presents information on
which risk aversion levels are enough to study risk attitude
in TNEP, and in general values for β = {0, 0.5, 1} show
satisfactory differences that provide reliable information on
how investment will increase with risk aversion. Another
aspect of employing a risk analysis in TNEP is the cost
of curtailed load. An increasing aversion towards risk was
observed when a higher investment is needed.
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Abstract—Modern e-commerce systems offer a multitude of
products and services in global marketplaces. The modern
consumer is therefore overwhelmed by millions of options,
variants and choices of products and services. With the rise
of global marketplaces with their huge amount of items,
recommendation systems became the basis for modern e-
commerce systems. The traditional approaches for implement-
ing recommendation engines, such as content and collaborative
filtering, solve the challenge of calculating a recommendation
set of items for a given user. While these traditional approaches
cope well with large sets of static user and item information,
they lack a general approach for including highly dynamic
context-information. As the e-commerce market swiftly changes
to mobile computing platforms, such as smartphones and
tablets, the use of context-information for generating item
recommendations is of great interest. In this work, we propose
a concept for a general framework for the implementation of
such context-aware recommendation engines, specifically for
mobile platforms.

Keywords-context awareness; context aware recommen-
dation; decision support; recommendation system;

I. INTRODUCTION

The modern consumer is overwhelmed with options and
choices. Global marketplaces, such as ebay, Amazon, Apple
iTunes or Google Play, offer millions of different products
and services in hundreds of different categories. These
categories span a wide spectrum of product families from
traditional hardware to software and mobile apps, ebooks,
electronics, video and music streaming or even food. Today
global marketplaces offer unlimited possibilities to publish
and instantly deliver all kinds of products and services.
While the publishing and delivery of products and services
is getting easier for companies, it is difficult to uniquely
present a specific product to customers. According to the
huge number of products available in global marketplaces
and the consumers limited time and motivation to check
all similar products, recommendation engines are of crucial
interest for modern consumers. Recommendation systems,
such as the product recommendation at Amazon or ebay,
are already present for several years. Without traditional
recommendation systems, the consumer soon gets lost within
the huge amount of available products. To counter that,
global marketplaces soon recognized the need for transparent

product recommendation within their systems. In 2006 the
Netflix Prize competition was initiated with a 1 million
dollar prize for achieving a ten percent or more improvement
of Netflix’s video recommendation algorithm. The training
set that Netflix published for the price competition contained
around 100 million ratings from about 500.000 anonymous
customers on 17.000 videos. The contest attracted 48.000
competing teams from 182 different countries. The winning
team (BellKor) from AT&T Research Labs (made up of Bob
Bell and Chris Volinsky, from the Statistics Research group
in AT&T Labs, and Yehuda Koren) was able to improve
the performance of Netflix’s recommendation algorithm by
8.43 percent. So it is obvious that traditional recommenda-
tion systems play an important role in modern consumer
markets. On the other side many interesting aspects of
recommendation systems have not been fully addressed by
the research community so far. Bell et al. identified several
such research aspects during their work on the Netflix
prize competition [1]. One of these aspects, which we
will also address in this work, is the relation of temporal
effects and the realization that parameters describing the data
are not static but dynamic functions. So the client-centric
view on recommendation systems much depends on the
consumer’s actual context. Client-centric recommendation
system approaches, such as implementations on smartphones
and mobile devices, should focus on the user’s demands
in a tight relation to the users actual situation. So for a
user the context-related dimensions time, location, weather,
activity and companions play a major role in any decision.
Bell et al. also identified that a combination and blending
of several quite simple recommendation approaches often
result in excellent recommendations. In this work, we also
argue that building a framework for blending of multiple
dimensions, containing context-related information such as
time and distance and linked data information, can lead
to reliable and customizable client-centric recommendation
models.

Section II gives a short overview on state-of-the-art in rec-
ommendation systems and related work on how to introduce
context-awareness in recommendations. Section III focuses
on the requirements a general framework for context-aware
recommendation systems has to fulfill. Section IV gives an
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abstract overview on our approach for introducing context-
information in traditional recommendation methods and sec-
tion V defines a practical software architecture to implement
our approach. Section VI concludes with an application case
study that introduces context-aware recommendation to the
domain of social events.

II. RELATED WORK

The importance of context-awareness in software systems
has been discussed by research communities in many dif-
ferent application domains, including ubiquitous and per-
vasive computing, mobile computing, e-commerce, infor-
mation retrieval, marketing and management as well as
in several engineering disciplines. The term context-aware
software was first used in the Xerox PARC research project
PARCTAB in 1994 [2]. In this work, the term was defined
and used for software that is able to adapt according to
its actual location, the collection of nearby people, hosts
and accessible devices. Also the possibility to track the
changes of context information over time, in other words to
store historic context information, was mentioned. Over the
years, different research groups enriched this basic definition
of context and context-aware software. Brown et al. [3],
for example, widened the scope of context information to
temperature, time, season and many other factors. Due to the
fact that the number of context information factors is nearly
unlimited, the definition of context by Anhind K. Dey is one
of the most commonly used:

Context is any information that can be used to
characterize the situation of an entity. An entity
is a person, place, or object that is considered
relevant to the interaction between a user and
an application, including the user and application
themselves. [4]

This definition of context specifies that context contains any
kind of information about an entity in order to understand its
situation. So context information is not limited to location
information, but could also mean information about the
social situation of a person or the persons mood. Usually,
such a sort of context information is hard to collect, but
there are a reasonable number of research projects that try
to collect even this kind of information. An interesting fact
about the above definition of context is that Dey identifies
three base classes that classify all objects: person, place
and object. This kind of classification has practical reasons
but is also fixed to a location-dependent view of context
information. Over the last ten years several architectures and
implementations of software middleware frameworks were
published that emphasised the aggregation and interpretation
of context-information [5].

In addition to context-acquisition, processing and interpre-
tation, traditional algorithms for designing recommendation
systems need to be considered. Traditional recommendation
systems take a set U of users and a set of products (items) P ,

which should be recommended to a user. A recommendation
system then provides an utility function f that measures the
relevance of a product out of set P to a given user. This
utility function f (f : U × P → R, where R is an ordered
set of numbers) assigns a number to each item (or even to a
compound set of items) in a way that captures the relevance
or preference of an user. The objective of recommendation
systems is to find or learn this utility function f . Function
f is used to predict the relevance of items out of P and of
new appearing items with similar attributes. In the literature
different approaches exist for finding a function f by using
an available dataset. Traditional recommendation approaches
are distinguised into two major strategies: content filtering
and collaborative filtering.

A. Content Filtering

The content filtering approach creates profiles for each
item and user, in order to characterize and compare its nature
[6]. Each profile contains a specific set of attributes, which
can be used to compare objects. For example, a restaurant
could have a cuisine attribute, describing the type of food
it offers, a location attribute, a vegetarian tag, and so on. A
recommendation function f chooses items that are similar
to items the user has already chosen or rated before. The
utility function compares the user’s profile and calculates the
similarity of a user profile with the available items. There-
fore, the user profile allows the recommendation engine to
create a list of items that could fit to a given user profile.
Many implementations of this approach additionally refer to
Linked Data information, such as RDF stores and Semantic
Web repositories, to classify and search systematically for
related information.

B. Collaborative Filtering

In collaborative filtering approaches, the recommendation
function chooses items that were preferred by other users
with similar attributes. So collaborative filtering approaches
depend on either explicit or implicit user ratings of items.
By rating different items a user can feed explicit ratings
into the recommendation engine, while implicit feedback is
collected by the system through the analysis of the users be-
haviour (previous purchases, navigation path, search terms,
...). Collaborative filtering is domain-free, which means that
it can be applied to any application area and to different data
aspects, which could be hard to formulate into an explicit
profile. Collaborative filtering is more accurate than content
filtering [6], but has the challenge of starting without any
initial data sets (cold start problem). It is not directly possible
to address new users or objects for which the system has
no initial data set available. Popular collaborative filtering
methods are neighborhood methods and latent factor models.
The Pearson’s correlation coefficient sim(u, v) is often used
to calculate the popular neighborhood method kNearest
Neighbor, in order to measure the similarity between the
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Figure 1. General approach for estimating the overall relevance of items for a given user in multiple dimensions

target user u, and a neighbor v. The symbol ru corresponds
to an average rating of user u and P denotes the set of
products or items.

sim(u, v) =

∑
i∈P (ru,i − ru)(rv,i − rv)√∑

i∈P (ru,i − ru)2
√
(rv,i − rv)2

(1)

Another method uses association rules to explicitly model
the dependency and similarity of items. So a rule could
e.g. be: when a customer buys ItemA and buys ItemB,
then the rule recommends to buy ItemC. One of the most
widespread methods for calculating latent factors is matrix
factorization, which is described in detail in [6]. Most of the
modern recommendation systems use a combination (hybrid
approach) of content filtering and collaborative filtering
approaches to further improve the accuracy of recommenda-
tions. Beside these traditional approaches for implementing
recommendation algorithms, several groups are working
on the challenge of customizing recommendations and to
build flexible recommendation queries. REQUEST: a query
language for customizing recommendations was published
by Adomavicius et. al. in 2011 [7], which promotes a
custom query language to build flexible and customized
recommendation queries based on multidimensional OLAP-
cubes. Several contributions have been made by research
groups that built various application scenarios for context-
aware recommendation systems, ranging from tourism [8],
restaurants [9], or even people (e.g. glancee.com).

III. FRAMEWORK REQUIREMENTS

Within this section we would like to discuss require-
ments a general framework for implementing context-aware
recommendation systems has to fulfill. To discuss each
requirement in detail would exceed the scope of our work,

so we focus on several requirements that had a high priority
for our use-case in VI.

A. Flexible and dynamic customization

A client-centric view on the recommendation process
demands for a flexible user interface to enable the cus-
tomization and fine tuning of recommendation impact factors
for non-technical users. So the users should be able to
control the learning and recommendation process at a most
fine grain level, while the configuration and presentation
should be on an abstract and understandable level. The user
should be able to specify a variable number of impact factor
dimensions and even to add custom defined impact factors.
The framework should normalize all the chosen impact
factors and automatically provide a list of recommended
items that is sorted according to the weighted sum of
normalized impact factors.

B. Temporal aspect

Temporal aspects [10] deal with the change of the context
and with the change of the content profiles over a timeline.
A recommendation framework has to consider the fact that
the importance of specific datasets may change over time.
It makes a big difference, if a person has bought an item
yesterday or 10 years ago. A general framework has to cope
with this varying impact.

C. Transparency

To raise the users confidence in recommendations, it is of
crucial importance to give immediate and transparent feed-
back on recommendations. The recommendation framework
has to provide a human understandable explanation for a
given recommendation set. Sundaresan, from ebay research,
published a great article about the 6 questions you have to
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Figure 2. General software architecture for the implementation of a context-aware recommendation system

address during the design and implementation of recommen-
dation engines [11] (What, Where, When, Why, Who and
How). He also points out that recommendation engines that
address the transparency aspect (the Why question), offer
a better conversion rate in e-commerce applications. There
are several user studies that clearly show that addressing the
transparency aspect improves the performance of recommen-
dation engines [12].

D. Performance

In order to provide recommendations for mobile applica-
tions that consider the actual context of a mobile user, it
is necessary to deliver immediate results. Recommendations
that consider the location and activity of an user, have to
react in time to provide recommendations in the specific sit-
uation, when a user needs them. As actual recommendation
approaches harvest and analyse a huge amount of data, this
requirement is critical for every implementation.

E. Quality

As users are implicitely benchmarking recommendation
engines according to the quality of recommendations they
are able to provide, it is necessary for a general framework
to provide a standard approach for evaluating the quality
of recommendation engines. A framework has to provide
implicit and explicit quality evaluations, which means that
the framework constantly evaluates the quality of results by
using test data sets, as well as to explicitly ask the users for
quality feedback.

IV. APPROACH

To implement a general framework for context-aware rec-
ommendation systems for mobile applications it is necessary
to define the impact of context related, dynamic informa-
tion on the recommendation of items for users. Compared
to the traditional recommendation approaches, which were
already discussed in Section II, we combine these traditional
collaborative filtering approaches with user related context-
information. For each application scenario there exists a col-
lection of context aspects that are relevant for a recommen-
dation in a certain situation. While the location information
might not be relevant for recommending books in an online
bookshop, it is of crucial importance for the recommendation
of nearby restaurants. Each dimension of a given context,
such as location, weather or even companions is represented
through an impact function. An impact function defines the
influence of one dimension of a given context on the overall
relevance for a given user. All impact functions are of the
given form

fi : U × P × C → R

where U represents the set of users, P the set of products
and C a dimension of a given context (e.g. location, number
of nearby friends, ...). The weighted sum of all normalized
impact functions results in an overall relevance for a product
p, a given user u and context c, where wi represents a
weight, that the end user defined for a specific dimension of
the context:
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f(u, p, c) =
∑
i<P

fi(u, p, c)wi(c) (2)

A general framework for context-aware recommendation
systems has to offer the basis for customizable recommen-
dation engines, that consist of a variable and dynamic set of
impact functions that can either be predefined by the frame-
work (e.g. aspects such as distance, user ratings, history,
friends, ...), or explicitly defined by users. Furthermore, the
users are able to dynamically define and adapt the weight
of different impact functions according to their preferences,
which is shown in Fig. 1.

As Fig. 1 shows, the customized recommendation system
within this example contains six different impact functions.
Each of these impact functions calculates the relevance
of an item for a given user for a specific dimension of
a given context, such as distance, friends (companions),
genre, ratings, prices or artist. The general framework is
not limited to these six impact functions. The designers of
recommendation systems should provide a domain-specific
set of additional functions, in order to improve the quality
of recommendations for the users in different application
domains. The radar chart in the lower left corner of Fig. 1
visualizes the weight an individual user defined for a given
set of impact functions. Each user specifies the personal
weight of each dimension of the context. Another important
feature of this approach is, that each of the impact functions
can be defined and calculated by using completely different
strategies. While the distance impact function could be a
simple spatial query, the rating impact function could be
implemented as traditional collaborative filtering approach.

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The general software architecture for context-aware rec-
ommendation systems, that implements the approach in
section IV is devided into a client-server model, that im-
plements several subsystems. As it is shown in Fig. 2,
the server defines all necessary subsystems for data access
and third-party information retrieval, user interfaces for
manual content selection and correction, as well as the
recommendation module. The server database contains a
matrix of given ratings, user and product profiles as well
as additional semantic information. All additional semantic
data can be accessed by using semantic web standards and
query languages, such as RDF and SPARQL. The purpose of
accessing these sources of semantic information is to receive
additional item-based similarity measurements that are used
in combination with the traditional collaborative filtering
result. External sources of semantic information, such as
Facebook or Last.FM, are either directly imported and
duplicated, or directly accessed through a defined service
interface. The decision if an external information source is
either imported or directly accessed depends on the third-
parties’ service level agreements.

The recommendation module is responsible for calcu-
lating the recommendation approach in section IV and to
communicate the resulting product ratings to the clients. The
client-server communication is implemented as a lightweight
REST (Representational state transfer) service approach. On
the client-side, a local application is visualizing the resulting
list of recommendations and is collecting the necessary
context information in combination with the user’s feedback
on the given recommendations.

VI. USE-CASE: EVNTOGRAM

The following use-case was selected out of a running
project in cooperation with EVNTOGRAM, which is a
platform operator for personalized and context-sensitive
recommendation of social events. The philosophy of EVN-
TOGRAM is to analyze the users’ habbits and activities, as
well as their social interaction, in order to offer personal-
ized and context-aware recommendations for social events,
specifically in the domain of music events, such as concerts
and music festivals. The general framework, explained in
section IV and section V, helps to include various context-
dimensions into the calculation of the relevance of an event
for a given user. EVENTOGRAM records these context-
dimensions, such as the users’ activities, social interaction,
music listening habbits and individual ratings, in order to
sort a list of music events according to the calculated
relevance, as it is shown in Fig. 3. In a first prototype
EVENTOGRAM is trying to find out which subset of
context-dimensions is providing good recommendations for
the users. In that sense ’good’ means the feedback the user
is providing for a given ordering of items.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a general approach as well as
a general software architecture for the implementation of
context-aware recommendation systems was presented. The
approach as well as the framework offers high flexibility
according to the definition and configuration of new impact
functions, which influence the recommendation of items for
given users. The framework is domain-free, which means
that this approach can be implemented and adapted for
different application domains. The context-aware recommen-
dation of items of all kind, ranging from products in e-
commerce to activities and services in sport and fun will
get much attention in future software development. We think
that a general framework for designing and implementing
such recommendation systems for different application do-
mains is of great importance. The next steps within our work
will be to gather empirical feedback from the community
within the given use-case of recommending music related
events.
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Figure 3. EVNTOGRAM Music Event Recommendation App
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Abstract—The paper describes method and criteria for 

assessing the quality of freight trains’ traffic dispatching. The 

main idea is to make the maximum profit for the rail operator 

through the compromising decisions between regional 

(commercial) and local traffic dispatchers. We use results of 

the game theory and the operations research method (AHP) to 

find optimal trains’ traffic adjustments. The game model of 

joint decision making is used to overcome the internal conflict 

between dispatchers. It is helpful to use the increment of local 

profit as a criterion for assessing the quality of traffic 

controller’s decisions. We also describe the modified AHP 

method oriented for the efficient on-line management. We 

present an example of the hierarchy model and results of the 

decisions efficiency assessment for the typical situation of 

freight trains traffic. Rational use of computing abilities of the 

decision support tools together with collective intelligence 

allow to increase quality of decisions on settlement difficult 

conflicts between trains. 

Keywords-Trains’ traffic; real-time management; railway 

dispatching; optimal decision making; transportation economics 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The main function of the operative train traffic 
management is solving two problems. The first problem is 
how to organize the best transportation service for consumers 
(passengers, cargo owners). First of all, the management 
provides high passenger trains’ punctuality. The second 
condition is meeting the requirements of railroad operator in 
getting profit from the transportation process realization. 
This is mainly attained by the rational organization of the 
freight trains stream passing. 

The need for operational management arises owing to 
disturbances which are caused by repair breaks, technical 
failures and errors of operational personnel. Failures are 
characterized by a high variety of variants and there are 
many ways of their elimination. Besides, it is known that 
information about railroad situation is often incomplete. This 
leads to the adoption of the optimum decision whose result is 
overcoming of an arising problem.. 

The analysis of the researches and developments in the 
related field allows us to make the following conclusion: 
nowadays it is impossible to make the full automation in real 
time for train traffic. The effective way to solve the problem 
is to take the decision through the man-machine dialogue. 

Numerous researches all over the world are devoted to 
the optimization problem and to effective management of 
railway traffic. The present work carries out the analysis of 

the joint passenger/freight traffic effective management with 
the use of intelligent computer support. 

We formulate an optimization problem in which at least 
two agents – regional and section traffic manager – control 
trains movement. Regional dispatcher (RD) objective is to 
maximize the line productivity, sometimes without taking 
the local section effectiveness into account. Regional 
dispatcher is given the authority to control the trains set 
repositioning.  Section dispatcher (SD) has the opportunity to 
improve the operations by prescribing the rational headways 
and by solving the local conflicts. There are many cases 
when infrastructure managers are involved into the decision 
making process.   

The developed model of the interacting parties gives the 
opportunity to provide the cooperative way to resolve the 
working conflict between RD and SD and to take the optimal 
decisions by using the analytic hierarchy process (AHP). 

 
The paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the 

specificity of trains’ traffic operative management on the 
main railways.  In Section III, we present the overview of the 
methods of conflicts resolution to the trains’ movement in 
the railway section. Section IV describes the modes of 
operation and economic performance criteria of the railway. 
We also show the conflict solution algorithm that uses the 
game theoretic approach. In Section V, we present the trains’ 
control model, based on the analytical hierarchy process 
(AHP-approach). Algorithm, based on AHP, delivers agreed 
decisions of rail managers. An example of using AHP-model 
are presented in Section VI, show the effectiveness of the 
proposed approach. The paper ends with conclusions, the 
main one being the following. The hierarchy model and 
man-machine dialogue promotes adoption of effective 
decisions and the subsequent fine adjustments. 

II. BACKGROUND  

Many of conventional main railways (Russian, 
American, Chinese etc.) are characterized by intensive joint 
passenger and freight traffic with prevalence of a freight 
segment. The basis of freight traffic is heavy trains. Dense 
railway system with the intensive passenger flows, similar to 
European railroads, is available only in nearest areas of the 
large cities. All the above define the specificity of trains’ 
traffic operative management on the main railways. There 
are many differences in the passenger and freight rail line 
traffic dispatching. First of all, passenger traffic requires high 
micro-punctuality. It is not true for the conventional freight 
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trains traffic. Railway operative planners often do not take 
these differences into consideration. Nonoptimal adjustments 
and economical losses are the consequences of this 
incomprehension.   

III. OVERVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 

Many authors consider the problem of conflict resolution 
in real-time on the railroads [1-4]. Most of them use the 
determined modeling of the railway traffic. This approach 
allows accurate predicting of the future evolution of the 
traffic on the basis of the actual train positions and speeds, 
signaling and safety system constraints. Computerized 
supporting system operates with accurate input data. If input 
data is incomplete or indistinct, it is unlikely that the 
solutions provided by the DSS will be effective. It is known 
that the additional real-world constraints such as commercial 
interests and human behaviors are not taken into attention by 
the support tools. It is necessary to remove this fundamental 
disadvantage by the use of professionals’ experience and 
intuition. 

Criteria of a freight trains’ traffic control is different from 
the passenger one. There are a few works devoted to this 
topic [5-8]. The works mentioned do not demonstrate the 
adequate formulation of economic quality indicator of 
dispatching. This paper gives a novel economic model and 
indicator which enables to make effective freight traffic 
adjustments.     

There are many works in the field of collective decisions 
making [9, 10]. Most of them describe the approaches which 
demand much time for the problem analysis. Up to now, 
there a few works devoted to the collective decision-making 
whose purpose is intellectual support of real-time 
transportations management. These researches show that it is 
effective to resort to the possibilities of the analytical 
hierarchy process (AHP) for operative personnel viewpoints 
coordination. A wide range of AHP problems and 
applications has been described in edited volumes and books 
(e.g., [11-13]). Some of them [14-18] are devoted to 
aggregating individual judgments. But a fast coordination 
approach is not known to be effective in wide practice. This 
work contributes to fill the gap between theory and practice 
of train operative management by the human and machine 
intelligent interaction. 

IV. TRAINS’ TRAFFIC OPTIMIZING CRITERIA 

Trains’ traffic on conventional rail lines - from the point 
of view of operative management - is divided into two 
segments. Trains of the passenger segment are defined by the 
highest priority. Their passing through the railway section is 
carried out by using any resources (free ways, additional 
fuel, etc.) when failure occurs. Unlike passenger trains the 
stream of the freight trains can move more economically. 
Therefore the first stage of formulating the optimization 
problem for the traffic control area is to set the specific 
criteria: punctuality of trains’ movement, section throughput 
or local economic efficiency. 

The failures sharply change movement conditions of the 
rail section. In these cases the dispatching personnel ought to 
repair the schedule to provide minimum losses of the 

throughput and the expenses. Modified operative train 
schedule for a section movement is under construction in a 
real time. The choice of the best variant from a number of 
possible decisions is being represented as the optimization 
problem. The losses of the throughput and expenses may 
serve as the criteria for optimization. 

The provision of rational modes of trains’ traffic on a 
railway section is an important component of an operative 
management. On the one hand, the management should 
"construct" a chain of train-units to minimize conflicts 
between trains. This purpose is reached by transmitting 
commands to locomotives. These commands correspond to 
the developed dispatching plan. On the other hand, each train 
may be regarded as an independent unit and its movement 
should be optimal. Both degree of safety and power 
efficiency may be used here as criteria for a traffic 
optimality. 

Cost-effective traffic management is the choice of 
adjusting actions that is aimed at providing the minimum 
economic losses caused by train delays. The optimization 
criterion is needed in order to solve the problem of searching 
the ways of effective process management. In this case the 
most efficient development of the process is expected. 
Economical indexes and reliability rate are usually used as 
criteria of the industrial processes flow and systems 
operating. 

Fundamental criteria of the railway functioning quality 
are the following: 

-  operational safety; 
-  railway section capacity;  
- economic effectiveness of handling trains along the 

section. 
First of all, the capacity criterion is used in those sections 

which are characterized by the large volume of passenger 
and freight traffic. There are few possibilities for an 
operating cost saving under the heavy traffic. 

The quality of movement of the passenger trains or group 
of trains is determined by the degree of correspondence of 
the real timetable (stations arrival and departure times) to the 
normative (scheduled) timetable. Assessment of passenger 
timetable is given by the train operating reliability index 
[17]. 

Punctuality as the requirement to the freight services 
movement recedes into the background. The main issue is 
prevention of unplanned stops, slowdowns of trains and 
therefore the loss of time and energy. The trains’ trajectories 
on a railroad section can be chosen rather arbitrarily. This 
flexibility is particularly important in situations where you 
need to prevent future failure of movement or propagation of 
an already existing fault in the chain of trains. The 
optimization problem solution allows assigning such 
schedule to each train that will minimize the losses of time 
and energy on the entire packet of trains. 

 
The following optimization criteria are appropriate for 

adjusting the timetable of freight traffic: 
- best utilization of train operating productivity – 

ensuring maximum volume of freight and empty cars traffic; 
-  cost-effective operating  in the period of weak traffic. 
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     a)            b)      c) 

Figure 1.  Schedule’s fragments: a) normative; b) sparse timetable; c) 

enhanced travel times 

The first criterion is used when traffic volume is 
approaching to the theoretical capacity of the railway as a 
limit. Cost minimization comes to the background during 
these periods. This operation mode of the railroad is called 
extensive. 

Economical mode is established when the flow density 
of freight trains falls. During this period traffic controllers 
can use non-standard (decelerated) schedules for one or more 
trains which allow large energy savings. Variants of the train 
timing for the above mentioned section operations are shown 
on Figure 1. Regional traffic operator specifies one of these 
modes for every up-coming hour. 

Regional traffic operator organizes and controls the 
functioning of extensive segment of trains’ stream. Local 
dispatcher controls the efficient trains’ movement. It is a 
basis for the collective management paradigm. 

Best economic effect can be obtained using a rational 
combination of trains N

ext
 that represents an extensive 

segment and trains N
econ

 with economy movement. The train 
traffic separation into two segments can be viewed as a game 
problem the aim of which is to mitigate the conflict between 
the managers [18]. 

We suggest a new economic efficiency criterion, which is 
used to find a decision for trains’ traffic regulation. It is 

helpful to use the increment of local profit ΔB  as a criterion 
for assessing the quality of traffic controller’s decisions who 
regulates the freight trains flow on the section [19]: 

 

ΔEΔIΔB  , 
 

where ΔI  is the change of an operator company's 
income because of the realized adjustment; 

ΔE  is the additional expenses for making the 
adjustment. 

The optimal variant is chosen from the range of feasible 
decisions according to the maximum of efficiency function: 

maxΔB   . 

The area of the solutions for the ratio choice of N
ext

 and 
N

econ
 in the flow of freight trains is shown on the Edgeworth-

Bowley diagram (Figure 2). The diagram includes all 
possible combinations of the decisions in the game – i. e. 
shares of economical (N

econ
 ) and fast (N

ext
 ) freight trains in 

the aggregate flow. Coordinates ( 10a , 10b ) are valid for the 

strategy of the fast (extensive) segment. 
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Figure 2.  Edgeworth-Bowley diagram for the variants of the train traffic 

management strategy 

The method of choosing a compromising decision which 
meets the condition of maximum corporation gain is given 
by Kolemaev [20]. It is shown that the optimal decisions 
according to Pareto principle are located on the contractual 
curve. This curve (AB line) is shown on the Edgeworth-
Bowley diagram. 

The choice of a decision lying on the AB is accompanied 
by severe competition between the parties. More mild 
interaction and cooperation between the players occur when 
the source point is chosen beyond this curve. The moving 
from this point along the line of equal output (isoquantum) 
provides way of increasing the second player gain without 
influence on the interests of the first player. Figure 2 shows 
the isoquanta which is corresponded with the game tactics of 
the each game participant. 

We should note that this feature allows dispatchers to 
find the optimal decision without the players’ participation. 
This means that the dispatchers elaborate compromising 
decision on defining the structure of the trains flow in the 
majority of typical situations.  

The sizes of the extensive and economical segments 
obtained through the game analysis are used further as the 
local priorities of the second level when calculating the 
resultant vector of the optimizing problem. 

V. MODEL OF THE FREIGHT TRAINS’ MANAGEMENT  

We formulate an optimization problem in which two 
agents control the trains’ movement. The objective of one of 
them (regional traffic dispatcher - RD) is to maximize the 
line productivity, at the same time without taking the local 
section effectiveness into account. RD is given the authority 
to control the trains pool repositioning.  Another one (section 
dispatcher - SD) has the possibility to improve the operations 
by the rational headways prescriptions and passing trains 
over a section. This means that trains can travel on less than 
maximum velocity to minimize fuel consumption. The 
suggested approach in comparison with the traditional 
dispatching approach is a potentially cost-effective technique 
for the control of trains’ movement in a real environment.  

Operation decisions on traffic management are often 
made under the conditions of shortage of information and 
time. In complicated and non-standard situations two or 
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more dispatchers participate in the decision making. The 
majority of factors involved in the optimization task are 
defined indistinctly and there is a discrepancy in how 
different people evaluate their influence on the traffic. 

Operation decisions on traffic management are often 
made under the conditions of shortage of information and 
time. In complicated and non-standard situations two or 
more dispatchers participate in the decision making. The 
majority of factors involved in the optimization task are 
defined indistinctly and there is a discrepancy in how 
different people evaluate their influence on the traffic. 

The choice of priority resolution among a row of 
alternative variants given poorly formalized or insufficient 
information about the subject is made through employing the 
analytical hierarchy process (AHP by T. Saaty [12]). The 
basic framework is a benefit/cost analysis. The last 
mentioned is used as a priorities-determining method in 
relation to the operational constraints, specialties, actors and 
their preferences. 

This paper presents an attempt to employ the AHP 
method in the problem of taking rational decisions on-line 
which are adopting in current conditions. The dispatcher who 
operates the freight trains traffic resolves several 
heterogeneous optimization tasks simultaneously. Не has 
little time to think out each decision thoroughly. Therefore 
the algorithm of his dialogue with the computer system 
which prompts the variants of adjusting actions and evaluates 
their efficiency must be maximally simplified.   

Analytical hierarchy process formulates a problem which 
should be decomposed into elements belonging to different 
hierarchical levels. Level I present the general goal (the 
choice of an optimal variant) and it is called the focus of the 
problem. Level II (the subgoal level) comprises the row of 
the scenarios which includes both extensive (fast) and 
economy segments of train movement.  The lower level (the 
level of politics) – covers the variants of the resolutions 
which are compared with each other.   

The hierarchy of the operating process of freight trains 
focuses either on volume of the traffic passed or on profits of 
shipping operations (Figure 3). The weights of the variants 
are defined on the basis of judgments of persons (or group of 
people) when using АНР method. They make a decision by 
the way of determination the mutual priorities of the 
elements of the hierarchy.  

Process effectiveness

Economic

freight trains

Fast 

freight trains

Crew’s 

working time

Train 

conditions

Train 

priority

Stations 

condition

Intertrain 

influence

Level I

Focus

Level II

Scenario

Level III

Restrictions

Level IV

Politics
Train №1 Train №2

  

Figure 3.  Hierarchy of the freight train traffic management 

These people (experts) make use of their knowledge, 
experience and intuition to define the weights of the 
elements of the lower level with respect to the criteria of 
higher level. They employ the method of pair comparison 
which provides the numerical evaluations of the judgments. 

The priority of each policy, i.e., choice of the decision 
variant, is determined through employing the procedure of 
synthesis of multiple judgments. This procedure is based on  

the  weighing formula which gives relative weights iY   

of each variant: 

k

n

jki xxY    , 

where n – number of criteria; 

        ikx  - local priority of  j policy (lower level); 

         kx  - local priority of k criterion (upper level). 

Hierarchy analysis allows us to outline the ways of 
relieving of the internal conflict within the system. In order 
to achieve this, the degree of influence of each actor on the 
process is determined according to the AHP technique. The 
results of modeling and the outcomes of real situations are 
also compared. This helps to substantiate compromise 
resolutions of the problem.   

When process deviates the standard condition there is a 
need of intervention of the dispatcher. These regulations may 
be an unplanned stopping of a freight train or its new 
scheduled departure from the station. It also may be a 
passing priority change of consecutive freight trains.    

Selection of a specific train which would provide the best 
result is more complicated problem. It is reasonable to 
resolve this optimization problem with the help of modified 
hierarchy model.    

The analysis shows that the hierarchy of the train traffic 
management coincides with the inverse AHP. Such process 
models the desirable future; this allows us to define the 
priorities of the policies – operations decisions which lead to 
the achievement of the desired resolution.   

The type of criterion for the forthcoming period is set by 
the Chief (regional) dispatcher. This period may comprise 3 
or 6 hours; in certain cases it may be diminished to 1 hour. 
The scenario of the train passing process (Level II) implies 
rational combination of freight trains which are let through at 
an accelerated pace and the trains of economic (standard, 
decelerated) movement. The schedule of the latter trains is 
established in the way to obtain maximum saving of 
electricity or fuel. It is obvious that the mode of economical 
passing is reasonable during the slump in the intensity of the 
traffic.  

Revenues from shipping operations decrease due to little 
number of trains when the saving regime is employed. 
Nevertheless additional profit can be obtained at this period 
due to significant decrease in operational costs.  

The trains, one of which requires such a regulation, are 
considered as the variants of decision (Level IV). Train 
dispatcher chooses the criterion for evaluation of the weight 
of each decision (Level III) in every specific situation. If the 
problem is connected with the need for stop at the station the 
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priority will be given to the train whose service is the most 
urgent. Dispatcher expresses his understanding through 
filling the table of pair comparison.  

Standard АНР consider the structure of the hierarchy 
unchanged during the whole period of analysis. The number 
of criteria for each level of hierarchy is representative to 
cover all the variants of situations which can occur on the 
section. The size of pairwise matrix proves to be large which 
leads to substantial expenditures of experts’ time and effort.  

The suggested specialized model differs from the 
traditional model in the following way. The structure of the 
hierarchy is not fixed. It changes depending on the situation 
in the section under operation. These changes are caused by 
rapid and uncontrolled restrictions. The choice of the suitable 
criterion corresponding to a situation is made. Commercial 
priority may be of the most importance for one train and 
technical condition is suited to others. Dispatcher has the 
information about the restrictions which take place. 
Therefore it is reasonable to charge them with the selection 
of the type of problem (restriction) which is taken into 
consideration in each specific situation. The dispatcher 
makes the choice through entering the corresponding 
indication in the adviser-program. The chosen restriction is 
used then as a criterion for comparison of trains. This 
algorithm corresponds with the logic usually employed by 
dispatcher. The volume of man-computer interactions is 
minimal.  

VI. EXAMPLE OF THE DISPATCHING HIERARCHY MODEL 

UTILIZATION 

As an example of the modified AHP method, we show 
one of typical problems on decision-making on a overcome 
of an unplanned obstacle to movement of a stream of trains. 
The restriction makes the train dispatcher stop one of the 
freight trains at a station. Rational decision is to select the 
train whose stop will cause minimal losses.  

The choice is made among three freight trains. Train 1 is 
a container train with low weight but an extremely large 
length (100 cars). Two other trains have small length; one of 
them is a heavy haul train (6,000 tones), the other is of 
medium weight. The restriction is the length of the tracks at 
the some stations. Station M is the only station where the 
length of the tracks allows stopping the long train.  

Table 1 shows the source data used in decision making 
and the results of analysis for the situations with intensive 
and weak train traffic. The first rational decision (weak flow) 
is to stop the train №3; the opposite adjustment (intensive 
flow) is to stop the train №1.  

TABLE I.  SOURCE DATA AND RESULTS OF ANALYSIS FOR THE 

DECISION ABOUT AN UNPLANNED STOP OF THE FREIGHT TRAIN 

Trains Com-

mercial 

value 

Length 

of 

train 

Additional 

expenses 

for stop 

Priority 

Intensive 

flow 

Weak 

flow 

№1 1.0 1.0 30 3 1 

№2 0.5 0.7 100 2 3 

№3 0.9 0.7 60 1 2 

 

In the latter case the commercial interest to deliver 
containers in time will not be breached. Expenditures on 
passing the trains through will also be lower.  

Real testing of the presented methodology was carrying 
out on the Transsiberian main rail line. It is shown the 10 
percent reduction of unplanned freight trains stops and up to 
8 percent energy economy. 

CONCLUSIONS  

We presented a new technique of realization of traffic 
control of freight trains’ operative management which is 
based on economic basis. The criterion of economic 
efficiency to make optimum adjustments into trains’ traffic 
was formulated. 

We also offered game approach for selection of the 
compromise dispatching decision. It will be effective for the 
short time traffic planning. The hierarchy model and man-
machine dialogue promote adoption of effective decisions 
and the subsequent fine adjustments. 

The developed modification of AHP allows making a 
compromise decisions on regulation of a freight stream 
through dialogue between heads of control center. Dialogue 
is implemented rationally with attraction of computer 
abilities and hierarchy model. 

The number of interactions of train dispatcher with the 
computerized "adviser" is minimized due to game approach. 
In ordinary cases dispatcher need to execute only two choice 
operations for each pair of trains: type of problem and local 
priority of trains. 

Real testing of the economical supported dispatching on 
the Russian main rail lines show the 10 percent reduction of 
unplanned freight trains stops and great energy economy.  

The reported study was partially supported by RFBR, 
research project № 12-08-98513-р_vostok_а. 
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Abstract—The research of optimization techniques in the 

system of goods distribution  from warehouses to final users 
(vehicle routing problem), made considerable savings on the 
total cost of transport and, consequently, on the final cost of 
goods, and produced the models applicable to other operating 
environments (e.g., transport for disabled people, school, 
municipal waste collection). The analysis conducted on the 
different models developed under the VRP highlights the 
support that these models can give on the infomobility of 
goods.  

Keywords-Infomobility of goods; Model of Vehicle Routing 
Problem; Models of DRAI; Logistic Operator; Mutimodal 
Transport Operator; Transport of goods  

I. INTRODUCTION 

The distribution of goods, delivery to a clients set or 

pick up of goods by one or more deposits, made with 

suitable transport, causes many problems. In particular, 

transport takes place in urban areas, deposits are located in 

the peripheral areas (suburban); customers are all in the 

urban area and vehicles used are mainly by road. In pick-up 

and delivery of goods lie the problems of vehicle routing 

and scheduling. 

In fact, the adoption of standard operating procedures 

which make extensive use of vehicle techniques routing 

allow sizing of fleet and driving staff, with positive effects 

on business management. On the other hand the reduced 

availability of time on the part of customers to receive the 

goods requires a careful scheduling of deliveries. 

The solution of a transporting goods problem in a 

predetermined time interval requires the determination of a 

trips set, all with original and final destination at the depot 

and carried out by various vehicles of the fleet, so as to meet 

the demands of customers, respecting operational service 

constraints and minimizing the overall cost for the transport. 

In recent years, thanks to the numerous technological 

advances, the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) [9] has been 

an active area of Operational Research. New approaches, 

new models and faster solution algorithms were developed 

as a result of more accurate techniques, (e.g., Asymmetric 

Vehicle Routing Problem AVPR [9]; Capacitated Vehicle 

Routing Problem CVRP [9]; Traveling Salesman Problem 

TSP [14]; Green Vehicle Routing Problem G-VRP [1]). The 

application of these approaches for solving vehicle routing 

problems is very useful in solving various problems (e.g., 

transport services disabled, school buses, on-demand, etc.). 

Much still needs to be done to determine the extent how the 

traffic information can help operators to solve logistical 

problems of routing and scheduling. 

Development of Operations Research models 

increasingly specialized is accompanied with proliferation 

of devices that, using information technology and 

communications (ITC), are able to expand the user's 

knowledge, leading to better decisions. As part of the 

transport activity, this involves, e.g., the knowledge of the 

congestion state of the network, the possibility of modifying 

in real time the route according to the changed conditions of 

the road network, the possibility, on the part of the customer 

to monitor the arrival of the goods pending. The availability 

of extensive and detailed information occurs affecting the 

structures of the VRP algorithms, giving origin to a 

continuous "loop".  

The objective of this work is to analyze the interaction 

in the transport of goods, between mobile information 

systems (e.g., devices, information technologies, 

communication protocols, etc.) and VRP models available 

in the literature. 

To this end, in Section II, it will be taken into account 

the needs of logistics operators to see how goods 

transportation changed and what are new requirements, 

passing in review the main traffic service and their 

usefulness in the transport of goods.  

In Section III, we will analyze the mathematical models 

for the transport of goods. In particular, we will focus on the 

problems DRAI (Dynamic Routing And Inventory), 

collection and delivery of goods, giving a classification of 

variable according to topology, type of goods, demand, 

kinds of decision, constraints/objectives, costs, solving 

approach. It will also analyze some of VRP models that 

offer the advantages of lower costs and better management 

of transport, in order to verify whether these models have 

among the explicit variables elements infomobility. 

In Section IV, we will comment on the analysis results, 

formulating hypotheses, for the integration of the already 

known models with the explicit variables related to the 
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availability of information on the road network state, and 

monitoring of the fleet. 

II. THE NEEDS OF LOGISTICS OPERATORS 

The factor which has made necessary a different 

approach toward the transport activities are: 

 Compression of time in the supply chain. The 

shortening of the transfer of information within 

the chain has highlighted the relative slowness of 

the process of physical transfer of goods. It is 

obvious that effort have been focused on this 

process to make it faster and more reliable. 

 Control of the transport process. In the effort of 

reduction in transit times in the supply chain, strict 

control of goods has become an inevitable 

requirement. Satellite vehicle positional system, 

system for the control in various links in the chain 

of the specific goods (tracking and tracing), 

systems for continuous communication with 

various units are indispensable tools today. 

 Dissemination of outsourcing logistics and 

evolution of operators. The assignment to third 

parties by companies of their logistics activities 

has created a new market of the logistics 

operators. So in most cases not more carriers that 

perform the simple activity from origin to 

destination, but logistic operators can manage 

with tools, reality quite complex, requiring the 

ability to integrate with various systems of the 

client companies or other actors in the world of 

transport (customs, ports, etc.). 

 Diffusion of the Internet. Even in the transport 

sector, as in many areas Internet has opened up 

new opportunities that require ability to adapt to 

the new technologies. The e-commerce further 

strengthens the compression of time, but it also 

poses considerable problems of reorganization to 

reach a new market in a competitive way. The 

availability of portals (market places) dedicated 

specifically to the various modes of transport 

offers new tools to operate more efficiently. 

The modern production processes resulted in a 

significant increase in demand for logistics and is more 

frequent in the case of manufacturing companies that make 

outsourcing, relying on established companies or applying 

spin-off of the business that deals with the logistics. Cost, 

time and quality are the basis of service, but the primary 

factor of success for a logistic enterprise is a service 

"tailored" to the customer. To be able to offer a service “ad 

hoc” we need a particular focus on the Human Resources, 

on the Information and Communication Technology (ICT). 

In particular, for logistic operators that operates as MTO 

(Multimodal Transport Operator), the availability of 

effective ICT tools to communicate with customers and 

other transport operators has a real strategic value [11]. 

Most of the "traditional" problems in the transportation 

of goods derive from the need to maintain continuous 

contact workers with staff on board, with customers and 

suppliers, as well as databases and service companies such 

as customs, insurance companies and banks. This also 

means a wide and full cooperation between all actors in the 

supply chain such as intermodal shipping companies, 

intermodal operators, terminal operators and transport 

providers (land/sea/air) for the exchange of all data of 

transport fundamentals to handle the shipping [13]. An 

adequate system of telecommunications is the support for 

the exchange of electronic documents to allow the tracking 

and control of shipments to foster the development of a 

"just-in-time" ensuring effective efficiency of the logistics 

cycle considerably higher than that now obtainable [8].  

The use of telecommunications networks, Internet and 

the introduction of the exchange data electronically help to 

pursue some primary objectives as: 

 Reduction in production of paper documents; 

 Reduction in time sorting the delivery documents; 

 Reduction in procedural costs; 

 Acceleration in cash flows; 

 Reduction in errors and misinterpretations; 

 Reduction in time and costs of storage; 

 Information about the products location during 

transport; 

 Optimization in use of means of transport; 

 Information and documents; 

 Contribution to the creation of statistical data on 

transport at national / international level. 

Therefore, it is essential providing a flow of information 

to ensure the fulfillment of the objectives listed above with 

particular reference to traceability of load, timely 

communication with forecast delivery date, and billing 

system on computer, agreed with customer, clear and 

standardized [12]. The same exchange of information must 

be provided by operator intermodal to its customers assuring 

certainty and timeliness in supply data using both 

mainframes and operating systems on a PC. 

Only upon reaching these goals the intermodality will 

expand its incidence rate in the world of transport and 

reducing the negative weight of some serious infrastructure. 

Several studies conducted in Europe (Davies, et al. [4] 

and Golob and Regan [7]) have examined the effects of the 

use of ICT in transport processes of goods, in the field of e-

commerce in particular is analyzed the influence of the use 

of technology information and communication technologies 

(ITC) on the organization of transport. In particular, the use 

of seven technologies:  

1. Satellite or radio based communication (S/RC); 

2. AVL technologies;  

3. AVI systems, including PrePass transponders; 

4. EDI; 

5. Vehicle maintenance software (VMS); 

6. Routing and scheduling software (R/SS); 
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7. CB radio (CBR). 

This analysis was based on the results of a survey of 

transport operators with the aim of: 

a) Exploring the extent to which ICT is used by 

businesses. 

b) Checking that the transporters believe it is 

important to use the ITC. 

c) Identifying the efficiency of the fleet in terms of 

return empty running. 

d) Identifying sources of backloads. 

e) Analyzing the methods used to find backloads. 

f) Identifying the benefits and barriers to the view of 

the drivers' trade in goods. 

A first major finding from the survey, confirmed by a 

similar study conducted on a sample of transport companies 

of southern Italy, address the issue of management of empty 

running and significant impact on the total cost of transport. 

Less than 5% of companies are part of a network for the 

exchange of transport orders that allows them to reduce the 

distances with empty vehicles. The investigation 

demonstrated how ICT, although recognized as an important 

tool, is only partly used to support technical activities 

(planning vehicle routing, vehicle tracking, vehicle 

telematics) and how the perception of the informatics 

support is only limited to accounting matters. 

III. MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR TRANSPORT OF GOODS 

A. Problems DRAI 

The logistics distribution, namely organization and 

implementation of physical distribution of goods, must also 

include, for example, the management of possible 

intermediate storage, handling from warehouse to vector 

and vice versa, the bargaining of times and modes of 

delivery goods to the customer. Mathematical models for 

this kind of issues must give a description integrated to 

whole process of physical distribution and consider, in 

addition to transport costs, other logistical costs such as 

those related keeping goods in the warehouse (inventory 

costs) and materials handling (handling costs). These 

models are described by Tinarelli [25], in case of single 

destination, and in Anily and Federgruen [26], in case of 

multiple destinations. Below, will be considered models that 

refer to problems characterized by at least the following 

three aspects: 

 The need to define the paths that must be followed 

by the transport of goods; 

 The existence of costs related to the quantity or 

value of the goods in question; 

 The presence of dynamic aspects that require 

repeated decisions during a given time interval. 

The problems that fall within the context defined will be 

referred to here after as problems DRAI (Dynamic Routing 

and Inventory). The problem DRAI, concern how to manage 

the supply of customers geographically distributed during a 

given time interval, considering issues relating to both the 

transport and the management of the warehouses. DRAI’s in 

problems, it is assumed that the transport takes place via 

rubber and that time departure, loads and locations are 

subject to decision. It is also supposed that deployment task 

rather than collection occurs. In the context defined above, 

decision makers that make a problem DRAI must answer at 

least the following questions: 

 When the shipments are made, in other words, 

when you have to load the vehicles and when they 

are visited customers; 

 How much load in each vehicle and how much 

deliver to each customer; 

 Which path should be followed by each vehicle to 

serve its customers. 
The literature has lots of articles speaking about Pick up 

and Delivery (PD), especially if the application is affected 
by conditions of uncertainty, in terms of geographical 
location of customers and/or terms of the amount of goods 
required. Interesting problems of PD are analyzed by 
Savelsbergh and Sol [18]. A classification of DRAI 
problems in literature is described in Table 1. 

 
TABLE I. CLASSIFICATION OF DRAI PROBLEM 

Topology 
Distribution 

Structure 

one to many many to many  

Types of goods 
Number one many  

Demand 
Knowledge known uncertain unknown 

Variability in 

time 

constant variable  

Distribution uniform not uniform  

Kinds of Decisions 
Domain time frequency  

Constraints / Objectives 
Vehicle 

capacity 

equal different  

Storage 

capacity  

infinite over  

Storage 

capacity 

customers 

infinite over  

Number of 

vehicles 

known decision 

variable 

non-binding 

Cost 
Warehouse conservation lost sales shuffle 

Transport fixed proportional 

to the distance 

proportional 

to number of 

stops 

Solving Approach 
Decomposition time regions - 

routes 

 

Grouping time frequency position 

Models / 

Algorithms 

exact approximate  
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B. Models of DRAI 

The models considered here are well suit to problems 

where demand is almost constant or varies slowly over time. 

There are two dominant schools that study the models in the 

frequency domain. The first of these is the so-called 

Continuous Approximation (CA), while the second refers to 

the Fixed-Partition Policies (FPP).  

Both schools are based on some of the following results, 

which allow the assessment (asymptotically) the length of 

paths. 

1. Assuming it is worth the triangle inequality, 

minimum length Z of a closed path that from the 

central warehouse allows you to visit all customers 

in a particular region satisfies (1). 

      (1) 

where N is the set of customers to visit, di is the 

distance of the client from the warehouse and L* 

(N) is the minimum length of a Hamiltonian path 

between customers in N. 

2. If the set customers is partitioned according to any 

policy RP in R regions each, that containing q 

customers, the minimum value ZRP of the lengths 

sum of the paths of customer visit, meets (2). 

 (2) 

where N (j) is the set of customers in region j. 

If the distance between any pair of customers is 

Euclidean, whatever policy of partition RP, (3) is true 

   (3) 

where P
RP

 is the length of perimeters of regions in which it 

was divided the area containing all customers to visit.  

If the distance between any pair of customers is 

Euclidean and they are distributed on a compact region of 

the plane at random and independent, (4) is the result on the 

asymptotic length. 

     (4) 

where β is a constant that dependent on the law of random 

distribution of customers.  

In the case of Euclidean distances, if there are policies 

for which the term PRP increases with order less than O 

(|N|), the above observations allow us to affirm that the sum 

of the lengths of shortest paths that cover all customers with 

probability 1, asymptotically (5). 

    (5) 

where E(d) is the average distance of customers from the 

warehouse.  

The length of the minimum Hamiltonian path, which 

covers all customers grows with the square root of the 

number of the same, while, if it is determined the maximum 

number of clients per path, the sum of the lengths of 

multiple paths necessary to cover the totality of customers 

grows linearly. 

C. 9.4.2 The Continuous Approximation 

This class of models offers a hierarchical approach to 

DRAI problems solving. The basic principle is that many 

specific data can be neglected, retaining the ability of 

analytical model to provide useful solutions. The discrete 

data, when sufficiently numerous, may be approximated by 

continuous functions so as to develop simple (but plausible) 

models. The solution process is to define a cost function to 

be minimized. This includes all relevant costs along the 

distribution cycle, which can be summarized as follows: 

 Physical handling of goods: transport in strict 
sense, preparation and packaging of the lots to be 
dispatched; 

 Storage: cost of renting facilities dedicated to 
storage, cost related to expectation of goods. 

The cost function under realistic conditions (such as 

economies of scale in goods flow) is a concave function. 

Concave functions have many local optima, which makes it 

difficult to determine the global optimum. Two important 

consequences of the concavity are: justifies the use of the 

approximation by continuous functions, and leads to 

solutions of "all or nothing". The main hypotheses 

underlying the Continuous Approximation approach are: the 

demand varies slowly with time, the geographical 

distribution of consumers varies slowly in space, the total 

cost can be expressed as the sum of costs of small 

components (disjoint) of the total region. 

An extensive review of the literature on Continuous 

Approximation is provided by Langevin, et al. [16] and  

Federgruen and Simchi-Levi [19]. 

D. The Fixed-partition policies 

Baseline scenario for the Fixed-partition policies, are as 

follows: 

 Topology: one to many, with Euclidean distances 
approximately; 

 Question: constant over time and uniform in space; 

 Constraints: both on the capacity of vehicles on 
their number; 
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 Inventory costs: storage (possibly different 
depending on the customer), fixed of reorder; 

 Transport costs proportional to the length of the 
routes, fixed costs; 

 Solutions: heuristics, asymptotically optimal of the 
number of customers. 

Φ is the set of all policies FPP. Determine a strategy that 

minimizes the cost Φ respecting the constraints defined 

above is clearly NP-hard, since it must still determine the 

minimum Hamiltonian circuits. But taking advantage of 

structural properties the cost average value expression over 

the long term is shown that it is possible to define, without 

having to determine simultaneously Hamiltonian paths and 

frequency of clients access, a partition in regions, with 

probability 1, asymptotically optimal in the number of 

customers. 

Instead of Fixed-Partition Policies spoken Anily and 

Federgruen [28] and Bramel [20]. 

E. Problems Routing and Scheduling in the distribution of 

goods 

Below, we describe different characteristics of the 

problems routing and scheduling freight, considering key 

components of this problem - road network, customers, 

stores and vehicles - various operational constraints that 

may be imposed in construction of travel, and finally, 

possible objectives to be pursued in the optimization. The 

road network used for the transport, normally is described 

by a graph whose edges represent road sections passable and 

whose vertices correspond to remarkable points of the 

network, i.e., at intersections and at points where they are 

localized customers and deposits. Each customer is 

characterized by: 

 Vertex of road graph; 

 Amount of goods, possibly of different types, 

which must be delivered and / or collection; 

 Intervals of time, also referred to as time windows, 

in which can be served; 

 Time loading and unloading; 

 Any subset of vehicles that can be used to serve 

him. 

If you cannot fully meet the demand of transport 

associated with all customers, some of them or are not 

served or are only partially. To this end are generally 

defined priority levels of service between customers. The 

travels for customers service have origin and destination in 

one or more deposits located in the vertex of the road graph. 

 The number and types of vehicles of each deposit, as 

well as the amount of goods that each store is capable of 

treating, may depend on the deposit. The transportation of 

goods is made using a fleet of vehicles that can be fixed or 

variable in size. The truck drivers are subject to restrictions 

of trade union different.  

Other limitations are given by Erdogan and  Miller-

Hooks [1] in Green Vehicle Routing Problem. The G-VRP 

seeks to find at most m tours, one for each vehicle, that 

starts and ends at the depot, visiting a subset of vertices 

including AFSs when needed such that the total distance 

traveled is minimized. Vehicle driving range constraints that 

are dictated by fuel tank capacity limitations and tour 

duration constraints meant to restrict tour durations to a pre-

specified limit Tmax, apply. 

Travel must meet a number of operational constraints, 

arising from the nature of the transport operation, the quality 

of the desired service and employment contracts of staff. In 

any moment the quantity of goods loaded on each vehicle 

may exceed the respective load capacity. The travel can 

include both pick-up and delivery of goods, or only one of 

these activities. The visit to the customer must be made 

within relevant time windows or can also be defined as a 

maximum total duration of journey. To this end, a complete 

graph whose vertices are the vertices of network 

corresponding to and deposits is defined, starting from the 

road network. For each pair of vertices i and j of the graph, 

there is an arc whose cost cij is the cost of the shortest path, 

in terms of distance or travel time, between the two vertices, 

measured on the original road network. In some cases the 

problem does not explicitly refer to a road network: the 

vertices (customers and deposits) are determined 

exclusively by their coordinates in a plane and the costs cij 

of the graph are defined by the Euclidean distance between 

the vertices i and j. These problems, known as Euclidean 

problems are obviously symmetrical and have the property 

of triangularity. The objectives that can be pursued in the 

solution of a problem of freight transport are numerous, 

including: 

 Minimization of the total cost of transport 

(depending on the total distance traveled and/or 

time travel) and the fixed costs associated with the 

use of vehicles and crews; 

 Minimization of vehicles numbers and/or drivers 

necessary; 

 Balancing of the various paths from the point of 

view of the distance traveled or the workload 

associated; 

 Minimization of the penalties associated with non-

or partial service to customers. 

Extensive surveys on the problems of vehicle routing 

and scheduling were presented by Laporte [24], Fisher [17], 

and Toth and Vigo [10] [14]. An annotated bibliography of 

these problems has been proposed by Laporte [15]. There 

are also available studies on the subject of comprehensive 

volumes such as Toth and Vigo [9]. 

Methods of solution metaheuristics for the standard 

version of the VRP were compared by Bianchessi and  

Righini, [5], in particular Tarantilis, et al. [6] analyzing 

various models (Type of moves employed; Intermediate 

infeasible solutions; Solution-attributes stored in tabu list; 

Tabu tenure; Diversification; Intensification). 

Definitions and formulations of the performance in 

distribution, or rather about effectiveness (that extent they 

are satisfied with the goals of rapid deployment) and equity, 
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(ie the extent to which all recipients receive a similar 

service), are discussed by Huang, et al. [2]. They 

demonstrated that the efficiency is the total travel time for 

selected routes, the efficacy is the measure of which 

calculates the speed and sufficiency of deliveries, the equity 

is the measure the spread in service level across nodes.  

R. Bachmann and Langevin [3] developed an algorithm 

with few data (cost of delivering a load to each store and 

cost per stop in that region); this algorithm provides a viable 

solution and considers the decrease in capacity of trailers. 

F. Models and exact algorithms for the VRP 

The Asymmetric Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem 

(ACVRP) is linked to Bin Packing Problem (BPP), which 

requires to determine the minimum number of identical 

containers (bins), each with capacity D, necessary to contain 

a given set of objects, the j-th of which is characterized by a 

non-negative weight dj.  

It is known in fact that in the particular case where cij = 

0 for all (i, j) ∈ A, i ≠ j, i ≠ 0, and c0j = 1 for all j ∈ V \ {0}, 

and ACVRP equivalent to BPP. Note that if the value of the 

optimal solution of the BPP associated to ACVRP (from (6) 

to (12)) is greater than K, the ACVRP have no solution. A 

linear programming model for whole ACVRP can be 

obtained using (n +1)
2
 x binary variables, one for each arch 

of the complete graph. The variable xij takes the value 1 if 

and only if the arch (i, j) and in the optimal solution 

assumes value 0 otherwise. For each S ⊆ V \ {0}, and σ (S) 

the minimum number of vehicles needed to serve all 

customers in S, i.e., the value of the optimal solution of the 

BPP with set of objects S. Note that σ (V\{0})≤K. It 

therefore has the following formulation: 

    (6) 

    (7) 

     (8) 

    (9) 

     (10) 

  (11) 

    (12) 

G. Lower bounds and exact algorithms 

Being the TSP a relaxation of VRP, it is evident that any 

lower bound valid for TSP is also valid for VRP. 

Considering the symmetric version of the problem is 

possible to perform a relaxation which requires the 

computation of a spanning tree of minimum cost (Shortest 

Spanning Tree, SST) of undirected graph in place of 

arborescence. A "lower bound" alternative is given by the 

cost of the same SST on the graph G plus the cost of the K 

cost arcs. A second type of "lower bound" for ACVRP 

considering the graph extended, oriented and complete. 

Thoth and Vigo [14], Fischetti, et al. [21] Cornuejos and 

Harche, [23], and Fisher [22] presented review that offer 

relaxations of the Lower bounds and exact algorithms. 

H. The method of Clarke-Wright 

The algorithm of Clarke-Wright [9] is one of the first 

attempts to solve VRP with capacity constraints (CVRP). 

The algorithm starts from a solution no admissible where 

every guest is served in a different journey. Trips are then 

iteratively combined considering the saving sij (13), in terms 

of cost of travel, which can be achieved by serving two 

customers in one trip instead of leaving them in two 

separate trips. 

 (13) 

Depending on the construction method of travel, it 

obtain two distinct versions of the algorithm (sequential and 

parallel), but in both cases the pairs of customers are taken 

into account for the possible union of travel which contain 

them to decreasing values of saving associated with them.  

The sequential version of the algorithm of Clarke and 

Wright builds a trip at a time, adding a new customer at the 

beginning or at the end of the trip, as long as no other 

customer can be inserted without violating the constraint on 

the ability or has reached the end of List of saving.  

The most widespread version of the algorithm of Clarke 

and Wright is parallel, where the list of saving is examined 

only once, and if both the couple's current customers are at 

the beginning or at the end of two trips and if the union of 

the two trips is eligible for the capacity constraint, the travel 

to which customers belong are merged into one trip, as long 

as the list of saving is not full. One can change the algorithm 

of Clarke and Wright in order to consider operational 

constraints also extremely complex, just merely do the 

unions of travel leading to a new journey admissible. 

I. The algorithm of Fisher and Jaikumar 

Fisher and Jaikumar [9] proposed an algorithm for 

CVRP based on a reformulation of the problem as a 

Generalized Assignment (Generalized Assignment Problem, 

GAP) non-linear, which determines an allocation of eligible 

customers to a number of trips and the objective function 

which takes into account the cost of sequencing customers 

in each trip. In the approach proposed, the non-linear the 

objective function is approximated by a linear function. The 

method of solution is of the type called a cluster-first-route-

second and is decomposed into two phases.  

In the first phase, customers are partitioned into subsets 

(clusters), eligible from the point of view of capacity 

constraint, solving a GAP with the objective function 
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linearized. During the second stage, the final solution is 

obtained by sequencing of the customers of each subset 

using an algorithm (from (14) to (17)) for the resolution of 

TSP. 

     (14) 

  (15) 

   (16) 

  (17) 

where yik = 1 if and only if the i customer is assigned to the 

subset k and f(yk) is the cost of sequencing optimal 

customer assigned at the k trip, that is, the value of the 

optimal solution of TSP associated with the vertices of the 

subset Nk = { i | yik = 1} ∪ {O}. The focus of the algorithm 

is constituted by the construction of the linear objective 

function nonlinear f (yk). 

A possible way to construct this approximation is based 

on the determination of K customers (or points) seed the, 

il,..., iK, associated with vehicles 1, ..., K. The γik coefficients 

are calculated as the insertion cost of customer on journey 

from warehouse to seed ik and back. Due to the strong 

influence of seed on the placement of customers to different 

subsets made by the GAP, the choice of the set of seed is an 

extremely delicate phase heuristic Fisher and Jaikumar. 

J. Finishing techniques based on local search 

The solutions obtained by heuristic algorithms can often 

be improved using post-optimization procedures (called 

local search) based on movements of customers or 

exchanges of arcs. The algorithms of local search  

iteratively evaluate eligibility and cost of all solutions of the 

surroundings of the current solution, saving the best feasible 

solution found. If the cost of the best solution of the 

surroundings is lower than the current solution, it runs the 

transfer or exchange associated with it and it becomes the 

new current solution.  

The algorithm terminates when no solution of the 

surroundings current has lower cost than the current. The 

difference between current and new solution cost (18) is 

easily obtained considering only arcs removed from the 

current solution and those inserted in the new solution. 

 (18) 

The procedures of local search easily are generalized so 

as to consider displacements of more than two clients or 

exchanges of more than two arcs. These generalizations 

produce better solutions. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Highlighting the interaction of ITS and goods 

transportation was essential to analyze the needs of logistics 

operators and the primary objectives that they pursue, 

describing goods transportation models in order to identify 

the main problems of the operators (DRAI; VRP). Defining 

a wide scenery of the models in the literature was useful for 

making a classification according to the following 

parameters: topology, type of goods, demand, kinds of 

decision, constraints/objectives, costs, solving approach.  

During the study, we analyzed models for goods 

transportation that interacted with ITS. These models have 

shown that the implementation of ITS not only reduces 

costs, but also facilitates an efficient organization and 

management of goods. Further studies could be developed 

to identify the extent to which the use of certain instruments 

of ITS vary some elements of a supply chain. 

A future work could include the study of fleet 

management, understood as tracking and tracing of vehicles 

that usually use the following services: 

 Mobile terminals management; 

 Fleet management and their list; 

 Management of the position requests for terminal 

or fleet; 

 Visualization of the terminal position on the map; 

 Management of the terminal lists of a specific fleet; 

 The introduction of this elements as decision 

variables in the VRP, would achieve more accurate 

results. 

In particular, it seem to be a priority: 

1. Knowledge of road network portion passable in 

function of the geometric characteristics vehicle 

and emissions into the atmosphere of own engine; 

2. Monitoring of average speeds along the network 

arcs used in the assigned itinerary to update the 

generalized cost of transport (at least for the travel 

time); 

3. Possibility to reserve the use of spaces for parking 

dedicated to the loading / unloading of goods, so as 

to reduce the search time of parking, to reduce the 

delay on the current traffic produced by illegal 

parking, and ultimately, reduce the crew of each 

vehicle. 

The use of mathematical models of routing and 

scheduling that considers the variables described above, 

could yield further improvements in business 

management. 
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Abstract – The paper presents a new approach of solving 

intellectual problems by means of collective intelligence. The 

essence of the approach is combination of two principles: 

Condorcet’s principle of the jury and evolutional coordination, 

based on reciprocal evaluation among intellectual agents. This 

method exploits both generative and evaluative abilities of the 

agents and allows to eliminate so called Condorcet’s border, 

which means that for obtaining correct solution every expert 

must make correct decision with probability greater than 0.5. 

The paper also observes the conditions that guarantee correct 

solution obtainment. 

Keywords – collective intelligence; genetic algorithm; 

coordination; generation; evaluation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In October 2010 in the “Science” magazine (USA) 
employees of the Center for Collective Intelligence of the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology headed by Pr. Thomas 
V. Malone published the first English language paper that 
proved the effect of excess of the collective Intelligence 
Quotient value over both group average and maximum 
individual IQ values [1]. The factor was identified that 
determines the successfulness of solution in intelligent groups. 
It was called the C-factor (collective factor). The factor 
analysis approved the existence of the only significant 
component for all collective activities. This component is the 
C-factor. 

The analysis of these experiments has provided two 
conclusions: first of all, the collective component, that defines 
group intelligence potential, exists, secondly, it can be 
evaluated objectively. 

There are also a huge number of well-known 
crowdsourcing application success stories [2], based on the 
application of Condorcet’s jury theorem [3]. The intellect gain 
effect during expert group work takes place due to several 
reasons. In the first case (Malone’s) it is defined mainly by the 
“legislative” component. It means that at the first step some 
solutions are generated and during further discussion they are 
combined by the collective intelligence of the group into a 
collective solution. In the case of crowdsourcing the process 
often consists of only the first step – ideas generation, and if 

every expert has a probability of correct solution 
5.0PG

, 
then at a great number of experts the probability of the 
collective solution correctness tends to 1. If for every expert 

5.0PG
, then the probability tends to 0, which is a big 

problem in application of crowdsourcing. 

Most papers upon collective intelligence refer the 

Condorcet’s principle [4].  This paper provides an approach of 

eliminating the Condorcet’s constraint of 0.5. First of all, the 

method will be introduced and explained. After that there will 

be a computer experiments report. In the end goes the 

definition of the condition that must hold in order to obtain 

correct result. 

In this paper, basic principles that are related to the 

algorithm are discussed in Section II, while Section III 

describes the method itself. Section III deals with theoretical 

and experimental substantiation of the method. Last section 

provides the conclusion. 

II. QUICK VIEW UPON THE BASIC PRINCIPLES 

The Condorcet’s jury theorem assumes that a group of 
individuals wishes to reach a decision by a majority vote. One 
of the two outcomes of the vote is correct, and each voter has 
a probability p of voting for the correct decision. The theorem 
contends that if p > 0.5 then with increasing the number of 
voters the probability of obtaining the correct solution tends to 
1; in other hand, if p < 0.5 then with increasing the number of 
voters it tends to 0. 

This means, for a jury group making a decision between 
two alternatives, if their p > 0.5 then a large group will make 
correct decision with higher probability than a small one, but 
if their p < 0.5 then one expert will make correct decision 
much more probably than a group. 

Another approach that lies on the foundation of this paper 
is Genetic Algorithms (GA) [5]. Its basis is rather simple. 
Each solution is assumed as a biologic individual that has a 
genotype (sequence of bits that encodes the set of its 
characteristics or so called phenotype). The algorithm starts 
with generation of initial set of individuals (solutions). The 
correct solution search passes like a biological cycle of 
population. It consists of three stages that repeat iteratively: 

1) Mutation of random individuals: each individual 
subjected for mutation changes random bits of its genotype. 
Usually only few bits are subjected for change – near 10%. 

2)  Natural selection: each individual has a value of  the 
fitness function. Basing on this values some “weak” 
individuals are eliminated and population decreases, usually 
on 50%. The selection algorithm may vary. 

3)  Crossover: all individuals divide into pairs and every 
pair give birth to two children – individuals that incorporate 
the genotypes of their parents. 

These stages run iteratively until the convergence 
condition holds. It may be an obtainment of some fitness 
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value or end of the population progress (maximal fitness 
doesn’t increase). The individual with the highest fitness is 
selected as the final solution. 

As an example of GA application let’s assume a chemical 
experiment. We need to adjust the volumes of reagents to 
provide maximal heating of the mixture. The set of volume 
values represents an individual and is encoded into bits of its 
genotype. Fitness of each individual (solution) is evaluated by 
chemical modeling module. Since we have all the data 
presented in GA model, we can run the algorithm to obtain a 
rational solution. 

III. METHOD OF EVOLUTIONARY SOLUTIONS COORDINATION 

INTRODUCED 

As Malone’s experiments proved, in experts’ work, based 
on legislating and voting procedure, the leader effect and 
conflicts, hidden and evident, considerably worsen 
effectiveness of the group. 

This paper proposes the synthesis of the two approaches 
that is called by the authors Method of Evolutionary Solutions 
Coordination (MEC), which has advantages of two methods 
and considerably compensate their weaknesses. 

The method incorporates genetic algorithms (GA) [6], 
Condorcet’s theorem, Tychurin’s metasystem transitions 
theory [7] and collective intelligence systems theory, that is 
partially presented in this paper. 

The method is defined as follows. MEC is an approach of 
organization of collective work upon a project with predefined 
objectives and rules of interaction, based on classic GA 
principles. Experts work is usually organized by the means of 
a computer network. These are the rules of organization of 
intellectual agents work and interaction: 

1) Objectives of the project are defined 

2) Experts group and their interaction method are 

selected 

3) Frame (slots structure) of the project is created 

4) The first solutions are found, they may be 

incomplete 

5) Solutions are exchanged between the experts 

6) Exit condition is checked; if it’s fulfilled, algorithm 

halts 

7) New solutions are created from the old ones through 

crossover 

8) Some new solutions mutate 

9) Go to the point 5 

According to interaction rules the collective work 

instructions are developed considering features of certain 

problem, communication environment, abilities and 

qualification of the intellectual agents. The scheme of  MEC 

is illustrated on Fig. 1. 

 

Figure 1. MEC scheme 

Expert 1 Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3 Expert 1 Expert M 

. . .  

. . .  

Slot 1 

Slot 2 

. . .      

1. Initial  

population  

creation 

2. Crossover,  

Mutation 

3. Iterative  

process 
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On the zero iteration experts fill slots of the project 
according to their knowledge. In Figure 1 these slots are 
marked with dark rectangles. On the iterations of 
coordination, each expert checks others’ variants and picks 
some of those that he considers to be the best and fills blank 
cells of his variant with them. After performing several 
iterations, the process converges to a population of equally 
filled solutions. For accelerating the process, it can be 
adjusted with the Condorcet’s rule – a slot is considered as 
filled, if more than half of experts have made the same 
decision on it. 

Experiments on solving complicated intellectual problems 
from different creative areas by expert groups have 
demonstrated the MEC efficiency. With this method high 
level checkmate problems were successfully solved by 
collective intelligence, when the group members could not 
solve the problems individually. A witnesses group effectively 
restored an identikit, IQ measurement [8] upon verbal 
Eysenck’s tests [9] demonstrated an extremely high 
intellectual level of the group. There are many papers in 
Russian that refer to these results [10][11][12][13][14], but 
they are unknown for English-speaking audience. This paper 
partially makes up this lack. 

Most papers upon negotiation of agents group offer 
approaches to find some trade-off in preferences of several 
individuals [15][16]. They use predefined utility functions of 
the agents to obtain Pareto-optimal solutions. Supposed 
methods are considered to demonstrate high quality of 
negotiating in multi-party cases. There are also some papers 
[17] that describe complex approaches – concluding contracts 
are defined by utilizing several strategies of negotiation. All 
these theories aim to obtain a solution in case of multiple 
preferences of different parties. This signifies that each party 
has its own assumption upon correct solution. Such 
circumstances appear not frequently enough on complicated 
multidimensional problems. In real life situations not every 
agent can provide a value for each component of the solution. 
MEC deals with such situations throughout utilization of 
agents’ ability of estimating other agents’ solutions. In most 
cases even if an expert can’t provide his own solution of a 
problem, at least he can express his opinion upon an existing 
solution. 

IV. MODELING THE CALCULATION PROCESS 

The main way, considered to explore the proposed method 
in this paper, is computer modeling. The project, subjected for 
solving by a group of virtual experts, is meant to consist of K 
slots that must be filled with correct answers after several 
stages of coordination according to the vote majority. 

Let us draw up a computer model of a slot filling process 
with applying it to all slots of the project successively. The 
decision-making process is divided into several stages. The 
first stage is individual decisions creation, further follow 
stages of iterative coordination of the solutions by a group of 
M experts. Let us suppose that on the stage of individual 
decisions creation every expert gives a correct solution with 
probability       , an incorrect solution with probability 
       and with probability            he gives 
no solution. On coordination stages an expert, who didn’t 
make a decision, choses among other experts’ solutions – 

correct one with probability   , incorrect one with probability 
   – and choses no solution with probability         
  . 

All the probabilities are determined with consideration 
that correctness of solutions can be estimated. It is necessary 
for building the mathematical model, but in further 
application it isn’t essential – real life problems are not 
usually provided with fitness function and each solution is 
estimated by subjective opinion of an expert. And for MEC it 
isn’t matter if the estimation process is formulized or defined 
by certain expert’s opinion. 

Moreover, the assumption that correctness of solution is a 
binary function (correct/incorrect) is also considered only for 
durable mathematical substantiation. It can be discarded f.e. 
with application of fuzzy logic (every solution is correct and 
incorrect with some degrees). All further deductions can be 
completed with probabilistic functions of correctness. We 
assume that taking them into consideration is not essential and 
theoretical substantiation on strict correctness can be 
propagated to fuzzy functions. 

The algorithm of the decision-making process that lies 
upon the computer model can be easily described on cellular 
automata language. Let us suppose that experts fill the 
automata cells basing on the following rules. 

Initial state of the cellular automata is determined by    
and    parameters, it is represented by the vector      
      . 

   {

                         

                

                        

, 

where   is a random number in the interval (0, 1). 1 means 
that an expert has made a correct decision, 2 means an 
incorrect decision, 0 – the expert has not made a decision. 
Mean of the number of ones in the automata equals     , of 
the number of twos -     , of the number of zeros -     .  

The subsequent state    of the cellular automata, that 

imitates solutions coordination process, is filled according to 

the following rules. 

1. If     , then       (experts have filled their 

sells and now are waiting for other experts to fill up 

the cells). 

2. If     , then then the i-th expert uniformly choses 

another cell j such that      and randomly 

updates his   in the interval (0, 1). Depending on 

value of   he chooses one of three options: 

2.1. If       , then if     , then on the 

second state of the expert     , if     , 

then the expert ignores wrong decision and 

saves 0 to the    cell. 

2.2. If           , then if     , then 

the expert makes wrong decision – he 

ignores the correct 1 and saves 0 to the   . 

If     , he saves 2 to the    by mistake. 
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2.3. If        , then the expert cannot 

estimate the    cell solution and saves 0 to 

the   . 

3. C array is saved to B. If it still has zeros, then 

proceed from the point 2, otherwise – move to the 

point 4. 

4. At this stage the group’s solution is defined by the 

votes majority. If ones dominate, then it’s 

considered, that the group has made a correct 

decision. If twos dominate, then the decision is 

wrong. 

Basing on this algorithm, a computer program was 
developed, that allowed to find G, the probability of making 
correct decision for one expert in the end of convergent 
iterative process, according to predefined parameters of the 
model:   ,   ,      , when he use his expert ability of 
choosing between others’ solutions together with the ability of 
ideas generation. To find P – the probability of finding correct 
solution by votes majority in the group of M experts – let us 
use famous formula, that follows from the Condorcet’s 
Theorem [3]: 

  ∑   
           

   

 
   

  (1) 

One of the research objectives was to explore the 
dependence of the group intellectual potential upon the model 
parameters. As the intellectual potential, the function    
    

 
 was considered. It is inversely proportional to the number 

of experts that have found correct solution with probability 
   , where   is a predefined small value. In our experiments 
       . 

Computer experiments were performed with different 
values of the parameters    and   . Their variations are  
given in the Table I. There are also presented the evaluated 
values of M (top left corner of a cell) and IP (bottom right 

corner of a cell) for  
  

  
   and  

  

  
    . Obviously, the 

cases where         are impossible. Furthermore, some 
small values of these parameters where       also give no 
results because the number of experts M in these cases tends 
to infinity. 

It is shown that intellectual potential of the experts differs 
by degrees and the legislative component brings a 
considerable contribution to the intellect structure. Moreover, 
it is the very thing that allows to overcome the Condorcet’s 
“border”.  

4. Conditions of correct solution obtainment 
Basing on the experiments the empirical inequality was 

defined that bounds up parameters of the model. When it 
holds, it’s always possible to find M, such that guarantees 
obtaining correct solution with probability 0.999 for the 
group: 

   
    

     
       (2) 

 

For convenience, in practical applications, the constraint 

(2) can be deducted to: 

 
  

  
 

     

     
    (3) 

 

Here are some consequences of the inequality (3): 

 

1. If experts have low ability of decision 

generation (     ), then for obtaining a 

correct solution it’s necessary for them to have 

high abilities of evaluation (     ). 

2. If experts have high ability of decision 

generation (     ), then for obtaining a 

correct solution it’s not necessary for the group 

to have high evaluation abilities (     ). 

3. If experts’ abilities of both generation and 

evaluation are both low, they cannot obtain a 

correct solution. Moreover, if the portion of 

such experts in the expert group increases, then 

correctness of the group work result decreases. 

Convergence of MEC to the correct solution and 
fulfillment of the inequality (3) in quantitative form were 
inspected also in condition of normal distribution of the model 
parameters. Just like in Condorcet’s research, in this paper, 
basing on computer experiments, it’s deducted that the results 
obtained in case of normal distribution of parameters in limits 
of statistical errors, concurred with results of inspection, 
preformed with average values of the parameters. 

Let us consider a practical example of the MEC usage. 
One of the experiments that were made by the authors is an IQ 
test. The test consists of a set of questions, i.e. 50. Every 
question is provided with several answers only one of which 
is correct. There are 10 students (experts) participating in the 
test solving. 

According to the MEC model solution template can be 
divided into 50 slots – one for a question. On the first iteration 
of MEC each of 10 students proposes answers for every 
question he is sure and leaves unanswered those he has doubt 
with. On the second and other iterations each expert receives a 
solution of another randomly chosen expert and rates his 
answers. If some answer of the expert being rated seems more 
correct that the one which the rater has in susceptive slot then 
he replaces his old slot value or blank slot with the value of 
that user. These iterations proceed until all solutions are 
similar (the students have come into conclusion). Thus, the 
solution that is left in the solutions population is considered as 
the most correct one. 

On multiple experiments the method demonstrated high 
increase of the intellect level of real students groups. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

On the results of the research, the following conclusions 

were made: 

 Simple and efficient iterative method of 

collective decision-making was proposed and 

explored. 
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TABLE I. VALUES OF THE MODEL PROPERTIES 

    ⁄               

   
   

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

0.1 129 

7.75 

81 

12.3 

55 

18.2 

39 

25.6 

29 

34.5 

21 

4.,6 

17 

58.8 

13 

76,9 

9 

111.1 

0.2 535 

1.87 

233 

4.29 

127 

7.87 

81 

12.3 

55 

18,2 

37 

27,0 

27 

37.0 

21 

46.7 

- 

0.3 - 2147 

0.465 

531 

1.88 

233 

4.29 

129 

7.75 

81 

12.3 

55 

18.2 

- - 

0.4 - - - 2143 

0.467 

533 

1.88 

235 

4.26 

- - - 

    ⁄             

   
   

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

0.1 - - - 535 

1.87 

129 

7.75 

55 

18.2 

29 

34.5 

17 

58.8 

9 

111.1 

0.2 - - - 2145 

0.466 

233 

4.29 

81 

12.3 

39 

25.6 

21 

46.7 

- 

0.3 - - - - 535 

1.87 

127 

7.87 

55 

18.2 

- - 

0.4 - - - - 2147 

0.465 

235 

4.26 

 - - 

 

 The conditions were determined, that can 

guarantee obtainment of correct solution by a 

group of experts using the Method of 

Evolutionary Solutions Coordination. 

 The experts’ competence of legislation and 

decisions evaluation was engaged together with 

the ideas generation competence. It helps 

experts groups to operate more efficiently and 

eliminate the Condorcet’s border. 

The obtained results have become the beginning of large 
research, that is divided into two branches. The first is 
exploring applications of MEC with creation of different 
variations of the method and different coordination models. 
For example, so-called Dynamic Slots variation was 
developed to apply the method in machine translation. Also 
MEC was utilized in collaborative text creation and concepts 
visualization. For all these applications software products 
were created. The second direction of the related work is 
improvement of MEC. A considerable part of theoretic 
research is related to elitist modification of the iterative 
process. It means that in creation and legislation stages 
experts’ weights differ according to their creative and 
evaluative skills. Several algorithms were developed for 
calculating these skills. 

Implementation of the coordination process in collective 
intelligence algorithms opens new fields of application for 

information technologies. Not everybody is able to create 
great solution for certain problem, but comparison of several 
solutions with picking the most impressive one is a simpler 
task, and usage of this point gives wide opportunities. In order 
to apply these concepts in practice we need to discover new 
models of collective work organization, that, first of all, can 
be attractive for experts, e.g., in the Wide Web, and in the 
second, will provide solutions for some actual problems. 
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Abstract— Currently, the method used to analyze the 
manufactured arrow’s performance is to use the accumulated 
impact points of arrow. The impact point of arrow is appeared 
by shooting the arrow repeatedly with same force to a target 
paper using a shooting device. The method has some weak 
points, such as low accuracy, it needs long time to do the 
experiments because the arrow is shoot in several times, and 
difficult to digitize between impact points. Therefore, the 
measuring system for comparing manufactured arrows 
performance objectively and confirming quality and 
performance of arrow methodically and a sensor that can 
measure high-speed-moving object is needed. In this paper, 
line lasers are placed upper side and left side of a square-
shaped frame, and photodiode sensors are installed at the 
opposite side of line lasers. When fired arrow goes through the 
square shaped frame, the voltage acquisition device measures 
the voltage level difference of photodiodes. Impact points of 
arrow are shown using the data derived by voltage acquisition 
device. A neural network calibration method is implemented 
using impact points which are printed out precisely by 
manufactured grid plate. The calibration method replaces the 
impact points included errors with precision and high 
reliability impact points. 

Keywords-measuring systemt; calibration; neural network; 
impact point; photodiode; arrow 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Currently, the bow and arrow are used as a tool for 
hunting, recreation, sports to hobbies. Since 1972, at the 
Munich Olympics to date, archery rules have been revised 
and changed drastically. The quality and performance of bow 
and arrow is needed for not only getting a good score at 
Olympics but also increasing of customers demand for 
leisure. Especially, there are plenty of ongoing researches 
about arrow which has complex manufacturing process and 
should analyze scientifically, but there are no systems and 
intuitive numerical data for evaluating [1][2]. The intuitive 
numerical data means information which can be expressed as 
coordinate points, such as distance between impact points, 
two impact point coordinate that has maximum distance, and 
so on. Generally, the method or reference used to evaluate 
arrow's quality and performance is to use data based on 
testimonials by hunters who have used bow and arrow for a 
long time, by technicians who produce leisure sporting goods, 

and by customers. In addition, previous research results 
through patents have biased technology that optimizes 
producing process using manufacturing variables. There is 
testing process for getting performance of arrow. First, attach 
shooting sheet on target. Second, shoot an arrow repeatedly 
with changing angles of nock every time. Third, check 
impact points of arrow and measure how dense they are. The 
denser of impact point, the better of performance and quality 
of the arrow. Analyzing impact point of arrow using 
shooting sheets has some disadvantages, such as low 
accuracy, should be replaced frequently and periodically, and 
the difficulty of digitize between impact points. The other 
way to gather data of arrow's performance is using high-
speed camera, but it has also disadvantages that can see only 
limited angle images, and highly expensive price. For 
overcoming disadvantages of traditional analyze process, this 
paper suggest that by using of line laser and photodiode 
sensors which have high resolution and fast response rate, 
the measurement of high-speed moving arrows produced 
good results. By installing photodiode sensors in array 
formation, it can obtain the voltage level changes in the 
position to be passed by the arrows in the frame. All data 
from the photodiode sensors are acquired by Data 
Acquisition Device (DAQ), produced by National 
Instruments (NI). Then, they are transferred to Host PC 
connected by port or slot. This transferred data is shown by 
LabVIEW program in PC. However, initially appearing 
impact point of arrow includes errors that occurred by light 
of line laser and structure of photodiode array. To 
compensate the errors, this paper suggests calibration method 
using neural network (NN) [3][4]. 

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: 
In section 2, we describe about measuring impact point of 
arrow system. Additionally it describes that previous 
measuring system which has some drawbacks and theoretical 
explains about suggested method. Section 3 gives a 
calibration algorithm using NN. Also it includes experiments 
and results to proof calibration. Finally, a conclusion is 
drawn in section 4 with an outlook to future work. 

II. MEASURING SYSTEM DESIGN OF ARROW’S IMPACT 

POINT 

In this section, the problems of current used measuring 
system of arrow's impact point in real manufacturing 
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Figure 3.   Single frame for measuring arrow’s impact point. 

company are discussed. And also the solving problem by the 
proposed novel hardware structure and method of impact 
point using measuring data are showed. 

A. Problems of impact point measuring system 

Fig. 1 indicates structure of arrow. It consists of point, 
insert, shaft, crest line, fletching, and nock. It also can be 
divided into three parts, each part named arrowhead, shaft of 
arrow, and feathering. Arrowhead is usually made from 
stone or metal which is attached to the end, and its role is to 
penetrate targets substantially. Shaft of arrow is made from 
composite materials, generally produced in the form of 
aluminum core wrapping by carbon fiber. Traditionally, 
feathering is made from feathers. But in modern, it is made 
from plastic materials. It can prevent shaking of arrow, and 
also ensure stability of flight. 

Due to advance manufacturing process and materials, it is 
possible to produce arrows which have not only good quality 

but also good performance, and increased flight distance and 
accuracy. Both flight distance and precise accuracy are 
largely affected by characteristic variables of arrow, such as 
weight, external diameter, spine, straightness, angle and 
shape of feathering. According to these characteristic 
variables, the impact point and flight distance of arrow 
shows different. Hence, there are plenty of researches and 
experiments about impact point’s density by attaching 
shooting sheets on target that find out relations between 
characteristic variable, impact point and flight distance.  But 
in case of measuring arrow's impact points, 
commercialization of technologies and systems are lacking. 
And arrow manufacturing company focuses on patents and 
technologies that optimizing the characteristic variables that 
occurring in production process. That disproportionate 
development caused by difficulties of determining objective 
performance of produced arrow because there is no 
measuring and classifying system of arrow's impact points, 
also there are no data numerically represented. Analyzing 
technology of arrow's impact point density is still in the early 
stage, and there are only a few available measuring platforms 
using handwriting and high-speed camera. Handwriting 
process is shown in Fig. 2b. First, attach shooting sheet on 
rational distance from target. Second, shoot an arrow 
repeatedly changing angles of nock every time. Third, check 
impact points of arrow and measure how dense they are. If 
impact point of an arrow has high density, then the arrow is 
determined that it has good quality and performance. But 
analyzing impact point of arrow using handwriting, there are 
some disadvantages, such as; low accuracy, it should be 
replaced frequently and periodically, and it is hard to digitize 
between impact points. In case of high-speed camera, on the 
other hands, it can compare arrow's shape while flying to 
other arrows using obtained video or images, but it can only 
watch restricted view angles. And it is hard to digitize 
between impact points, like handwriting. Fig. 2a shows the 
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Figure 4.   System design of measuring impact point. 

pictures of launch pad and shooting experiment environment 
which are actually used in manufacturing industry. It is about 
39 meters far from launch pad to target. And the launch pad 
can shoot arrow with the same force. Fig. 2b shows the 
pictures that currently used handwriting impact points of 
arrow result in manufacturing company. 

B. Hardware design for detecing high speed moving object 

In order to solve current system problem that using 
handwriting and high-speed camera, this paper suggests 
hardware design for measuring impact point using novel 
structure and sensors. Photodiode sensor is suitable for 
measuring position of arrow moving in high speed, and 
considering response sensitivity of photodiode, it is 
appropriate pair that red light line laser [5][6][7]. The 
photodiode has 5.6mm diameter, spectral sensitivity is 
450~1050nm range. Power consumption of a line laser is 
100mW, and the laser straightly emits red light laser with 
spread 60 degrees because of inner structure consists of 
small size mirror in the module. Since photodiode is 
converting device that converts light energy to electrical 
energy, so photodiode voltage level changes relying on light 
intensity of line laser. When arrow passes the experimental 
structure consists of photodiode and line laser, namely the 
frame, voltage level changes of photodiode can be measured. 
Based on the measured data, impact point of the arrow can 
be represented. As shown in Fig. 3, two line lasers installed 
in L1, L2 position at the single frame, 80 photodiodes on the 
substrate installed opposite position of line laser. Position of 
the line laser should be placed in the center of photodiode 
substrate. And position should be in the form of coordinates, 
so square-shaped frame is used. The length of one side is 
65cm, and each side is exquisitely crafted in right angle. 

An arrow has high flight speed, average 250km/h and 
maximum 300km/h. For obtaining one point of the high-
speed arrow, sampling time should be about 5ms to 15ms. 

For measuring and dealing with large amount of data, analog 
input module that have high sampling rate and cover lots of 
channels relying on number of photodiodes is needed. 
Therefore, this paper chooses DAQ device, produced by 
National Instruments, which has high sampling rate and can 
handling lots of input channels. In order to measure the data 
that is output from a number of photodiodes, 8:1 
Multiplexers(74HC/HCT4051) are used, and the MUX is 
controlled 3 bit digital signal generated by NI 9401 module. 
Signals from MUX are connected 20 channels as input using 
NI 9205 analog input module. The NI 9205 analog input 
module has maximum 250kS/s on sampling rate, also has 32 
analog input channels. 20 channels used in this paper, and 
20kS/s for each channel. One channel of NI 9205 connected 
to output of MUX, and each MUX cover 8 photodiodes. NI 
cDAQ 9718 8-slot USB chassis performs not only 
synchronizing NI 9401 and NI 9205 module, but also 
sending analog signal that input analog signal from NI 9205 
to Host PC. Trigger signal occurs when arrow is shot on 
launch pad then NI-9178 chassis take the signal as input, and 
acquiring data during 1 second. Due to obtain data for 1 
second, the number of acquiring data from one photodiode is 
2500. The acquired data is sent by computer bus connected 
slot or port from DAQ to Host PC. The computer bus 
performs communication interface between DAQ device and 
computer for transmitting and receiving commands and 
acquired data. Fig. 4 shows hardware design of suggested 
system that starts emitting red light line laser, causes 
changing voltage level of photodiode, DAQ measures the 
changes and finally sends the measured signal to Host PC. 

C. Impact point expresion using voltage level scale 

In previous section, the explanation of devised structure 
for expressing impact point and measuring data generated by 
photodiode sensor using NI DAQ were described. As shown 
in Fig. 5, the flowchart present the entire processes from 
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sending measured data to Host PC using NI DAQ to 
expressing impact point through processing of the transferred 
signal. When line laser emits light to single photodiode 
sensor, output voltage of the photodiode is about 0.5V. On 
the other hands, if some object makes shadow by passing 

above the single photodiode, then output voltage is dropped 
at about 0.3V.At the moment of shooting arrow the trigger 
signal appeared. After the trigger signal, acquiring time 
begins during 1 second. Due to obtain data for 1 second, the 
number of acquiring data from one photodiode is 2500. The 
voltage dropping levels are slightly different each other 
because of photodiodes sensitivity. And because of line laser 
spreading angle, 60 degree as mentioned earlier, there are 
voltage level difference between photodiodes which located 
center position and photodiodes which located edge of the 
substrate. The center position of photodiodes has higher 
voltage level than the edge position ones. In order to make 
voltage level equivalent, min-max normalization method [8] 
is used. The extracted data is normalized in Host PC, the 
normalized data is used for obtaining center point of 
photodiodes that changing the voltage level because of shade 
of arrow, finally initial impact point is expressed including 
errors. Errors that occurring square-shape steel structure for 
measuring arrow's impact point are calibrated using NN. 

If an arrow passes through single frame, shade occurs by 
the arrow in A, B region that part of photodiode array as 
shown in Fig. 6. Due to the shade by the arrow, voltage level 
of photodiode sensor drops. Using the voltage level of the 
photodiode and its index, center of photodiodes is derived. 
For finding center point of photodiode shaded by the arrow, 
equation of finding center of mass [9] is used, and it is 
represented in, 

 ,
i i

i

total

V K
P

V






 (1) 

where, K indicates index of the photodiodes. V means 
dropped voltage level by the shade of arrow, and totalV  is 
total dropping voltage level by the shade. The center point of 
photodiode which shaded by the arrow is shown in Fig. 6. 
Where Mx is center point of A region, and My is center point 
of B region. In other words, the intersection point of 1 xL M  

and 2 yL M  is the impact point of the arrow, represented as 
Position(x,y). 

III. CALIBRATION AND RESULT OF ARROW’S IMPACT 

POINT USING NEURAL NETWORK 

The calibration algorithm for improving precision of 
measuring arrow’s impact point using grid calibration plate 
is applied. The grid calibration plate has grid points that have 
1cm interval each other and the plate attached on single 
frame. The measuring data before applying calibration 
algorithm using grid plate at the frame and each grid point 
that the position of arrow is shown in Fig. 7. In the figure, 
the measuring data before applying calibration algorithm 
shows gradually increasing tendency of error through center 
to edge of frame. Neural network method with back 
propagation learning is used as calibration algorithm. NNs 
are systems that are deliberately constructed to make use of 
some organizational principles resembling those of the 
human brain. A number of recent reviews have identified a  
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Figure 7.  (a) Grid plate installed on the frame, (b) Measuring data of grid 

point before applying calibration algorithm. 
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Figure 8.   Split of learning: (a) Training data, (b) Test data. 
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Figure 9.   Result of calibrated data using NN: (a) Before calibration, (b) 

After calibration. 

TABLE I.  RESULT OF CALIBRATION ALGORITHM 

 Training error Test error 

Before 
calibration 

3.172mm 

After 
calibration 

0.544mm 0.617mm 

 
 

diverse range of adaptive system [10], process optimization 
[11], pattern matching and classification, function 
approximation, optimization, vector quantization, and data 
clustering [12]. Investigations have also been completed in 
various aspects of calibration and analysis of measurement 
errors [13][14][15]. The structure of NN is 2-6-2 feed-
forward form, and uses Levenberg-marquardt algorithm, and 
its learning rate is 0.01. The activation function of hidden 
layer is tangent sigmoid function, and output layer’s 
activation function is linear function. For learning NN, 225 
data that measuring at grid plate are classified into 169 
training data and 56 test data as shown in Fig. 8. 
The result of grid point calibration using NN is shown in Fig. 
9 and Table Ⅰ. It can be found that error is fairly calibrated 
not only center of frame but edge of frame. And average 
error is also improved that comparing 3.17mm before 
calibration to 0.62mm after calibration result. For deriving 
error, MAE (Mean Absolute Error) method is defined by, 

 

  
1 1

1 1
( , ) ( , ) ,

n n

i i i i
i i

MAE x y x y Error
n n 

     (2) 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper suggests that the novel structure can measure 
impact point of arrow, the sensor can detect high-speed 
moving object, and the system can represent impact point of 
the arrow using the voltage level change of photodiode 
sensor. In order to make measuring system, square-shaped 
steel frame is produced which length of one side is 65cm, 
and the photodiode sensor and line laser is attached at the 
frame. When an arrow passes the frame, NI 9205 device is 
acquiring voltage level changes of photodiode sensor at any 
points, and sending the data to Host PC through NI cDAQ-
9178. Changing interval is extracted using the voltage level 
of photodiode sensor, and the impact point of arrow is 
represented by index and voltage drop size of the photodiode. 
But the represented impact point includes error due to 
structure of substrate that designed for detecting high-speed 
moving object and angle of light emitted by line laser. 
Therefore, the represented impact point is distorted at this 
moment. For solving this problem of impact point, 
calibration method is applied using NN. After calibration, 
average error is decreasing from 3.17mm to 0.62mm. Now, it 
can digitize among the impact points, also the result can be 
used as manufacturing variables that use for performance 
analyzing with other arrows and also making arrow. Our 
proposed measurements method is a reflection in the 
manufacturing process that classifying manufactured arrow 
characteristics, choosing appropriate arrow for user, and 
determining quality and performance objectively. 
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Abstract— In this paper, we present an approach to automatic 
cattle detection and localization system from natural scenes. 
Cattle shed scene has complex background and various 
illumination. In this reason, the proposed approach includes 
object detection method in complex background using active 
tags and RGB color filtering. In addition, we proposed 
localization method using image data and RFID data. First, we 
narrow down the localization range using RFID data. Then, we 
estimate more accurately the object location using vision-based 
methods. 

Keywords-animal localization; cattle shed surveillance 
system   

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Robust object localization and object detection method 

have applications including gaming, security, defense and 
even medical service.  
Recently, domestic stock farmers suffered from highly  

contagious livestock diseases, such as the Foot-and 
-mouth disease (FMD). These kind of contagious livestock 
diseases have often initial symptom of high temperature. For 
this reason, it is necessary to sense a temperature change of 
cattle in stock farms. Additionally, we are able to early 
detect and isolate a cow which has high temperature change 
through each object localization. This is important because 
isolation of an ill cattle prevents spread of the disease. 
Furthermore, we should isolate not only the sick cattle but 
also a group containing the sick cattle. Previous researches 
[1] of finding a group containing target object are less 
accurate in cattle shed.  For this reason, we propose a 
vision-based cattle localization and detection system in 
stock farm. Our system performs vision-based ill cattle 
detection and localization, as shown in Fig. 1. Target stock 
farm is divided into multiple room. We called each room 
“cattle shed cell” and each cell has unique number as Fig. 1. 
Each cattle shed cell has one or two cows. Our system has 
one camera per each axis. Each camera can move 
horizontally on axis. We utilize the active tag [3] and Radio 
Frequency Identification (RFID) [4] information and camera 
images for assistance of object detection. Each active tag 
works along with temperature sensor. We put active tag and 
RFID on each cow’s body. In other words, each cow has an 

active tag and a RFID chip. When it senses an increase in 
temperature that is above a given threshold, the tag light 
associated with the sensor lights up. We detect the active tag 
and estimate the object’s localization. Then, mobile cameras 
collect cattle’s image data using object position information.  

Object localization and detection systems have two 
problems. Generally, vision-based object detection system 
has less accuracy on brightness change. As mentioned 
earlier, we propose active tag as technical assistance. It has 
merits and demerits. It helps the systems to achieve high 
accuracy by detection in dark environment, but it requires 
checking the batteries periodically. Second, it is difficult to 
estimate the object’s location in a natural scene by using 
vision-based methods.  

Our localization method has two steps. We localize object 
cattle using RFID primarily. We narrow down the 
localization range using RFID location information. Then, 
we estimate the object’s location using vision-based method. 

A common approach is a region-based method, which uses 
multiple feature or high complexity feature and Adaboost or 
neural network. [5],[6],[7]. This method needs a diverse 
training dataset and multi-features require large processing 
time. Also, the recently proposed camera-based real time 
mapping for Simultaneous Localization And Mapping 
(SLAM) [8],[9],[10] is not suitable for stock farm 
environment.   

                  Figure 1.  Vision-based ill cattle localization system 
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Figure 2. System Flow Chart 

II. CATTLE DETECTION AND LOCALIZATION SYSTEM 
In this section, we describe our system. We proposed ill 

cows detection and localization system in stock farms.  Fig. 2 
shows a system overview. This vision-based system works 
when the cattle’s body temperature rises. If some cattle’s 
temperature rises, the cattle’s RFID provides the 
corresponding shed number. At the same time, the cattle’s 
active tag turns on and four cameras convey the location of 
the targeted cow using the light Images are captured by these 
four cameras. An active tag has brighter and clearer color 
than general object. Accordingly, we detect active tags using 
color filtering. We make a localization map using color 
markers as Figs. 4(c), (d) and (e). Also, we estimate the 
active tag’s position using matching LUT (Look-up table). 
LUTs are trained beforehand. We record the image of the 
affected cow using the estimated position. Finally, we send 
images to system administrator. These images are used for 
cattle shed management service.     

 
Figure 3. Active tag sample 

A. Cattle detection in RGB color space 
Real datasets in cattle shed have more problems than 

indoor images. These images are more sensitive to lighting 
variation. In order to solve the problem, we propose active 
tags that provide illumination invariant color information. 
Our active tag is made of LEDs, as shown in Fig. 3.  Each 
cow has one active tag, and each active tag turns on when the 
cow has high temperature.  

Our active tag gives out a red light. Using this simple fact, 
we perform normalized color filtering to detect active tag. R-
band pass filter has high weight. 

B. Processing region define method and object 
localization using color marker and RFID information 
A common approach is vision-based probabilistic model 

[11]. Natural scene includes various color and illumination. 
For this reason, it is difficult to perform object localization in 
wide natural scene. In order to solve the problem, we defined 
processing region using RFID information and color marker 
as shown in Figs.4 (b).  Fig. 4.(d) and (e) show color marker 
examples. The marker is placed at one meter interval. We 
make color marker-based localization map as shown in Fig.4 
(c). We have absolute position of four cameras. Thus, we 
estimate active tag position using LUT. 

LUTs are trained beforehand using k-means clustering 
and Euclidean distance. We perform the training using 640 
images. In order to overcome various illumination in cattle 
shed images, these images have two types brightness, such as 
0.15klux, 0.3klux.  

III. EXPERIMENT RESULT 
We have tested our system on real datasets and test 

datasets. Real datasets are captured at the target cattle shed 
as shown in Fig. 4 (a), and test datasets take our indoor test-
bed as shown in Fig. 5. These images are captured in jpeg 
RGB colored form in the size of 1600*1200 pixels. The 
indoor test-bed size is 4 meters * 6meters. We used Intel 
Xeon 3.2GHz, 16G RAM, Win7, Visual Studio C++ 2008 in 
all of our computations. Fig. 6 shows the system’s GUI. 

The test-bed has 1 meter x 1 meter grid, as shown in Fig. 
5. Each grid component has unique number. We evaluate the 
localization system using the grid. 

In our research, the performance of object detection is 
79.16%. Localization performance is 71.52%. The main 
reasons of errors are comprised of two categories, as follows. 
l Images have various illuminations. Because part of test 

images is a natural scene, the images have shadows 
spots and sunny spots. A sunny spot is so much brighter 
than an active tag. It is difficult to detect an active tag in 
sunny spots.  
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l Camera’s position and PTZ (Pen, Tilt, Zoom) have 
errors because four cameras are mobile cameras. To 
solve this matter, we need to perform camera calibration. 
Camera calibration reduces error rate, but camera 
calibration method requires a considerable processing 
time.   

 
 Figure 4. Experiment result in real cattle shed dataset 

 

 
Figure 5. Indoor Testbed 

 
Figure 6. System GUI 

IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we proposed object detection and 

localization in cattle shed. Cattle shed images has complex 
background and a variety of illumination changes. In 
illumination changes, the color active tag-based method is 
used for detection. In addition, our localization method is 
attractive. The proposed localization method has two steps. 
First, we estimate rough location using RFID. Then, we 
localize object using vision-based method. We have tested 
our approach on a number of real datasets, demonstrated its 
good capabilities of cattle shed area.  

Object detection is difficult in cattle shed because cattle 
shed images have a lot of image noise. Our future work 
involves color filtering method and image segmentation 
method to solve illumination and complex background 
problem. Also, we need to solve the camera calibration 
problem. We will continue developing our detection and 
localization algorithm.  
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Abstract — Partial discharges (PD) on high voltage insulator 

surfaces are directly related with the deposition of pollution 

over the insulators. A complete partial discharge sensor 

network was previously developed and has been in operation 

for approximately three years. This system records the PD 

activity classifying it into four levels. As the PD activity is 

influenced by the weather conditions the sensor network 

measures the one hour average temperature and relative 

humidity. Also a fuzzy inference system was developed to 

extract the flashover occurrence risk level based on the partial 

discharge activity recorded. However, a strong rain event can 

wash the insulators strings almost instantaneously decreasing 

the risk level. To a correct result interpretation it is important 

to properly analyze the weather data to detect the rain 

occurrence. This paper presents a comparison among three 

approaches for rain detection from humidity and temperature 

data. The three approaches, Naïve Bayes Classifier, Support 

Vector Machines and Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network 

are trained on data gathered by  meteorological stations 

located nearby the PD sensors and used in conjunction with the 

data obtained by those. Promising preliminary results are 

presented. 

Keywords; Partial discharges; rain detection; pattern 

recognition; leakage current; insulators. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The high voltage transmission lines are affected by many 
problems. One of them is the pollution accumulated over the 
insulators strings. When combined with high relative 
humidity the pollution layer becomes a conductive layer. A 
leakage current flows by this conductive layer causing 
irregular heating and then humidity evaporation, creating 
thin dry bands. The increase of electric charges in dry bands 
borders combined with the high electric field causes partial 
discharges near these dry bands [1]. The partial discharges 
phenomenon increases its rate and intensity until a complete 
discharge, known as flashover, bypassing all insulators 
causes a failure on the transmission line [2]. 

One way to avoid the flashover is by removing the 
pollution layer deposited over the insulator string by 
washing. However, this is a high cost operation and failures 
may occur during the procedure. 

Aiming to assist the decision regarding the need for 
maintenance of the insulator string, a sensor network was 
previously developed to detect and classify partial discharges 

according to their frequency of occurrence and intensity [3]. 
This system comprises an optical sensor coupled to an 
optical fiber, which transmits the leakage current [4] signal 
to an electronic processing module, which has also a 
temperature and a humidity sensor [5]. The collected data are 
transmitted via satellite and stored in a database. 

A fuzzy inference system has been developed in order to 
extract the flashover risk occurrence. The risk level is 
incremented and decremented according to the level of 
partial discharge activity considering its intrinsic relation 
with relative humidity [6]. The use of a fuzzy system has the 
advantage of being able to represent uncertainties of natural 
language, such as, for example, “the insulator string is 
slightly polluted”. 

However, on strong rain events the insulator string is 
washed ceasing the flashover risk after it. This almost 
instantaneous risk variation is not reflected on the fuzzy 
sequential decrement risk level. This work aims to develop a 
system capable of detecting the instantaneous cleaning of the 
insulator by strong rains, based on the available humidity and 
temperature data. The rain detection will make the fuzzy risk 
classification system more precise and turn the maintenance 
schedule more robust, reducing costs due to unnecessary 
washes. 

Common electronic rain sensors are only capable of 
detecting rain in a small surface and are not capable of 
quantifying the event [7]. Electromechanical rain sensors are 
capable of easily detecting and quantifying rain. 
Nevertheless, when installed in outdoor environments this 
kind of sensor accumulates water, in turn attracting 
infestation by wasps or bees. The presence of these insects 
increases the risk for operators of the power transmission 
company and increases the failure rate of the rain sensor 
itself once the hives might block the mechanical parts of the 
sensor. 

Temperature and humidity data gathered by the sensor 
network exhibits a daily regular pattern. This pattern is 
changed by rain events and a new rain pattern starts to occur. 
So, a pattern recognition system can be applied to detect the 
insulator washing by rain. A pattern recognition prototype 
system was developed based on the reliable data obtained 
from the Brazilian Institute of Meteorology, INMET, 
database. This database has humidity and temperature 
information as also the amount of rain precipitation per hour.  
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This paper compares three approaches for the rain 
detection system proposed: Naïve Bayes Classifier, Support 
Vector Machine (SVM) and Multilayer Perceptron Neural 
Network (MLP). After this analysis, the MLP was applied in 
a data set gathered by the partial discharge sensor network 
and visual inspections were realized to ensure empirically the 
rain detection success. 

The following sections are organized as: Section 2 
describes the satellite sensor system network; Section 3 
describes the used data sets and the rain pattern; Section 4 
discuss the concepts of each approach for rain detection; 
Section 5 describes the methodology used in this work; 
Section 6 presents the results and finally, the conclusions and 
final considerations are in Section 7. 

II. SATELLITE SENSOR SYSTEM NETWORK 

The satellite network is composed by six nodes operating 
and it has been in operation for three years in the Northeast 
region of Brazil. Each node is composed by an optical 
sensor, an electronic processing module and a satellite 
transmission modem [3], as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Each hour the sensor node transmits the partial 
discharges activities, average temperature and average 
humidity. The partial discharge activity is classified into four 
current ranges named N1 to N4, which are related to current 
pulses larger than 5, 10, 20 and 40 mA, respectively [3]. 

The information gathered by each sensor is organized 
into two 64-bit packets and transmitted via satellite each half 
hour. After reception the data are stored in a database. The 
access to this database is provided by the ADECI (from their 
initials in Portuguese – Electric Performance Evaluation on 
Insulator Strings) system. Only identified employees of 
CHESF (the generation and distribution company in the 
Northeast region of Brazil) can access the information.  

III. DATA SETS AND RAIN PATTERN 

The temperature and humidity have an almost regular 
daily behavior. During the day, the temperature is high and 
the humidity is low; at night the temperature falls down and 
the humidity goes up. During rain events this behavior is 
modified because the rain causes an immediate increase in 
humidity and decrease in temperature. This behavior can be 
seen in Fig. 2 – at rain events the temperature falls down and 
the humidity goes up. This behavior is better observed in 
heavy rain events than in light rains.  

 

Figure 1.  Sensor node for partial discharge monitoring. 

 
Figure 2.  Plots of temperature and humidity patterns. 

The INMET meteorological stations data contain average 
temperature and humidity as also the amount of rain 
precipitation in millimeters per hour. Linear interpolations 
were used to complete the series on every data missing less 
than 5 hours. When the time period of the missing data was 
larger than 5 hours, data for the full day were excluded from 
the database. 

The INMET database was used to train each detection 
rain model for further use on ADECI bases. Fig. 3 shows the 
sensor network topology and each node of the nearest 
INMET meteorological station. Although each sensor node 
has a near INMET station, the distance between them is 
about tens of  kilometers and a rain in the INMET station 
does not imply a rain in the nearest ADECI sensor location. 

The data set was organized on day-long vectors as show 
in Table I. T0 to T23 represents the temperatures for the 24 
hours as well as U0 to U23 represent humidity values. If the 
day has a total rain precipitation larger than 1 mm, the day is 
classified as rainy. Otherwise it is classified as no rain. 

 

 
Figure 3.  Sensor node and INMET station location. 
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TABLE I.  DATA SET ATTRIBUTES AND CLASS. 

Attributes Class 

T0 … T23 U0 … U23 [rain / no rain] 

IV. APPLIED TECHNIQUES 

A. Naïve Bayes Classifier 

A Naïve Bayes Classifier [8] is a supervised-learning 
statistical technique. A vector   represents   
features             , in this work, each dimension of 
vector   comprehends an attribute of the database. The a 
posteriori probability of having rained in a specified day can 
be calculated using Bayes theorem as 

 
      |   

          |     

    
  

In (1),      is the probability of   occurring in the data set 
and    |      is the likelihood probability of   occurring in 
the “rain” class. 

By using the naïve assumption, i.e. the attributes are 
conditionally independent, the likelihood probably of 
   |      is 

 
   |       ∏    |     

 

   

  

It means that under the naïve assumption, the conditional 
distribution over the “rain” class can be expressed as 

 
      |   

 

 
       ∏    |     

 

   

  

where  , the evidence, is a scaling factor dependent only on  
the features of the   vector. 

All the Naïve Bayes Classifier parameters (the class prior 
and feature probability distributions) can be approximated 
with relative frequencies from the training set. In this work 
the continuous values associated with each class were 
considered to have a Gaussian distribution. 

B. Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network  

The MLP [9] is an artificial neural network whose 
architecture is based on multiple layers of neurons: an input 
layer, one or more hidden layers and an output layer. The 
number of hidden layers can be changed depending on the 
application. 

Each neuron can be seen as an element with inputs, 
weights, one activation function and the output signal. The 
output signal of each neuron is given by 

 
     (∑      

 

   

)  

where,   is the output signal of the   neuron,    is the ith 

entry of the   neuron,    is the ith weight of the    neuron 

and  is the activation function. In this work the sigmoid 
function was used as activation function [9]. The signal is 
propagated from the input layer to the output layer – where 
the classifier result is available.  

The training of a MLP consists on the weights adjusts. 
The objective is to train the MLP network to achieve a 
balance between the ability to respond correctly to the input 
patterns used for training and the ability to provide good 
results for other similar inputs, i.e. train the network to be 
capable of performing generalization. For this task, the 
classic backpropagation algorithm was used to realize the 
training of the neural network [9]. 

C. Support Vector Machine 

The SVM [10] is a statistically robust learning method in 
which the training process consists into finding an optimal 
hyperplane which maximizes the margin between two 
classes of data in the kernel induced feature space.  

Given an input data of   samples              
classified into two classes. Each one of the classes associated 
with labels are       for the positive class (rain) and 
      for the negative class (no rain), respectively. For 
linear data, it is possible to determine the hyperplane  

              

where   an M-dimensional vector and   is a scalar. This 
separating hyperplane should satisfy the constraints 

                  
                  



Furthermore, as the SVM searches for an optimal 
hyperplane, the margin width between the support vectors 
and the optimum hyperplane must be maximized, as showed 
in Fig. 5. The margin is calculated as 

 
    

 

|| ||
  

so || || must be minimized. 

 

Figure 4.  Support Vectors and separating hyperplane. 
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There is also the introduction of positive slack variables   , 
to measure the distance between the margin and the 
vectors     , which means that some mistakes can be 
tolerated. The optimal hyperplane separating the data can be 
obtained by solving the optimization problem 

 
   

 

 
|| ||   ∑   

 

   

  

subject to 

                   

The constraints aim to put the instances with positive 
label at one side of the margin of the hyperplane, and the 
ones with negative labels at the other side.   is the cost 
parameter, with is a positive constant specified by the user.  

The optimization problem of the SVM is usually solved 
by introducing the Lagrangian multipliers   , transforming 
the problem on the dual quadratic optimization. 

SVM can also be used to classify nonlinear problems. By 
using a nonlinear mapping function, called Kernel function, 
the original data are mapped into a high-dimensional feature 
space, where the linear classification is possible. There are 
different Kernel functions used in SVMs, such as linear, 
polynomial, sigmoidal and Gaussian RBF. The selection of 
the better Kernel function is very important, since this 
function will define the feature space in which the training 
set examples will be classified [10].  

V. METHODOLOGY 

A. Experiments to setup parameters 

At first, some experimental arrangements were made in 
order to evaluate the best set up parameter for the ANN MLP 
and for the SVM. 

For the used ANN MLP the numbers of hidden layers 
were limited in two. The tested topologies are showed in the 
Table II. There are two MLP output neurons, one indicates 
the “rain” class and the other indicates the “no rain” class. 
The validation set, necessary to avoid overfit was generated 
by selecting randomly 30% of the normalized complete data 
set. 

TABLE II.  EXPERIMENTAL ARANGEMENT FOR MLP. 

Neuron quantity 

First hidden layer Second hidden layer 

10 0 

20 0 

30 0 

40 0 

5 5 

10 10 

20 20 

30 30 

 
For the SVM, four kernel functions were tested: radial 

basis, linear, sigmoid and polynomial. For each kernel 

function the   parameter assumed respectively 1, 5, 10 and 
30. The   parameter was fixed in 0.001. And for the Naïve 
Bayes Classifier a gaussian distribution function was 
assumed. 

The test method for all experiments was the stratified 
cross-validation 5-fold. For the MLP the experiment was 
repeated twenty times. One INMET database (near São 
Miguel dos Campos) was used to evaluate the best setup 
parameter for the techniques. 

The metrics used to compare the three techniques are the 
TP (True Positive) rate and the F-Measure. The F-Measure is 
an accuracy evaluation which considers the precision 
generating an overall score about the classifier. For this 
application, the TP of no-rain class is a very important 
measure, and this rate must be maximized. A false positive 
for the rain class will cause a decrease of the risk level of a 
flashover and the prediction system can miss the flashover 
event because of this false positive rain detection. 

B. Experiments to evaluate the trainig applied in other data 

bases 

With the best setup parameters, all three techniques were 
trained with the data from São Miguel dos Campos INMET 
station and the trained models were applied in all others 
INMET stations. 

The main objective was to evaluate if a training realized 
on one station could be applied to another one. The 
geographic limits of the training and the influence of the 
climate were also investigated. 

C. Results on ADECI data 

The trained models were applied on ADECI databases 
aiming to verify if the rain detection was satisfactorily. 

The analysis of these experiments could not be measured 
in mathematical ways because the ADECI data does not 
include the rain information. Instead careful visual 
inspections were made to identify the temperature and 
humidity behavior changes in order to qualitatively verify the 
results obtained. 

VI. RESULTS 

A. Evaluation of setup parameters 

Table III presents the results for the Naïve Bayes 
Classifier. There are no parameters to adjust on this 
classifier. 

The Naïve Bayes Classifier achieve TP rate over 0.5 for 
both classes.  However, the FP (false positive) rate of the 
“no-rain” class is still high for the application (the FP for the 
“no rain” class is 0.227). The high result of FP “no rain” is a 
bad issue as it can lead to unnecessary maintenance action 
for insulators wash. 

Table IV presents the results for all ANN MLP 
topologies experimented. 

TABLE III.  EXPERIMENTAL ARANGEMENT FOR NAÏVE BAYES 

CLASSIFIER. 

TP rate “rain” TP rate “no-rain” F-Measure “rain” class 

0.807 0.798 0.746 
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TABLE IV.  RESULTS FOR ANN MLP. 

Topology 
(as in 

Table II) 

TP rate 
“rain” 
class 

TP rate 
“no-rain” 

class 

F-Measure 
“rain” 
class 

10, 0 0.802 (0.047) 0.873 (0.020) 0.790 (0.016) 

20, 0 0.793 (0.049) 0.877 (0.022) 0.788 (0.016) 

30, 0 0.784 (0.049) 0.878 (0.021) 0.783 (0.016) 

40, 0 0.784 (0.049) 0.878 (0.021) 0.783 (0.016) 

5, 5 0.810 (0.050) 0.866 (0.025) 0.791 (0.016) 

10, 10 0.810 (0.051) 0.869 (0.024) 0.792 (0.017) 

20, 20 0.814 (0.049) 0.867 (0.022) 0.793 (0.016) 

30,30 0.812 (0.051) 0.867 (0.022) 0.793 (0.018) 

 
In order to choose the best topology for the ANN MLP, 

statistical tests were made. With the Shapiro Wilk test, all 
samples follow the normal distribution, and with the F test, 
all samples have the same variance. So, the T-Student test 
was applied to evaluate the best topology with statistical 
significance. The result of  the T-Student test proves that 
there is no statistical difference between the topologies. So, 
the topology with fewer neurons in one layer was chosen. As 
shown in the highlighted cells in Table IV the results of the 
ANN MLP were better than those of the Naïve Bayes 
Classifier.  

Table V presents the results for the SVM. In this table, 
only the best results for each kernel function are presented. 

As the SVM classifier presents a unique solution, the set 
of parameters that resulted on the highest F-Measure was 
chosen (Radial Basis kernel function and   equals 10.0). 

The results obtained with training and execution of the 
classifiers within the same database shows that the rain 
pattern recognition is possible. 

TABLE V.  RESULTS FOR SVM. 

Kernel 
Function 

C 
TP rate 
“rain” 

TP rate 
“no-
rain” 

F-Measure 
“rain” 

Linear 

1 0.758 0.896 0.781 

5 0.754 0.880 0.767 

10 0.754 0.880 0.767 

Polynomial 
(3 degree) 

1 0.256 0.973 0.393 

5 0.575 0.929 0.676 

10 0.643 0.916 0.717 

Radial 
Basis 

1 0.720 0.910 0.766 

5 0.749 0.889 0.777 

10 0.758 0.902 0.785 

Sigmoidal 
 

1 0.671 0.921 0.741 

5 0.744 0.905 0.778 

10 0.754 0.905 0.784 

 

B. Evaluation of trainig applied in other databases 

Each classifier was trained with the data from the São 
Miguel dos Campos INMET station and applied in all others 
INMET stations. The parameter set used for the ANN MLP 
and for the SVM were the ones chosen in the previous 
section. The results for the Naïve Bayes Classifier, ANN 

MLP and SVM methods are presented on Tables VI, VII and 
VIII, respectively. 

TABLE VI.  NAÏVE BAYES CLASSIFIER TRAINED WITH SÃO MIGUEL DOS 

CAMPOS INMET STATION. 

Data Base 
used for 

Evaluation 
(INMET 
station) 

Naive Bayes Classifier 

TP rate 
“rain” 
class 

TP rate 
“no-rain” 

class 

F-Measure 
“rain” 
class 

Sobral 0.585 0.720 0.385 

Fortaleza 0.033 1.00 0.065 

Mossoró 0.203 0.989 0.316 

Angelim 0.995 0.060 0.522 

TABLE VII.  ANN MLP TRAINED WITH SÃO MIGUEL DOS CAMPOS INMET 

STATION. 

Data Base 
used for 

Evaluation 
(INMET 
station) 

ANN MLP 

TP rate 
“rain” 
class 

TP rate 
“no-rain” 

class 

F-Measure 
“rain” 
class 

Sobral 
0.830 

(0.041) 
0.895 

(0.020) 
0.823 

(0.024) 

Fortaleza 
0.856 

(0.058) 
0.887 

(0.027) 
0.832 

(0.025) 

Mossoró 
0.842 

(0.045) 
0.883 

(0.023) 
0.821 

(0.014) 

Angelim 
0.835 

(0.043) 
0.887 

(0.020) 
0.820 

(0.016) 

TABLE VIII.  SVM TRAINED WITH SÃO MIGUEL DOS CAMPOS INMET 

STATION. 

Data Base 
used for 

Evaluation 
(INMET 
station) 

SVM 

TP rate 
“rain” 
class 

TP rate 
“no-rain” 

class 

F-Measure 
“rain” 
class 

Sobral 0.585 0.880 0.523 

Fortaleza 0.366 0.981 0.506 

Mossoró 0.270 1.000 0.423 

Angelim 0.967 0.599 0.705 

 
The Naïve Bayes Classifier presented unstable results. In 

the Fortaleza INMET station, only 3.3% of the examples of 
the “rain” class were correctly classified. But in the Angelim 
INMET station, the result was the opposite: only 6.0% of  
the “no-rain” class was classified correctly. A possible 
reason for this is the climate difference between these 
stations. Fortaleza has a tropical climate, with average 
temperature over 25ºC and there is almost no rain in the 
second semester of the year. Angelim is a mountain region 
with a mesothermal climate and average temperature of 
20ºC. This is a strong clue that this classifier is sensible to 
climate differences. 

The SVM presented a result similar to the Naïve Bayes 
Classifier; however, the result of SVM was better than the 
previous one. But the result analysis for the SVM indicates 
that this classifier is also sensible to climate differences. In 
fact, these results mean that the used kernel function is 
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sensitive to the climate difference, i.e, the kernel was not 
able to provide a linear separation between the ‘rain’ and 
‘no-rain’ class with the gathered data in all stations.  

The ANN MLP was able to identify more assertively the 
pattern of rainfall in all other databases. This means that the 
power of generalization of this classifier acted more 
efficiently. 

Comparing the three classifiers, the ANN MLP presented 
better results. The selected INMET stations are located in 
different climates. It implies differences on the mean values 
of temperature and humidity between the databases. This 
difference affects the Naïve Bayes Classifier, since the 
means and standard deviations (parameters of the Gaussian 
distribution) in the training can be very different in test 
dataset. This same influence affects the SVM, since this 
technique finds a unique hyperplane solution which separate 
booth classes, and the power of generalization depends on 
the  parameter. Some  variation experiments need to be done 
in order to evaluate the SVM. The ANN MLP also finds a 
hyperplane solution which separates booth classes. The 
solution might not be the optimum, but in this case it 
presented the higher generalization power.  

 

C. Evaluation on ADECI data 

The ADECI data does not include the information about 
the amount of rain, so, a visual analysis was made in order to 
verify results. Once the MLP presents better results only this 
strategy was applied on ADECI databases. 

Fig. 5 shows the result of the ANN MLP trained with the 
data from São Miguel dos Campos INMET station and 

applied in the São Miguel dos Campos ADECI station. The 
result of the ANN MLP is a binary neuron indicating class 
“rain” (one) and “no rain” (zero). As can be seen in Fig. 5, 
the rain pattern was successfully recognized in some data 
subsets. The visual analysis of the rain pattern matches with 
the previous patterns in Fig. 2. 

There are some possible rain events not successfully 
recognized. These events are marked in Fig. 5. But, for every 
rain detected the visual analysis of temperature and humidity 
suggests a rain event.   

If a rain is not properly detected, as showed on 
highlighted areas of Fig. 5, the risk level will not be reset. If 
the risk level before the rain event was high enough to 
require a schedule maintenance, this maintenance will 
happen, even with the insulator rain wash, causing an 
unnecessary spending by the electric company. But some 
rain events were detected, and in these cases the maintenance 
schedule could be reprogrammed with this new information. 
It is not possible to quantify the rain detection efficiency but 
visually it is possible to verify that approximately 66% of 
rain events n Fig. 5 were properly detected. 

Furthermore, during a rain event, naturally there is an 
increase in the activity rate, mainly N1 as can be seen in the 
last rain detection, marked in Fig. 5. This activity increase 
causes an increment in the risk level leading to wrong 
interpretations. With the proper rain detection, the activity 
increase can be related to the rain event and the risk level is 
not increased.  

Fig. 6 shows the result of the same ANN MLP applied in 
the Mossoró ADECI station.  

 

 

Figure 5.  Application of ANN MLP in São Miguel dos Campos ADECI station. 

    

Possible rain events not 

recognized 

 

Last rain detection 
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Figure 6.  Application of ANN MLP in Mossoró ADECI station. 

A clear rain pattern was successfully recognized, but the 
visual analysis also suggests that some rain events were not 
successfully recognized. The general visual analysis suggests 
that the false negative rain rate was higher in Mossoró 
ADECI station than in São Miguel dos Campos ADECI 
station. The efficiency decrease observed to Mossoró 
ADECI station suggests that it decreases with distance, 
indicating that one single model can not be used to analyze 
all network nodes.  

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This work presented an initial attempt to detect rain with 
relative humidity and temperature obtained from the partial 
discharges satellite sensor network. Preliminary results show 
that it is possible to detect rain events and use them to 
improve the flashover risk classification.  

The initial tests were performed on the reliable data from 
INMET meteorological stations in the Northeast Region of 
Brazil. Three techniques were applied: Naïve Bayes 
Classifier, ANN MLP and SVM.  

All three techniques presented acceptable results when 
tested on data from the same base. However, when the three 
classifiers were trained with data from one station and 
applied in the others INMET stations, only the ANN MLP 
presented acceptable results. The main reason for this is the 
different climates between each station, so the generalization 
ability of the classifier is an important feature. 

The ANN MLP trained with the São Miguel dos Campos 
INMET station was applied in data sets from ADECI 
database (obtained from the sensor network). Two ADECI 
stations were used to evaluate the ANN MLP. The rain 
pattern was successfully recognized in this database, 
however some false negatives were visually observed. 

The result of this work will improve the maintenance 
schedule system. Without the rain detection attibute, when a 
rain event occurs, the initial humidity increase causes a PD 
activity increase rising the risk of a flashover in the 
prediction system. With the addition of the rain detection 
attribute, this effect will not be taken into account and after 
the rain event, the flashover risk can be reset because the 
insulator string was washed. 

Future works aims to evaluate the threshold of rain 
precipitation, in millimeters, used to label the day as a rainy 
day and use larger data sets to evaluate the techniques. Data 
sets from different locations will also be used in order to test 
the climate characteristics influence on the proposed 
approach to rain detection and define the borders where the 
same model can be applied.  

Another improvement on the system is to split the days in 
mornings and nights because rain events during mornings 
cause a greater change in the temperature/humidity behavior 
than on nights.  

 

 

Possible rain event not 

recognized 
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